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ABSTRACT
Dynamic graph layouts are often used to position nodes in local views of large graphs. These layouts can be
optimized to minimize changes when navigating to other parts of the graph. Dynamic graph layout techniques
do not, however, guarantee that a local layout is recognizable when the user visits the same area twice. In this
paper we present a method to create stable and deterministic layouts of dynamic views of large graphs. It is based
on a well-known panorama-stitching algorithm from the image processing domain. Given a set of overlapping
photographs it creates a larger panorama that combines the original images. In analogy to that our algorithm
stitches pre-computed layouts of subgraphs to form a larger, single layout. This deterministic approach makes
structures and node locations persistent which creates identical visual representations of the graph. This enables
the user to recognize previously encountered parts and to decide whether a certain part of a dataset has already
been explored before or not.

Keywords
dynamic graph, explorative analysis, mental map, graph layout stitching
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INTRODUCTION

structures of large static graphs based on a node-link
diagram.

Showing the structure emerging from the network connections is one goal of graph visualization. However,
human’s visual intelligence can be used only if adequate data displays are provided. Using node-link diagrams is a popular visualization technique that works
particularly well for small to medium-sized graphs. The
goal of our technique is to ease the exploration of local

A typical user task is the exploration of the neighborhood around a focal area of the graph. We consider such
an exploration as success if the user is able to mentally
chart the visible parts of the graph. Thus, it increases
the area the user is familiar with. To be precise, “familiarity” reflects two abilities to us: Firstly, the user is
able to recall a visible area upon revisiting. Secondly,
the user is able to mentally extend this area beyond the
visible part enabling the user to plan and predict navigation. Revisitation has been identified by Lee et al.
[LPP+ 06] as one of the tasks to be supported by graph
visualization.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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The tasks we support with our technique are characterized by the following two assumptions: The first one is
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that the information on the local level is more important
than the global structure of the graph. The second assumption is that movement along the edges is required
to gather required information. An example for such
tasks are investigations in citation networks or social
networks. We derive two conflicting requirements from

requirement, because it naturally does not adapt to local
features.
Our solution is a resolution of this conflict fulfilling
both requirements. We propose a dynamic layout that
adapts to the currently visible subgraph, but which is
independent of the exploration path. The main challenge is to keep the layouts “stable” during exploration.
We use a two-level-layout strategy to solve this problem. The first-level layout is done before interactive exploration: We compute a set of overlapping subgraphs
which covers the entire graph. The overlapping cover
guarantees that most of the nodes will appear in at least
two subgraphs. For every subgraph a layout is computed independently to produce the first-level layout.
These layouts serve as “building-blocks” for the second
level layout that is used during exploration.

Figure 1: Identical network parts have been highlighted
in a global layout (left) and a local, independent layout (right). The former display makes the impression
that the clusters were linearly connected. In particular,
it seems as if the shortest path from red to blue leaded
through green and yellow. However, the local view reveals that this is not the case.

The challenge of the second-level layout is to combine
these layouts depending on a given visible area of the
graph. The node coordinates from different subgraph
layouts need to be merged in a deterministic fashion. To
achieve this goal we choose a technique that originally
comes from the field of image processing: Panorama
stitching is used to merge a set of overlapping photographs into a single, seamless image. We transfer this
technique to graphs. Depending only on the currently
visible frame, individual subgraph layouts are selected,
weighted and merged to produce the final, visible layout.

these goals and task characteristics. In the following,
we will describe these requirements, show why they are
conflicting and propose a solution to resolve this conflict as the core contribution of this paper:
The first requirement is to show only the part of the
graph the user is interested in and to adapt the layout
to this visible subgraph. To give an example, Figure 1
shows a global layout with five clusters in a linear arrangement. Instead, a local layout of the clusters exposes the actual topology of these clusters. This requirement is dealt with in a number of existing dynamic
layout approaches. Dynamic layout covers techniques
for the selection of interesting or important areas of the
graph, for the definition of incremental layouts and the
smooth transition between consecutive layouts of these
visible subgraphs during exploration. We will call these
visible subsets of the graph frames from now on. The
rationale for smooth transition is to minimize the users’
effort to keep track of the evolving layout. However,
this applies to consecutive frames only. Revisiting a
known area of the graph after extensive exploration usually results in very different layouts.

To the best of our knowledge, these conflicting requirements have not been solved with a single technique before. Our contribution is a technical solution serving as
a proof-of-concept which fulfills both requirements. It
extends the notion of layout stability from “frame-toframe-coherence” to “frame consistency”. This means
that the layout of any subgraph looks the same or at
least similar for every visit. As a concept, it makes
use of existing approaches to create subgraphs and their
layouts, but it is not bound to specific approaches. In
fact, we believe that this concept offers a design space,
which is worth to be explored further in future.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
discusses related work in the area, before the concept
of our method is described in Section 3. In Section 4
we present test results for artificial and real datasets before we conclude with discussion and future work in
Section 5.

This fact leads to our second requirement. Whenever a
user revisits an area of the graph for a second time the
difference between the two layouts should be as small
as possible. We state that this requirement applies regardless of the length or direction of the user’s exploration path between any two visits of the same area. For
static graphs we argue that the visible layout is determined by the currently visible subgraph only. A simple
solution exists if only the second requirement were to
be considered: Compute a static layout of the complete
graph and toggle the visibility of nodes and edges as
needed. However, a static layout conflicts with the first

Full papers proceedings

2

RELATED WORK

In this section we first describe fundamental work on
the preservation of the mental map for the navigation in
network visualization, especially with respect to design
considerations and criteria. After that, we present techniques which have been developed to tackle this problem by improving layouts and/or interaction.

2
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et al. [DMS+ 08] and Frishman and Tal’s [FT04] focus on the preservation of node clusters in the dynamic
layout. Additionally, Dwyer’s approach optimized the
arrangement of polyline-edges. Aside from springembedding layouts, dynamic layout methods have also
been used in conjunction with other techniques. For example, Görg et al. [GBPD05] use Sugiyama-style layout techniques.

The preservation of the mental map of graph visualization has become an important goal ever since its introduction by Eades et al. [ELMS91]. In the literature,
dynamic layout techniques have been proposed to solve
two different problems: The first problem is the layout
computation of dynamic graphs, which has been formalized by North [Nor96]. The second problem is the
layout of a dynamic view of a graph, which has been
described by Huang at al. [HEW98]. A dynamic view
is basically a visible subgraph, which can be “moved”
interactively for browsing. This problem has been applied to static graphs, for example, by Huang et al.
[HEL05] and van Ham and Perer [vHP09]. According to North layout stability is achieved by minimizing
layout changes between consecutive frames. Interestingly, the two problems are similar from the perspective
of this criterion alone. In fact, many existing techniques
could be used to solve both problems. Our definition for
layout stability, however, does not apply to consecutive
frames alone. In addition we require that the layout of
any given subgraph will be the same upon revisitation.
Hence we can only claim to solve the second problem
here; the dynamic view of a static graph.
We consider the layout stability as a means to augment
recall on recently visited regions of the graph. The results of Marriott et al. [MPWG12] suggest that layout features have different cognitive impact, e.g. favoring symmetry or orthogonality. In an earlier study,
Purchase and Samra [SP08] note that minimal node
movement may not be the most relevant criterion for
mental map preservation. Archambault et al. [APP11]
compare animation approaches to small-multiple approaches, but their effect on mental map preservation
are inconclusive. We have to note that especially recall
experiments are naturally limited to small graphs - and
schemes to transfer results to real world graphs have yet
to be devised.
Many dynamic layout techniques are modifications of
static layout techniques which impose specific constraints or quality objectives on the transition between
two consecutive layouts. Brandes and Mader [BM12]
compare different measures, especially with respect to
the trade-off between individual layout quality and stability between frames. They note that even slightly lowered requirements in quality often offer a significant
boost in stability. Virtually all elements of a graph visualization have been covered by previous approaches
to stabilize the mental model upon dynamic changes.
For example, Frishman and Tal [FT08] and Erten et
al. [EHK+ 04] propose approaches where quality objectives apply to the node movement. Frishman and
Tals approach fine-tunes the inertia of nodes between
consecutive frames. Erten et al. propose a natural extension to force-feedback techniques by using a (2+1)dimension layout using virtual edges connecting different time-frames. Other approaches, like that of Dwyer

Full papers proceedings

Among these approaches, our technique relates most
to cluster-preserving dynamic layouts. However, the
“clusters” in our approach are subgraphs, which are layouted independently in a preprocessing step and merged
together depending on the current area of interest of the
user. Archambault et al. [AMA07] present a similar
strategy with the static multi-level technique Topolayout. Topolayout creates hierarchical partition layouts
with the most suited technique and merges them to minimize edge lengths and crossings. In contrast, our technique creates overlapping subgraphs which are dynamically merged along the overlapping nodes.
Aside from techniques which aim to preserve the mental map on a purely structural level, the role of interaction and navigation cues must be considered as well. In
fact, Marriott et al. note in their study [MPWG12] that
node labels are more powerful cues for mental mapping. However, we think that layout stability supports
the effective use of local navigation cues like labels, because they need to be located in the view to be useful. Moscovich et al. [MCH+ 09], van Ham and Perer
[vHP12] and May et al. [MSDK12] propose techniques
to ease navigation across larger distances. Their common idea is to provide visual cues pointing to otherwise
invisible nodes or regions of the graph.

3

CONCEPT

In this section we will describe how we derive a deterministic global layout from a set of local layouts. We
therefore transfer the panorama stitching algorithm to
the graph layout domain. Before we can perform our
layout stitching algorithm, a set of subgraphs with overlapping node sets needs to be created. A local layout is
then computed for every subgraph - independent from
the rest of the graph. We refer to these subgraph layouts
as patches from now on. We then align these patches
to match the positions of all nodes that exist in more
than one subgraph as good as possible. The position
of nodes that exist in multiple patches are then merged
and a unified layout is created. The basic idea is illustrated in Figure 2. In the final step, we will explain how
to create a layout that consists of more than just two
patches.

3.1

Definitions

We define a graph G(V, E) comprising a set of vertices
V together with a set of edges E. Our method works

3
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different layout algorithms. Moreover, the computation
can be done in a pre-processing step, but also deferred
until the layout is actually needed which avoids
unnecessary computational overhead. Force-directed
algorithms such as that of Fruchterman and Reingold
appear to be a sound choice as they reveal local
structure and are flexible to integrate user-specified
requirements[Kob12].

Figure 2: The green layout patch is aligned to the red
patch using the four shared nodes. Nodes that exist in
both layouts are merged, creating a unified layout of
both patches.

3.3

The sub-layouts are computed independently, therefore
the position of nodes is given in a local coordinate system. Nodes that exist in more than one layout generally
have different positions in each of them. We will now
describe how two patches with overlapping node sets
can be aligned so that the distance in between is minimized. Individual node positions do not fit perfectly,
but this will be fixed in a later step.

with both directed and undirected edges without limitations. However, we will assume for the sake of simplicity that the graph is connected, i.e. a path exists between
every pair of nodes in G. We also define a clustering
C(V ) as a mapping of V to a set of classes, so that every
vertex in G is linked to one or more classes.

3.2

The idea of stitching shapes is based on the work of
Brown and Lowe[BL07] who describe an approach for
automatic panorama stitching. The authors compute a
matching transformation for images based on distinct,
but overlapping point clouds. This process is far less
complex for graph layouts as no image post-processing
such as brightness compensation is required. Most importantly, the point correspondences in the two point
sets is known in our setting which simplifies the algorithm.

Pre-processing

The series of visible frames is defined by the user who
is browsing this graph on a local level. We do not
define the means of interaction here, but we assume
that the set of visible nodes can be derived from the
user’s interaction. Our concept defines a local layout
for this subgraph. Given a set of visible nodes, the set
of layout patches that need to be merged can be derived.
The frame which was displayed during the last timestep
does not influence the layout of the current frame. This
ensures that the same picture is created – independent
from the exploration path.

The second, important contribution comes from the
the shape-matching algorithm of Müller et al. which
works with identical point clouds but in a very different context[MHTG05]. The authors present a method
that allows for elastic deformation of three-dimensional
objects. With the help of shape matching, the points
of the deformed object can be gradually transformed
back to their original position. For that, the two geometric point sets are compared and a transformation
that reduces the pair-wise distance between all points
to a minimum is deduced. Apart from translation and
scaling, their transformation scheme offers refinements
such as twisting and compression which are not present
in the work of Brown and Lowe.

If no set of patches for a graph is provided, we compute a cover of overlapping subgraphs from a topologybased clustering, so that every vertex of the graph is
contained in at least one patch. Our approach works
with basically any clustering algorithm. However, we
point out that the cluster size and content have an influence on their layout which in turn influences the cluster
shape that is used for the stitching.
The resulting clusters cannot be used directly as
patches, because the clustering typically creates a
partition of the graph, i.e. every node is contained in
exactly one single cluster only. A straight-forward
approach to make them overlap is to include neighbors
of the first degree. In other words: nodes from other
patches that are directly connected are added to the
node set of the patch. Larger sets are created by adding
neighbors of neighbors and so on.

We trivially acquire a set of vertices that exist in two
given layouts by computing the intersection of the two
sets.
As long as the set contains at least three vertices, we can
use the standard least-squares fitting method [AHB87]
to compute a deterministic matching transformation.
For the sake of simplicity, we will restrict this computation to rigid transformation, i.e. rotation and translation, but general affine transformations are feasible as
well. For every point p in sublayout A we specify its
counterpart p0 in sublayout B as

We consider two clusters to be connected if they share
at least three nodes. This is the minimum number of
points that is required for the layout patch alignment
computation.
As soon as the subgraphs are created, a layout is
computed for each of them. This can be performed
completely independently which allows for using

Full papers proceedings

Shape Matching

p0i = Rpi + t + εi
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stitch multiple patches in one frame and how we create
a smooth transition between two consecutive frames.
The problem we solve here is to find a deterministic
order in which the patches are stitched. Therefore, we
create a meta-graph of the patches. Two patches are
connected, if two patches share common nodes (see
Figure 5 left and center). Thus, they can be stitched
together. For the remaining part of the paper, this graph
is referred to as patch graph.

Figure 3: Rotating one of the two point clouds (green)
reduces the average distance between pairs.
Here, R is a rotation matrix, t a translation vector and ε
the measure of error. After solving for ε and accumulating the error over all points, we get
n

If the patches that should be merged are connected directly, only a deterministic order of stitching operations
needs to be defined. Otherwise, also a connecting series
of patch stitchings must be generated to ensure that also
distant patches can be combined.

n

ε 2 = ∑ kεi k2 = ∑ kp0i − (Rpi + t)k2

This series of stitchings of overlapping patches can
been seen as a path in the patch graph. Also, on this
level of abstraction, the interactive exploration can be
seen as a user-driven traversal of this patch graph.

The error becomes minimal if both point clouds have
the same centroid [AHB87]. This can be achieved by
subtracting the centroid of their respective sets (denoted
as c p and c p0 ) from the point locations. The task is
now to find an optimal rotation matrix where the pairwise distance is minimal for all points. This matrix can
be deduced from a 2 × 2 cost matrix H that measures
the distance between two point clouds. We subtract the
centroids from both datasets to bring them to the origin
and define this matrix H as

Starting with a single patch, the user continues exploring, eventually reaching a part of the graph, that can not
be visualized without including additional patches in
the visible subgraph. Adjacent patches are then added
until the requested graph region can be visualized. This
graph traversal must be stateless and therefore independent of previously visible patches. If this was not the
case, different exploration paths would have different
stitching orders thus result in different global layouts.
Three possible setups are depicted in Figure 4.

n

H = ∑(pi − c p )(p0i − c p0 )T
i

Using singular value decomposition (SVD), the matrix
H can be factorized into two rotations U and V and a
diagonal scaling matrix S.
[U, S,V ] = SV D(H)
See, for example, the introduction by Wall el al.
[WRR03] for details on the mathematical background
of the singular value decomposition. The final desired
rotation matrix can be computed as:
R = VU T
The final result is a transformed point p̂i that represents
the point pi of sublayout A in the coordinate system of
sublayout B.

Figure 4: Three patches (A, B, C) with corresponding 1-to-1 stichtings (top row). If the patches would
be stitched in the order they become visible, different stitched layouts would result. In this configuration
three different global layouts could be produced (bottom row).

p̂i = R(pi − c p ) + c p0
The accumulated difference between p̂i and the original
point p0i relates to the previously computed error ε and
can be used as a quality measure for this transformation
process.

3.4

The reason for this is that the patch graph contains multiple paths that connect the visible patches. Reducing
the number of edges naturally leads to a reduction of
the number of paths. To enforce a stable matching order, we remove all edges from the patch graph that are
not strictly necessary to keep the graph connected (see
the illustrations in Figure 5). What is left is a spanning
tree of the graph and can be computed by Kruskal’s algorithm.

Combining multiple shape matching
transformations

The approach we presented so far works well for combining two patches. However, in general, a frame consists of more than that. We therefore describe how to
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are always matched to the same neighbor patches. The
local position of a node is thus transformed by the series of affine transformations of the patches along the
path to the root patch.
Some nodes belong to multiple patches and would,
without additional correction, have multiple positions
on the drawing canvas. We therefore derive from all
these positions a commonly shared, unique position. In
such cases, we use a linear combination of the nodes’
weight factor to place the nodes depending on time and
the user focus. This ensures a smooth transition from
one layout frame to another.

Figure 5: The original graph is reduced to a graph of
patches which is then reduced to a spanning tree. This
tree is used to define unique paths between any two
nodes.
It is also able to incorporate edge weights, thus computing the spanning tree with lowest total weight – the
minimum spanning tree (MST). Starting with a graph
that has contains all nodes but no edges, edges with the
lowest weight are continuously added as long as they
don’t lead to cycles in the graph.
Although the error value of each matching seems like a
natural choice to maximize the quality of the whole layout, several drawbacks lead us to the decision against
using it. First and foremost, using the matching error as
edge weight is possible only if the matching error was
known for all pairs of connected patches. Computing
the optimal affine transformation of all possible combinations of layout patches is rather time-consuming.
Furthermore, interactive manipulation of a single patch
layout would result in changing weights for its incident
edges, which in turn could cause changes in the spanning tree of the patch graph.
Instead, we define a similarity-based weight function so
that edges between pairs of patches with large overlap
ratios have lower edges weights. They are then most
likely to be stitched first. The Jaccard similarity coefficient is a measure that indicates how similar two sets
are and is defined as:
|A ∩ B|
J(A, B) =
|A ∪ B|

4

In this section we will present some test results of both
artificial and real datasets. First we demonstrate the
concept in detail using a basic test graph. Second, we
use a real dataset to demonstrate that different exploration paths result in congruent layouts.

4.1

Concept verification

The first test run is based on a graph of the form of
a Venn diagram for three sets (see Figure 6). It contains three node rings that overlap at the center. This
graph is small yet complex enough to test the correctness of our approach. Its structure allows, on the one
hand, the extraction of three overlapping patches – the
rings – and ensures, on the other hand that their layouts
overlap only very little while having excellent matching
error scores.

Figure 6: From left to right: The Venn diagram (1) is
split into three overlapping subgraphs (2). These form
a patch graph (3) with 3 patches and 3 edges which is
reduced to a tree (4) to enable a stable interactive exploration.

This measure does not require the computation of the
matching error between all edges in the patch graph.
Similar to the distance function that is often used in
graph clustering, we can use this (or another) similarity measure and assign this value to the edges of the
patch graph.
For every pair of layout patches in this spanning tree,
only one single path exists. These paths in the tree are
no longer the shortest in general when compared tot the
original patch graph, but this reduction in freedom results in consistent patch stitching chains. This also ensures independence of previous frames, as the stitching order is fixed. We use the root of the spanning tree
as end point for all paths. Thus, every visible patch is
stitched to its parent patch until the root node in encountered. This is a critical aspect as it ensures that patches
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PRELIMINARY TESTS

We create the patch graph and compute a spanning tree.
Using the tree, we then merge one patch after another
in coordination with the interactive exploration component. The green patch is shown first and thus forms the
root patch for rendering and remains as it is (Figure 7
left). The blue patch is flipped, rotated and translated
to the bottom of the green, minimizing the matching error between the green and the blue patch. The common
nodes are then merged, creating the layout in Figure 8
center). In the next step, the orange patch is aligned
with the blue, already aligned patch. This results in a
total transformation (Figure 8 right) of about 180◦ for
the orange patch. Lastly, the node positions are unified
where necessary and merged for the final, visible graph.
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As can be seen in Figure 10, the patterns are stitched
with only very little deformation of the original shapes.
More importantly, the nodes that form the connection
between the two clusters are clearly distinguishable in
the stitched layout.

Figure 7: Individual layouts of the three patches of the
Venn diagram graph.

4.2

The claim of this paper is to create a deterministic layout which is independent of the exploration path. We
test this hypothesis by navigating through several clusters of a larger graph in different order and compare the
generated layouts.

Y

X

Y

X

Figure 8: Initially, only the green layout is visible (left).
In the next step, the blue patch is matched against
the green patch (center). Finally, the orange patch is
matched to the blue patch (right).

The dataset for this test is a network graph from the
medical domain [GCV+ 07] with roughly 1.5k nodes,
5.5k edges. Our clustering algorithm created 77 layout
patches. The size of the graph features a fair amount
of complexity while still being visually comprehensible when viewed as a whole (Figure 11). We used a
force-directed layout of the whole dataset to display the
exploration path as ground truth and compare the results. With only one single parameter – the number of
iterations – the chinese whispers algorithm [Bie06] appeared to be a good choice for the clustering of this
graph.
Y

X

Y

X

The second test we performed was with a pair of starshaped subgraphs which has been extracted from a real
dataset. The layout of both subgraphs is strongly affected by the high degree of the central nodes. The intersection of the node sets contains only four elements,
but both star nodes are included. This leads to a significant overlap of the patches, but the star patterns are still
visible (Figure 9).
Y

X

Y

X

Y

X

Y

X

Y

X

Y

X

Figure 9: Two star-shaped patches (green, blue) are
stitched together forming a single graph layout (gray).
The common nodes (red) that form the base for the
matching are the only nodes that are distorted. Although the central nodes are in both sets, both patches
are recognizable in the stitched layout.
X

X

Y

X

Y

Y

Exploration independence

Y

X

Y

X

Figure 11: The explored graph part in the global layout

In a similar dataset, two star-shaped graphs have been
extracted again, but this time, they intersect only at their
boundaries.
Y

X

Y

X

Several different explorations have been performed to
verify the validity of our approach. They all started at
different points exploring the same clusters, but in different orders. As can be seen in the teaser figure on the
first page, the resulting stitched layouts are congruent.
The construction of two exemplary stitched layouts is
depicted in Figure 12 and Figure 13, respectively.

Y

X

Y

X

Y

X

5

Y

X

In this paper we presented a new approach that aims to
create dynamic graph layouts which are independent of
the exploration path. It works independent of specific
layout algorithms and thus also works for highly dynamic force-directed layout algorithms. When the user
explores large graphs with dynamic views, new nodes

Figure 10: Two star-shaped patches (green, blue). A
clear outlier region in the green patch leads to a clear
separation in the stitched layout (right).
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certain visual features of the cluster layout to make the
structure memorable. We are convinced that the interpretation of layouts as images features a plethora of
concepts and approaches just waiting to be transferred
and applied to graph layouts.
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are typically added in the proximity of existing, linked
nodes.
This approach is thus highly dependent on the exploration path – the layout can look very different even for
very similar explorations. Our method overcomes this
limitation with techniques from the computer vision domain where image stitching is used to merge multiple
photographs with overlapping areas into a larger image. In analogy to that, our method uses pre-computed
layout patches that are sewn together in deterministic
order. Consequently, the resulting layout is stable, independent of the user’s exploration path and will, thus,
always look the same. In contrast to many other dynamic graph layout algorithms, a fair amount of computational effort can be pre-computed which increases
the interactivity and reduces the workload at runtime.
Being able to work with different layout algorithms for
different patches makes it also very versatile.
Compared to conventional layout methods, the additional computational effort is also rather small. The
cost of layout computation is increased by the factor of
nodes that exist in multiple matches. Runtime costs are
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The layout stitching method we presented sees the subgraph as a disconnected point cloud and merges the
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connectivity to find and include the best-fitting nodes.
An ideal strategy would include nodes that emphasize
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ABSTRACT
We present a novel and expedite way to compress triangles meshes, fans and strips for ray-tracing on a GPU. Our
approach improves on the state of the art by allowing the lossless compression of all connectivity information
without changing the mesh configuration, while using linear time and space with the number of primitives. Furthermore, the algorithm can be run on a stream processor and any compressed primitive can be indexed in constant
time, thus allowing fast random-access to geometry data to support ray-tracing on a GPU. Furthermore, both triangle and quad meshes compress particularly well, as do many type-specialized mesh structures where all primitives
have an equal number of vertexes. Our results show that the compression algorithm allows storing and ray-tracing
meshes with tens of millions of triangles on commodity GPUs with only 1GB of memory.

Keywords
Ray-tracing, gpu, mesh, compression.

1

INTRODUCTION

Polygon meshes are the most common representation
for scene geometry. Triangles are the most common
primitive although quad meshes are also popular in
some applications being particularly suitable for architectural scenes where large and flat surfaces are the
most preeminent features in a scene.
Triangle meshes may also be represented with triangle
fans or triangle strips. These allow additional space savings by taking advantage of the fact that there will often
be common edges in a triangular mesh. The common
edges in fans and strips also mean the computational
costs required to compute visibility will be reduced by
virtue of symmetry in the adjacent triangles.

Figure 1: Sponza scene. Triangles are shown in red,
quads are yellow, triangle fans are blue, triangle strips
are violet. A triangle mesh representation would use
1.62 MB of space compared to the representation in the
figure which only requires 1.17 MB. Thus we achieve
a 72% compression ratio just by employing these more
complex primitives.

However, meshes are a very inefficient and storage consuming way of representing complex scenes, which
makes it difficult to fit even moderately complex scenes
inside graphical cards with limited memory, in more
complex scenes it may be required to use different kinds
of primitive types to enable higher face data compression as can be observed in Figure 1.

A common way used to store such meshes with different primitive types is displayed in a simplified form in
Figure 2. For example in PBRT [PH10] a scene is stored
in a list of primitives where each primitive is subclassed
from a main object class. This leads to much waste
of memory storing pointers, C++ class data, etc when
the scene is a mesh, so PBRT supports type specialized
triangles meshes as well for improved performance in
such cases as can be seen in Figure 4. Similar special-

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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Figure 2: Regular data structure to store an n-gon mesh.
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Figure 3: Primitive types.
on streaming data, thus GZIP requires O(n) time in
the worst case to access any random primitive. Hybrid schemes often store the scene in a tree structure
in which accesses take O(log n) time to complete.

ized quad meshes could have been implemented just as
well as can be observed in Figure 5.
In this work we shall present an algorithm for mesh
storage. This algorithm shall enable storing triangle
meshes and quad meshes with low storage requirements, like the type specialized versions, thanks to an
innovative way of storing and compressing the primitive array data using arithmetic encoding. In addition the algorithm can also store and compress n-gon
meshes with triangles, quads, triangle fans, and triangle
strips. Face data is stored in a compressed array with
the leading zeros trimmed out.

2

RELATED WORK

We are going to limit ourselves to mentioning other algorithms which work purely on scene compression first.
Our algorithm is intended for generic use, specifically
for meshes, and is agnostic to the kind of ray tracing
acceleration scheme being used.
For those rendering algorithms which operate on large
blocks of data say on a page level basis, such as out-ofcore algorithms, they may still find Lempel-Ziv or other
similar general purpose compression schemes worthwhile. While these algorithms are inherently serial multiple blocks can be worked in parallel with a minor compression ratio penalty. This is the approach followed by
the LZSS streaming compression algorithms [OSC12].
Also essential is work on processing variable length
data on streaming architectures [Bal10] in an efficient
fashion with a parsimonious use of atomic operations.
Given that we are using a ray-tracer primitive intersection tests for triangles [MT97], quads [LD05], fans
[GA05], and triangle meshes in general [AC97] demand
being mentioned.
In the realm of geometric compression and mesh optimization several works stand out:

Our algorithm thus employs non-lossy primitive compression (arithmetic encoding) and face compression
(discard leading zeros). It can also quantize 32-bit vertex coordinate data down to 16-bits in a lossy fashion.
In practice the lossy compression scheme seems to have
little impact on final output quality for the tested scenes,
as can be seen in Table 4, and enhances compression
further. In order to minimize the loss of precision all
coordinates are converted from world to scene coordinates prior to the quantization step.
Our algorithm does not require expensive preprocessing, e.g. the construction of temporary data structures
for doing adjacency queries on the mesh, so it runs in
O(n) linear time. It produces similar compression results to other more complex hybrid geometry and acceleration structure compression schemes.

• Isenburg [ILS05a, ILS05b] uses arithmetic encoding to compress vertex coordinates while taking
advantage of parallelogram predictors in triangular
meshes by virtue of having knowledge beforehand
of the mesh topology leading to improvements in
the encoding predictor function.

Finally we will do a performance comparison of
our achieved compression ratios versus the industry
standard GZIP [Deu96] compression tool which uses
a Lempel-Ziv [ZL77] compression scheme. GZIP is
inherently serial since it is required to read previous
values to determine the next consecutive value in the
stream.
We note that our algorithm features constant time O(1)
random access to any primitive, while GZIP works only

• Yoon [YLPM05, YL06] reorders the geometry in order to increase memory coherency during the rendering pass thus improving rendering performance.

Figure 4: Specialized triangle mesh.

Figure 5: Specialized quad mesh.
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Figure 6: Compact data structure to store an n-gon mesh.
There are other interesting works on compressing ray
tracing acceleration structures together with the geometry. These are not acceleration scheme agnostic and
take advantage of local knowledge coming from the
cells. For example, take a partition cell’s bounding box,
and improve compression of both the partitioning structure and the geometry contained therein since you know
the vertexes range of values is constrained to the box.

3.1

Most of the interest in this sort of scheme lies with
bounding volume hierarchies (BVHs) since in that scenario you do not need to store the same faces twice in
different leaves of the tree.

So we load the scene n-gons in the following fashion:

BVHs do not have duplicated primitive instances in
different cells. Yoon [YL07, KMKY10] has done
a lot of work in this area of hybrid BVH and mesh
storage schemes. More recently Garanzha [GBG11]
has worked on a more simplified hybrid BVH and mesh
storage scheme implemented for use on a streaming
architecture. Another approach is that taken by Lauterbach [LYM07] where a hybrid Kd-tree and triangle
strip scheme is used to represent mesh data. The main
issue with all of these particular hybrid algorithms is
their complexity, requiring expensive preprocessing
e.g. the construction of temporary data structures
for doing adjacency queries on the mesh, and their
difficulty of implementation. Preprocessing takes a
long time so these methods are not useful for dynamic
scenes with destructible geometry. The encoding methods of Garanzha are much more amenable for GPU
implementation than Yoon’s more elaborate work and
the algorithm provides good rendering performance
due to the use of a surface area heuristic (SAH) BVH,
good data locality, and aligned memory loads.

• if the polygon has four faces, the output is a triangle
fan which is stored in the primitive and face arrays.

The scene loader processes the scene data and generates
a regular data structure such as that seen in Figure 2 as
output.
Since . OBJ file format n-gons are not necessarily planar
this means we cannot use explicit ray-polygon intersection routines safely.

• if the polygon has three faces, the output is a triangle
which is stored in the primitive and face arrays.

• if the polygon has five or more faces, the output is
passed through the GLU TESSELATOR which splits
the n-gon into triangles, triangle fans, and triangle
strips that are in turn stored in the primitive and face
arrays.
In the next step we process an array such as the one in
Figure 2 into a compact array like the one which can be
seen in Figure 6. This is done with a SCAN operation:
def scan ( u i n t ∗ prims , u i n t nprims ) {
f o r ( u i n t i = 1 ; i <= n p r i m s ; ++ i ) {
p r i m s [ i + 1 ] += p r i m s [ i ] ;
}
}

Listing 1:

3.2

Geometry Compression

Next to the primitive array compaction we proceeded to
its compression.
We employ arithmetic encoding to compress the primitive array using the PACK P RIMITIVES function. The
predictor function we are employing assumes all the
primitives in the scene have the same number of faces.
So for triangle meshes and quad meshes the primitive
array is shrunk to nothing and the array degenerates to
those seen in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. This is the
optimum outcome.

ALGORITHM

Our algorithm compresses an n-gon scene. As an example the scene can be described in the . OBJ file format.
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SCAN .

The complexity of a SCAN also known as PREFIX - SUM
operation is O(n) but in a parallel processor it can be
computed even faster. With such a pass we reduce the
amount of memory required to store the primitive array
by roughly a half.

Our work is intended to be acceleration structure agnostic so we do not rely on any of these schemes. The
algorithm we devised is also amenable to implementation on a streaming architecture and can be computed
in O(n) linear time. Our algorithm may be used on any
object/space subdivision structure: BVHs, KD-trees,
Grids. It is also applicable for other applications which
do not require the use of an acceleration structure and
just require random access to the mesh geometry.

3

Scene Loading
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num vertices
original
num faces
num triangles
num quads
num fans
num strips
triangulated
num faces
num triangles

L ADY B IRD
23903

B ULLDOZER
105507

S ANDAL
2636

FAIRY F OREST
97124

L AMBORGHINI
575416

S PONZA
39742

93984
0
23496
0
0

436587
145529
0
0
0

11676
1197
1970
29
0

365949
17715
78201
0
0

3017847
1005949
0
0
0

149926
1170
34819
649
248

140976
46992

436587
145529

15852
5284

522351
174117

3017847
1005949

228462
76154

Table 1: Scene geometry data.
For more complex scenes with dissimilar primitives the
delta between the predicted and actual value is stored
packed tightly as a small integer of range 2 pMSB in a bit
array.

left one bit to accommodate a flag stating if they are a
triangle fan (0) or triangle strip (1) respectively.
d e f p a c k F a c e s ( u i n t ∗f a c e s , u i n t n f a c e s , u i n t n v e r t i c e s ) {
u i n t fMSB = l o g 2 ( n v e r t i c e s ∗ 2 ) ;
h f a c e s = c a l l o c B i t s ( n f a c e s , fMSB ) ;
/ / compress l e a d i n g z e r o s
f o r ( u i n t i = 0 ; i < n f a c e s ; ++ i ) {
pack ( hfaces , i , f a c e s [ i ] ) ;
}
return hfaces ;

def p a c k P r i m i t i v e s ( u i n t ∗ prims , u i n t nprims ) {
f l o a t avg ;
avg = f l o a t ( p r i m s [ n p r i m s + 1 ] ) / n p r i m s ;
}

i n t Min = 0 ;
i n t Max = 0 ;

Listing 3:

PACK FACES .

Finally we quantize the vertexes from 32-bits per x, y, z
component to 16-bits per component. First we take care
to ensure we do this while operating in scene bounding
box space in order to reduce the range of data we will
compress. Then the quantization to 16-bits per component is done. This is our only lossy compression step.
This PACK V ERTICES function compresses vertexes by
50%.

min = p r i m s [ n p r i m s + 1 ] ;
f o r ( u i n t i = 0 ; i <= n p r i m s ; i ++) {
u i n t p r e d i c t = avg ∗ i ;
u i n t a c t u a l = prims [ i ] ;
i n t d i f f = l o n g ( a c t u a l )− p r e d i c t ;
Min = min ( d i f f , Min ) ;
Max = max ( d i f f , Max ) ;
}
/ / a r i t h m e t i c encode
pMSB = l o g 2 ( Max−Min ) ;
h p r i m s = c a l l o c B i t s ( n p r i m s +1 , pMSB ) ;

d e f p a c k V e r t i c e s ( A x i s b o x bounds , u i n t ∗ v e r t i c e s , u i n t n v e r t i c e s ) {
h v e r t i c e s = new u s h o r t 3 [ n v e r t i c e s ] ;
/ / t r a n s f o r m t o s c e n e b o u n d i n g box c o o r d i n a t e s and q u a n t i z e t o 16− b i t s
c o n s t f l o a t 3 s c a l e = 6 5 5 3 5 . 0 f / ( b o u n d s . Max−b o u n d s . Min ) ;

f o r ( u i n t i = 0 ; i <= n p r i m s ; i ++) {
u i n t p r e d i c t = avg ∗ i ;
u i n t a c t u a l = prims [ i ] ;

f o r ( u i n t i = 0 ; i < n v e r t i c e s ; ++ i ) {
h v e r t i c e s [ i ] = v e r t i c e s [ i ] − b o u n d s . Min ) ∗ s c a l e ;
}
return hvertices ;
}

u i n t d i f f = a c t u a l −p r e d i c t −Min ;
pack ( hprims , i , d i f f ) ;

Listing 4:

}

The error produced by the quantization step is minimal
in the scenes we tested as can be seen on the rightmost
column in Table 4.

u i n t 2 params ;
p a r a m s . x = a s _ i n t ( avg ) ;
p a r a m s . y = Min ;
r e t u r n params , h p r i m i s ;

In a typical scene composed of manifolds there are
more polygons than vertexes so face compression is
very important contrary to what one might otherwise
assume. This can easily be established empirically by
looking at the scenes in Table 1.

}

Listing 2:

PACK P RIMITIVES.

Compression of face data proceeds in a similar fashion
to the small integer packing method mentioned before.
We compress away the leading zeros in the face data
using the PACK FACES function.

3.3

Intersection Testing

During ray tracing scene traversal it will be required
to test if a given primitive is intersected by a ray. All
primitive intersection tests are done using the MöllerTrumbore [MT97] ray-triangle intersection algorithm.

The small integers will have a range of 2 f MSB . The
faces of primitives other than triangles are shifted to the
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This can be accomplished with the
pseudo-code.

For more information on the scene geometry data
please consult Table 1.

TEXT P RIMITIVE

The following tests were considered to be interesting:
- To test our proposed compression methods vs other
schemes, namely [GBG11], specific for geometry compression for GPU ray tracing purposes.

b o o l t e s t P r i m i t i v e ( A x i s b o x bounds , u i n t i d , I n t e r s e c t i o n ∗ i s e c t ) {
const u i n t i = prims [ id ] ;
c o n s t u c h a r n v e r t s = p r i m s [ i d + 1] − i ;
switch ( nverts ) {
case 3:
{
const uint3 idx = vload3 (0 , faces + i ) ;
r e t u r n t e s t T r i a n g l e ( bounds , i d x , v e r t i c e s , r a y , i s e c t ) ;
}
break ;
case 4:
{
const uint4 idx = vload4 (0 , faces + i ) ;
r e t u r n t e s t Q u a d ( bounds , i d x , v e r t i c e s , r a y , i s e c t ) ;
}
break ;
default :
if (( faces [ i ] & 1)) {
r e t u r n t e s t S t r i p ( bounds , n v e r t s , v e r t i c e s , f a c e s + i , r a y , i s e c t ) ;
} else {
r e t u r n t e s t F a n ( bounds , n v e r t s , v e r t i c e s , f a c e s + i , r a y , i s e c t ) ;
}
break ;
}
return false ;

- To determine the performance of the primitive array
predictor function in the arithmetic coding phase we
test the misprediction residuals i.e. the delta between
the predicted and actual values in the test scenes.
- Compression ratio of our proposed compression methods vs uncompressed data in terms of: space savings
and rendering frame rate.
- Compression ratio of our proposed compression methods vs GZIP to determine how good our compression
algorithms are at achieving space savings compared to
a standard streaming compression algorithm.

}

Listing 5:

TEST P RIMITIVE .

Unfortunately, like we mentioned before, it cannot be
trusted that the quads in an . OBJ file will be planar as
is indeed the case in the FAIRY F OREST, S ANDAL, and
other test scenes. It is debatable if we should just constrain the primitives to e.g. triangles and fans in order
to support n-gons since it would greatly simplify the
control code and save 1 bit per face.

4

5

As can be seen in the left of Table 2 our implementation uses less memory than the non-compressed triangle meshes of [GBG11] because we do not store duplicate triangle vertexes. Our compressed face and vertex scheme achieves similar compression results to their
compressed quad mesh for the tested scenes without requiring any pre-processing to convert the triangle mesh
to a quad mesh as they do. Our algorithm also supports
the use of quad meshes but, as can be seen in the right
of Table 2, this is not required to achieve good compression ratios due to our face compression algorithm
and the storage of unique vertexes only.

TEST METHOD

The algorithm was implemented in C++ and OpenCL
on Linux. The test platform is an AMD FX 8350 8core CPU @ 4.0 GHz powered machine with 8 GB of
RAM. The graphics card includes a NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 660 Ti GPU with 2 GB of RAM. All ray tracing
rendering is offloaded to the GPU.

One of the big issues with any scheme employing arithmetic coding is getting the right prediction function.
In our case, since we want random access in constant
time we cannot consult prior values since that would
require decoding them beforehand, plus all the previous values to those, to begin with. So our predic-

The ray-tracing engine supports hashed grids [LD08]
as a spatial subdivision acceleration structure. All the
compute intensive parts of the grid construction algorithm are also run on the GPU. Due to limitations of
space we do not describe this engine in detail here.
All scenes were rendered at 1024 × 1024 resolution
with one sample per pixel using Phong shading.

missprediction of the primitive oﬀset heuristic

10000

We selected several test scenes not just for having large
amounts of geometry but for the richness of their polygon soup so to speak. In order of presentation the
scenes are:
L ADY B IRD
B ULLDOZER
S ANDAL
FAIRY F OREST
L AMBORGHINI
S PONZA

Quad mesh of an organic creature.
Triangle mesh of a construction vehicle.
More complex primitives. e.g. triangle fans
in the sole of the shoe.
Standard benchmark scene which features
both triangles and quads.
Large triangle mesh of a car with over 1M
triangles.
Complex scene in terms of geometric detail
due to the arches but also features several flat
surfaces such as walls.
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Lady Bird
Bulldozer
Sandal
Fairy Forest
Lamborghini
Sponza
1

10

100

1000

10000

100000

primitive

Figure 7: Delta between the predicted and actual values
in the test scenes. It displays perfect prediction in the
triangle and quad meshes such as Lady Bird, Bulldozer,
Lamborghini scenes. For the other scenes the misprediction residuals can be quite large.
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D RAGON
7 M TRI
T HAI
10 M TRI
L UCY
28 M TRI

O URS P

[GBG11] NCT

O URS PFV

[GBG11] CQ

123.92 MB

247.85 MB

80.03 MB

82.62 MB

171.66 MB

343.32 MB

114.44 MB

114.44 MB

481.61 MB

963.22 MB

331.11 MB

321.07 MB

We get our worst frame rate results when face compression is enabled. This is due to the loss of use of vectorized memory loads in our implementation and the unaligned memory accesses to access elements after the
compression. This can most likely be improved further
by creating dedicated vectorized load operations for our
bitarray structures.

Table 2: Comparison of the space required to store a mesh using our
algorithm versus Garanzha [GBG11]. First we compare the memory
usage of both our specialized triangle meshes. Next we compare the
performance of our compressed face and vertex scheme versus their
compressed quad mesh.

Invariably the highest compression ratios happen when
we enable all of our compression techniques: primitive
compression, face compression and vertex compression
i.e. the PFV results. In fact with all these techniques
enabled we get better compression ratios than GZIP in
many scenes such as L ADY B IRD, S ANDAL, FAIRY
F OREST. The only scenes where GZIP manages to win
over our compression scheme are those scenes where
the vertexes have redundant coordinates or there are redundant vertexes such as the B ULLDOZER, the L AM BORGHINI , and S PONZA . This problem with vertex
quantization techniques had already been identified by
Isenburg et al.

tion function must rely only on a table of values independent of the compressed array. In our case we use
a linear prediction function to approximate the primitive data values. This works well when the scenes all
have similar sized n-gons i.e. triangle or quad meshes
where the residuals are zero. The mispredictions and
residuals increase with the storage of different sized ngons. This can be observed in Figure 7 where the L ADY
B IRD, B ULLDOZER, L AMBORGHINI primitive arrays
get compressed to 0 bits per primitive while on the other
scenes namely S ANDAL, FAIRY F OREST, and S PONZA
this does not happen. This problem could probably be
reduced by employing higher order prediction functions
such as polynomial functions with more terms than our
linear function.

We remind the reader that contrary to GZIP our algorithm allows random access to any primitive in the
scene in O(1) constant time which is essential for raytracing and other applications. This is particularly relevant for stringy kd-trees with few primitives per leaf.
We get compression ratios in the order of ∼ 40 − 50%
which is commensurate with streaming lossless compression techniques which are a lot harder to parallelize
on a GPU properly since they require sequential access
to compress or decompress data.

From the extensive test results, which can be observed
in Table 3, we managed to confirm several of our hypothesis as matters of fact. The support for triangle
and quad mesh scenes, such as L ADY B IRD, B ULL DOZER , and L AMBORGHINI , is excellent with very
good compression capabilities and, in some cases, we
even achieve enhanced frame rates over the uncompressed baseline due to improved data locality caused
by the compression. This is most obvious when compressing the primitives array and enabling the lossy
vertex compression together in the pure triangle and
quad meshes i.e. the PV results. This option also
enables reasonable compression ratios in the order of
∼ 70%.

6

We can also observe that for the more complex scenes
using large n-gons we often get higher frame rates by
triangulating the scene beforehand. This is rather evident in the S PONZA and S ANDAL scenes in particular.
This is due to spatial subdivision. These larger primitives will occupy more cells in the grid and hence there
will be more redundant intersection calculations going
on. This could perhaps be improved with the use of
mailboxing. We did not attempt to use mailboxing in
our implementation. Another possible improvement is
better specialized ray-triangle fan, and ray-triangle strip
intersection routines which reduce the amount of redundant ops such as those mentioned in Section 2. This
does not apply to the FAIRY F OREST scene because of
its smaller n-gons. That scene consists of only triangles
and quads.
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CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated an n-gon (triangle, quad, triangle fan, triangle strip) scene compression algorithm
which can compress such a scene in linear O(n) time
with constant O(1) scene primitive access time. For the
special case where the n-gons in the scene are all the
same size like triangle or quad meshes the additional
space used over a type specialized structure is essentially zero. The algorithm can optionally provide limited compression ratios with improved rendering performance, or much improved compression with worse
rendering performance than in the uncompressed case.
The compression ratios, in the order of ∼ 40 − 50%,
are competitive with those achieved using the GZIP tool
which, contrary to our algorithm, does not allow constant time random access to the data.
In the future it should be possible to significantly improve the primitive array compression level using nonlinear prediction functions. We also believe that either
a limit on the size of triangle fans and triangle strips
is imposed, in order to improve the performance under
spatial subdivision ray tracing, or there needs to be a
way to more quickly detect misses for such complex
primitives, use mailboxing, or more than one of these
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schemes. Otherwise the rendering performance for the
complex primitives will be subpar, even if the compressed sizes for scenes using these primitives would
be a lot better.

7
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T ECHNIQUES
V
F
FV
P
PV
PF
PFV
T
TV
TF
TFV
TP
TPV
TPF
TPFV

T ECHNIQUES
V
F
FV
P
PV
PF
PFV
T
TV
TF
TFV
TP
TPV
TPF
TPFV

T ECHNIQUES
V
F
FV
P
PV
PF
PFV
T
TV
TF
TFV
TP
TPV
TPF
TPFV

G ZIP
393.12 KB
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
465.78 KB
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

L ADY B IRD
R EGULAR
739.03 KB
T RIANGULATED
1014.37 KB
O URS
C OMP R ATIO
739.03 KB
100 %
598.97 KB
81.05 %
555.46 KB
75.16 %
415.41 KB
56.21 %
647.24 KB
87.58 %
507.18 KB
68.63 %
463.68 KB
62.74 %
323.62 KB
43.79 %
1014.37 KB
100 %
874.31 KB
86.19 %
739.03 KB
72.86 %
598.97 KB
59.05 %
830.80 KB
81.9 %
690.74 KB
68.1 %
555.46 KB
54.76 %
415.40 KB
40.95 %

G ZIP
54.56 KB
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
61.66 KB
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

S ANDAL
R EGULAR
88.99 KB
T RIANGULATED
113.46 KB
O URS
C OMP R ATIO
88.99 KB
100 %
73.55 KB
82.64 %
61.91 KB
69.57 %
46.47 KB
52.21 %
79.23 KB
89.03 %
63.79 KB
71.68 %
52.15 KB
58.6 %
36.71 KB
41.25 %
113.46 KB
100 %
98.02 KB
86.39 %
76.69 KB
67.6 %
61.25 KB
53.98 %
92.81 KB
81.8 %
77.37 KB
68.19 %
56.05 KB
49.4 %
40.60 KB
35.78 %

G ZIP
8.87 MB
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
8.87 MB
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

L AMBORGHINI
R EGULAR
21.93 MB
T RIANGULATED
21.93 MB
O URS
C OMP R ATIO
21.93 MB
100 %
18.64 MB
84.99 %
17.98 MB
81.96 %
14.68 MB
66.95 %
18.10 MB
82.51 %
14.80 MB
67.49 %
14.14 MB
64.46 %
10.85 MB
49.45 %
21.93 MB
100 %
18.64 MB
84.99 %
17.98 MB
81.96 %
14.68 MB
66.95 %
18.10 MB
82.51 %
14.80 MB
67.49 %
14.14 MB
64.46 %
10.85 MB
49.45 %

F RAME R ATE
102.94 FPS
100.93 FPS
81.44 FPS
78.06 FPS
111.16 FPS
104.92 FPS
84.25 FPS
85.53 FPS
87.16 FPS
90.81 FPS
65.04 FPS
67.92 FPS
97.14 FPS
100.40 FPS
71.23 FPS
73.98 FPS

F RAME R ATE
195.99 FPS
186.20 FPS
157.39 FPS
151.69 FPS
180.00 FPS
168.37 FPS
145.47 FPS
141.51 FPS
193.17 FPS
183.96 FPS
158.19 FPS
151.65 FPS
196.04 FPS
188.65 FPS
158.18 FPS
154.70 FPS

F RAME R ATE
53.27 FPS
54.10 FPS
43.74 FPS
44.19 FPS
58.93 FPS
61.11 FPS
47.16 FPS
49.03 FPS
53.02 FPS
53.77 FPS
43.84 FPS
43.93 FPS
58.93 FPS
60.80 FPS
47.14 FPS
48.96 FPS

G ZIP
1.28 MB
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1.28 MB
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

B ULLDOZER
R EGULAR
3.43 MB
T RIANGULATED
3.43 MB
O URS
C OMP R ATIO
3.43 MB
100 %
2.82 MB
82.39 %
2.70 MB
78.74 %
2.10 MB
61.13 %
2.87 MB
83.81 %
2.27 MB
66.19 %
2.14 MB
62.55 %
1.54 MB
44.94 %
3.43 MB
100 %
2.82 MB
82.39 %
2.70 MB
78.74 %
2.10 MB
61.13 %
2.87 MB
83.81 %
2.27 MB
66.19 %
2.14 MB
62.55 %
1.54 MB
44.94 %

F RAME R ATE
88.58 FPS
87.87 FPS
69.24 FPS
68.66 FPS
94.51 FPS
95.30 FPS
73.26 FPS
74.93 FPS
87.98 FPS
88.40 FPS
69.23 FPS
68.52 FPS
94.37 FPS
95.62 FPS
73.08 FPS
74.91 FPS

G ZIP
1.54 MB
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1.80 MB
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

FAIRY F OREST
R EGULAR
2.87 MB
T RIANGULATED
3.77 MB
O URS
C OMP R ATIO
2.87 MB
100 %
2.32 MB
80.66 %
2.26 MB
78.74 %
1.71 MB
59.4 %
2.67 MB
92.84 %
2.11 MB
73.5 %
2.06 MB
71.58 %
1.50 MB
52.24 %
3.77 MB
100 %
3.21 MB
85.25 %
2.90 MB
76.87 %
2.34 MB
62.12 %
3.10 MB
82.37 %
2.55 MB
67.63 %
2.23 MB
59.24 %
1.68 MB
44.49 %

F RAME R ATE
25.45 FPS
25.03 FPS
19.39 FPS
18.92 FPS
22.52 FPS
21.82 FPS
17.18 FPS
17.41 FPS
21.95 FPS
21.34 FPS
16.90 FPS
16.49 FPS
23.72 FPS
23.66 FPS
17.67 FPS
17.76 FPS

G ZIP
426.95 KB
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
548.34 KB
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

S PONZA
R EGULAR
1.17 MB
T RIANGULATED
1.62 MB
O URS
C OMP R ATIO
1.17 MB
100 %
962.61 KB
80.52 %
920.95 KB
77.04 %
688.08 KB
57.56 %
1.08 MB
92.09 %
868.04 KB
72.61 %
826.38 KB
69.13 %
593.52 KB
49.65 %
1.62 MB
100 %
1.39 MB
85.94 %
1.21 MB
74.73 %
1004.45 KB
60.67 %
1.33 MB
82.03 %
1.10 MB
67.97 %
939.83 KB
56.77 %
706.97 KB
42.7 %

F RAME R ATE
54.73 FPS
52.20 FPS
43.49 FPS
41.24 FPS
50.47 FPS
47.14 FPS
40.10 FPS
38.38 FPS
64.05 FPS
59.70 FPS
48.51 FPS
45.88 FPS
62.45 FPS
59.45 FPS
47.35 FPS
45.95 FPS

Table 3: Performance results. Includes data about total memory required without compressing scene data, the output size by compressing the scene data with gzip, the amount of the memory required to store the scene with some
of our techniques enabled, the compression ratio, and finally the frame rate using any combination of the given
methods. T triangulates the scene geometry, P losslessly compresses the primitive lists using arithmetic encoding,
F losslessly compresses the faces by discarding the leading zeros of a vertex index, V does lossy quantization from
32-bits to 16-bits.
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PSNR: Y: 51.72 dB, Cb: 66.10 dB, Cr: 61.41 dB

PSNR: Y: 47.84 dB, Cb: 64.43 dB, Cr: 58.51 dB

PSNR: Y: 39.22 dB, Cb: 54.87 dB, Cr: 49.03 dB

PSNR: Y: 41.23 dB, Cb: 56.71 dB, Cr: 50.69 dB

Table 4: The first column from the left allows the visualization of the primitives types in the test scenes: triangles
are shown in red, quads are yellow, triangle fans are blue, triangle strips are violet. The second column shows
image output without vertex compression. The third column shows image output with lossy vertex compression
quantized from 32 to 16 bits.
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ABSTRACT
A new technique to automatically segment the L-shaped carbon nanocone structures from Transmission Electronic
Microscopy (TEM) images is described. The technique enables robust segmentation of the structures by exploiting
a simplified Generalized Hough Transform (HT)-based processing. Exploitation of parallelism on commodity
hardware is also explored for efficient processing. Effectiveness of the technique is evaluated through experiments
on synthetic, simulated, and real images of carbon nanocone structures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Automated feature segmentation has been utilized in
many research and application domains (e.g., [Pie03,
WCH04, YLL05, CNG09, Saf12, KlB12]) as it plays
a key role in localizing objects of interest efficiently
and effectively. Often, localization of objects leads to
discovery of information which can help understanding
of the underlying characteristics of the objects. For example, independent component analysis-based segmentation [WCH04] has been applied in medical imaging
to characterize blood supply patterns which are critical for the profound analysis of cerebral hemodynamics. An automated method for localizing auroral ovals
in satellite images was also introduced [CNG09]. Such
a method can help scientists study the Earth’s magnetic field. A fast on-line video motion segmentation
method [KlB12] has also been recently presented in a
multimedia application. In this paper, we introduce a
new, robust automated technique for segmentation of Lshaped carbon nanocone structures from Transmission
Electronic Microscopy (TEM) images.

Figure 1: A sample of carbon nanocone TEM image

linear structures joined at a common point in TEM images. Moreover, the linear structures form an angle of
approximately 110◦ or 140◦ for the faceted nanocones
and 113◦ or 150◦ for relaxed nanocones [Man08].
(Faceted and relaxed nanocones are types of carbon
nano-structures that are studied by many scientists.) A
robust localization of such carbon nanocone structures
is a key precursor to effective use of the TEM images in
many fields, such as biosensors or nanocomputing. A
sample TEM image of the carbon nanocone structures
is shown in Figure 1. In the figure, two sample carbon
nanocone structures (i.e., dark linear features) are
marked by two sets of colored arrows for readers.
As shown in the figure, other non-nanocone features
are also present, the carbon nanocone structures
are oriented in various ways and have varying side
lengths and varying contrasts along the structure,
making automated segmentation of the structures very
challenging.

Carbon nanocone structures represent a class of novel
materials that are of high interest to investigations
of carbon’s role in fossil fuel, hydrogen storage, and
nanotechnologies. These structures appear as two

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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ϕ
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∆ϕ
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..
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The new automated segmentation of carbon nanocone
structures is based on a variant of the Hough Transform (HT) [Hou62]. The new technique enables robust
segmentation of the structures by utilizing a simplified
binning process in the Generalized Hough Transform
(GHT) [Bal81]. (GHT will be discussed in the next section.) We also exploited data parallelism on commodity
hardware for efficient processing.

R
⃗r0,0 ,⃗r0,1 ,⃗r0,2 , . . .
⃗r1,0 ,⃗r1,1 ,⃗r1,2 , . . .
⃗r2,0 ,⃗r2,1 ,⃗r2,2 , . . .
..
.

Table 1: R-table in GHT

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the
related work is discussed. The new segmentation technique is introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, the experimental results and analysis are presented. Section 5
concludes this paper.

McLaughlin [McL98]. The method benefits from the
RHT’s random processing and the lower dimensional
sub-parameter spaces. Cao et al. [CNG09] have extended McLaughlin’s RHT to employ a linear least
squares fitting for a more accurate and efficient binning
process.

2 RELATED WORK

The Generalized Hough Transform (GHT) [Bal81] is
another class of HT that allows detection of both analytic and non-analytic shapes in images. Instead of
binning the votes via an analytically-defined mapping
scheme, the GHT utilizes a model of the object that
consists of the boundary gradient direction and the distance from a reference point of the object to each point
on the object boundary in a lookup table, called the Rtable. (A reference point of the object can be any image point which can be used as an "anchor" for the object.) Specifically, the R-table defines a multi-valued
mapping among the table indices corresponding to the
gradient directions ϕ (⃗pi ), at the boundary points ⃗pi , and
the vectors ⃗r from the boundary point to the reference
point ⃗c of the object. The R-table is constructed by iterating over the object boundary points, calculating the
set of ⃗ri for each index ϕ (⃗pi ), where i indexes a set of
boundary points with the same gradient direction and
⃗ri is the vector from ⃗pi to ⃗c. A sample format of the
R-table is shown in Table 1. As shown in the table,
there are multiple values ⃗ri, j for each index. For each
edge pixel ⃗pi with R-table index ϕ (⃗pi ), the potential
reference points ⃗ci of the object is determined as ⃗ci =
⃗pi + ⃗ri . Then the binning process is performed for the
corresponding values of ⃗ci . The GHT allows rotation-

The related work, including the work our technique is
based on, is discussed next.

2.1 Hough Transform and Its Variants
The Hough Transform (HT) [Hou62] is a well-known
pattern detection method that enables recovery of
global patterns in the image space via local pattern
processing in the transformed parameter space. In a
typical HT processing, the edge points (which present
the object boundaries) in the image space are mapped
to a binned parameter space in which dimensions
of the space represent the pattern parameters. This
parameter space is defined as the accumulator. After
the binning process, the target pattern parameters are
recovered by taking the parameters of the bins which
contain the highest parameter vote counts. (While most
of the HT-based methods considered the edge points
in the image, direct application of HT processing on
gray-scale images has also been reported [Sha96].)
The standard HT-based methods have been utilized successfully in many shape-based processing applications.
However, the high memory and computational requirements of the standard HT make it difficult to apply for
recovery of complex shapes. In addition, the standard
HT aims to detect only analytic patterns; thus, it is difficult to apply it directly to arbitrary shapes (e.g., Lshaped carbon nanocone structures).
One way to reduce the HT’s computational cost is to
partition the high dimensional parameter space into
lower-dimensional subspaces and then find the shape
parameters in the series of lower dimensional subspaces
(e.g., [HoC96]).
The Randomized Hough Transform (RHT) [XOK90]
is a class of HT which can also reduce the standard
HT’s computational cost. While the standard HT considers all edge points, the RHT processes many sets
of randomly selected edge points where each set maps
to a single bin in the parameter space, allowing fewer
computations during the binning process. An RHTbased method for ellipse detection was proposed by
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Figure 2: Illustration of the Generalized Hough Transform (GHT): (a) ⃗pi , ϕ (⃗pi ), and ⃗r, (b) rotation invariant
for θ by re-indexing R-table
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Figure 3: Overview of new GHT-based technique
invariant and scale-invariant object detection by modifying the R-table according to the rotation and scaling
parameters; for scale invariant and rotation invariant detection, the R-table values are multiplied by the scaling
vector or re-indexed, respectively. Figure 2 illustrates
the key components of the GHT. In Figure 2 (a), the
boundary point, ⃗pi , the gradient direction, ϕ (⃗pi ), and
the vector ⃗r are shown. Figure 2 (b) illustrates that
the vector ⃗r needs to be rotated by θ and ϕ needs to
be replaced by ϕ − θ . This can be done by simple reindexing of the R-table contents.

only automated method for carbon nanocone segmentation. Their HT-based shape detection method introduced a new parameter space for the carbon nanocone
structures. Their parameter space is defined by the
pre-computed distances and the orientations of a set of
points on the structure. However, while the method
produced accurate detection results, the binning process was applied for all combinations of the edge point
pairs; thus, the method was slow. In addition, since the
method weighs the pairs of the edge points that have
the same distance from the point joining the two sides
of the structure, the method fails to detect the structures that have different side lengths. (In Section 4, we
briefly compare the method with our new technique.)
The new automated segmentation technique introduced
in this paper aims to overcome these weaknesses. The
new technique is based on a new type of Generalized
Hough Transform (GHT) which simplifies the original
GHT’s binning process.

2.2 GPU-based Hough Transform
Computation using programmable graphics processing
units (GPUs) has been utilized in traditional graphics
as well as in an increasing number of more generalpurpose applications, including simulation, data mining, analytics, databases, etc. GPU computation has
also been employed in HT-based work. Here, we briefly
discuss some of the key GPU-based HT work.

3

One early GPU-based HT was introduced by Strzodka
et al. [SIM03]. In their method, programmable GPU
shaders were utilized to speed up the binning process
using the GPU textures as the lookup table for the
shape parameter mapping. Ujaldon et al. [URG07] have
presented a circle HT which uses a specific graphics
pipeline (i.e., the rasterizer) for voting the circle candidates from a set of seeds computed by GPU vertex
shaders. Other GPU-based HT methods include detection of more complex shapes (e.g., [ZhL05, LWN08,
Deg10]). One efficient GPU HT for ellipse detection
has been employed in real-time face detection [ZhL05].
Lee et al. [LWN08] presented a GPU-based HT for efficient ellipse detection in satellite imaging. Their HT
uses a small set of CPU-generated random seeds in efficient GPU-based RHT processing for localization of
the aurora oval.

In this section, the new technique for the automatic segmentation of the carbon nanocone structures from TEM
intensity images is detailed. The key component of the
technique is a simplification of GHT that enables extraction of credible L-shaped carbon nanocone structures. Exploitation of parallelism on commodity hardware is also discussed.

3.1

Overview

Figure 3 presents an overview of the technique. The
technique includes preprocessing steps that “clean” the
image, determine the potential carbon nanocone pixels, and compute a lookup table, the simplified GHTbased bin voting step that exploits the characteristics of
L-shaped object, and post-processing steps that merge
segmented structures that are very close to each other
and determine the structure side lengths. (In the figure,
the dotted oval for the lookup table construction step
indicates that it is computed only one-time.)

2.3 Carbon Nanocone Segmentation
Although many methods to automatically-segment objects of interest in other types of imagery have been reported in the literature (e.g., [PRN04, LWN08]), the recently presented work by Ngatuni et al. [NLW12] is the
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3.2 Preprocessing

3.3

In the new carbon nanocone structure segmentation, a
set of image processing steps are applied (1) to highlight carbon nanocone structure, (2) to remove the nonnanocone structures, and (3) to generate the edge point
image for HT’s binning process.

The carbon nanocone segmentation technique presented here exploits a simplified lookup table-based
GHT binning scheme to recover the L-shape structure
parameters.
In the technique, the coordinates of the reference point
and the orientation of the L-shape are used as the shape
parameters for the carbon nanocone structure. Figure 4
shows a L-shaped structure and its parameters. The reference point O is defined as the point joining the two
structure edges and the orientation γ is defined as the
angle between the x-axis and the vector halving the two
edges. (In the figure, the side edges of the structure are
denoted as the counter-clockwise and clockwise edges.)

First, median filtering is applied to the intensityinversed image to remove high spike noise and smooth
out the structures. We empirically determined that 7×7
median filtering could eliminate much of the high spike
noise and fill the gaps within the structures. Second, an
intensity cumulating scheme is applied to the median
filtered image to highlight the carbon nanocone structures. This intensity cumulating is done by replacing
each pixel intensity with the maximum of the pixel
intensity sums in narrowed rectangular-shaped (e.g.,
15×5) image regions centered at the pixel. Since the
carbon nanocone structures are linear features, this
intensity cumulating step highlights (i.e., increases the
contrast of) the structures and fills in the gaps within
the same structures.

The new segmentation technique utilizes a simplified
lookup table that is designed to recover the L-shape
parameters through a GHT binning process. We will
call this lookup table the L-table in this paper. Unlike
the standard GHT’s lookup table, the L-table does not
include many entries for different gradient directions
since the gradient directions are the same for all the
points on the same edge of the structure; thus, the Ltable includes entries for only two gradient directions,
one for each edge of the linear structure. In addition, the
L-table is indexed by the distance between the reference
point to the points on the on the edges. This indexing
strategy yields a very simple scalar-valued lookup table
mapping from the distance to the orientation. In addition, unlike the standard GHT, the new HT binning pro-

Third, a modified version of the Strous linear feature
pixel labeling algorithm [Str00] is applied to the image
“cleaned” in the first two steps. The Strous algorithm
allows determination of local bright pixels by considering 3×3 local image region. We have modified the algorithm to consider 5×5 local image region with a less
restricted constraint to label a pixel as a potential point
on the carbon nanocone structures. This modification
allows more points on the structures to be labeled as the
potential nanocone pixels. However, this modification
results in “thick” potential carbon nanocone structures.
To select the points along the centerline of the structures, the morph-thinning [Dou92] is applied to the result of the modified Strous algorithm. (Morph-thinning
is one of the widely-used thinning operators which employs a morphological erosion-based hit-or-miss operator to the original image with a pair of structuring elements, and then subtracts the result from the original
image.)
Lastly, global and adaptive thresholdings are applied to
the “cleaned” image to remove non-nanocone features.
Specifically, the binary result of thresholdings is used
as a mask on the morph-thinned image. For the global
thresholding, its threshold is the median intensity T of
the filtered image; all pixels whose intensities are less
than T are considered to be non-nanocone pixels. For
the adaptive thresholding [GoW02], the filtered image
is sub-divided with overlapping and thresholding is applied in each sub-region. We have found empirically
that sub-dividing the image into 64×64 pixel tiles with
50% overlap (e.g., the top-half of a sub-region overlaps
the bottom-half of the regions that is above sub-region)
produces the best results for the TEM images.
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Figure 4: Illustration of a L-shape structure (representing a 110◦ faceted nanocone): O and γ represent the reference point and the structure orientation, respectively.

CCW edge
Distance Orientation
1
55◦
55◦
2
3
55◦
..
..
.
.

CW edge
Distance Orientation
1
−55◦
2
−55◦
3
−55◦
..
..
.
.

Table 2: A diagrammatic representation of the L-table
for 110◦ faceted nanocones
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cess does not include a scaling of values in the L-table.
Instead, a simple post-processing step to determine the
edge lengths of the structure is included to reduce the
computational cost. (This post-processing step is discussed in the next subsection.)

of each OpenMP thread using the Pthreads library.
Each OpenMP thread’s processor affinity was set to
a particular CPU core corresponding to its thread

In our HT binning process, each bin of the accumulator
contains two vote values; one vote counts for each edge.
This two-value bin enables segmentation of L-shapes
with imbalanced side lengths—even if the vote counts
from one short edge is low, the vote counts from the
other longer edge is high; thus, the structure parameters
can be recovered.

3.4 Post-processing

(a) 0%

(b) 0%

(c) 0.5%

(d) 0.5%

(e) 1.0%

(f) 1.0%

(g) 2.0%

(h) 2.0%

(i) 5.0%

(j) 5.0%

It is possible for the new HT binning process to produce
structures that are very close to each other. In addition,
the binning process determines only the coordinates of
the reference point and the orientation of the structure
(but not the edge lengths). To merge structures that are
close to each other into one structure and to determine
the edge lengths, we post-process the output of the binning process.
To merge the structures that are very close to each other,
we find the peaks in the parameter space (i.e., 3D accumulator) via a N × N × N local search. Specifically, the
merging is done by averaging the structure parameters
for the local maxima above a threshold value within the
local search space. We have used a threshold value that
is dependent of the total number of the edge points to
allow varying threshold value for different noise levels. (We empirically determined that about 3% of the
total number of edge points is a good threshold value
and 16×16×16-accumulator-bin is a reasonable local
search space for the carbon nanocone segmentation.)
The lengths of the structure edges are determined via
a simple edge extension scheme that extends the edge
from the reference point along the edge directions.
Each side edge is extended if there exists “enough” evidence of potential nanocone pixels within a rectangular
(e.g., 7×3) region along the edge direction.

3.5 Efficient Processing
To efficiently process the new technique’s binning process, we have also explored the data parallelism on
commodity hardware. While other types of parallelization are possible, we focused on multithreading in a
shared memory environment. (We have also reported
our preliminary results on GPU-based processing in
Section 5.) Both OpenMP and Pthreads have been used
in our parallel implementation. In the multithreading, a
set of edge points are assigned to each thread and processed independently. The updates to the accumulator
in the shared memory is done via atomic addition.

Figure 5: Results on synthetic images with perturbing
noise of σ = 1.5 and five different background noise
levels (0%, 0.5%, 1.0%, 2.0%, and 5.0%)

To increase the performance of the parallel implementation, we manually set the processor affinity
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for r from 1 to 360◦ do
for d from 1 to Maxd do
for bx from 1 to Width do
for by from 1 to Height do
for p from 1 to NumPatterns do
ox , oy = L(bx , by , r, p, d)
increment A[p][ox ][oy ][r]

Here, we note that while the cluster system provides the
state-of-art computing power and our parallelized implementation is scalable to use all the system resources,
our experiments were limited to amount of resources
that are available on a typical PC configuration (e.g.,
a hyper-threaded, 6-core CPU and one programmable
GPU). This limited resource usage allows to show the
technique’s performance for typical PC users.

Algorithm 1: An example of a naive implementation of
the binning process

For the synthetic images, we modeled the carbon
nanocone structures using two straight lines joined
at an angle of 110◦ or 140◦ . Modeled structures also
had different random side lengths. In addition, two
different types of image noise were considered; random
background noise and random noise that perturb the
positions of the edge points. We have considered
0%, 0.5%, 1.0%, 2.0%, and 5.0% background noise.
Gaussian random noise with zero mean and σ ’s of
0.0, 1.5, and 3.0 was used to perturb the edge point
positions.

for p from 1 to NumPatterns do
for bx from 1 to Width do
for by from 1 to Height do
for d from 1 to Maxd do
for r from 1 to 360◦ do
ox , oy = L(bx , by , r, p, d)
increment A[p][ox ][oy ][r]
Algorithm 2: A better implementation of the binning
process with increased spatial locality of reference

Figure 5 shows the five samples of the synthetic images on the left column and the segmentation results as
red (and orange) overlays for the same images on the
right column. These synthetic images contain five different levels of the background noise with the perturbing noise of σ = 1.5. As shown in the images, the new
technique well-segmented all the structures (even for
the image with the high background noise). Here, we
note that the technique also produced some false positives. While some of the false positives were caused by
image noise, many of them were caused by randomly
oriented, nearby structures in which the edges from different structures made up a L-shape similar to a carbon nanocone. Such false positives are shown as or-

ID using a pthread_setaffinity_np() call. We also
increased locality of reference by re-ordering the
algorithm. Setting processor affinity allowed for
significant performance improvements for the parts of
the algorithm with increased locality of reference. This
can be attributed to the increased effectiveness of each
of the CPU caches under these conditions.
One simple example that illustrates the consideration
of locality of reference is shown in Algorithms 1 and
2. Algorithm 1 typifies an implementation of HT binning process that does not exploit the locality of reference well. Due to the row-major-order access pattern
of the multidimensional accumulator, the memory access for each iteration of the nested loop results in very
high number of cache misses. Algorithm 2 optimizes
the naive algorithm by considering more spatial locality of reference.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The effectiveness of the new carbon nanocone structure segmentation technique has been benchmarked using over 1,000 synthetic images and 20 simulated and
real carbon nanocone TEM images. (All of the images
tested were of size 512 × 512.) The benchmarking
included measuring the effectiveness of the technique
by considering four different errors–errors in reference
point position, structure orientation and side lengths–,
the false positive rate, and the match rate, and measuring the efficiency of our parallelized implementation.
We have used the Oakley cluster system of the Ohio Supercomputing Center in our experiments. The system
supports 12 cores (Intel Xeon x5650 2.66 GHz CPUs)
and 48 GB memory per node (up to thousands of cores
in total) and 128 Nvidia Tesla M2070 GPUs in total.
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Figure 6: Results on simulated nanocone TEM images
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Noise Level
(# of Edge Pt.)
Ref. Pt. Position
Orientation
Side Length
Match Rate

0.0
(704)
0.51
0.31
1.43
0.99

0.005
(2811)
0.41
0.33
1.69
0.99

0.01
(3308)
0.51
0.39
2.11
1.00

0.02
(5885)
0.47
0.58
3.81
1.00

sented by Kirkland [Kir88]. (This image simulation
has been used by other scientists in the field.) Figure 6 shows the segmentation results on two samples
of simulated TEM carbon nanocones images. In the
figure, the sub-images (a) and (b) are the simulated images with different numbers of nanocones and the subimages (c) and (d) show the segmentation results as
red (for matched structures) and orange (for false positives) overlays. As shown in the figures, the new technique segmented all of the structures for these images.
Some false positives were also segmented for the simulated images. Many false positives were also caused
by nearby structures in which the edges from different structures made up a L-shape similar to a carbon
nanocone. For instance, Figure 6 (d) contains two of
such false positives.

0.05
(18845)
0.67
0.99
16.95
1.00

(a) With perturbing noise of σ = 0.0
Noise Level
(# of Edge Pt.)
Ref. Pt. Position
Orientation
Side Length
Match Rate

0.0
(610)
0.71
0.52
1.63
1.00

0.005
(2683)
0.72
0.55
2.38
0.99

0.01
(3209)
0.70
0.63
2.91
1.00

0.02
(5787)
0.73
0.83
4.78
1.00

0.05
(18714)
0.93
1.19
16.83
0.95

(b) With perturbing noise of σ = 1.5
Noise Level
(# of Edge Pt.)
Ref. Pt. Position
Orientation
Side Length
Match Rate

0.0
(616)
1.42
0.79
2.98
0.92

0.005
(2686)
1.35
0.80
3.37
0.914

0.01
(3220)
1.43
0.91
3.45
0.88

0.02
(5793)
1.57
1.11
6.02
0.78

0.05
(18723)
1.52
1.43
14.95
0.16

(c) With perturbing noise of σ = 3.0

To analyze the effectiveness of the new segmentation
technique for the real carbon nanocone TEM images,
the manual segmentation results were used as the gold
standard since the actual positions of the real carbon
nanocone structures were unknown. For the manual
segmentation, the reference point positions, the structure orientations, and the side lengths were manuallyselected by a field expert. (Here, we note that the
field expert indicated that manual segmentations of the
structures are ambiguous and can often lead to missegmentations.)

Table 3: Average errors on synthetic image tests: reference point position error (in pixels), orientation error
(in degrees), side length error (in pixels) and average
match rate
Rate
False Pos. Rate

Max.
0.22

Mean
0.14

Min.
0.00

Std. Dev.
0.05

Table 4: False positive rate on synthetic images
ange overlaps in Figure 5. For instance, all four false
positives in Figure 5 (b) were from the edges of two
different structures that made up a L-shape.

Figure 7 shows the segmentation results on three samples of real images. In the figure, the sub-images (a)–
(c) show the input images, the sub-images (d)–(f) show
the manual segmentation results as green overlays, and
the sub-images (g)–(i) show the automated segmentation results as red (for matched structures) and orange
(for false positives) overlays. As shown in the figures, while the new technique segmented the carbon
nanocone structures reasonably well, it also produced
relatively high number of false positives (i.e., the orange overlays in the figure). Some of the false positives were from side edges from two different nearby
structures making a L-shape. Others were from human bias on the subjective manual segmentation of
the field expert; the field expert has agreed that some
of the carbon nanocone structures were missed in the
manual segmentation results after comparing the results
with the automatic segmentation results. This differ-

Tables 3 and 4 summarize the segmentation results for
all the synthetic image tests. The average errors in the
reference point position, orientation, and side lengths of
structures, and the match rate are shown in Table 3 and
four metrics (i.e., maximum, mean, minimum, and standard deviation) of the false positive errors are shown in
Table 4. Table 3 also includes the number of edge points
considered for different noise levels. As shown in Table 3, the new technique produced very low errors with
high match rates for most of the cases. For example,
synthetic image tests with a perturbing noise of σ =1.5
and background noise of 0.01% had the average errors
of 0.70 in pixels, 0.63 in degrees, 2.91 in pixels for the
reference point position, orientation, and side length,
respectively, and had a 100% match rate. For most of
the synthetic image tests, the new segmentation technique had a match rate of higher than 90%. While the
average match rate for the image with the highest noise
level (i.e., 5% background noise and perturbing noise of
σ =3.0) was only 16%, a typical “cleaned” TEM images
of carbon nanocone does not contain similar noise levels. As shown in Table 4, the technique produced about
14% false positive errors on average. However, many
of the false positives were caused by the randomly oriented, nearby structures that were explained previously.

Errors & Rates
Ref. Pt. Position
Orientation
Side Length
Match Rate
False Pos. Rate

Real
2.41
1.95
26.04
0.86
0.59

Table 5: Average errors on simulated and real image
tests: reference point position error (in pixels), orientation error (in degrees), side length error (in pixels),
match rate and false positive rate

For the simulated image tests, the carbon nanocones
were created using the TEM image simulation pre-
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Simulated
1.94
1.14
3.33
0.94
0.05
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 7: Results on real carbon nanocone TEM images
ence suggests that the results from the new automated
segmentation technique could be the “better” segmentation results than the manually-segmented results in
some cases.

average side length error (i.e., about 26 pixels for both
edges) and 59% false positive errors. These high side
length and false positive errors were caused by the image noise on the carbon nanocone TEM images, the
low-contrasted and blurry nanocone structures, and by
the human bias on the gold standard (i.e., manuallysegmented structures) used for the comparison.

The same types of errors were measured to benchmark
the new technique’s effectiveness on the simulated and
real images: the errors in the reference point position,
orientation, side lengths, and the match rate and false
positive rates. Table 5 summarizes the benchmarking.
As shown in the table, the new segmentation technique
produced very low errors with high match rate for the
simulated images; it produced average errors of about
1.94 pixels, 1.14 degrees, 3.33 pixels for the reference
point position, orientation, and side lengths, respectively, with 94% match rate and 5% false positive rate
on average. The technique also produced very low average errors in the reference point position and the orientation (i.e., about 2.41 pixels and about 1.95 degrees,
respectively) with a match rate of 86% for the real image testings. However, it produced somewhat a high
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Next, the efficiency of the new segmentation is benchmarked by measuring the execution times on our
multithreading-based parallelization of the technique
using the synthetic image tests. Figure 8 summaries
the efficiency benchmarking results. In the figure, the
speedups of the multithreading using 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10,
and 12 threads are shown for the images with different
noise levels. For each noise level, the total number of
edge points is also noted in parentheses in the figure.
(We note again that only up to 12 threads were used in
our experiments for the reason discussed previously.
However, our parallelization is scalable to use more
threads to achieve real time processing.) As shown
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Noise Level
(# of Edge Pt.)
1 thread
2 threads
4 threads
6 threads
8 threads
10 threads
12 threads

0.0
(819)
34.48
19.60
11.46
8.26
6.69
5.29
5.23

0.005
(2681)
47.56
27.62
15.94
11.16
8.63
7.37
6.78

0.01
(4313)
62.23
37.10
19.48
13.08
11.08
9.53
8.03

0.02
(7769)
93.67
51.39
26.70
19.07
15.24
12.77
10.87

0.05
(18710)
187.60
98.81
50.43
37.65
27.94
23.73
20.31

Table 6:
Execution times (in seconds) of
multithreading-based parallel processing on synthetic
images with different background noise levels with
perturbing noise of σ = 1.5, (the total # of edge points
are shown in parenthesis)
GHT binning process. The new automated segmentation technique produces reasonably good results for a
variety of carbon nanocone images and provides a consistent solution. In addition, the multithreading-based
parallelization of the technique with the exploitation of
locality of reference performs the computationally expensive processing of the segmentation efficiently.
For the future work, other preprocessing steps to distinguish the carbon nanocone structures from other features in the image can be explored. Improvement of
the load balancing in the multithreading may also be
possible. We plan to achieve real-time processing of
the technique by considering a fine-grained parallel
approach using programmable GPU processing (e.g.,
using CUDA) and by considering MPI-based multiprocessing. Our preliminary results on CUDA-based
GPU processing shows about 4–6 times performance
speedups. However, the limit on the GPU’s shared
memory and the inefficient atomic operation on the accumulator update make the GPU-based algorithm challenging. One challenge of the MPI-based multiprocessing is the overhead to gather the large accumulator.
For example, the MPI_Allreduce operation for gathering the 3D accumulator took about 2.2 seconds in a 12node configuration. One simple solution to reduce this
overhead could be to increase the size of each bin in the
accumulator (with a cost of relatively small accuracy).

Figure 8: Speedups of multithreading-based parallel
processing on synthetic images with different background noise levels with perturbing noise of σ = 1.5,
(the total # of edge points are shown in parenthesis)
in the figures, the multithreaded version performed
and scaled reasonably well. For example, when using
12 threads, we have achieved 6.59 (i.e., from 34.48
seconds to 5.23 seconds) and 9.24 (i.e., from 187.60
seconds to 20.31 seconds) speedups for noise levels of
0.0% and 0.05%, respectively over the single threaded
version. The execution times (shown in Table 6) varied
for different noise levels by about 18% to 23% since
the total number of edge points considered in the
images varied about from 819 to 18,710 edge points
on average. Here, we also note that the performance
improvements discussed in Section 3.5 contributed
about 10% performance increase.
Lastly, a brief comparison of our automated segmentation and the only prior carbon nanocone segmentation method by Ngatuni et al. [NLW12] is reported.
The comparison experiments included measuring the
same types of the errors and the execution times using synthetic images with different types of L-shaped
linear structures and using one real image (shown in
Figure 7 (a)). While our technique performed well on
the synthetic image (i.e., errors, match rate, and false
positive rate similar to the ones reported in Table 3),
their method performed poorly for the synthetic images with L-shapes that have different side lengths since
their method weighs the pairs of edge points that have
the same distance from the reference point in their binning process. Their method also segmented only one
structure for the real image. In addition, their method
ran about 3–10 times slower than the serial version of
the new segmentation technique.

6
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ABSTRACT
Constructing a smooth surface of a 3D object is an important problem in many graphics applications. Subdivision
methods permit to pass easily from a discrete mesh to a continuous surface. A generic problem arising from
subdividing two meshes initially connected along a common boundary is the occurrence of cracks or holes between
them. Therefore, we propose a new method for joining two meshes with different resolutions using a tangent plane
local approximation and a Lifted B-spline wavelet transform. This method generates a connecting mesh where
continuity is controlled from one boundary to the other. This guarantees that the discrete continuity between these
mesh areas is preserved and the connecting mesh can change gradually in resolution between coarse and fine areas.

Keywords
Mesh connection, smoothness, local approximation, B-spline wavelets.

1

INTRODUCTION

densities gradually from coarse to fine and conversely.
Our contributions are as follows: 1) Provide a mesh
joining solution by constructing a high quality connecting mesh (CM) between two meshes defined with subdivision surfaces, each mesh being at a different subdivision level; 2) Detect and remove cracks on the surface
caused by a difference in resolution between neighboring faces; 3) Apply a local tangent plane reconstruction
and a wavelet transform to position newly inserted vertices on the expected surface. This enables us to reconstruct smooth connecting surfaces from boundary
vertices of the two meshes. Therefore, the continuity
between the meshes will be preserved; 4) Allow filling
holes, pasting meshes, and joining 3D objects to generate a smooth discrete surface with a natural shape and
visually fair connectivity.

3D object models with complex shapes are generated
by a set of assembled patches or separate mesh areas
which may be at different resolution levels, even with
different subdivision schemes. Cracks, gaps or holes
may appear on their surfaces because of having a difference in subdivision schemes or a difference in resolution levels between adjacent faces.
In order to overcome these drawbacks and particularly cracks, this paper presents a new technique creating a smooth connecting surface linking two meshes
with different resolutions and with different subdivision
schemes. We aim at constructing a high quality connecting mesh between two selected areas of a model
so that we can preserve the “continuity” between these
selected mesh areas to generate a smooth surface. It
means that the curvatures must be “continuous” on the
boundaries, which must be studied in terms of discrete
curvatures, the latter being not presented here. The discrete boundary curves of the connecting mesh are created by a linear interpolation, a tangent plane local approximation, and a Lifted B-spline wavelet transform.
They respect the local curvatures and change their point

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 and 3 detail the previous and related works
for mesh connection. Our algorithm is described in section 4 and details are given in section 5. We show and
compare results of our algorithm in section 6. Finally,
we draw the conclusion in section 7.

2

Subdivision surfaces have been used widely in fields of
geometric modeling, computer graphics for shape design, animation, multi-resolution modeling or even as
movie production, game engines and many other engineering applications. Today one can find a variety of
subdivision schemes for geometric design and graphical applications such as Catmull-Clark [Cat98], DooSabin [Doo78], Butterfly [Dyn90], Loop [Loo87], etc.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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In addition, the theory of wavelets has been applied successfully in the areas of computer graphics as surface
reconstruction, subdivision, multi-resolution analysis,
etc. Many subdivision methods applying wavelet-based
multiresolution analysis of an arbitrary surface were introduced in [Sto96, Lou97, Mal98, Zor00], etc. Moreover, subdivision wavelets with the lifting scheme have
been developed in [Swe98, Ber04a]. This latter could
be an interesting approach for CAD applications, like
surface reconstruction.
Commonly, a subdivision of the entire input mesh is
not necessary nor desired while one only needs to subdivide some areas of the mesh to add details on the
object or obtain a smoother surface. This is important to reduce the number of faces of the mesh as well
as the unnecessary subdivision levels, and save the refinement time or the storage space. Some research
[Hus10, Hus11, Pak07] are related to the incremental
subdivision method with Butterfly, Loop and CatmullClark schemes. The main goal of these methods is to
generate a smooth surface by refining only some selected areas of a mesh and remove cracks by simple
triangulation. However, this simple triangulation has
some undesired side-effects. It changes the connectivity, the valence of odd vertices, and produces high valence vertices leading to long faces. This not only alters the limit subdivision surface, but also reduces its
smoothness. It creates ripple effects on the subdivision
surface. Moreover, these methods recommend adaptively refining the areas of interest using the same subdivision scheme. A surrounding part of the area outside the adaptively subdivided area is also refined in
the most common case in order to reduce brutal normal deviation. The error is computed at each step and
the subdivision is stopped once this error reaches a user
specified threshold. Users need to compute and control
over a number of subdivision steps.
On the other hand, such models of 3D objects are
formed by assembled patches or meshes. Thus,
available methods to join these meshes along boundary
curves between them are of immediate practical
interest. The main challenge in designing a mesh
connection algorithm is to guarantee that the continuity
between the meshes is preserved, while the resolution
between them is changed gradually. In addition, the
algorithm would be simple, and efficient. This problem
has been studied extensively and there are several
considerable research works relevant to connecting
or joining meshes in [Bar95, Fu04]. These methods
consist in connecting the meshes of a surface at the
same resolution level which adopt various criteria to
compute the planar shape from a 3D surface patch by
minimizing their differences. They are computationally
expensive and memory consuming. Recently, Di Jiang
and F. Stewart [Jia07] introduced the joining algorithms
based on the use (as a supplement to absolute error
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criteria) of normal-vector error criteria for the discrepancy between the surface patch and the associated
mesh patch. They join given meshes together while
maintaining a proxy for the normal-vector error, as well
as the absolute error. However, these algorithms adjust
the vertices of the input meshes in a way that constrains
them to lie in a transfinite interpolation defined by
Whitney extension. Therefore, they can produce large
changes in the normal direction of triangles near the
mesh boundary, even turn the triangles upside down by
the joining process. Moreover, the algorithms do not
mention the continuity and the progressive change in
resolution between meshes after joining them together.
In [Phan12], a mesh connection method based on a RBF
local interpolation and a wavelet transform has been
introduced. In this paper we propose a more reliable
method for mesh connection which allows us to construct a high quality connecting mesh and a continuous
surface. The goal is to gain in both time of computation and surface quality. This new method is based
on a tangent plane local approximation and a wavelet
transform without solving any linear system, handling
cracks, modifying the original boundaries of mesh areas
of a model and the closest faces around the boundaries
during the connecting process. We will compare both
methods in section 6.

3 BACKGROUND
3.1 Wavelet-based Multiresolution representation of curves and surfaces
Wavelet is receiving a lot of attention due to the practical interest of 3D modeling in a large range of applications, such as Computer Graphics and CAD [Mal98,
Ols08]. Wavelet tool can be used to derive a hierarchical multi-resolution representation of curves and
surfaces [Lou97]; a smooth curve at different resolution levels [Ols08]; an overall shape edition of a curve
while preserving its details [Suc09]; and a curve approximation [Kho00]. Wavelet analysis provides a set
of tools to represent functions hierarchically [Sto96].
The coarse scaling function represents coarse curves or
surfaces and encodes an approximation of the function,
while the wavelet function represents the difference between coarse and fine curves or surfaces, and encodes
the missing details. Many subdivision wavelets have
been proposed in [Ber02, Ber04a, Sam04]. They allow
a decomposition of curves and surfaces at different resolutions while maintaining geometric details. In addition, the combination of B-splines and wavelets leads
to the idea of B-spline wavelets [Ber04a]. B-spline
wavelets form a hierarchical basis for the space of Bspline curves and surfaces in which every object has a
unique representation. Taking advantage of the lifting
scheme [Swe96b], the Lifted B-spline wavelet [Ber02]
is a fast computational tool for multiresolution analysis
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of a given B-spline curve with a computational complexity linear in the number of control points. They allow representing B-spline curves at multiple resolution
levels, editing curves, etc.

[Hop92, Ale04, Lev03]. We choose a tangent plane
based local method to approximate the expected surface
using a set of local tangent planes computed at each
sample point (see in Fig. 1b) because this method does
not require such information as methods depending on
off-surface constraints. This method enables us to reconstruct smooth implicit surfaces from a set of control
points.

The Lifted B-spline wavelet transform includes the forward and backward B-spline wavelet transform. From
a fine curve at the resolution level J, CJ , the forward Bspline wavelet transform decomposes CJ into a coarser
approximation of the curve, CJ−1 , and detail (error)
vectors. The detail vectors are a set of wavelet cœfficients containing the geometric differences with respect to the finer levels. The backward B-spline wavelet
transform can be used to reconstruct fine curves from a
coarse curve and detail vectors. Given a coarse curve at
the resolution level J − 1, CJ−1 , the backward B-spline
wavelet transform synthesizes CJ−1 and the detail vectors into a finer curve, CJ .

Figure 1: Nearest neighbors for tangent plane estimation.
It first considers subsets of nearest neighboring points
to estimate local tangent planes as shown in Fig. 1a,
and then defines an implicit function as a signed distance to the tangent plane for the data points. For example, Hoppe’s method [Hop92] reconstructs a surface
from a set of all unorganized points scattered on or near
the surface using a contouring algorithm and the parameters k, ρ, δ defined by the user, where k is the number of nearest neighbors, ρ and δ are the thresholds of
the density and noise. Thus, the considered data set is
large and can contain noise. Our approach is inspired
from this method. However, since our model is already
a mesh model and not a set of sparse data points, we
can completely determine nearest neighbors based on
the connecting edges without using the parameters k, ρ,
and δ . Additionally, the connecting mesh is constructed
from boundary vertices of meshes and their neighbors.
Thus, the cardinality of the data set is reduced. We are
also able to compute the approximation error (RMS error).
Given a set of data points P = {pi } ∈ R3 of a surface
CM, we would like to find a signed distance function
f (p) from an arbitrary point p ∈ R3 to the surface CM.
However, because CM is an unknown surface, the authors approximate the surface using a set of tangent
planes computed at each data point as shown in Fig.
1b. The tangent plane and the signed distance function
are computed as described in the following section.

In our approach, we apply the Lifted B-spline wavelet
transform for multiresolution analysis of discrete
boundary curves of a connecting mesh.

3.2

Tangent Plane Local Approximation
for implicit surface reconstruction

Reconstruction of 3D surfaces from point samples is a
well-studied problem in computer graphics. It allows
fitting of scanned data, filling of surface holes, connecting and remeshing of 3D complex models. Implicit
surface methods can directly reconstruct approximating surfaces from 3D scattered data set, such as moving least squares (MLS) [Lev03], implicit surface methods [Car01, Cas05], etc. We can classify the methods as either global or local approaches. Global fitting methods use the whole input data to compute implicit functions. Their disadvantage is that the computational complexity rapidly increases consequently to the
data set size. Moreover, they present the well-known
feats to discard local details (which can be an advantage or also a disadvantage). Therefore, it is difficult to
use these methods directly to reconstruct implicit surfaces from large point sets consisting of more than several thousands of input points. Practical solutions on
large point sets involve the local fitting methods to reconstruct the surfaces such as RBF local interpolations
[Bra06, Cas05], adaptive RBF reduction and fast RBF
methods [Car01]. Both methods require the construction of linear constraints on the control points for each
interpolation point and thus the definition of a system of
linear equations. The surface reconstruction can be obtained by solving this system. However, without adding
off-surface constraints, the linear system may become
trivial and we cannot solve it to specify implicit function values.

Figure 2: Estimation of a tangent plane and the projection of an arbitrary point onto it.

3.2.1

In order to extrapolate local frames (tangents, curvatures) between two meshes, we need a local approximation method on the points that will be projected
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Estimation of a tangent plane

Let T p(pi ) be the tangent plane corresponding to point
pi and passing through a centroid point oi . An arbitrary
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3.2.3

point p is projected onto tangent plane T p(pi ) which
has point oi closest to point p. A point pnew is an orthogonal projection of point p onto T p(pi ) as illustrated
in Fig. 2.

The local constraint (3) is too strict. Thus, if the data
are noisy, the accuracy of the surface reconstruction is
evaluated by the error of the approximation defined by
equation (3). Since the approximation is based on fitting a plane to a set of local neighboring points, the minimize least squares (MLS) error [Ale03, Dor97, Lev03]
is commonly used to evaluate the local approximation
error. The MLS error evaluated at pi ∈ P is calculated as
the sum of the squared distances from the local neighbors of point pi to T p(pi ):

Tangent plane T p(pi ) is determined by passing through
point oi with unit surface normal ni as follows:
• Find local neighbors of each data point: For each
point pi ∈ R3 , we find a set of nearest neighbors of
pi denoted Neighbors(pi ).
• Compute a centroid point on a tangent plane: For
each point pi ∈ R3 , we compute the centroid point oi
based on all nearest neighbors of pi :
∑ p j ∈Neighbors(pi ) p j
N

oi =

EMLS (pi ) =

∑

(p j − oi ) (p j − oi )

In order to lighten notations, we decided not to use vectorial notations for all the notations or equations having
vectorial relations. Moreover, we denote the position
−→
vector Op of a vertex p by p, where O is the frame origin. Each multiplication of a scalar value and a vector
is understood as the vector components multiplied by
the scalar value.

(2)

We then compute eigenvalues λi,1 ≥ λi,2 ≥ λi,3 of CVi
associated with unit eigenvectors vi,1 , vi,2 , vi,3 . Since
normal ni is the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue, we choose to be either vi,3 or −vi,3 .
The choice determines the tangent plane orientation
[Hop92].

Let M1 and M2 be two meshes subdivided at different
resolution levels, and pi , qk their vertices. An edge connecting pi to qk is denoted ei or pi qk . An edge is usually
shared by two faces. If it is shared by only one, it corresponds to a boundary edge and its end vertices are
called boundary vertices. We need to construct a connecting mesh CM between meshes M1 and M2 so that
the continuity between them can be preserved as illustrated in Fig. 3. First we will introduce the notations
relevant to the algorithm:

Construction of a signed distance function

Our goal is to find a signed distance function f (p) from
an arbitrary p ∈ R3 to CM. The function f (p) is the distance between p and the closest point pnew ∈ CM. Since
CM is the unknown surface, we find a tangent plane
T p(pi ) which is a local linear approximation of CM and
passes through the centroid oi closest to p. Therefore,
the signed distance f (p) to CM is represented as the
signed distance dist(p, pnew ) between p and its projection pnew onto T p(pi ) (see in Fig. 2). The function f (p)
satisfies the local approximation constraint defined by:
f (p) = dist(p, pnew ) = (p − oi ).ni

(5)

4 METHOD OVERVIEW
4.1 Notation

p j ∈Neighbors(pi )

3.2.2

((p j − oi ).ni )2

Additionally, we can use the root mean square (RMS)
error [Sar11] to evaluate the local approximation error.
The RMS error evaluated at pi is:
s
∑ p j ∈Neighbors(pi ) ((p j − oi ).ni )2
(6)
ERMS (pi ) =
Nk

(1)

• Estimate a normal vector of a tangent plane: The
principal component analysis (PCA) method is used
to estimate normal ni of T p(pi ). The point covariance matrix CVi ∈ R3×3 from the neighbors of pi is
first computed:
CVi =

∑

p j ∈Neighbors(pi )

Where N is the number of the neighbors of pi .

T

Evaluation of the error of the tangent plane
based local approximation

(3)

and pnew by:
pnew
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=

p − ( f (p).ni )

Figure 3: Topology representation of the algorithm.

(4)
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• s: number of intermediate discrete curves (also
called the number of newly created boundary
curves) of CM created between M1 and M2 (see Fig.
4). It is a user parameter computed based on the
distance between two original boundaries of M1 and
M2 and it controls the resolution of CM.

them onto the expected surface CM using a tangent plane local approximation. It finally refines
or coarsens these new boundary curves by applying
wavelet transforms and vertex insertion and deletion
operations.
• Step 3. Boundary curve connection: perform a
boundary triangulation for each boundary curve pair
(C1j−1 ,C1j ) and (C2j−1 ,C2j ).

• j: order number of the decomposition step to create
intermediate discrete curves, also called the level.
Since two boundary curves between M1 and M2 will
be created at each level j, j is in [1, 2s ].

• Step 4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until both mesh areas
M1 and M2 have been connected or patched by all
newly created triangles.

• C1j and C2j : two boundary curves of CM at level j.
C10 and C20 are the two original boundary curves of
meshes M1 and M2 .
•

N(C1j ):

5
5.1

C1j

number of vertices of boundary curve
at
level j. It corresponds to the density of vertices of
boundary curve C1j .

Boundary vertex pairs

In order to create boundary curves between two meshes
M1 and M2 by interpolating previously created boundary curves, we pair the boundary vertices pij−1 ∈ C1j−1
with qkj−1 ∈ C2j−1 and vice versa based on the distances
between them. Since the densities of vertices of both
boundary curves are different, we need to create two
lists of the closest boundary vertex pairs L1j and L2j .

• pij , qij : vertices i on boundary curves C1j and C2j . (p0i
= pi and q0i = qi )
• L1j : list of the boundary vertex pairs (pij−1 , qkj−1 ).
• L2j : list of the boundary vertex pairs (qkj−1 , pij−1 ).

4.2

MESH CONNECTION

Assume that j is the current level, for each boundary
vertex pij−1 ∈ C1j−1 , we search for and insert into L1j
j−1
j−1
the
 corresponding paired vertex qk ∈ C2 such that:

CM2D-TPW algorithm

∀q ∈ C2j−1 , dist(pij−1 , qkj−1 ) ≤ dist(pij−1 , q) , where

The idea is to create new boundary curves C1j and C2j
between M1 and M2 based on the previously created
boundary curves C1j−1 and C2j−1 using the tangent plane
local approximation and the Lifted B-spline wavelet
transform. After that, we connect each new boundary curve C1j to C1j−1 , and C2j to C2j−1 . C1j is created
in a direction from C1j−1 to C2j−1 and conversely for
C2j . Therefore, this algorithm is called the algorithm
of connecting mesh in two directions based on the
tangent plane local approximation and the Wavelet
transform (CM2D-TPW). The algorithm consists of
the following main steps detailed in the next sections:

the notation dist(pij−1 , qkj−1 ) = ||pij−1 − qkj−1 || is the
Euclidean distance between pij−1 and qkj−1 . The list of
boundary vertex pairs L2j is created similarly.

5.2

Boundary curve creation

• Step 1. Boundary detection: read the input geometry model of two meshes M1 and M2 . Detect and
mark boundary vertices of the two boundaries C10
and C20 in M1 and M2 .

The basic idea is to create two new boundary curves C1j
and C2j from the paired vertices at each level j. Paired
vertices are obtained by the shortest distances between
vertices of each boundary. New boundary vertices pij ∈
C1j and qkj ∈ C2j are created by boundary vertex pairs
(pij−1 , qkj−1 ) ∈ L1j and (qkj−1 , pij−1 ) ∈ L2j respectively.
A new boundary curve C1j is created in a direction from
C1j−1 to C2j−1 and a new boundary curve C2j is created in
a direction from C2j−1 to C1j−1 as shown in Fig. 4.

• Step 2. Boundary vertex pairs and boundary curve
creation: for each level j, we pair the boundary vertices of C1j−1 and C2j−1 based on the distance between them. If this distance is too narrow (smaller
than a certain threshold), we go to Step 3 to connect
the boundary curve pair (C1j−1 , C2j−1 ). In contrast,
we create two new boundary curves C1j , C2j . The
boundary curve creation first produces vertices of
two new boundary curves from the paired boundary
vertices by a linear interpolation, and then projects

Figure 4: Boundary curves created in two directions.
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We assume N(C10 ) ≤ N(C20 ) and let the density of vertices of the two boundary curves C1j and C2j be two functions N(C1j ) and N(C2j ) defined by:
j
[N(C20 ) − N(C10 )]
s+1
j
N(C2j ) = N(C20 ) −
[N(C20 ) − N(C10 )]
s+1
N(C1j ) = N(C10 ) +

(7)

The boundary curves are created in three phases.

5.2.1

Phase 1: Create vertices of two new
boundary curves by a linear interpolation.

• Create vertices of the discrete boundary curve C1j in
a direction from C1j−1 to C2j−1 (see Fig. 4): for each
boundary vertex pair (pij−1 , qkj−1 ) ∈ L1j , we apply
the linear interpolation equation (8) to create new
boundary vertices pij ∈ C1j .
pij = pij−1 +

j
(q j−1 − pij−1 )
s+1 k

Figure 6: The vertices projected onto the surface CM.
linear interpolation in phase 1, they can lie on a flat surface H producing a flat surface CM as shown in Fig. 5a.

(8)

Where i are the subscripts of boundary vertices of
C1j , 1 ≤ i ≤ N(C1j−1 ), and k are the subscripts of
boundary vertices of C2j−1 , 1 ≤ k ≤ N(C2j−1 ).

When CM is a complex curved surface, these newly
created boundary vertices may not be on the expected
surface CM because we did not consider the curvature information in phase 1. As a result, the boundary curves are produced without respect of local curvatures. Therefore, the generated connecting mesh
will not respect the expected continuity between the
meshes. To solve this problem, we construct the connecting surface CM by a tangent plane local approximation. We first apply phase 1 (linear interpolation) to
create new boundary vertices. We then project these
vertices onto tangent planes as shown in Fig. 6. Projecting the created vertices qkj ∈ C2j onto surface CM is
performed as follows: First, for each vertex qkj , we find
the closest vertex qkj−1 ∈ C2j−1 and its local neighbors
Neighbors(qkj−1 ) which have edges connected to qkj−1
to determine the local control vertices of qkj (see Fig. 7).
Next, we estimate the local tangent plane T p(qkj−1 ) of
surface CM. The plane Tp(qkj−1 ) passes through the
centroid vertex okj−1 (using (1)) with the unit normal
vector nkj−1 (using (2)). We construct the local signed

• In the same way, we create the new boundary vertices qkj ∈ C2j by (9).
qkj = qkj−1 +

j
(p j−1 − qkj−1 )
s+1 i

(9)

Where k are the subscripts of boundary vertices of
C2j , 1 ≤ k ≤ N(C2j−1 ), and i are the subscripts of
boundary vertices of C1j−1 , 1 ≤ i ≤ N(C1j−1 ).
Equations (8) and (9) have been chosen with a local
linear expansion classically used in marching methods.
We recursively compute (8) and (9) based on vertices
of curves C1j−1 and C2j−1 but not C10 and C20 . In addition,
since C1j−1 and C2j−1 are then refined or coarsened by
wavelet transforms, their resolutions are increased or
reduced respectively.

5.2.2

Phase 2: Project created boundary vertices onto surface CM using a tangent
plane based local approximation.

Figure 5: The connecting mesh CM created with and
without using a local tangent plane approximation.
The goal of phase 2 is to improve the resulting surface
CM after applying phase 1. Since new boundary vertices pij and qkj of curves C1j and C2j are created by a
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Figure 7: Selection of the local neighbors to construct
a local tangent plane and a signed distance function.
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distance function f (qkj ) using (3) whose value is referred to as the signed projection distance between qkj
and T p(qkj−1 ). Then, we use (4) to project them onto
surface CM with the projection distances f (qkj ) along
surface normals (see in Fig. 6). Finally, we update vertices qkj by their projections. We perform the same operation for vertices pij ∈ C1j .

which is a mesh connection method based on a RBF
local interpolation and a wavelet transform. CM2DRBFW method is built on the work by Anh-Cang Phan
et al. [Phan12] in which the connecting mesh is constructed by adding triangle strips to each boundary up
to the time they are close enough to be linked. This
method needs to solve a linear system that additionally requires off-surface constraints to specify implicit
function values. It creates off-surface points by projecting on-surface points along the surface normals with
a signed projection distance d. These points are used
to construct RBF support and are mandatory to obtain
valid solutions. Both methods have been implemented
in Matlab to make possible their comparisons. All results were obtained on a PC 2.27GHz CPU Corei5 with
3GB Ram.

When the two boundary curves C1j−1 and C2j−1 are close
together, we take the neighboring vertices from both
curves to define the set of local neighboring vertices (or
control vertices). For each vertex qkj , we keep the two
closest vertices pij−1 ∈ C1j−1 and qkj−1 ∈ C2j−1 with their
neighbors. It permits us to take into account the local
curvatures on both sides.

5.2.3

Phase 3: Refine or coarsen the new boundary curves with wavelet transforms.

In Fig. 9, CM2D-TPW algorithm produces a connecting mesh of the Tiger model which consists of two
meshes defined by subdivision surfaces (Loop and Butterfly), each mesh being at a different level of subdivision. From two original coarse meshes of this model,
we first apply a Loop subdivision at level 2 and a Butterfly subdivision at level 1 to obtain two meshes M1
and M2 of different resolutions. We then implement our
algorithm to connect them together. To understand the
quality of the result, we plot the image of the connecting mesh and its zoom. Based on a set of tests, s = 4
is an empirical good value to apply CM2D-TPW algorithm for two subdivided meshes of the Tiger model as
shown in Fig. 9. From the resulting mesh, we can see
that our new method can generate a smooth connecting
mesh with the progressive change in resolution between
meshes because it is possible to constrain the surface to
have specified tangent planes at subsets of control vertices to be interpolated.

Since the densities of vertices of C1j and C2j are now
N(C1j−1 ) and N(C2j−1 ), we need to increase and reduce
their densities to be N(C1j ) and N(C2j ). Taking advantage of the Lifted B-spline wavelet transform presented
in section 3.1, we apply this transform for the multiresolution analysis of the boundary curves C1j and C2j to
refine the curve C1j , coarsen the curve C2j . Then, we
perform the vertex insertion or deletion operations to
control the densities of vertices of C1j and C2j . Thus,
the created boundary curves C1j , C2j , and the associated
connecting mesh CM are changed gradually in resolution between both mesh areas.

5.3

Boundary curve connection

After creating two boundary curves C1j and C2j , we connect each new boundary curve to each previously created boundary curve, C1j−1 to C1j and C2j−1 to C2j , based
on the method of stitching the matching borders proposed by G. Barequet et al. [Bar95]. The basic idea is
the implementation of the boundary triangulation based
on the distance between boundary vertices. We consider the distance between three adjacent vertices of two
boundaries before connecting them together to create
a triangular face (see Fig. 8). This process terminates
when we reach the last vertices of both boundaries.

To draw comparisons, we have chosen examples of a
sphere to have accurate evaluations of the error and runtime. We have developed a test on four density-based
discretizations of the sphere, since analytical description permits to compute the exact surface and relative
errors. The numbers of vertices are 240, 3840, 61440,
983040 and the numbers of vertices of the removed
strips are 66, 720, 5982, 70743, respectively. In this
way, both meshes M1 and M2 have the same density of
vertices for a given discretization level, and the process
to obtain the compatible number of vertices of CM is
the same for both methods. Hence,
qwe define the errors
∑

Figure 8: Figure shows a boundary curve connection.

6

RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

In this section we give some examples with experimental results to illustrate our algorithm. We also compare CM2D-TPW method with CM2D-RBFW method
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(R−dist(c,pi ))2

pi ∈CM
;
Edist and Emax as follows: Edist =
N
Emax = sup(R − di ), 1 ≤ i ≤ N; where: di = dist(c, pi )
is the Euclidean distance between c and vertices pi of
CM; R, c are the radius and center of the sphere, respectively (in our tests, c = (0, 0, 0) and R = 10). N is the
number of vertices of CM.

Figs. 10-11 and Table 1 summarize the results. First,
we apply CM2D-TPW algorithm for the discretiza-
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Figure 9: The Tiger model with CM2D-TPW algorithm: a) The connecting mesh CM produced with s = 4; b)
Zoom of CM; c) Zoom of one of the interesting parts of CM.

Figure 10: Model of Sphere 2: a) CM is produced by
CM2D-RBFW method with s = 2 and d = 0.004; b)
CM is produced by CM2D-TPW method with s = 2.

Figure 11: Model of Sphere 3: a) CM is produced by
CM2D-RBFW method with s = 2 and d = 0.004; b)
CM is produced by CM2D-TPW method with s = 2.

Figure 12: The surface continuity of Sphere preserved after applying CM2D-TPW method: a)-b) CM produced by
linear interpolation; c)-d) CM produced by CM2D-TPW method.
tion models of the sphere with s = 2 as illustrated in
Figs. 10b and 11b. Obviously, our method keeps the
continuity between the meshes of the sphere model
without destroying the Gaussian curvature and altering
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the original meshes because the newly inserted vertices
are on the expected surface by a local approximation
with tangent plane fitting (phase 2). As a result, it
gives the high quality connecting meshes and smooth
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CM
Edist
Emax
Runtime (secs)
V
F RBFW
TPW RBFW
TPW
RBFW
TPW
Sphere 1
38
40
0.9265 0.7581
2.3663 2.0479
0.4061 0.3159
Sphere 2
159
240
0.2022 0.0646
0.4861 0.2216
0.4592 0.3762
Sphere 3
639
960
0.034 0.0153
0.0578 0.0293
1.3859
0.917
Sphere 4 2641 3963
0.0634 0.0329
0.1453 0.0764 14.4955 9.0221
Table 1: Comparison of errors and runtimes of CM2D-RBFW and CM2D-TPW algorithms for spheres with center
c = (0, 0, 0), and radius R = 10; the numbers of vertices and faces of CM are in columns V and F.
Model

have not taken into account the execution time of experiments for values d, h in CM2D-RBFW method.

surfaces. Then, we also use CM2D-RBFW method on
these models (see Fig. 10a and Fig. 11a).
Figs. 12a-b show the connecting mesh and surface CM
produced with linear interpolation by applying phase 1
and 3 of CM2D-TPW algorithm without phase 2. As
a result, CM is hyperbolic and the surface continuity is
not guaranteed. While Figs.12c-d present CM after applying all phases of the algorithm. Obviously, CM2DTPW method generates a smooth surface with natural
shape where continuity between meshes is preserved.

7

We have introduced a new simple and efficient mesh
connection method which produces a high quality connecting mesh and finally a smooth surface. The mesh
is changed gradually in resolution from one area to the
other one. CM2D-TPW method joins two meshes with
different resolutions while maintaining the surface continuity and not destroying local curvatures. It keeps the
original boundaries of the meshes and the closest faces
around these boundaries while connecting them. The
advantages of this method are: 1) It is simple, efficient,
and local; 2) It generates smooth connecting surfaces;
3) There is no need to solve a system of linear equations. As a consequence, our algorithm is then numerically stable. These features make CM2D-TPW method
become feasible and suitable for designing, joining and
modeling 3D objects with complex shapes. Thus, it can
be extended to applications related to pasting meshes,
and filling holes.

According to these experimental results, we can see that
CM2D-TPW method gives better results compared to
CM2D-RBFW method since errors to the real surface
are smaller and Gaussian curvatures are much better respected. In addition, a well-known drawback of RBF
based reconstruction methods is the difficulty to provide abrupt changes in a small distance (see [Luo08]).
It requires much more estimation which includes estimating the linear constraints on the control vertices as
well as the off-surface constraints to construct and solve
a linear system for each interpolated vertex. Therefore,
the time of computation will be inevitably longer or
the memory requirements may exceed the capacity of
the computer. As a consequence, the runtime of this
algorithm is rapidly increasing when the vertex numbers of the models increase as illustrated in Table 1.
We have applied the algorithm to various 3D objects
with complex shapes. The runtime increases quadratically. Moreover, the most critical disadvantage is that
it is very important for the user to make a decision on
the choice of the basis functions and the user parameter
values, i.e d-the signed distance and h-the shape parameter. This leads to the fact that the user chooses them
by a rather costly trial and performs their numerical experiments over and over again until they end up with a
satisfactory result consisting of the well-chosen values
and an interpolated surface with a natural shape. In order to overcome these disadvantages, we have proposed
a more reliable method to join two meshes. It produces surfaces of good approximation, computationally
more efficient and occupied less memory compared to
the C2MD-RBFW method. The memory storage will
not become a problem when the numbers of vertices
of the given meshes are large in practical applications.
The computing time of this algorithm is smaller than
CM2D-RBFW algorithm as shown in Table 1 while we
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ABSTRACT
Image-based modeling is becoming increasingly popular as a means to create realistic 3D digital models of realworld objects. Applications range from games and e-commerce to virtual worlds and 3D printing. Most research
in computer vision has concentrated on the precise reconstruction of geometry. However, in order to improve
realism and enable use in professional production pipelines digital models need a high-resolution texture map. In
this paper we present a novel system for creating detailed texture maps from a set of input images and estimated
3D geometry. The solution uses a mesh segmentation and charting approach in order to create a low-distortion
mesh parameterization suitable for objects of arbitrary genus. Texture maps for each mesh segment are created
by back-projecting the best-fitting input images onto each surface segment, and smoothly fusing them together
using graph-cut techniques. We investigate the effect of different input parameters, and present results obtained for
reconstructing a variety of different 3D objects from input images acquired using an unconstrained and uncalibrated
camera.

Keywords
Texture reconstruction, Image-based modeling, mesh parameterization, texture mapping

1

INTRODUCTION

authors make assumptions, such as known camera parameters, which can not be guaranteed in practice.

Digital 3D models are used in a large number of applications ranging from entertainment (games, movies) to
engineering and architecture (design), e-commerce (advertisement) and education (simulation and training).
3D model creation can be made more effective, more
affordable, and more accessible to inexperienced users,
by using image-based reconstruction methods, which
aim to create a high-quality digital model from a set of
input photographs [HVC08, REH06].

In this paper we present a complete system for texture reconstruction for image-based modeling. The system is fully automatic and input images can be acquired with an unconstrained and uncalibrated camera.
The resulting models contain a high-definition texture
map and can be integrated into professional production pipelines. Our algorithm automatically estimates
the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the input cameras using Structure-from-Motion and Bundle Adjustment techniques. The 3D model is then automatically
parameterized using a segmentation and charting technique, which is suitable for surfaces of arbitrary genus
[ZMT05]. A texture map is then created by backprojecting the best fitting input images onto each surface segment, and smoothly fusing them together over
the corresponding chart by using graph-cut techniques.

Most published research has concentrated on the problem of reconstructing 3D geometry from a set of input
images, and estimating camera parameters for methods
assuming uncalibrated and unconstrained image acquisition. The problem of texture reconstruction for multiview stereo has also been investigated, however, many

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews existing approaches for texture reconstruction in multi-view stereo. Section 3 summarizes
our image-based modeling technology, which we use
to create 3D geometry and estimate camera parameters.
Section 4 describes our texture reconstruction process
in detail. Section 5 evaluates our solution and discusses

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
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the effect of various parameters and the algorithm’s advantages and shortcomings. We conclude this paper and
give an outlook on future research in section 6.

2

3. Compute texture patches and blend them seamlessly
together. Chen et al. use multi-band blending in order to minimize seam discontinuities [CZCW12].
4. Use a local optimization step in order to fully
utilize the information given by multiple images of the same object region. Goldluecke and
Cremers present a technique for computing highresolution texture maps from lower-resolution
photographs [GC09]. The method requires accurate
geometry and camera calibration.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Image-based texture reconstruction for 3D models requires in general two steps: a surface parameterization
of the reconstructed 3D object, and computation of the
object’s surface texture from a set of input images of
the object.
The surface parameterization creates a mapping of a 2D
domain (parameter space) to the surface mesh of the reconstructed 3D object. Texture mapping can then be
accomplished by creating a 2D texture image over the
parameter space. An explicit surface parameterization
can be avoided by determining the input image regions
best representing the object’s surface, blending them together, and storing them in a texture atlas indexed by
the mesh vertices [XLL+ 10]. However, since there is
no global parameterization, postprocessing algorithms,
such as polygon reduction, can result in unwanted artifacts.

Additional optimization steps are possible to take into
account texture differences in input images, e.g., due
to illumination changes, shadows, and camera parameters such as dynamic range adjustment. Xu et al.
[XLL+ 10] use radiometric correction to adjust color
difference between patches. Valkenburg and Alwesh
reduce seams resulting from image illumination variations by applying a global optimization to all vertex
colors of a 3D mesh [VA12]. Chen et al. remove highlight effects by determining all input images mapping
to a surface area [CZCW12]. Image regions which
vary too much from the median color of the surface
area are removed. Missing or deleted image regions
(e.g., highlights) can be filled using Poisson image editing [CZCW12, CAH+ 13].

Surface parameterization methods can be classified according to their complexity, whether the resulting mapping is bijective, whether they have a predetermined
boundary for the parameter space, and to what extend
distortion is minimized [SPR06]. For objects with a
non-zero genus or complex geometry the surface must
be cut into multiple parts and parameterized individually in order to minimize distortions. The resulting
charts can be combined into one single texture atlas using a packaging algorithm.

3

3D GEOMETRY RECONSTRUCTION

In this section we summarize our image-based modeling algorithm for geometry reconstruction. We concentrate on the algorithm steps effecting texture reconstruction, i.e., camera parameter estimation and surface representation. More details of the algorithm are described
in [NWDL13, NWDL12b].

Most recent image-based texture reconstruction algorithm seem to use a charting approach. Goldluecke and
Cremers [GC09] create a planar texture space via an
automatically created conformal atlas [LWC06]. The
planar texture space is then used to solve a partial differential equation, originally defined over the object’s
surface, in order to find the surface texture representing
the input images best.
Computation of a surface texture from input images is
difficult since several images mapping to the same surface region can result in conflicting color information
due to geometric errors (camera parameters), limited
image resolution, and varying environmental parameters (lighting) during image acquisition. Four classes of
solutions are described in the literature:
1. Blend input image information per texel using suitable weights for different source images [BMR01,
LH01].

Figure 1: Overview of our algorithm for reconstructing 3D
models from a set of unconstrained and uncalibrated images.

2. Compute texture patches and fuse them
seamlessly together by optimizing seam locations [LI07, XLL+ 10] or warping texture
patches [EdDM+ 08].

An overview of our image-based modeling technology
is given in Figure 1. The algorithm uses a coarse-to-fine
strategy where a rough model is first reconstructed and
then sequentially refined through a series of steps.
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The first step of the geometry reconstruction consists of
estimating the camera parameters for each view. This
is accomplished by detecting and extracting distinctive
features using a SIFT feature detector [Low99, Low04].
We then isolate all matching images, selecting those
that contain a common subset of 3D points [HQZH08].
Given a set of matching images, a scene geometry
(point cloud) and camera pose can be estimated simultaneously by using a Structure from Motion algorithm
and subsequently refining the solution using Bundle Adjustment. The last step is critical for the accuracy of the
reconstruction, as concentration of pairwise homographies would accumulate errors and disregard constrains
between images. The method minimizes the reprojection error, which is defined by the distance between the
projections of each point and its observations.
Due to the sparseness of the point cloud representing
the scene geometry, artifacts can arise during the
surface and texture reconstruction processes. We
overcome this problem by integrating a shape-fromsilhouette approach. Silhouette data is obtained by
using the rough depth estimation from the previous
step for a foreground segmentation and applying
the Marching Squares algorithm [Lor95]. The complexity of each silhouette line is reduced using the
Douglas-Peucker algorithm [VW90]. The 3D positions
of silhouette points are estimated by forming cone
lines from silhouette contour points and the camera’s
estimated optical center, projecting the lines onto the
other silhouettes, computing the intersection points,
and lifting them to 3D [MBR+ 00].
Adding silhouette points and using them in the bundle
adjustment step results in a better camera parameter estimation and smoother surface reconstruction.
Finally the object’s surface is reconstructed. We tested
the α-shape algorithm, the power crust algorithm, and
the ball pivot algorithm. In the end we decided to use
the Poisson surface reconstruction algorithm [KBH06].
The technique gives a smoother reconstruction than
other tested techniques, is more stable towards noise,
and always creates a watertight surface.
A perceived weakness of the algorithm is that it requires oriented normals at the input points. However,
we can obtain them from the image and silhouette information. Furthermore, it has been shown hat the approach is quite resilient to inaccuracies in the directions
of the normals [Kaz05].
A surface texture is created by projecting each vertex
of the mesh onto all input images containing the point
(i.e., the surface point is visible from the images’ estimate camera location). The mesh vertex color is the
weighted average of the corresponding image pixels.
The resulting triangle mesh with vertex colors is rendered using Gouraud shading. An example is shown in
Figure 2.
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Color interpolation suffers from two major shortcomings: (1) detailed input image textures appear blurred
(see bottom row of Figure 2), and (2) texture resolution
is lost if a mesh reduction method is applied.

Figure 2: Photograph of a rooster statue (left) and the reconstructed model using vertex colors and Gouraud shading
(right). The images at the bottom show an enlargement of the
neck region of the object.

4

TEXTURE RECONSTRUCTION

We create a high quality texture map for our 3D model
in two steps: The 3D mesh model is first parameterized yielding a one-to-one triangle mapping from the
3D model to a 2D planar surface. Input images are then
projected onto the surface and suitable texture regions
are identified, cut, and fused together to form a 2D texture atlas.

4.1

Surface Parameterization

The objective is to segment the resulting meshes
into patches and unwrap them onto a 2D planar
surface. We evaluated different surface parameterization techniques, but found that existing libraries,
such as Blender, either create a very disjoint map of
triangle patches, or create a single parameter patch
with large distortions. We hence use a Featurebased Surface Parameterization, which consists of
three stages [ZMT05]: Genus reduction, feature
identification, and patch creation.
Genus reduction In order to identify non-zero genus
surfaces, a surface-based Reeb graph [Ree46] induced
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by the average geodesic distance [HSKK01] is constructed. The leaf nodes of this graph reveal the tips of
the protrusions of the meshes, while loops in the graph
signify the existence of handles. The principle behind
genus reduction is to identify loops that do not separate
the surface into two disjoint connected components and
cut the surface open along the cycle, which reduces the
combined genus of the surface segments by one. This
process is repeated until there are no more handles.

mapping technique is that regions can be stretched or
compressed during the process leading to areas of the
meshes not being preserved. This in turn results in
uneven sampling rates across the surface.
Interior vertices’ texture coordinates are optimized to
reduce the geometric distortion by first computing an
initial harmonic parameterization [Flo97]. A square
virtual boundary enclosing the patch is constructed.
The exact coordinates of the boundary are not important as long as they do not coincide with those of the
patch boundary. We then perform triangulation of the
regions between the virtual boundary and the original
boundary using Scaffold triangles. The patch optimization technique proposed by Sandle et al. [SGSH02] is
then applied to the enlarged patch.

Feature identification From the Reeb graph the tips
of protrusions are identified and the features are separated from the rest of the surface by constructing a
closed curve γ as follows: We separate the region R that
corresponds to the tip of the protrusion by first computing the function fp (q) = g(p, q), where fp (q) is the
geodesic distance function [HSKK01] with respect to
p. The value of fp is normalized to fit in the interval
[0, 1]. Regions which are bounded by a given isovalue
are examined. Specifically, the interval [0, 1] is partitioned into k equal sections. The surface is then divided
into levelset bands by performing region-growing from
the tip of the protrusion p based on the values of fp in
these intervals [ZMT05].

4.2

At this stage, we have successfully generated a parameterization of the 3D model. The next task is to construct
a complete texture map using the computed parameterization. This is accomplished in three steps:
1. Identify images and regions of input images to be
mapped onto each patch of the parameterization.

Variation in the area of this sequence of bands tends to
be small along a protrusion slope, and large where the
feature connects to the remaining section of the surface.
The separating region R can be extracted by examining
these areas, which are considered as a continuous function A(x). To remove any small undulations, A(x) is
passed through a Gaussian filter function N times.

2. Cut these patches and paste them over the parameterized surface.
3. Merge overlapping regions using a graph cut technique [KSE+ 03a, CFW+ 12].
Texture region identification:
For each patch
of the surface parameterization we need to identify
the image regions mapping onto it. We project all
triangles of a patch onto all input images where it is
visible, i.e.: (1) the triangle normal forms an angle of
less than 90◦ with the vector to the estimated camera
position; (2) the triangle is not occluded by other
surface regions. The resulting image regions and the
one-to-one correspondence between projected triangles
and original triangles of the patch is saved for the next
stage of the algorithm.

Three parameters (isovalue, k, and N) influence the effectiveness and efficiency of the region separation process. The larger the isovalue is, the further the regiongrowing process continues. This leads to fewer surface
patches being generated. Higher k values result in more
samples being used to discretize A(x), increasing the
probability of small noise being considered as potential
candidate places for the separating region. Large N values tend to cause the location of the separating region to
shift or it being lost, while too small values often result
in false separations.

Texture map computation: At this stage for each
patch we have a set of texture regions. The goal is to
process these texture regions to produce a new texture
that will cover the patch. We perform the mapping of a
texture region from an input image to a patch for each
triangle separately. Given two arbitrary triangles 41
and 42 , an affine transformation that transforms triangle 41 (P, Q, R) to 42 (P◦ , Q◦ , R◦ ) is defined as follows:
Let Φ1 be the affine transformation that maps the unit
triangle to 41 , and Φ2 be the affine transformation that
maps the unit triangle to 42 . The affine equivalence of
these two triangles is Φ2 ◦ Φ−1
1 .

Once the separating region R has been identified, a
closed curve γ separating the surface into segments is
constructed as follows: A collection of edges in the
surface separating the feature from the rest of the surface (the skeleton) of R is found. During this process
dangling edges are rejected. A separating cycle ρ from
this skeleton is then extracted. Finally, a shorter and
smoother separating cycle γ is constructed based on ρ.
Patch creation Patches are created by unwrapping
them using a discrete conformal mapping [EDD+ 95].
The method creates first texture coordinates of the
boundary vertices, and then determines texture coordinates of the interior vertices through solving a
closed form system. The main problem with this
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The procedure is repeated for each texture region yielding a set of overlapping textures covering the face of the
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processed patch. We use a greedy technique to assemble these textures. We start with the least fitting texture
and project it onto the input image. We then use the
next least fitting texture and add as much as possible of
it while minimizing the seam between the two textures
using a graphcut technique [KSE+ 03a]. This process
is repeated until all input images have been considered.
The effect of this strategy is that artifacts which occur
only in one input image, such as highlights, are reduced
since frequently they result in a visible seam with the
current partial texture map. Furthermore the last texture added is the one from the best fitting input image,
so most of the final texture results from this image unless it creates inconsistencies with the other input images. Note that the current method does not guarantee
removal of artifacts. For example, if a surface region is
only visible in one input image and it contains a highlight, then this highlight is part of the final texture map.
We have tested this algorithm with more than 40 data
sets and did not encounter any problems apart from the
shading inconsistencies explained in subsection 5.2.3.

merged texture patch is then fused together with the
next available texture patch in the list. The process terminates when all texture patches have been successfully
merged.

Figure 3: Seam minimization. Source texture patches are
shown in the the left column, while the merged texture patch
is shown in the right column.

Figure 4 shows the texture map obtained by backprojection surface patches onto the input images (right)
and the resulting textured 3D model (left). In many
instances the input images do not cover the entire
surface of the object. For example, in many of our
experiments users did not take photos of the underside
of objects. In this case the 3D point cloud contains
large gaps. The Poisson surface reconstruction will
create a smooth watertight surface interpolating the
gaps, but the corresponding regions of the texture map
have no color information (red color regions in the
top-right image of Figure 4). The accuracy of our
new texture reconstruction process is illustrated by
comparing the bottom-left image of Figure 2 and the
bottom-right image of Figure 4.

Seam Minimization: Seams between overlapping input image texture regions are minimized by using a
graphcut technique [KSE+ 03a]. Given two overlapping
images A and B, we want to find the cut within the overlap region, which creates the best transition between
these images. The overlap region is represented as directed graph, where each node represents a pixel position p in the overlap region, which is denoted A(p) and
B(p) for the two images A and B, respectively. Nodes
are connected by edges representing 4-connectivity between pixels. Each edge is given a cost encoding the
pixel differences between the two source images at that
position.
We have investigated the effect of different parameters for image fusion applications [CFW+ 12] and tested
them with various 3D models. Based on this we use the
following parameters: Image pixels are represented in
the RGB color space. Color distances are computed using the L2 norm. The cost function w corresponds to the
gradient weighted color difference between the images
A and B at the neighboring pixels p and q, i.e.,
w∇ =

5
5.1

Effect of Parameters

We have investigated the effect of different algorithm
parameters on the quality of the surface parameterization and texture reconstruction.

||A(p) − B(p)|| + ||A(q) − B(q)||
||GApq (p)|| + ||GApq (q)|| + ||GBpq (p)|| + ||GBpq (q)||

5.1.1

where GApq (p) is the image gradient in the direction of
the edge pq at pixel p. This cost function has been originally devised by Kwatra et al. [KSE+ 03b] based on
the observation that seams are more noticeable in lowfrequency regions, and a visually more pleasing cut is
computed by increasing the cost of an edge with a decreasing image gradient.

Isovalue

The larger the isovalue is, the farther the regiongrowing process continues, and the fewer surface
patches are generated. Figure 5 illustrates the surface segmentation and Figure 6 the resulting texture
patches. If the isovalue is too large the resulting texture
map suffers from large distortions. However, having
a single texture patch simplifies some operations such
as image inpainting to fill surface regions without
matching input images.

Figure 3 illustrates an example in which two texture
patches of our Rooster model are fused together to form
a larger and more complete texture patch. The newly
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whereas large values result in too few patches and hence
larger texture distortions.
Figure 8 shows that the resulting texture maps look very
similar. However, the texture map generated using 10
Gaussian steps contains falsely oriented texture features
in the neck region of the bird model. This seems to be
due to aliasing effects caused by a high distortion of
the corresponding parameter space region. Contributing causes are the relatively low resolution of the webcam images, and the fact that we currently use a nearest
neighbor interpolation for the texture reconstruction.

Figure 4: Top row: Reconstruction of the Rooster in Figure 2
(left) and the surface parameterization after texture map computation (right). Regions that were not visible in any of the input images are colored red. Bottom row: Surface appearance
of the rooster’s neck region using vertex color interpolation
(left) and our new texture reconstruction process (right).

Figure 7: Parameterization of the Bird model with (from left
to right) 10, 30, and 50 Gaussian steps, respectively.

Figure 5: Parameterization of our Bird model with the isovalues of 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0, respectively.

Figure 8: Top: an input image of the bird data set. Bottom:
the texture map created using 10 (left) and 30 (right) Gaussian
steps.

Figure 6: Texture map for the surface parameterization obtained using an isovalue of 2.0 (left) and 5.0 (right).

5.1.2

5.2

Number of Gaussian Iteration Steps

We have evaluated our system using a variety of
datasets of objects at different scales acquired under
different weather and lighting conditions. In general,
our system produces qualitatively good results with
high resolution textures for both uniformly colored
and feature-poor objects, and for objects with concave

Increasing the number of times the Gaussian filter function is applied during the parameterization process, effects how sensitive the segmentation process is towards
differently sized features. Figure 7 demonstrates that
small values result in unnecessarily many segments,
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regions and moderately complex geometries. The size
of our test datasets varied from as few as 6 images to
hundreds of images. All input images were acquired
with simple consumer-level handheld cameras, including a Smartphone camera. Our systems fails for objects
which have viewpoint dependent surface appearance,
e.g., refractive and reflective materials within complex
environments. This section contains a summary of
different experiments that we performed to evaluate
our texture reconstruction method.

5.2.1

Rooster Dataset

The first dataset contains 35 images of a White Rooster
with a resolution of 2592 × 1944 pixels. Figure 9 shows
some of the input images. The original object has a
complex surface geometry with many bumps and wrinkles. Notice that most of the surface of the model contains few visual features.

Figure 10: Input image of the General dataset (left) and the
resulting reconstruction (right).

5.2.3

Vase Dataset

This dataset contains 26 images (2592 × 1944 pixels
resolution) of a vase. The original object has a very
smooth, reflective and shiny surface with repetitive textures. The reconstructed model has 215,918 polygons.
The geometry of the reconstruction is very realistic.
However, the texture reconstruction shows some visible
illumination differences due to some input images having been taken with flash and some without. In future
we plan to overcome these problems by using multiband blending techniques [APK08] and global optimization of luminance values in CIELUV color space
along seam boundaries.

Figure 9: Two out of 35 input images of the White Rooster
datasets.

The resulting reconstructed model, shown in the left
of Figure 13, is of good quality and bears a high resemblance to the original object. The overall shape,
along with details such as feathers of the original model
are reconstructed well. The resulting model consists of
298,187 polygons. There are a few regions (underneath
the model) where no texture has been generated (colored in red) due to missing input images showing these
regions.

5.2.2

Figure 11: Image of a vase (left) and the resulting 3D reconstruction (right). The enlargement shows brightness variations due to some input images taken with flash.

General Dataset

This data set contains 18 images (2592 × 1944 pixels
resolution) of a General figurine. The original model
has a very smooth, reflective and shiny surface. The reconstruction, shown on the right-hand side of Figure 10,
is of good quality and the final model has a high resemblance to the original object. The resulting model consist of 101,778 polygons. The texture is very realistic,
but contains some visible seams along patch boundaries
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5.2.4

Objects with High Genus

Section 2 reviewed previously presented techniques for
texture reconstruction. Despite some seemingly impressive results, we did not find any examples in the literature for objects with high genus, for which geometry
and texture reconstruction are notoriously difficult. Figure 12 illustrates that our image-based modeling system
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image-based modeling system. However, the output of
these research tools is a dense point cloud. While we
can easily obtain a closed surface from this data, we
were unable to find published software for texture reconstruction. We hence compared our system with the
only complete systems we could find. We identified
thirteen companies working in this field and compared
the best four algorithms [NWDL12a]. We showed that
our solution and “123D Catch” achieved the best geometry reconstruction. The system presented in this paper
achieves even higher quality reconstructions due to the
integration of silhouette information and the novel texture reconstruction algorithm. Figure 13 demonstrates
that these improvements make a significant difference
when dealing with data sets containing few distinct visual features. For such data sets “123D Catch” struggles both with reconstructing a correct geometry and
appropriate texture map.

and texture reconstruction method handles such cases
without problems.

Figure 12: Two examples of models with a high genus: input image (top), 3D reconstruction (middle), and the surface
parameterization (bottom).

5.3

Figure 13: 3D reconstruction from the “white rooster data set”
using our method (left) and “123D Catch” (right).

Running Time

The presented algorithm has not been optimized yet
and the running time varies between approximately 10
minutes for the reconstruction of an apple from 6 photographs, to many hours for more complex models. For
example, the reconstruction of the rooster data set in
subsection 5.2.1 takes 6 hours and 19 minutes on a PC
with Intel Quad Core i7 CPU and 6GB RAM. The time
requirements of the various stages of the algorithm are:

6

We have described a texture reconstruction technique
for image-based modeling systems. In contrast to previously presented methods we integrate shape-fromsilhouette and correspondence-based methods, which
gives us very reliable camera parameter estimates and
excellent geometry reconstruction. This enables us to
fuse together texture regions obtained from input images without requiring excessive blending and deformations. Textures are combined using a greedy algorithm and a graph-cut technique minimizing gradient weighted color differences. The texture reconstruction uses an advanced surface parameterization method
which takes into account the genus and geometric features of an object We have demonstrated the quality of
the reconstruction process using objects with different
geometries, genus, colors and surface properties. In all
cases we achieved an excellent reconstruction and realistic texture. In contrast to laser scanners our system
also works for shiny and dark objects, and is easily scalable.

1. Camera Parameter Estimation: 18.6% = 71 minutes
(feature detection and matching are implemented in
parallel and use all four cores of the CPU)
2. Point Cloud Generation: 33.0% = 125 mins
3. Mesh Processing: 9.8% = 37 mins
4. Texture Reconstruction: 38.6% = 146 minutes
Initial tests indicate that a GPU implementation would
be 50-100 times faster. Alternatively a compute cloud
could be used to speed up computation.

5.4

Comparison

The combination of “Bundler” [SSS08] and CMVS
& PMVS [FCSS10] is a well-known and open-source
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Some problems still exist with seams along texture
patches, and discontinuities due to color inconsistencies
created during the image acquisition process. The current system does not generate a texture for surface regions not visible in the input images. We currently work
on texture inpainting techniques and exemplar-based
texture synthesis to fill such regions [PGB03, CPT04].
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ABSTRACT
Data transfers scheduling is an important part of almost all distributed virtual walkthrough (DVW) applications. Its
main purpose is to preserve data transfer efficiency and render quality during scene exploration. The most limiting
factors here are network restrictions such as low bandwidth and high latency. Current scheduling algorithms
use multi-resolution data representation, priority determination and data prefetching algorithms to minimize these
restrictions. Advanced priority determination and data prefetching methods for DVW applications use mathematic
description of motion to predict next position of each individual user. These methods depend on the recent motion
of a user so that they can accurately predict only near locations. In the case of sudden but regular changes in user
motion direction (road networks) or fast moving user, these algorithms are not sufficient to predict future position
with required accuracy and at required distances. In this paper we propose a systematic solution to scheduling of
data transfer for DVW applications which uses next location prediction methods to compute download priority or
additionally prefetch rendered data in advance. Experiments show that compared to motion functions the proposed
scheduling scheme can increase data transfer efficiency and rendered image quality during scene exploration.

Keywords
distributed virtual walkthrough, next location prediction, motion function, Markov chain, prefetching, virtual environments

1

INTRODUCTION

devices can be associated with richer context, like location, weather, traffic, etc.
Applications with high potential in this field are augmented reality tourist guide called LifeClipper, mobile
augmented reality application Nokia City Lens, or intelligent navigations such as AIDA. Instead of focusing solely on determining routes to a specified target,
the AIDA system utilizes analysis of driver behavior to
identify a set of goals the driver would like to achieve
(e.g. business or shopping districts, tourist areas, or
real-time event information related to traffic).
AIDA visualizes all the data in a 3D scene which can
help the driver understand better and interpret the delivered information. Based on the driver’s motion, both
the visualized information and 3D data for rendering
3D scene are downloaded on demand from a remote
server via wireless connection.
The main bottleneck of DVW applications is network
connection with restrictions, for example low bandwidth or higher latency, especially on wireless networks, so that transfered data can not be received by

The initial purpose of DVW applications was to realize a virtual tourism task which allows users to visit
places of interests without physically entering them
(like Google Street View).
Advances in graphic and computing performance of
mobile devices, sharp growth in their market and various digital media data archives created commercially
or community contributed, further increase potential
and usage of DVW applications. Compared to classical desktop computers, content explored within mobile

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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clients in time. Scheduling algorithms can reduce the
impact of these restrictions with the help of multiresolution data representation, priority determination
and data prefetching algorithms so that they can increase quality of rendered scene and data transfer efficiency.

determined by simple ray-casting method based on last
two viewpoints. The visibility determination is also
used to eliminate transferring scene parts not visible to
an observer.

Current scheduling algorithms for DVW applications
widely use mathematic description of motion (motion
functions) to predict next motion of each individual
user. The predicted position can be used to compute
download priority or to prefetch scene parts in advance. Unfortunately, these methods are accurate only
for prediction of near future positions, and their accuracy decreases also in the case of sudden changes in
user motion direction. For networks with higher latency, low bandwidth or just for fast moving user a prediction method with higher accuracy enabling to predict farther-positions is needed to keep data transfer efficiency and scene quality as high as possible. From
another point of view, for some applications the scene
quality can be a much more important parameter than
the data transfer efficiency.

Scheduling algorithms based on motion functions use
vector representation of object motion, position and direction. Motion functions can be classified into linear
and nonlinear [tao04], which are more accurate than
the linear methods. Chim [chi98] proposes exponential
weighted moving average (EWMA) motion prediction
scheme which assigns different weights to past motion
vectors where more recent vectors have higher weights.
CyberWalk [chi03] use the EWMA scheme to achieve
at least a minimum resolution of the scene. Scheduling algorithm proposed in [tel01] selects objects to be
sent to client device based on integral of a benefit measure along predicted path. The prediction is made at
server and is based on the assumption that once a particular type of motion is started, it will continue in the
near future. This approach does not consider any previous positions. A motion-aware approach which uses
state-of-the-art recursive motion function [tao04] for efficient evaluation of continuous queries on 3D object
databases is described in [ali10]. The predicted positions here are used to determine download priorities of
progressively recorded objects inside a virtual scene so
that only exact portion of each object will be downloaded based on the computed priorities. In [sch06]
an algorithm for speculative prefetching of terrain tiles
is presented. It predicts viewpoint motion by fitting a
spline through a list of last positions so the tiles that are
predicted to become visible in the near future can be
prefetched in advance.

2.2

In this paper, we propose a systematic solution to
scheduling of data transfer for DVW applications
which uses next location prediction (NLP) methods
which increases both data transfer efficiency and quality of rendered scene. Our solution is based on two key
insights. First, NLP methods have much higher prediction accuracy compared to motion functions. Second,
NLP methods can be adaptively constructed according
to the multi-resolution data representation. This feature
allows the scheduling algorithm to prefetch missing
data at specified resolution as is required by a rendering
algorithm.

2

RELATED WORK

2.3

This section briefly introduces state-of-the-art scheduling mechanisms for DVW applications.

2.1

Next location prediction

Next location prediction (NLP) methods make the
assumption that there is a certain regularity in
the movement patterns so they are not completely
random [gon08]. Only in [lau08] are mentioned
advantages of NLP method for virtual environments.
Here, a hybrid method, where a combination of a
mouse motion prediction and NLP based on statistical
approach is used to reduce latency. As the statistics
are collected from zone to zone within a scene divided
by regular grid, the information about continuous
movement is lost.

Visibility determination

Scheduling methods for DVW applications widely
use area of interest (AOI) determination algorithms [sch96], [hes98], [chi98], [li04]. Instead of
downloading complete scene, it is suficient to transfer only data in spherical area around an observer.
Objects inside this area can be regarded as objects
from potentially visible set (PVS) with high download
priority. Wang et al.[wan09] additionally divide AOI
to sections with different download priority taking into
account view frustum and distance from the observer.
The AOI based scheduling methods are not suitable
for more complex scenes such as terrains. Marvie
et al. [mar11] use PVS to schedule data transfers for
complex virtual scene divided to cells by a regular
grid. Download priority of PVS of adjacent cells is
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In [bat02] a simple Markov model is used to estimate
transition probabilities between adjacent cells based on
movement history database. In [gam12] is used Markov
chain of order m, which further increases prediction accuracy. Work [ash09] and [gam12] cluster GPS data
into frequently visited locations (POI) [zho04]. Clustering to POIs is not suitable for DVW aplications, because granularity of requested prediction for common
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rendering algorithms is much higher. Mixed Markovchain model [asa11] has been proposed to model behavior of individual pedestrians as well as a group of
pedestrians with similar behavior. It uses combination
of Markov chain and Hidden markov model (HMM)
to construct the universal predictor. This approach has
higher quantity compared to stand-alone Markov chain
based methods, but the HMM method has high training
complexity.

3

level of the pyramid contains single tile which covers
the whole terrain at a much coarser resolution. The four
child tiles cover the same area as their parent tile thus
resulting in double resolution. Tiles at the bottom of
the elevation data pyramid cover whole terrain at highest possible resolution.
The texture layer contains high resolution orthographic
texture tiles which are mapped onto the terrain tiles.
Each tile has resolution of 256 × 256 pixels and is also
included inside a texture data pyramid (see Figure 3)
similarly to the terrain tiles.

ENVIRONMENT DESCRIPTION

As each data transfer scheduling algorithm is closely
related to used rendering algorithm and scene data representation, we will first briefly introduce our experimental framework.

3.1

Multi-resolution data representation

Multi-resolution data representation allows streaming
and rendering of scene parts at coarser resolutions in
the case of slow network connection, fast moving user
or limited rendering capabilities of target devices. In
our framework, the multi-resolution data is represented
by three data layers including terrain geometry layer,
terrain textures layer and cartographic layer (see Figure 1).

Figure 3: Part of the textures data pyramid which is
created similarly like the elevation data pyramid.
As the elevation and textures data is obtained from real
datasets, it is defined, that each elevation tile is covered
by an array of 4 × 4 texture tiles. Consequently, each
128 × 128 terrain tile is covered by a texture data with
resolution of 1024 × 1024 pixels.

3.1.2

The cartographic layer is created from Open Street Map
(OSM) cartographic database, which contains definition of streets (geographic location, names, types, etc.),
buildings (outlines, nested outlines, roof types, height,
floor levels etc.) and other information. Each cartographic tile covers a single terrain tile at its finest resolution. No level of detail for the cartographic data is
used. Download priority defined between the three layers is application dependent and is not the main point
of interest of this paper.

Figure 1: AIDA - 3D visualization and navigation
system with augmented reality [aid13] (left), and our
streaming and rendering system (right).

3.1.1

Cartographic layer

Terrain geometry and texture layer

The terrain layer contains height-map tiles (obtained
from ASTER global digital elevation model [ast13])
which are further organized into an elevation data pyramid (see Figure 2).

3.2

Rendering algorithm

The scene is rendered using a set of concentric square
rings around the user. Each ring is composed of a constant size grid of small patches. As the user moves,
the patches which fall outside a render ring are asynchronously updated with new data from the three data
layers at appropriate resolution (see Figure 4). To prepare and render each patch, only small parts of one or
more terrain, texture and cartographic tiles are needed.
Figure 2: Each tile from coarser level (left) can be covered by its four children (center), continuing recursively
(right) to the bottom of the pyramid. Each child tile
covers one quarter of the area covered by its parent tile.

In our experimental evaluation we set that each ring is
composed of a 12 × 12 grid of patches. Each patch covers an array of 13 × 13 elevation points. Consequently,
each ring (whole square) needs at most 4 terrain tiles,
36 texture tiles and 4 cartographic tiles to prepare all
its patches for rendering. As the user continuously

Each tile through all levels of the elevation data pyramid has resolution of 128 × 128 height points. The top
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Figure 5: Subset of input trajectories projected to the
regular square grid at various resolutions (increased by
power of two from left to right).

Figure 4: Example of ring patches update for three concentric rings. The red arrow symbol represent a moving
user. The red patches have to be updated with the data
covered by the green patches at particular resolutions.

4.2

Once the projection is finished, each trajectory is encoded as a continuous sequence of adjacent cells (green
cells in Figure 6) at selected resolution.

moves, only subset of data tiles which cover the updated patches is needed.
Patches outside view frustum are not rendered but data
tiles needed by these not visible patches are scheduled
to be downloaded with low priority. This behavior is
application dependent.

4

Trajectories encoding

MOVEMENT DESCRIPTION

The movement of each user is defined as a continuous
sequence of geographic coordinates (gps trajectory).
Instead of working directly with gps trajectories, the
NLP methods use mainly sequences of places of interest (places with high density of visiting users or places
where the users stay for a long time etc.). These places
can be discovered from input trajectories using various
clustering mechanisms [ash03].

Figure 6: Example trajectory (red) projected at finest
resolution (top) and one level coarser resolution (bottom).

Once the clustering is finished, the input trajectories
are encoded into sequences of visited places of interest
(e.g. home → work → shop → home). Unfortunately,
this approach is not very suitable for streaming of 3D
virtual environments, because granularity of prediction
based on the visited places of interests is usually too
high to fit requirements of common streaming and rendering algorithms.

Each projected trajectory is further encoded by chain
code of eight directions [fre61] (see Figure 7) to efficient storage, and fast evaluation of prediction queries.
For example, the red trajectory starting from left in
Figure 6, will be encoded as a sequence of directions
2→0→0→2→2→2→2→2→2→4→2→
2 → 4 → 4 at the finer resolution and as a sequence
0 → 2 → 2 → 2 → 2 → 4 at the coarser resolution.

4.1

Trajectories projection

Instead of finding individual places of interest, we virtually divide the whole environment into a regular grid
of square cells and project all the input GPS trajectories
according to it so that each trajectory can be described
as a continuous sequence of adjacent cells. The projection is repeated several times with a different resolution
of the grid (see Figure 5).

Figure 7: Codes for eight possible movement directions
from current (center) cell.

The idea of the multiple resolutions of the grid is that
particular render rings can be associated with selected
resolution of the grid. It allows the NLP to be performed at particular resolution, thus allowing to compute priority or prefetch data tiles at appropriate resolution (see section 6).

Trajectories encoded in the form of 8 directions are
stored in a form which will be suitable for further described NLP methods. Assume that a whole trajectory
is composed of a sequence of adjacent cells at selected
resolution. We take successively each cell of the trajectory starting from the first one and determine specified
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number of next successive movement directions from
that cell along the trajectory. Next 9 successive directions from each cell are used (see section 7). Let’s assume that each direction can be encoded using 3 bits.
Then a sequence of 9 directions can be stored using 27
bits plus 4 bits to encode its length, because sequences
of last 9 cells can be shorter. Therefore, each sequence
of directions can be stored using single 32 bit integer
value. This value forms a local movement pattern defined for each cell of a trajectory. These local movement patterns are computed for each cell for all input
trajectories projected at all resolution levels. The local
movement patterns form a knowledge database which
is used as an input for the following NLP methods.

5

9th transition from the pattern moves the user to one of
the red cells. The red cells contain transition frequency
counters incremented by trajectories with the same local movement pattern related to the leftmost green cell.
The cell with highest value of the frequency counter
can be selected as a prediction result. Confidence of
such prediction is computed as the ratio between the
value of selected frequency counter and the sum of all
frequency values adjacent to cell "?". If confidence of
the prediction is less than 90%, it will be marked as
not confident. The lower the confidence threshold, the
lower the accuracy. If the confidence computation is
skipped, the prediction accuracy is decreased by 5-8%
depending on prediction resolution level. We decided to
set the confidence threshold to 90% because the prediction accuracy is the most important parameter for us. If
the confidence is for example 50%, i.e. two directions
should be considered as a prediction result, then it is not
reasonable to apply the prediction result.

NEXT LOCATION PREDICTION

NLP methods suitable for our case have to satisfy several requirements: efficient learning, fast adaptation to
new behavior of each individual user, high prediction
accuracy and quantity, and fast evaluation of prediction
queries. The most important requirement is prediction
accuracy, because each wrong prediction decreases data
transfer efficiency and rendered scene quality.

MCH based predictor has a property that is cannot fast
adapt to changes in habits [pet06] neither temporary behavior changes (street closures because of road works
etc.) of individual users. Consequently, this characteristic can lead to a confident but a wrong prediction
for quite long time until the frequency counters reflect
some change.

Learning NLP methods can be considered efficient, if
the knowledge database can be modified by adding or
removing trajectories so the prediction methods are not
forced to be completely relearned. Considering fundamental characteristics of NLP methods [pet06], this requirement is met by both the Markov chain based predictor [ash03], [pet06], [gam12] and also by the K-state
predictor [pet03].

5.1

5.2

K-state predictor

The concept of k-state predictor (KSP) as a NLP
method inside a smart office building has been introduced in [pet03]. It can be also succesfully used
with the trajectories encoded by chain code of eight
directions.

Markov chain based predictor

The KSP is constructed as a simple finite automaton
with k-states. Currently, we use only a 2-state predictor
(2SP) with eight contexts where each context represents
one direction. The two states are a weak and a strong
state (see Figure 9).

The Markov chain (MCH) based predictor is based on
the definition of Markov chain of order j . A Markov
chain of order j selects its next state depending upon
j past states. In our case, its state space is defined by
the eight movement directions. Each Markov chain operates with transition frequency value which counts an
overall number of applications of corresponding movement direction after a sequence of j past movement directions (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Local movement pattern with length of nine
directions related to the left green cell.

Figure 9: The 2SP with eight strong (red) and eight
week states. Each context of the predictor represent one
direction from the used chain code of eight directions.

The local movement pattern shown in Figure 8 moves
the user from the green cell to current cell marked as
"?" by application of 8 right transitions (2 →). The
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sult, otherwise no prediction is returned. Instead of increment frequency counters, the 2SP switches between
its contexts and states. Each 2SP starts with undefined
context. After applying e.g. eight right directions from
the local movement pattern shown in Figure 8 followed
by single up direction, it will switch to up context at
the weak state. If the same pattern is repeated followed
by the up direction again, the up context will switch to
the strong state and the up direction will be returned
as a prediction result. This functionality can be easily
extended by other dimensions like time, day of a week
etc.

5.3

confident prediction is used only to compute priorities of missing scene parts, but not for prefetching them.
Recursive motion function:
In case both the Markov chain and 2-state prediction
methods did not respond to a prediction query, the proposed prediction scheme predicts next movement using
a state-of-the-art recursive motion function (RMF). The
input of the RMF method is a sequence of past GPS
coordinates so that it can predict next position based
on motion function determined from these past positions. The predicted position is clustered using the gridclustering method only at the finest resolution. In case
the cell determined from the predicted position does
not differ from the current cell, the RMF predictor is
applied again to predict more steps ahead until a difference between the current cell and the predicted cell
appears. The RMF method has lower accuracy but high
quantity compared to the NLP methods. Therefore, we
use the RMF method result only to compute priorities
of missing scene parts, but not for data prefetching.

Proposed prediction scheme

Input of the prediction scheme is a current movement
pattern. It is described by a reference cell and sequence
of 8 movement directions. Current cell of the user can
be determined by applying these 8 directions from the
reference cell. All local movement patterns (stored at
client) related to the input reference cell are loaded and
only the patterns which match the current movement
pattern are selected. As the current input movement
pattern has a length of 8 directions and the stored movement patterns have a length of 9 directions, the 9th direction can be used to construct the 2SP.

6

The main goal of scheduling of data transfer for our
DVW application is to achieve effective data transfer
with maximum rendering quality during scene exploration. We use a hybrid client-server communication
approach, where both client and server can prefetch or
request missing scene parts.

If the 2SP does not return any prediction, the MCH
based predictor will be used. As the MCH based predictor needs the knowledge database of all users in the
system, it will be performed and evaluated at server.
The 9th direction from all the matching local movement
patterns (stored at server) related to the input reference
cell are used to increment the frequency counters.

6.1

Rendering requirements

Rendering algorithm described in section 3.2 exactly
determines data tiles which are needed to render the
current view. As the user continuously moves through
the scene, the rendering algorithm generates requests to
download tiles which are not available in cache memory. The scheduling algorithm first requests tiles for
coarser resolution rings, continuing to the finer resolutions. Therefore, the correspondence between the rendered rings and the necessary tiles for the three data
layers are determined by outer boundary of each ring.

Prediction quantity of both predictors is low because of
lack of movement data for new users, users with new
behavior or low confidence of the predicted directions.
The standard solution to this problem is prediction
by partial matching (PPM). We further extend it with
application of recursive motion function.
Prediction by partial matching:
Prediction by partial matching (PPM) is based on
shortening length j of the local movement patterns so
that it successively moves the reference cell toward
the current cell until a prediction succeeds or other
conditions are reached. The disadvantage of this
approach is that the shorter the local movement pattern
is, the less prediction accuracy there is. We determine
minimum acceptable local movement pattern length so
the next location predictors have increased quantity,
but still high prediction accuracy. If a predicted cell
is based on a local movement pattern shorter than the
observed minimal length, we mark such prediction
as not confident. Even if such a prediction is not
confident, it is still more accurate than motion function
based predictors (see section 7). Therefore, such a not
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6.2

Application of the prediction scheme

The scheduling algorithm returns predicted cell which
can be used to compute download priority of missing data tiles needed for rendering the current view or
to prefetch data tiles needed for rendering the future
views.

6.3

Download priority determination

For a fast moving user or slow network connection it
is not possible to transfer all requested tiles on time.
Even worse, some tiles required for rendering the current view will be downloaded late, so they are no longer
needed for rendering the current view.
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corners as min = [49.9812545, 14.230042] and
max = [50.182172, 14.617306] which covers a large
city. The dataset contains 2, 648 gpx trajectories
recorded by various users as continuous sequences of
[latitude, longitude] coordinates. The input trajectories
are projected to a regular grid at resolution starting
from [0.000278, 0.000278] degrees per cell and further
increased by the power of two, finishing with five
resolution levels.

Priority of all missing data tiles within the given render
ring is computed based on a cell C. The cell C is computed as C = Cc + k ∗ (C p −Cc ), where Cc is the center
cell of given render ring, C p is predicted cell and k is
a constant which translates the cell C outside the given
render ring boundaries. The priority of all missing data
tiles is computed as a distance between each missing
data tile from the cell C. The less the distance is, the
higher the priority.

6.4

Accuracy and quantity of the NLP methods are evaluated using 20-fold cross validation (each trajectory set
contains 132 trajectories). The validation is performed
so that 19 sets are used for learning both the MCH based
predictor and also the 2SP. The remaining set is always
used to evaluate prediction accuracy and quantity. We
repeat this process 20 times for different testing sets and
compute the resulting accuracy and quantity by averaging the particular results.

Data prefetching

Let’s assume that current location of a user is determined by the center cell Cc at selected resolution. The
predicted cell C p is always adjacent to the cell Cc . Every
time, the proposed prediction scheme returns confident
prediction, the predicted cell C p is used to identify render rings borders for that cell C p . These borders specify
all the required data tiles if the user will follow the predicted cell C p . Actually we map one cell from the projection grid to one texture tile from the texture layer at
appropriate resolution (see Figure 10). The same principle is applied to the terrain and cartographic layers.

As the trajectories can be obtained only as anonymous
records, we cannot assign them to individual users. Instead, we assign all the input trajectories to a single user
and evaluate both the MCH based predictor and the 2SP
with this assumption. Practically, the quantity of the
2SP will be less than the quantity of MCH based prediction, especially for new users.

7.2

Prediction accuracy and quantity

We decided to store 9 successive directions for each local movement pattern. Then 8 directions can be used to
match the current movement pattern with the stored local movement patterns. Experiments with the input trajectories show that 9 directions are sufficient, because
the change of accuracy, when the length of the matched
sequence of directions is longer than 6 is small (see Figure 11).

Figure 10: Example one-by-one mapping between tiles
from the texture layer and cells of the projection grid.
The red arrows sign the predicted direction and the
green cells are prefetched data tiles. The black squares
are the render rings for the current cell Cc .
Tiles determined by the prefetching algorithm can be
scheduled to be downloaded only if no tiles are missing
by the current render rings. We select this strategy as
we need to achieve both scene quality and data transfer
efficiency.

7

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A proof-of-concept client-server framework which runs
on iPad, renders the described virtual environment and
exploits the proposed scheduling algorithm was implemented. Prediction accuracy and quantity of the used
prediction methods are evaluated as well as render quality and data transfer efficiency during walkthrough the
environment.

7.1

Figure 11: Comparison of accuracy and quantity of
MCH predictor for different length of matched sequence of directions and all 5 resolutions of the projection grid.

Input trajectories dataset

The prediction quantity is highest for matched sequences of directions with length from two to three
direction over all resolution levels as is shown in
Figure 11. The quantity is lower for shorter lengths

All the experiments were done with trajectories
obtained from Open Street Map gpx database from
rectangle area specified by two [latitude, longitude]
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because the predictions are often marked as not confident (confidence threshold is selected at 90%) and
also for longer length, because less matched patterns
were found. As a compromise between accuracy and
quantity we set length of the matched sequence of
directions to 6 directions. The accuracy of both the
2SP and MCH based predictor is higher than 90% for
all resolutions of the projection grid (see Figure 12).

tion function is 55% and quantity is 97%. We use 6 past
GPS locations to create the RMF predictor and we use
it only for prediction at the finest resolution of the projection grid. The accuracy of simple linear predictor is
39% and its quantity is 99%.

7.3

Scheduling scheme evaluation

The goal of the proposed scheduling scheme is to keep
both scene quality and data transfer efficiency as high
as possible. We measure the scene quality as the ratio
between the time a data tile is available for rendering
and time the data tile is needed for rendering. The result is computed as weighted average over all tiles for
particular levels. Data transfer efficiency is defined as
the ratio between amount of downloaded tiles and how
these tiles contribute to rendered scene quality.
We changed speed of the user, network latency and
connection bandwidth and measured scene quality and
data transfer efficiency with the proposed prediction
scheme. The experiments are performed on local area
network with network latency and bandwidth emulated
at linux server using "tc" commands with "netem" kernel component. We use the first set of input trajectories
to perform three experiments.

Figure 12: Comparison of prediction accuracy between
2-state (2SP) and Markov chain (MCH) based prediction.
The proposed prediction scheme uses also prediction by
partial matching for both MCH based and 2-state predictors. Figure 13 shows effect of PPM to accuracy and
quantity of the MCH based predictor for all PPM orders at all resolutions of the projection grid. The PPM
order is the maximum allowed length of shortening a
sequence of matched directions from the local movement patterns.

Average data transmission speed on current 3G networks vary from approx. 1000kbps to 3000kbps and
latency from approx. 50ms to 100ms [tmc11], but it depends on many conditions. Therefore, in the first experiment (see Figure 14) we set motion speed to 60km/h,
bandwidth to 2000kbps and latency to 100ms.

Figure 13: Effect of PPM optimization to accuracy and
quantity of MCH based prediction. Initial length of
matching sequence is 8 directions.

Figure 14: Comparison of quality and data transfer efficiency of the scheduling scheme and RMF (used for
the first finest resolution) and no prediction (NOP) for
the other resolutions.

The results show that the higher the allowed shortening
is, the less the accuracy is, but with increased quantity.
Based on the PPM results, we have decided to allow
the shortening at most by two directions, otherwise the
prediction is marked as not confident and is rather used
to compute only priorities of current missing data tiles.

The results of the first experiment show that for
high bandwidth and relatively high latency for this
kind of application the proposed prediction scheme
outperforms the RMF used for the finest resolution
level and no prediction used for the coarser resolutions.
Except the rendering quality at the finest resolution,
the results are similar, because the network bandwidth
is high so all tiles at all resolutions are downloaded
during rendering.

Even though prediction accuracy of the highest PPM
order at the first resolution level is relatively low, it is
still higher than prediction accuracy of the state of the
art recursive motion function used as the next location
predictor. The prediction accuracy of the recursive mo-
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In the second experiment we change speed to 130km/h.
The results show (see Figure 15) both increased quality and also significantly increased data transfer efficiency with the proposed prediction scheme at second
and third resolution level. It means the downloaded tiles
are needed for rendering for longer time compared to
the RMF and no prediction approaches. The finest resolution of data tiles was not downloaded at all because
the speed is too high for the selected bandwidth and latency.

of time for which the coarser tiles are used for rendering
is longer compared to the higher resolution tiles.
For applications, where the transfer efficiency is sufficiently high, it will be possible to predict more than
one next location ahead. It will increase scene quality
for slow moving users or at high speed networks. With
more steps ahead, the possibility that the downloaded
tiles will not be used for rendering grows up especially
in the case of wrong prediction.

9
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Figure 15: Comparison of scene quality and data transfer efficiency between proposed scheduling scheme and
RMF (used for the first finest resolution) and no prediction (NOP) for the other resolutions.
In the last experiment, we set high speed, low bandwidth at 200kbps and zero latency just to show the effect of prediction at low bandwidth networks for fast
moving user (see Figure 16).

Figure 16: Comparison of scene quality and data transfer efficiency between proposed scheduling scheme and
RMF (used for the first finest resolution) and no prediction (NOP) for the other resolutions.
The results show that the proposed scheduling scheme
significantly increases data transfer efficiency and scene
quality at the second resolution level.

8

CONCLUSION

The proposed scheduling scheme outperforms the RMF
at the finest resolution level in both the scene quality
and data transfer efficiency. At coarser levels the motion functions cannot be used because of their low accuracy. The effect of the proposed prediction scheme is
less significant at the coarser levels, because the amount
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an experiment aimed at discovering how humans perceive vanishing points depicted in
perspective sketches of engineering shapes. The goal is to find criteria and metrics for an algorithmic approach
to replicate human perception of vanishing points. A new approach is required for Sketch-Based Modelling,
since most current image analysis approaches take 2D camera images as their input, so do not solve satisfactorily
the problem of geometrical imperfections inherent in sketches.
We have conducted a pilot experiment to determine which vanishing points are perceived by people, and under
what circumstances they are perceived. We test the hypotheses that (i) people are able to detect and locate
vanishing points in sketches in spite of their inherent imperfections, and (ii) factors such as distance of vanishing
points from the sketch and number and lengths of lines converging at the vanishing points influence their
perception.

Keywords
Sketch-Based Modelling, Perspective projection, Vanishing points.
metrics which will help to create algorithms which
mimic human behaviour.

1. INTRODUCTION
Our goal is to assist designers to interact in a friendly
way with computers. The advantages of this are welldocumented [Joh09], but we believe that this
interaction must not come at the cost of unexpected
behavior. People will only trust the computer if they
feel that it interprets things more or less as they do.
To this end, we intend to develop algorithmic
approaches which replicate human perception when
reconstructing models depicted in perspective
sketches of engineering designs.

We first revisit the background of central projection
and vanishing points. We then describe the design of
our experiment and analyse our results.

2. DEFINITION OF TERMS
In the field of sketch-based geometric reconstruction,
one approach is to tackle the issue as an artificial
perception problem [Lip96], [Var03], [Com04],
[Yua08], [Tia09]. Human beings have an intrinsic or
learnt capability to mentally reconstruct threedimensional objects from 2D images by means of
pictorial clues [Gol99], [Hof00]. Here, we are
interested in a specific pictorial clue, the vanishing
point (VP).

Hence, we should know how humans interpret design
sketches. Here, we describe an experiment aimed at
discovering: which vanishing points people perceive,
where they are located; and what geometrical
flexibility in their locations can be tolerated.

In perspective projection, parallel lines not parallel to
the image plane converge to a vanishing point (VP).
The fundamentals of perspective were first codified
in Durer’s Four Books on Measurement in 1522, and
their effects on how we see and draw are well-known
[Pal99], [Wri83].

After analysing the results, we obtain criteria and
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission
and/or a fee.
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orientation of the depicted object relative to the
projection plane. A normalon polyhedron (one with
all its edges parallel to one of the three main
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Cartesian axes) may produce three distinct situations:
a) two axes parallel to the image plane and just one
VP where the lines parallel to the third axis converge;
b) one axis parallel to the image plane and two VPs
where the lines parallel to the other two axes
converge, and c) no axis parallel to the image plane
and three VPs where the lines parallel to the three
axes converge. The three varieties, known as one,
two and three vanishing point perspectives, are
shown in Figure 1.

3. HYPOTHESES
The purpose of our experiment is to obtain criteria
and metrics for algorithms which mimic human
perception in detecting vanishing points in a sketch.
Here, we propose the hypotheses to be tested:
1. Human beings perceive the existence of intended
vanishing points in sketches of 3D polyhedral shapes,
in spite of their inherent imperfections.
2. Humans beings are able to locate quite precisely
those vanishing points which are neither too close to
nor too far away from the drawing.
3. The lengths of lines influence convergence
detection. The longer the lines, the easier it is to
detect a vanishing point.

4. Design of the experiment
We designed our pilot experiment as follows. First,
we selected a set of sketches. Then, we asked a group
of subjects to determine the approximate number and
location of vanishing points implied by a sketch, and
also to label the different sets of parallel edges.
Finally, we analysed the results to determine to what
extent people agree in perceiving the same vanishing
points, and what are the most influential factors in
this perception process.

Figure 1. Linear perspective with one (left), two (middle) and
three (right) vanishing points.

Another important distinction is between main and
oblique VP. For a general polyhedron with n
different sets of parallel edges, the varieties of linear
perspective become n, n-1, n-2, ..., depending on the
number of groups of parallel edges in the model
which are parallel to the image plane. Figure 2 shows
an example with only two main VP: the vertical axis
is parallel to the image plane, so vertical lines do not
converge; however, an additional oblique VP results
from the convergence of the lateral edges of the
wedge.
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Figure 2. Wedge with two main vanishing points plus one
oblique vanishing point.

There is no theoretical distinction between different
locations of VPs relative to the object. But there is a
useful practical distinction between VPs located
inside and outside the object (Figure 3). Internal VPs
are typical in indoor architectural scenes, but are
rarely used to depict engineering products. Hence, we
do not study them here.

Figure 4. Set of sketches used in the experiment

Here, we have not considered the scale as a main
factor, because we guess that it only affects human
perception for too small or too big drawings, where

Figure 3. Linear perspectives of a prismatic shape with one
external (left) and internal (right) vanishing point.
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some lines may be perceived with difficulty. But this
is not the case for design drawings sketched on pen
input devices.

corresponding to perceived parallel (i.e. nonconverging) edges? Hence, as second task, the
subjects were asked to mark all those groups of lines
representing parallel edges, and label them as
separate sets.

Set of sketches
Our set of test sketches is derived from typical
Engineering Design training exercises (Figure 4).

Participants
The bulk of the subjects who participated in the
experiment were drawn from diverse departments of
the same university, and included mechanical,
electric and industrial engineers, architects, designers
and artists. The level of experience ranged from
undergraduate students to professors. Of the 149
participants, 92 (61.7%) were engineers, 23 (15.4%)
architects, 20 (13.4%) had artistic knowledge, and 14
(9.4%) were school-age (17-18 years) students whose
studies included technical drawing.

The sketches were selected to meet the following
criteria:







They should be simple, containing no
unnecessary features or details which could
divert the attention
They should be representative of shapes
usually sketched in engineering design
processes
They should represent polyhedral shapes, in
both natural and wireframe styles.
They should be tidied line drawings in
central projection style.
They should represent different varieties of
central projection (one, two, three vanishing
points).
Some of them should contain vanishing
points corresponding to oblique directions.

We found no systematic differences in the results
between subjects from different backgrounds. In the
analysis below, we treat the subjects as a single
homogeneous group.

5. Results
We issued 298 questionnaires, of which 291 were
returned. At this stage, we removed from the study
those questionnaires which did not give coherent
results. The most common mistakes were due: (i) to
misunderstanding the concept of vanishing points,
marking erroneous VPs which did not correspond to
intersections of lines of the drawing (Figure 6a); or
(ii) failing to understand the drawing as a
representation of a 3D shape with parallel edges,
marking erroneous VPs at the intersection of lines of
the drawing which did not represent parallel edges of
the depicted 3D shape (Figure 6b).

The result was the set of 18 sketches shown in Figure
4.
We then circulated these sketches to our test subjects,
who marked them up as requested.

Finding vanishing points
The first task for the test subjects was to find and
mark all the VPs for a given sketch. We gave them
standardised A4 questionnaire containing a short
explanation of the task, a visual example (Figure 5),
and two sketches selected randomly from the test set.

(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 6. Erroneous vanishing points.

Some other questionnaires were also dismissed or
only partially considered as it was difficult to
interpret them objectively. Most of these dubious
questionnaires were of sketch 15 (Figure 6c).

Figure 5. Questionnaire.

From the total of 291 collected questionnaires, we
were left with 266 coherent responses. Of these, 7
were explicitly marked as not containing any VPs

Finding non-convergent groups of lines
We also wanted to know why possible VPs were left
unmarked: were they dubious, or did they
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(four of these were sketch 18, two were sketch 15
and one was sketch 11).

vanishing point is uncertain), and 9, 14, 17 and 18,
which are perceived as non-convergent.
Sketch Axis 1 (X)
46.67
1
17.65
2
100.00
3
100.00
4
100.00
5
100.00
6
68.75
7
72.22
8
100.00
9
7.14
10
22.22
11
100.00
12
100.00
13
83.33
14
28.57
15
6.67
16
94.74
17
6.25
18

Qualitative validation of the first
hypothesis
We grouped the lines of each sketch by the parallel
edges they belong to in the 3D object. Since all of the
sketches depict polyhedral models, they always have
at least three main axes; we labelled these three main
axes as X, Y and Z (or 1st, 2nd and 3rd), as in Figure
7; verticality is always labelled as Z (axis 3). Objects
3, 7, 10, 11, 12 and 15 include one or two additional
oblique axes, labelled as axes 4 and 5.
1

3

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

11

13

15

17

Axis 3 (Z)
33.33
23.53
5.56
0.00
5.26
78.57
6.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.88
0.00
75.00
28.57
0.00
84.21
68.75

Axis 4

Axis 5

66.67

75.00

71.43
44.44
35.29

33.33
5.88

28.57

42.86

68.42

Table I. Perceived vanishing points
Axis 3 is perceived as convergent in sketches 6, 14,
17 and, with less certainty, in sketch 18. No- one
perceived convergence in sketches 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13
and 16. It appears that engineering designers are less
used to sketching convergence in the vertical
direction, and subjects seem to be less willing to
perceive convergence for this axis.
Convergence of oblique lines is only perceived with
certainty for sketch 7; it is uncertain for sketches 3,
10 and 17. It appears that (i) humans do not readily
perceive oblique convergence, but (ii) a large number
of lines (as in sketch 7) help humans to identify
convergence to an oblique VP.

10

12

In summary, convergence of the main axes seems to
be readily and generally perceived, regardless of
sketching imperfections. It is somewhat more
difficult to perceive VPs for oblique axes. In Section
6, we shall attempt to determine the minimum
threshold of angle of convergence and number of
lines which guarantee a general perception of VPs.

14

16

Qualitative validation of the second
hypothesis

18

For each sketch, we superimposed all VPs located by
the subjects. For example, the red points in Figure 8
are the locations of the VP of lines aligned with axis
1, the blue points those aligned with axis 2, and the
green points those aligned with axis 4. The results
clearly show that people agree about the orientation
angle along which the VP is located, but fail to agree
about the position of the VP along this line.

Figure 7. Main axis in the set of sketches used in the experiment

We then analysed the perception of VPs for each
sketch and each candidate axis. Table 1 lists the
percentage of polled people who perceived
convergence for each sketch and axis.
These results show that people perceive the existence
of a VP for axis 1 in sketches 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 13, 14
and 17. The existence of VP 1 is uncertain for
sketches 7 and 8. Lines parallel to axis 1 are
perceived as non-convergent for sketches 1, 2, 10,
11, 15, 16 and 18.

It also appears that clouds of clearly-perceived VPs
are shorter (and may be bounded by an ellipse), while
clouds of uncertain VPs tend to be longer and
resemble a straight line.
It also appears that the dispersion in the location
increases when a) the VP is distant from the drawing,
and b) when the group of lines is small and/or the
lines are short.

Similarly, people perceive the existence of a VP for
axis 2 in all sketches except 3 and 15 (where the
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Axis 2 (Y)
93.33
94.12
72.22
76.92
84.21
85.71
93.75
94.44
7.14
92.86
77.78
76.47
92.31
8.33
57.14
100.00
31.58
12.5
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Firstly, some subjects selected the most likely lines in
the group and use them to find the VP. Subjects in
this group used different strategies to select the most
representative lines: (a) select the outer lines (those
which encompass the whole group, as in Figure 10a),
(b) to discard the shortest lines (Figure 10b) and the
most erratic lines (Figure 10c); or (c) simply estimate
a rough VP location using a random subset of the
lines (Figure 10d). This strategy was most commonly
used for sketches 2 (Fig. 10b), 3, 5 (Fig. 10d), 7, 10
(Fig. 10a), 13 (Fig. 10c) and 14.

Figure 8. Superimposition of all VPs located by the subjects for
sketch 3.

Secondly, some subjects calculated more than one
location for the same VP. These subjects identified
the convergence in two ways: (a) by means of a point
cloud formed by intersections of the lines of the same
group (Figure 11a), or 2) defining different groups of
lines which belong to the same axis (Figure 11b).
This strategy was most commonly used for sketches
9 (Figure 11b), 12 (Figure 11c), 13 (Figure 11d) and
18 (Figure 11e).

We note in passing that in 4 of the questionnaires
where objects are depicted by natural drawings,
subjects drew the hidden lines in order to find the VP
locations. This demonstrates that they knew how to
interpret the sketches, but felt unable to fix VP
location with precision. Figure 9 (sketch 12) shows
how one subject even used hidden lines to locate an
additional VP which corresponds just to a single line
of the original sketch.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 9. Hidden lines for VPs location in sketch 12.

Analysing the questionnaires, we noticed that the
subjects used one of three strategies to overcome the
imperfections of the sketches and find the most likely
location for VPs.

(d)

Figure 11. Point clouds for VPs definition

Thirdly, some subjects seemed to detect convergence
but did not locate any VPs.
Thus, our second hypothesis should be rejected:
humans do not seem to be able to locate VPs
precisely: they agree about the orientation angle of
the VP, but not about its position along this line.

Qualitative validation of the third
hypothesis

(a)

We note that the uncertain cases in Table I (those in
the range 50-75%) are typically those formed from
either a) groups of lines which contain the shortest
lines of the drawing, or b) groups with low density of
lines. This perception supports our third hypothesis:
that length of lines influences the convergence
detection. However, in the light of the data, we must
also take into account the density of the group of
lines.

(b)

6. Numerical measurement
(c)

Having evaluated our hypotheses qualitatively, we
now search for metrics which can help to tune
automatic algorithms for finding VPs in engineering

(d)

Figure 10. Strategies to select the most likely VP location
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sketches. We define and study some geometric
parameters.

Distance ratio between centroids (DRC) measures
how far away the point cloud is from the sketch. It is
calculated as the Euclidian distance between the
centre of mass of the sketch and the centroid of the
point cloud:

Firstly, since our goal is finding parameters which
influence in the perception success, we shall compare
our geometric parameters with the parameter used in
Table I:

Dist = ((xcentroid – xcom)2 + (ycentroid – ycom)2)½ (10)

Perception degree (Det) is the percentage of the
subjects who identified a VP for a specific sketch and
axis.
Det = (No. detections / No. Questionnaires)*100 (1)
Some geometric parameters must be normalised to
avoid the influence of the drawing size. We use the
radius of the sketch’s bounding circle. We calculate
this as the maximum distance between the centre of
mass of the sketch and any of its vertices. First, the
centre of mass of the sketch is calculated (xcom, ycom).
xcom= (∑ xi)/nv), ycom= (∑ yi)/nv

∀ i ∈ VS

Figure 12. DRC calculation for Sketch 3, Axis 4

(2)

Finally, to avoid the influence of the drawing size,
the parameter is normalised:

where nv represents the number of vertices of the
sketch S and VS is the set of vertices of sketch S.

DRC = Dist / size

size = max(((xi-xcom)2 + (yi-ycom)2)1/2) ∀ i ∈ VS (3)

In order to evaluate metrics related to the third
hypothesis we define the following parameters:

In order to evaluate metrics related to the first
hypothesis we analysed the convergence by means of
the following parameter:

Length Dispersion (LeD) is a standard deviation
which measures the dispersion of the lengths of the
lines (li) which belong to the same sketch and axis:
the more the lengths of lines differ, the higher its
value. First the average length Laver is calculated.
Taking li as the length of each line and nl as the
number of lines:

Angular dispersion (AD) is the maximum aperture
angle between pairs of lines in a group of lines which
represent parallel edges in space:
AD = max (|i -j|) ∀ i, j ∈ LSA

(11)

(4)

where i and j represent, respectively, the angles of
edges i and j relative to the same origin; and LSA is
the group of lines of sketch S and axis A.

Laver = (∑li)/nl

∀ i ∈ LSA
2 ½

LeD= [(1/(nSA-1))*∑(li–Laver) ]

(12)
∀ i ∈ LSA

(13)

In order to evaluate metrics related to the second
hypothesis we define the following parameters:

where nSA is the number of lines in the group of
parallel edges of sketch S, axis A.

Dispersion (Disp) measures the density of the point
cloud of VPs located by the subjects (such as the
blue, green and red clouds in Figure 8).

Number of lines (NL) which belong to the same
sketch and axis.
NL= nSD

First, the centroid of the cloud is calculated:

Location Dispersion (LoD) is a standard deviation
which measures the influence of dispersion of the
locations of the midpoints of lines which belong to
the same sketch and axis) and the normalised length
of each line. The more the locations of lines differ,
and the shorter the lines, the higher the value.

xcentroid= (∑ xi)/nvp), ycentroid= (∑ yi)/ nvp ∀ i ∈ VPSA(5)
where VPSA is the cloud of VPs for sketch S and axis
A, and nvp is the size of this cloud. Next we calculate
the Euclidean distances di between each point (xi, yi)
in the cloud and its centroid (xcentroid, ycentroid).
di= [(xi-xcentroid)2 + (yi-ycentroid)2]½ ∀ i ∈ VPSA

We first compute the location of each midpoint, by
way of the head (xhi, yhi) and tail (xti, yti)
coordinates of each line:

(6)

Then, the standard deviation of these distances (dev)
is calculated.
Av = (∑ di)/n ∀ i ∈ VPSA

(7)

dev = [(1/(n-1))*∑(di–Av)2] ½ ∀ i ∈ VPSA

(8)
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loci = ((xhi+xti)/2 , (yhi+yti)/2 ) ∀ i ∈ LSA

(15)

Locaver = (∑loci)/nl ∀ i ∈ LSA

(16)

Next we calculate the standard deviation normalised
with the relative length:

Finally, to avoid the influence of the drawing size,
the parameter is normalised.
Disp= (dev/size)*100

(14)

LoD= [(1/(nSD-1))*(size/li)*∑(loci–Locaver)2]½

(9)

∀ i ∈ LSA
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2.60
6.71
8.98
4.49
8.11
2.52
1.53
4.88
8.16

LoD

A statistic analysis based on Pearson correlation
shows the mutual influence of each pair of
parameters. For this study we omitted the cases
where the group was a single line (NL= 1), as they
give no useful information (specifically, we omitted
sketch 10 axis 5 and sketch 12 axis 5, although, as it
was showed in Fig. 9, some people included hidden
lines for sketch 12 axis 5 to get the information they
needed to locate the VP).

7.23
4.76
37.17
6.85
50.18
10.69
20.11
7.04
9.99
5.06
22.61
7.66
14.87
26.21
25.36
22.06
12.89
14.84
16.51
29.35
4.82
27.50
13.92
5.38
90.77
14.74
14.88
7.32
5.26
61.74
0.67
0.60
14.47
6.09
5.33
4.62
7.94
18.98
9.45
14.12
2.73
21.68
1.91
92.01
2.43
83.56
9.63
19.98
8.66
30.75
23.03
10.96
16.92
17.04

Det
Det

Pear

AD
.757**
.000

63

63

47

56

63

63

63

1

-.295*
.044

-.460**
.000

-.064
.621

.229
.071

.018
.888

63

47

56

63

63

63

1

.581**
.000

-.028
.854

.117
.433

.166
.266

47

47

47

47

47

1

-.219
.104

-.181
.181

-.064
.642

56

56

56

56

1

.379**
.002

.048
.710

63

63

63

1

.301*
.017

63

63

AD

Pear
Sig.

DRC

Disp

N
Pear

Disp
-.378**
.009

Sig.
N
Pear

DRC
-.403**
.002

Sig.
N

LeD
-.054
.672

Pear
Sig.
N
Pear

NL
-.044
.733

Sig.
N

LoD
-.222
.080

1
63

Table III. Pearson correlation among parameters
We analyse our hypotheses in the light of these
results.

Hypothesis 1
Table III shows that detection degree (Det) correlates
best with AD (as was qualitatively deduced in
Section 5.2). From Table II, we can see that, for
directions where Det > 75%, the minimum AD value
is 7.24º (sketch 11 axis 2, or figure 13a). This could
be used as a minimum threshold, particularly since it
is close to the maximum threshold of 8º proposed in
[Plu10] for considering a bundle of lines as parallel.
However, our qualitative analyses found sketch 11 to
be uncertain. If we exclude this result, we get a more
conservative minimum value of AD = 12.2º (sketch
12 axis 2, or figure 13b).

19.86
17.25
43.72
17.59
26.04
30.36

(a)

35.24
252.70
28.28

(b)
Figure 13. Sketches 11 and 12

Table II. Parameters which influence perception
success
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1

Sig.
N

LeD

3
6
7
6
6
8
5
5
4
5
6
3
5
7
5
6
4
6
6
5
2
6
2
4
6
3
5
3
4
8
2
2
3
5
2
2
2
5
2
4
5
6
2
6
5
6
8
6
6
3
5
4
8
7
1
3
6
6
5
6
6
1
4
6
5

NL

12.61
1.91
14.46
3.34
7.44
8.98
12.19
1.67
9.33
1.58
12.09
11.47
4.39
13.19
20.59
8.95
2.43
0.95
8.37
6.30
5.15
5.11
11.17
4.18
0.94
1.67
4.84
6.73
2.73
4.63
3.57
2.27
6.14
2.67
2.44
1.41
4.26
2.12
2.60
2.61
1.47
2.38
0.61
1.46
4.09
21.37
24.38
19.12
5.73
13.76
7.29
4.67
29.39
9.51

7. Analysis

LoD

3.15
2.19
3.46
2.03
1.69
1.91
1.72
3.18
3.66
4.70
2.16
3.70
3.46
4.00
2.11
2.93
3.53
2.82
3.02
4.18
3.11
1.64
3.14
3.92
1.75
3.39
5.94
2.38
2.33
3.49
4.82
4.22
4.19
8.02
5.63
7.14
3.31
4.61
7.52
1.99
18.07
20.07
16.70
2.52
1.79
12.49
1.78
3.38
4.15
2.31
5.76
12.89
2.41
2.18
3.26
10.14
4.71

NL

27.54
51.92
45.26
35.54
50.89
22.31
32.11
23.30
44.48
46.23
26.51
39.22
39.05
96.48
36.53
30.89
200.23
78.50
40.21
86.08
25.93
194.10
33.43
62.57
20.41
224.17
161.48
26.16
12.41
63.05
68.31
44.61
86.23
545.13
20.18
164.41
15.12
197.15
113.02
479.19
0.00
1429.85
0.00
144.20
0.00
745.68
0.00

LeD

16.99
27.95
15.25
31.67
51.51
41.24
23.73
17.42
16.12
15.23
24.65
16.85
16.35
16.32
14.21
15.12
21.27
26.42
13.57
21.04
7.24
27.29
12.20
17.07
44.09
15.31
14.05
16.45
33.87
19.70
5.95
8.52
6.23
1.55
8.93
3.90
6.10
6.36
1.62
4.60
1.06
2.12
2.29
7.03
1.92
3.82
4.18
1.54
1.17
5.29
3.73
3.26
5.89
1.61
0.00
1.71
4.08
1.88
1.91
1.76
2.82
0.00
1.76
3.27
2.05

DRC

Det
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
94.74
94.44
94.12
93.75
93.33
92.86
92.31
85.71
84.21
84.21
83.33
78.57
77.78
76.92
76.47
75.00
75.00
72.22
72.22
71.43
68.75
68.75
68.42
66.67
57.14
46.67
44.44
42.86
35.29
33.33
33.33
31.58
28.57
28.57
28.57
23.53
22.22
17.65
12.50
8.33
7.14
7.14
6.67
6.25
6.25
5.88
5.88
5.56
5.26
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0

Disp

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
1
3
2
2
2
4
3
2
1
4
1
3
4
4
2
1
4
5
4
3
5
2
1
3
4
3
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
3
1
3
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
5
3
3
3

AD

3
4
5
6
9
12
13
16
17
8
2
7
1
10
13
6
17
5
14
6
11
4
12
7
14
3
8
10
7
18
17
3
15
1
11
15
12
1
11
17
15
15
15
2
11
2
18
14
9
10
16
7
18
12
12
3
5
4
8
9
10
10
11
13
16

Axis

Sketch

We calculated all of these parameters for each sketch
and axis. The results are shown in the Table II, which
is arranged in decreasing order of values of
convergence detection.

We conclude that people clearly and consistently
perceive convergence in spite of sketch imperfection
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if the lines span an angle of at least 12º. Between 12º
and 8º the perception is uncertain. Hence, an
algorithm for finding VPs should give a high
probability to bundles spanning at least 12º; the
probability should decrease between 12º and 8º, and
should be close to zero below 8º.

Table III shows that detection degree (Det) correlates
with small values of distance ratio between centroids
(DRC), and usually with small dispersion between
the intersection points (Disp).
From Table II, we see that, for those VPs perceived
by all subjects (Det=100), the value of DRC varies
between 1.6 and 3, except in those cases where the
group of lines includes the largest lines of the
drawings (sketch 3 axis 1, sketch 5 axis 1, sketch 16
axis 2), in which cases the length of the lines seems
to encourage subjects to locate the VP further away,
and the value of DRC rises to 3.46. These locations
correspond to small or medium values of the
dispersion point cloud (with Disp between 22.31%
and 51.92%), which means that people agree to
locate the VPs within a small area.

Considering the uncertain cases of table II (those
detected between 50% and 75%), three of them
(sketch 17 axis 4, sketch 3 axis 4 and sketch 15 axis
2) have AD values close to 8º, as predicted by the
above criterion. However, other cases (sketch 3 axis
2 (Fig. 14a), sketch 8 axis 1(Fig. 14b), sketch 10 axis
4 (Fig. 14c), sketch 7 axis 1 (Fig. 14d) and sketch 18
axis 3 (Fig. 14e) have AD higher than 12º, which,
according to our criterion, should encourage subjects
to perceive them as unambiguously convergent. We
note that all of these contain the shortest lines of their
sketches (sometimes alongside medium-length lines),
and in addition they have a low line density (i.e. not
only is the number of lines low—3 or 4 lines, except
sketch 8, which has 5 lines for axis 1—but they are
dispersed around the sketch rather than clustered
together). This seems to support our third hypothesis,
that the lengths of lines will influence perception of
their convergence.

(a)

(b)

(d)
(c)
Figure 15. Sketches and axis

(a)

(b)

(c)

For Det in the range 99–75, the value of DRC is
generally in the range 3 to 5. The exceptions are
those examples which are uncertain or have a DRC
value slightly lower than 3. In both Sketch 2 axis 2
(Fig. 15a) and sketch 13 axis 2 (Fig. 15b), the
difference of line lengths is evident, and the shortest
lines form a visual group distinct from the longest
lines. The other exceptions are sketch 4 axis 2 (Fig.
15c), sketch 14 axis 3 (Fig. 15d), sketch 6 axis 2 and
sketch 5 axis 2 in which short or medium lines are
dispersed around the drawing.

(d)

Cases with detection under 50% generally have
values of DRC higher than 5, except sketch 12 axis 4
(two lines in an oblique direction, Fig. 16a) and
sketch 1 axis 3 (Fig. 16b), sketch 17 axis 2 (Fig. 16c)
and sketch 2 axis 3 (Fig. 16d), which contain short
and medium lines, far apart in the drawing.

(e)
Figure 14. Sketches and axis

Cases with detection under 50% also generally have
values of “Disp” over 100%, except for two cases of
oblique axes (sketch 11 axis 4 and sketch 12 axis 4,
Fig. 16a) where subjects seem to reach agreement
about the locations.

Hypothesis 2
As argued in section 5.2, humans are able to agree
about the orientation angle of a VP but not about the
precise location of the VP along this line. This
pattern can be quantified by means of DRC and its
dispersion measure Disp.
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a) When the group of lines contains lines of very
different lengths.
b) When the group of lines includes only short lines
and they are dispersed through drawing.
c) When number of lines in the group is low.
Thus we should consider LoD as a secondary
parameter, whose influence appears only in certain
cases.

(b)
(a)

According to table II, for values of LoD higher than
70 (short lines widely dispersed around the sketch),
our subjects generally followed the criteria described
in previous hypotheses, and parameters AD and DRC
reflect the response of human perception.

(d)

LoD values below 5 may result from long lines with
a homogeneous location in the drawing (as in Fig.
18). However, a low value may also be due to low
number of lines, which distorts the standard deviation
measure. For groups of fewer than 4 lines, this
parameter may not give reliable information.

(c)
Figure 16. Sketches and axis

We do not take into account those cases with very
low point cloud density, since the information is
insufficient to extract any significant conclusion. For
example, the closeness of the centroid of the point
cloud to the sketch for sketch 11 axis 1 (Fig. 17) is
clearly irrelevant.

To evaluate our third hypothesis, we focus on the
standard deviation between lengths LeD. Table III
shows no relationship between the detection of
convergence (Det) or the answers dispersion (Disp)
and LeD. Should we then simply reject hypothesis 3?
We cannot deny the influence of differences in line
length, since we have already noticed that subjects
changed their answer patterns under specific
situations:
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28.57
17.65
46.67
31.58
72.22
84.21
33.33
76.92
42.86
72.22
23.53
33.33
92.86

2.12
3.82
1.55
4.60
15.31
21.27
6.36
27.29
3.90
14.05
7.03
1.62
16.32

1429.85
745.68
545.13
479.19
224.17
200.23
197.15
194.10
164.41
161.48
144.20
113.02
96.48

20.07
12.49
8.02
1.99
3.39
3.53
4.61
1.64
7.14
5.94
2.52
7.52
4.00

2.38
21.37
2.67
2.61
1.67
2.43
2.12
5.11
1.41
4.84
1.46
2.60
13.19

6
6
5
4
3
4
5
6
2
5
6
2
7

LoD

DRC

3
1
1
2
2
3
3
2
5
1
3
5
2

NL

Hypothesis 3

15
2
1
17
3
17
1
4
15
8
2
11
10

LeD

In cases where the lines are short and visually apart
from one another, people’s behaviour changes. This
is considered under the third hypothesis.

Disp

Hence, an algorithm for finding VPs should assign a
high probability to candidate VPs located in a ring
whose minimum radius is 1.6 times the radius of the
bounding circle, and whose maximum radius is 3
times the radius of the bounding circle. The
probability should decrease outside this ring, and be
close to zero outside an outer ring whose radius is 5
times the radius of the bounding circle.

AD

LoD in the range 5-70 seems to influence human
perception in two different ways: (i) sometimes the
detection degree is slightly different from that
predicted by parameters AD and DRC—for example,
in sketch 18 axis 3(Fig. 14e), it seems that in spite of
having an AD higher than 12, the separation between
the lines, which are also the shortest in the sketch,
prevents humans from perceiving the convergence
(25% of subjects said it was an axonometric
drawing); (ii) at other times the location agreement
decreases which results in higher values of Disp.
Det

In summary, we found that DRC between 1.6 and 3 a
VP is likely to be perceived. With DRC between 3
and 5 a VP is somewhat less likely to be perceived.
With DRC higher than 5, lines are not perceived as
convergent.

Axis

Figure 18. Sketches 11 and 15 with low value of LoD.

Sketch

Figure 17. Point cloud for sketch 11 axis 1.

21.68
83.56
6.09
14.12
14.74
12.89
18.98
27.50
4.62
14.88
92.01
9.45
26.21

Table IV. Perceived vanishing directions
Table IV is a sub-table of table II rearranged in
descending order of Disp. From this table, it appears
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that very high values of Disp (Disp>500) seem to
correspond to nearly parallel groups of edges
(AD<4). Values of Disp in the range (100 to 500)
seem to appear as a combined effect of small number
of lines (NL<=3), and/or high dispersion of the
location of lines LoD (5, 70).

A number of secondary parameters combine to
influence the perception and location of VPs,
including line length, lines location and density of
lines. The influence of these “distractions” can be
subtle, and remain a matter for future research.

Thus, dispersion is high for uncertain cases which
have small values of AD, or when the set of lines
contains short and medium lines dispersed through
the sketch. However, we have previously noted that
when the group of lines contains lines of very
different lengths people usually apply the strategies
illustrated in figure 10 (using outermost lines,
ignoring short or erratic lines) - the most common is
ignoring the shorter lines, and using only the longer
lines to locate the vanishing point - and in such cases
it seems that the dispersion decreases.
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ABSTRACT
A major goal of visualization is to appropriately express knowledge of scientific data. Generally, gathering visual
information contained in the volume data often requires a lot of expertise from the final user to setup the parameters
of the visualization. One way of alleviating this problem is to provide the position of inner structures with different
viewpoint locations to enhance the perception and construction of the mental image. To this end, traditional
illustrations use two or three different views of the regions of interest. Similarly, with the aim of assisting the
users to easily place a good viewpoint location, this paper proposes an automatic and interactive method that
locates different complementary viewpoints from a reference camera in volume datasets. Specifically, the proposed
method combines the quantity of information each camera provides for each structure and the shape similarity
of the projections of the remaining viewpoints based on Dynamic Time Warping. The selected complementary
viewpoints allow a better understanding of the focused structure in several applications. Thus, the user interactively
receives feedback based on several viewpoints that helps him to understand the visual information. A live-user
evaluation on different data sets show a good convergence to useful complementary viewpoints.

Keywords
Dual camera; Visualization; Interactive Interfaces; Dynamic Time Warping.

1

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important visualization goals is to appropriately express knowledge of scientific data. During the last few decades several methods have been published in the bibliography to gather visual information
contained in the data. However, gathering visual information often requires the expertise from the final user
in a difficult and tedious process in order to setup the
parameters of the visualization. Some metaphors of interaction have been provided to help users in data navigation between focus and context (importance-driven,
VolumeShop, exoVis, LiveSync++, ClearView).

(a)
(b)
Figure 1: Illustration examples of the complementary
camera viewpoint. Images (a) and (b) come from
http://www.keithtuckerart.com/Illustration.html and the
medical dictionary Allen’s Anatomy, respectively.

Over the centuries, the traditional paradigm used in illustration for visual abstraction has been to enhance the
most important structures into an environment or context with different painting techniques. As an example,
Fig. 1 shows two traditional illustrations which use two
or three different views of the region of interest to enhance the construction of the mental image. Particularly, in Fig. 1(a) the focused structure is an eye which
shows two complementary viewpoints, an oblique view
and a frontal view, and Fig. 1(b) illustrates complementary views of the foot.

is adaptively clipped around the focus region [GP09].
Apart from the focus, to select a good starting
viewpoint of the focus is a difficult task as volume
renderings often include a barrage of complex 3D
structures that can overwhelm the user. Several methods have been published to gather visual information
contained in the data. There are methods in the field of
illustrative visualization [RBGV08], such as [VKG05]
and [BG05], where the main goal is to develop applications that can integrate illustrations in the expert’s
ordinary data analysis in order to get more semantics
from the data.

Previously, we proposed an enhancement of the
ClearView paradigm where the context’s volume data
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Once a good focus and context is obtained, it is also important to concentrate on alleviating the normally difficult abstraction process that a user should carry out to
convey the desired information in the underlying data.
Specifically, to select a good starting viewpoint is sometimes a tedious task for a non-experimented users. Actually, in the clinical routine prefixed views are used
based on saggital, axial and coronary views, despite that
they are not always the best. In the bibliography, we
can find techniques that automatically locate the viewpoint according to the importance of the structure to be
rendered [BS05a, TFTN05, PPVN08]. Most of them
are computed in a preprocessed stage due to their high
computational cost.

Visual information is the measure used to estimate
the quality of a viewpoint according to the perception of the structures of interest of a volume data
set. Then, information theory approaches, such as
viewpoint entropy [BS05a], generalize the analysis
of the visual information associated to a specific
viewpoint. Particular cases are the approaches focused on heuristic functions [KBKG08, TFTN05,
MNTP07b, CQWZ06, GP09]. These metrics are
not universal and, as [PPB∗ 05] concludes, not one
descriptor performs a perfect job. Several descriptors
to measure the visual information associated to a
view projection have been previously described in
the literature. Heuristic functions and entropy-based
methods mainly consider three types of descriptors: environment-dependent [KBKG08, PPVN08],
object-dependent [VFSG06, BS05a, KBKG08] and
viewpoint-dependent [ZWD12].
First, environment-dependent descriptors depend on
contextual parameters such as patient orientation
and viewpoint history [KBKG08, PPVN08]. Objectdependent descriptors characterize the information
contained in the data set, such as the importance of
the selected objects [VFSG06], the noteworthiness of
each voxel that contributes in the final image [BS05a],
the shape of the selected object [KBKG08], and the
use of heuristics for complementary views [GP09].
These type of descriptors depend upon two main
requirements: a complete model of each view and the
position of the camera. The process of all these models
involves a high computational cost that is mostly
alleviated by introducing a preprocessing stage for
each view. Finally, viewpoint-dependent descriptors
are based on the visibility and the location of the final
projection of the object in the viewport. They measure
only the information that will be effectively seen by the
user. The feature most considered are the size of the
projected area of the object [MNTP07b], the occlusion
between objects [MNTP07b, KBKG08], object selfocclusions [CQWZ06], the important viewport areas
[VFSG06] and the entropy of the image [PPVN08].
Some approaches study correlations between cameras
in varying time measuring the stability between the
views based on the Jense-Shanon divergence metric
[BS05b]. Also, in path-views searching a Normalized
Compression Distance is used [PPVN08]. They search
the next best view at the greatest distance from the
previous one. [CMH08] proposes a global search of
optimal points in the solution space using potential
fields.
Our main goal in this work is to measure the information that will be effectively seen by the user in two correlated views. The requirements are that the measure
should be simple, easy to evaluate, robust to changes
in the resolution of the final view, and without user
intervention. Viewpoint-dependent descriptors are the

In this paper we propose the computation of the correlated view that shows highly complementary information of the focused structures. Also, in our proposal
the user can adjust suggested cameras interactively, and
our system computes the new complementary view. To
this end, we consider both the visual information and
the shape similarity of the projections of each sampled
camera. Similarity is based on Dynamic Time Warping, ranking the projections using a weighted similarity
related to the reference camera. In this manner, the proposal is able to cope with the problem of locating automatically the complementary camera that maximizes
the complementary information of the structures. By
its nature, the proposed algorithm is general enough to
be applied in combination to state-of-the-art approaches
for selecting the optimal camera. Based on a live-user
evaluation, we show how the proposal efficiently computes complementary viewpoints and rapidly converges
to a good solution.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
describes relevant previous work on viewpoint selection. Our proposal is described in Section 3. Section 4
analyzes the proposal with different data sets. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

RELATED WORK

The cognitive process to comprehend the meaningful
structures in an image varies according to the visual
purpose. A single visual event is easily processed in an
intuitive way. However, multiple visual events involve
a more complex cognitive process. Several studies have
addressed this problem. This section summarizes previous works on visual information measures used to define the best viewpoint selection.
Setting the camera to focus on the relevant structures
of the model sometimes requires a lot of user expertise.
Therefore, many authors [BS05a, TFTN05, VFSG06,
MNTP07a, PPVN08, KBKG08, ZWD12] have addressed viewpoint optimization in direct volume
rendering, extending the ideas used in surface-based
scenes.
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most suitable since they are focused on the final visual
user’s perception. They are easy to compute and they do
not require a preprocess stage such as object-dependent
ones. In addition, we propose to measure a new descriptor based on the shape similarity of the projected
structures that complements the projected area information. We present a 2D-geometrical approach based
on Dynamic Time Warping that matches distortions between the projected shapes. This method is based on
implicit distance functions that are stable and robust to
shape perturbations and noise. Thus, our proposal obtains a representative complementary projection using
a viewpoint-dependent approach, i.e. analyzing the visual information associated to each view by an entropybased method that combines the entropies of each projected visible structure and shape similarities.

3

size of the projected area of the object [PPVN08], the
occlusion between objects [KBKG08], object selfocclusions, the important viewport areas [VFSG06],
and the luminance [ZWD12]. In this proposal, without
loss of generality, we use as a proof of concept, the
projected area of the voxels of the feature f j .
Finding a good view assumes that the data set is centered at the origin and the camera is restricted to be at
a fixed distance from the origin, defining a boundary
sphere. The surface of this sphere represents all view
directions. Thus, let S be the 3D space which represents the bounding sphere of the complete model that
contains the set of camera locations or viewpoints. Let
V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vN } be the space of |V | camera locations
defined as a discrete and finite set of iso-distributed
samples over the surface of S. To guarantee a regular distribution we use the HealPix package [GHB∗ 05].
An example of a sphere and the iso-distributed samples
over the surface is shown in Fig. 2, highlighting the images related to each viewpoint.

LOCATING COMPLEMENTARY
VIEWPOINTS

The main goal of our system is to provide an interactive exploration of volume data sets by unexperienced
users. To visualise the volume, we use an interactive
interface, allowing users to both understand and control
aspects of the visualization process that would otherwise go unnoticed.
In order to define the location of the complementary
camera of the underlying structures of the data from a
reference viewpoint, vr , we calculate the entropy of a
set of sampled cameras, H(v). Next, we analyze the
shape similarity, Sim, of the viewpoint projections related to the vr viewpoint based on Dynamic Time Warping. The weighted combination of these measures produces the final complementary view, Dual(vr ).

3.1

Figure 2: Description of the sampled sphere, S, each image
Ii is related to each viewpoint vi .

Visual information descriptor

We use an entropy-based method to estimate the quality
of a camera based on the projected area of the isosurfaces of the selected structures. Multiple focused regions are considered in the visual information estimation. We calculate the weighted sum of the viewpoint
entropy’s of the extracted structures. We assign higher
weights to these structures with opacity transfer functions, as in [TFTN05]. Let F = { f1 , f2 , ..., f f } be the
set of user-selected structures, or features, we define
the function, w( f j ), as the weight associated to the each
feature, f j . Let H f j (v) be the entropy of the viewpoint,
v, associated to the f j feature. Thus, the final entropy
associated to a viewpoint, v, is defined as:

We assume that the up vector of the cameras can be arbitrarily chosen at each location due to the camera rolls
not having an effect on the visibility. Each view projection of the selected features is a 2D image, Ii . Let
I = {I1 , I2 , ..., IN } be the set of all images projected over
the sphere and H(vi ) their corresponding entropy. Generally, focused regions can be completely occluded by
others, and this fact can difficult the computation of the
final entropy of a viewpoint. We can assume that each
Ii is the set of layers where each one is the projection of
all the voxels of the f j feature without occluders. These
layers could be used to compute the H f j (v) entropy, and
also to define the shape similarity function.

|F|

H(v) =

∑ H f j (v) · w( f j ).

(1)

3.2

j=1

Once we have the camera locations and a reference
2D image Ir projected from the reference camera viewpoint, the objective is to find a complementary image

The entropy H f j (v) is based on view-dependent descriptors. In the bibliography, the most used are the
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Ii ∈ I so that it offers the most complementary information to the reference image Ir . For this task, an image
similarity procedure among Ir and each candidate Ii is
computed iteratively. In order to perform this estimation, we first need a definition about what we refer for
similarity. Although different features and definitions
can be considered for this task, we just will use simple image information that can be useful to discriminate
similar visual shapes in terms of silhouette and region
properties. In particular, we focus on the external contour similarity of 3D object projections as well as the
amount of visual information of each volume structure
from a particular point of view. As we will see, it allows
for a simple estimation that is effective on selecting an
useful complementary camera.
The similarity measure used to compute this information is obtained as follows:

the shape silhouette, the estimated warping cost based
on dynamic programming uses to obtain more accurate
results. In consequence, we use Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). The rationale behind DTW is, given two
time series, to stretch or compress them locally in order to make one resemble the other as much as possible. The distance between both time series is computed,
after stretching, by summing the distances of individual aligned elements. DTW is an algorithm commonly
used for measuring similarity between two sequences
which may vary in time or speed. DTW has been applied to video, audio, and graphics -indeed, any data
which can be turned into a linear representation can be
analyzed with DTW. In this sense, we apply DTW to
match the vectorized shapes of each 2D projected volume viewpoint in relation to the reference image.

Sim(Ir , Ii ) = (1 − β ) · Dist(Ir , Ii ) + β ·Corr(Ir , Ii ), (2)
where Sim stands for the similarity measure between a
pair of images, Dist (see Eq. 3) is the function that computes a shape similarity among a pair of images, and
Corr (see Eq. 6) is the function that computes the correlation among percentage of visible information for each
structure present in both images. Finally, β is a regularization factor. Sim(Ir , Ii ) tends to 0 when Ir and Ii are
close to each other. On the other hand Sim(Ir , Ii ) tends
to 1. Note that for simplicity, we consider shape contour and label properties information in order to compute shape similarity.
For the shape similarity term Dist(Ir , Ii ), our goal is
to obtain a matching cost among two object external
contours. This cost is low for similar shapes even if
the shape is captured under different rotations or reflections. As shown in Fig. 3, for this task, we first binarize the image. Next, we compute the external contour
of the volume by applying a Canny [Can86] edge detector on the binary volume information projected to a
particular 2D view. Finally, the contour is vectorized
by looking over the contour the distance of each point
to the center of mass, see Fig. 3(c). In order to reduce the matching time, we just extract the main external shape silhouette removing inner object contour
points from projected 2D shape. We experimentally
found that this does not have a negative effect on final performance. Figure 4 depicts the resulting vectorized contour of the foot shown in Fig. 3 where the
x-axis corresponds to the position on the contour and
the y-axis is the distance of this position to the center
of mass. Once the contour is vectorized, it can be efficiently analyzed using dynamic programming. [SK08]
presents an indexing approach for time series indexing
and mining based on hashing Euclidean distance rules.
Although this approach presents promising results for
large time series datasets, it is demonstrated that for reduced feature vectors, like the ones we use to codify
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Figure 3: Description of the process for extracting the contour of the reference image.

Figure 4: Vectorized contour of the reference image.
In order to obtain reflection invariance we apply the
same procedure for the image Ii , and for the horizontal
and vertical image reflections, Iih and Iiv , respectively.
Figures 5 and 6 depict the process for extracting the
contour of a candidate image Ii , and its final vectorized
contour, respectively.

Figure 5: Description of the process for extracting the contour of an image, Ii .

On the other hand, note that rotation and viewpoint invariance will be obtained by the matching procedure
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Continuity and monotonicity: Given wt−1 = (a0 , b0 ),
then wt = (a, b), a − a0 ≤ 1 and b − b0 ≤ 1, this condition forces the points in W to be monotonically spaced
in shape.
We are generally interested in the final warping path
that minimizes the warping cost:


M(wt )
,
(4)
d(Ir , Ii ) = min
|W |

Figure 6: Duplicated vectorized contour of a candidate image Ii to guarantee rotation invariance.

where |W | compensates the different lengths of the
warping paths. The cost at a certain position M(x, y)
can be found as the composition of the Euclidean distance c(x, y) between the feature vectors of the two sequences and the minimum cost of the adjacent elements
of the cost matrix up to that point, i.e.,

based on Dynamic Time Warping, according to the horizontal an vertical image reflections. Thus, final similarity is obtained as:
Dist(Ir , Ii ) = min(d(Ir , Ii ), d(Ir , Iih ), d(Ir , Iiv )),

(3)

M(x, y) = c(x, y) + min(M(x − 1, y − 1), M(x − 1, y), M(x, y − 1)).

where d function computes the Dynamic Time Warping alignment between two series. For this task, Ir is
decomposed into a one-dimensional sequence, vectorizing the external shape contour of the connected components in Ir as described above, see Fig. 4. The shape
vectors of a image, Ii , are duplicated in size, concatenating twice the vectoring shape to guarantee rotation invariance, see Fig. 6. Then d(Ir , Ii ) is computed as a Dynamic Time Warping algorithm. Specifically, our DTW
algorithm is defined to match distortions between two
models, finding an alignment/warping path between the
two shape series Ir and Ii . In order to align these two sequences, a Mm×n matrix is designed, where the position
(x, y) of the matrix contains the alignment cost (i.e., defined later in Eq. 5) between positions x and y of both
series, see Fig.7.

(5)

The cost c(x, y) = (x − y)2 that is the Euclidean distance
between the feature vectors at positions x and y.
In order to detect the beginning and ending positions of
the candidate shape that minimizes the matching cost,
the current ending cost is checked (the cost of the element in the last row). This minimum value is assigned
to d(Ir , Ii ), which is used in Eq. 3. Figure 8 depicts in
green color the best alignment (i.e., the one that minimizes the matching cost) among the vectorized shapes
of the reference image, Ir , and the candidate image, Ii .

Figure 8: Alignment found using DTW among Ir and the
candidate image Ii .

Given that some labeled structures may have similar
shape but different resolution, and thus offer different
percentage of information, we complement the DTW
similarity procedure with a correlation of information
from each feature f j , f j ∈ F, among two images. The
features we use in our foot example are the labels of the
volume (i.e, toes, palm and ankle). For this task Corr is
computed as follows:
Figure 7: Cost matrix, M, with the cost alignment between
positions x and y of both series.

Corr(Ir , Ii ) =

f j ∈F

From the matrix, M, a warping path of length T is defined as a set of contiguous matrix elements, defining a
mapping between Ir and Ii as W = {w1 , ..., wT }, where
wi indexes a position in the cost matrix. This warping
path is typically subjected to several constraints:

count(Ir , f j )
count(Ii , f j )
−
,
∑ fl ∈F count(Ir , fl ) ∑ fl ∈F count(Ii , fl )
(6)

where count(Ir , f j ) estimates the number of visible pixels of feature f j in Ir . When transparency is taken into
account in the rendering, each projected pixel can contribute several times in the count function for different structure labels, as many as non-occluded structures

Boundary conditions: w1 = (1, 1) and wT = (m, n).
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have been projected onto that pixel. Thus, in Eq. 6 normalization is based on the total amount of visible pixels for each structure. In this sense, similar external
shape projections but with different amount of visible
information from each structure in relation to the reference image will penalize the similarity measure. On the
other hand, similar visual proportion for each structure
in comparison with the reference image will be penalized if the external projected structure among views differs. This trade-off regularized by the β term in Eq. 2
allows for a robust estimation of complementary view
selection, assigning higher score to those views that offer additional information to the primary view in terms
of visual structures and external shape.

be computed using the Sim(Ir , Ii ) function. Finally, the
maximum value of these former costs locates the complementary camera Dual(vr ).

3.3

In order to test our method, we have sampled the
searching space S with 192, 768 and 3072 viewpoint
locations. We are able to compute 192 views in 0.03
seconds in average, 768 in 0.15 seconds and 3072 in
0.61 seconds. We have used three data sets: (1) the
Foot2 data set is a 1283 -sized CT scan of a human
foot; (2) the Thorax 3 data set represents a phantom
human torso of 4003 voxels; and (3) the Walnut4 data
set, which is a CT scan of a walnut of 400×296×352
voxels. In the walnut dataset, the structures have a
configuration of onion-peel-like, i.e., each structure is
totally or partially contained in another structure.

4

This section describes the design of the experiments,
the analysis of the proposal for computing complementary camera viewpoints and the obtained results.

4.1

Design of the experiments

We have analyzed the proposed method using an Intel Core I7 870 with 16 GB memory equipped with an
NVidia GeForce GTX 690 GPU with 4GB of GDDR5
memory. The viewport size is 512 × 512.

Selecting the optimal complementary
camera

Given a reference camera viewpoint vr ∈ S and its projected image Ir , we define the function Dual(vr ) as1 ,
Dual(vr ) = max(Sim(Ir , Ii ) · H(vi )) : ∀Ii ∈ I.

SIMULATIONS

(7)

Similarity measure defined in Eq. 2 is used to mask the
entropy at each sampled viewpoint location vr into the
sampled space S.

We have selected three structures of the foot (toes,
palm and ankle), twelve for the thorax to test different
amount of overlapping between structures, and three
features for the walnut (i.e., shell, seed, and core segments). The selected structures are based on the public
label annotations of the used datasets. We empirically
setup the β parameter to 0.5 in order to compute the
similarity term.
With the aim of validating the goodness of our proposal,
we performed a live-user evaluation. In our trial participated 20 subjects. The users were asked to score a best
view and a set of best complementary views in relation
to the reference ones. With this experiment we look for
the correlation among observers to the best and complementary viewpoint selection based on the mean number
of votes per viewpoint. This 3D map serves as a qualitative evaluation in order to look for observers agreement. We also use this information to compare the user
selection with our automatic generated 3D score maps
for the best and the complementary viewpoints.

Figure 9: The first row shows the projection of the sampled
sphere of each computed viewpoint function. The second row
shows the reference image and the complementary camera
projection. The entropy H(v), similarity Sim(Ir , Ii ) and the
final composition H(vi ) · Sim(Ir , Ii ) is used to find the complementary viewpoint, Dual(vr ).

Figure 9 describes the final composition to find the optimal complementary viewpoint. The entropy H(v) is
computed for all the selected features (or isovalues) (see
Eq. 1). Each projected image stores for each pixel the
first intersection with the focused feature and the corresponding depth, when this intersection exists. These
images are next used to compute the entropy, H(v).
Next, given a viewpoint location, vr , of the sampled
sphere, S, the similarity of all the samples related can
1

We experimentally found that the product rule obtained better
trade off results in comparison to other metrics, such as the
sum rule.
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4.2

Analysis

In our analysis, the trial performed by the users consisted of the four following steps. Firstly, each trialist rated all the images in the range [1..5]. Secondly,
2

http://www.slicer.org/archives.
http://www.voreen.org.
4 http://www.uni-muenster.de/EIMI/.
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among all the images, each trialist selected the one that
he considered best reference image (Ir ). Next, looking
at this reference image and the remaining ones again,
they were asked to rate them according to how good the
complementary view each one offers is. Finally, they
were asked to locate the best complementary image to
the one previously chosen as the reference image. For
the sake of simplicity, all users were asked to rate the
best viewpoint only on the Thorax data set, meanwhile
they were asked to rate all the complementary viewpoints for the three data sets. For all the cases of study,
192 images were provided to the participants.

tary ones computed by our approach (see Table 3 and 5)
one can see a high agreement among the selected views.

On the other hand, we did similar steps for evaluating
our proposal. First of all, for each viewpoint, we rated
them using the entropy, H(v). Secondly, we selected as
reference image, Ir , the viewpoint with the maximum
entropy. Next, we computed the shape similarity term.
Finally, we selected the optimal complementary camera for the previously selected reference image, Ir , as
described in Section 3.3.
Table 1 depicts the results for the Thorax data set with
192 viewpoint locations for the live-user evaluation and
the proposed algorithm. The first observation for the
best camera selection on the Thorax data set is that the
users tend to rate all those viewpoints that they do not
consider relevant very low in the scale, meanwhile they
offer high values to those viewpoints they consider relevant. In this sense the densities of the 3D map tend to be
a bimodal distribution. In contrast, in our case our automatically computed map tends to be a Gaussian distribution of scores. The important point of this experiment
is that there exists a high agreement among observers in
relation with the best viewpoint and that this viewpoint
(Table 1 (a) and (e)) highly correlates with the one obtained by our automatic method (Table 1 (b) and (f)).
Moreover, both distributions of scores of the best view
share similar patterns.

Proposed Algorithm

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
(h)
Table 1: Comparison of the results obtained with the
live-user evaluation and our proposed method for the
Thorax data set with 192 viewpoint locations: (a) and
(b) show the initial score distribution, (c) and (d) refer
to the complementary view score distribution, (e) and
(f) show renderings of the reference image Ir selected
by users and computed by our proposed algorithm, respectively, and (g) and (h) show renderings of the complementary view in relation to the same reference image.

In relation to the complementary viewpoints, as depicted in the figures of Table 1 (c) and (d), there also
exists a high agreement among observers and a high
correlation with our computed scores for complementary viewpoint selection. It is remarkable that for some
symmetric volumes, such as the Thorax data set, we
still obtain a high score for that view (Table 1 (g) and
(h)), although the average complementary view chosen
by the users do not correspond to the one selected by
our system. This is mainly because we obtain similar
scores for opposite viewpoints given the symmetry of
the visualized objects, especially when the number of
analyzed viewpoints tends to be 3072 views.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Table 2: Best complementary camera selection by liveuser evaluation on the (a) thorax, (b) foot and (c) walnut
data sets.
In the tested data sets, the convergence of the complementary camera location directly depends on the variation of the number of samples on the bounding sphere
as well as the used searching space.

In Table 2, we also show the best complementary selection obtained by the live-user evaluation for the Foot
and Walnut data sets based on our best primary view
selection. Comparing these views with the complemen-
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Tables 3, 4, and 5 show the obtained results for different number of samples in the sphere, |V |, from 192 to
3072. The first three rows represent the H(v) entropy of
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|V|

FOOT
768

192

3072

H(v)

Sim(v)

H(v)·Sim(v)

vbest

Dual(vbest )
Table 3: A comparison with different number of sampled viewpoints for Foot data set.
count function introduced in Section 3.2 allows one to
compute the similarity of this kind of projection. Our
method maintains the convergence of the complementary camera between 192 and 768 views for opaque regions as well as the non-transparent structures.

the sampled viewpoints over the sphere, the Sim(v) associated the concrete view, and the H(v) · Sim(v) composition, respectively. Each of them is mapped to a plot
that represents the whole set of sampled viewpoints in
the sphere S. The best viewpoint location in the first row
(vbest ) is highlighted with a white bullet. The similarity
plot is computed according to this location (Sim(vbest ))
in the second row. Finally, the third row shows the
Dual(vbest ) as a white bullet in the composed plot of
H(v) · Sim(v). The two last rows are the final renderings associated to vbest and Dual(vbest ), respectively.

5

Traditional research in volume visualization has been
focused on involving the user to assist on gathering visual information contained in the data. With this approach users require some expertise, apart from being
introduced in a difficult and tedious task in order to
setup the parameters of the visualization. In this paper we have described a proposal for obtaining a representative complementary camera in volume rendering
without user intervention. Moreover, the proposal is
easy to evaluate and robust to changes in the resolution
of the final view. Specifically, the proposed method is
able to cope with the problem of locating automatically
the complementary camera that maximizes the complementary information of the structures. It combines the
quantity of information each camera provides for each
structure and the shape similarity of the projections
of the remaining viewpoints based on Dynamic Time
Warping. We have demonstrated the efficacy of our proposal against a benchmark of three data sets. In general,
our experiments indicate that the proposal has the po-

It can be observed that the computed entropy maps become stable between 192 and 768 cameras. Similarity maps converge from 768 to 3072 sampled positions.
Additionally, if we evaluate the final renderings, the 768
is enough in order to obtain a dual camera position with
complementary information to the first camera. In this
experiment, the reference camera is the best viewpoint
located in the entropy map, but we can define any arbitrary position, and then compute the similarity map and
its dual function. Note that the complementary camera
viewpoints computed highly correlate on average to the
ones defined by the live-user evaluation validation.
In addition, we tested the accuracy of the similarity
in transparent scenes. Walnut data set is composed
of onion-peel-like structures. We analyzed the number of visible pixels of each feature taking into account
that several structures can be projected in a pixel. The
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|V|

THORAX
768

192

3072

H(v)

Sim(v)

H(v)·Sim(v)

vbest

Dual(vbest )
Table 4: A comparison with different number of sampled viewpoints for Thorax data set.
tential to deliver worthwhile similarities in comparison
with real users. Our live-user analysis has shown that
our approach is close to the preferences of the users.
Our results also show that the proposal quickly converges and, with only a 768 sampled positions, it is able
to obtain a dual camera position with complementary
information to the reference camera. Our future work
will focus on exploring new view-dependent descriptors. Currently, we are working on the parallelization
of the whole process using OpenCL to get real-time.
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ABSTRACT
We describe a method to render a height field given on a triangular mesh in a manner that is similar to wellknown cartographic map views. This approach utilizes hypsometric tints and creates topographic contour lines
procedurally as part of the rendering process. We discuss essential graphical enhancement techniques such as
line smoothing, gradient compensation, contour line visibility fading, nonlinear elevation mapping, and shininess
variation. The method is exemplified upon various numerical data sets from application sciences, demonstrating
its ability to visually allow quantitative and qualitative precise assessment of the data values.
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range of 0m – 5m. Implementation of 3-dimensional
hydrodynamic models is particularly challenging in
these systems because numerical grids need to
resolve both the complex bathymetry and intricate
wetland features. Consequently, bathymetric
rendering and visualization can provide invaluable
information for the generation of 3D numerical grids.

1. INTRODUCTION
The challenge of rendering bathymetric data is
emphasizing features over a large scale while
sustaining accurate data representation. Cartography
is an ancient field of interest to draw upon for this
purpose. The use of colors to represent ranges of
elevation, known as hypsometric tints, is said to have
been invented by Leonardo da Vinci [Vin03].
Contour lines complement hypsometric tints to depict
more detailed information quantitatively. Both
methods are familiar and intuitive. A similar
approach is therefore highly desirable for application
upon numerical datasets where interactive
exploration is mandatory for data analysis, especially
when exploring complex geomorphology.

Related Work
The Collaborative Ocean Visualization Environment
(COVE [Gro10]) has been designed with
oceanographers to provide a set of elaborated tools
for bathymetric data exploration, including
hypsometric tinting and display of simple contour
lines. In our approach we seek to achieve even higher
accuracy in emphasis of finer variations in elevation,
limited only by numerical precision. In [Gul10] an
algorithm is presented to extract contour lines from
scanned color topographic maps. Topography maps
already have the contour lines in them, but they
might be broken or overlapping. They provide
techniques to filter noise, remove bifurcations and
connect lines properly. In contrast, here we intend to
create contour lines from the data itself. [Du04]
discusses the limitations of contour line generation.
They found that useful contour lines need to be
joined, but should only be extracted if they were not
too fragmented and enough spatial information was
available. The quality of procedural contour lines
such as in our approach will of course depend on the

Deltaic estuaries in the northern Gulf of Mexico are
good examples of complex geomorphological
systems. These estuaries are characterized by
numerous channels and wetland networks on the
order of 20m – 100m in size, and have a highly
complex bathymetry within a fairly narrow depth
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission
and/or a fee.
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quality of available spatial information as well, but
joining and fragmentation of lines is not a hindrance.

2. RENDERING TECHNIQUE
We intend to render a height field, such as given in
the form of a triangular surface mesh, similar to the
well-known cartographic views known from
topographic maps. Firstly, this implies using a
colorization scheme widely known as hypsometric
tints: it renders bathymetric regions (below ‘sea
level’) using bluish shades and hypsometric regions
(above sea level) in shades from green via yellow to
brown to red and finally gray – white colors, in
approximation of terrestrial average colors. Secondly,
we like to draw contour lines to allow quantitative
reading of height levels. Because explicit calculation
of contour lines as required for numerically precise
analysis is computationally expensive (even when
optimized using marching squares as 2D version of
marching cubes [Lor87]), here we want to provide a
quick preview method by implementing an
approximation of contour lines as part of the surface
shading process. A lookup table (LUT) containing
ten entries for bathymetric and ten entries for
hypsometric color values is sufficient to provide a
coarse overview of the data set. The intended purpose
of contour lines is to complement the colorization by
providing more detailed elevation information. While
they may be implemented via a very large, highresolution LUT, the availability of programmable
GPUs allows implementing them procedurally. Thus,
the achievable resolution is only limited by numerical
precision. The basic idea is to make use of the
modulo function h mod  := h – floor(h/) for a
given height h. Depending on a level height (e.g. 1m,
10m, 100m) and a given finite thickness  of the
contour line, it determines whether the hypsometric
tint from the LUT or a constant color for the contour
line, e.g. black or red, is used:
( )

{

( )




Figure 1: Contour lines as integrated part of
surface colorization, utilizing five categories of
contour levels.

Line Smoothing
A direct implementation of the modulo function leads
to strong aliasing (moiré) effects, which disturbs the
visual appearance since for each pixel there will be a
binary yes/no decision on whether it belongs to a
contour line or not. We can address this problem by
replacing the binary decision color(h) with a smooth
transition between the contour line and the ground
color by using a hermite spline interpolation as in
(

{ (

)

where
(
) (
). Such a function is
provided by the GLSL smoothstep() call.




Using this modulo function it is straightforward to
implement multiple such contour lines at the same
time using different parameters. A set of five types of
contour lines is easy to interpret visually as it is
familiar from cartographic displays. These may be
placed as red thick lines at levels of 10 (0m, 10m,
20m, …), thick black lines shifted by 5 (5m, 15m,
25m, …), red thin lines at levels of 1 (1m, 2m, 3m,
4m, 6m, 7m, ..), black thin lines shifted by 0.5 (0.5m,
1.5m, 2.5m, 3.5m, 4.5m, …) and finally gray lines at
distance levels of 0.1 (0.1m, 0.2m, 0.3m, 0.4m, …).
This scheme allows reading off a height range of
1:100 quickly and even 1:1000 if we consider a line
width of 1cm, as demonstrated in Figure 1. While
this approach is pretty straightforward, there are
several aspects that can be, or need to be improved.
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Figure 2: Line smoothing to address aliasing.
We then introduce a smoothing distance , which can
be set to be  =/4, for instance, and compute a
blending weight W=Bs Ts as product of a bottom
weight Bs and top weight Ts. The bottom part of the
contour line is calculated as
Bs = S(0, , (h+) mod ) .
The top part is calculated via
Ts = ( 1 - S( -/2, +/2, (h+) mod ) ) .
Both functions smooth the line’s edges by . We
need to consider that the line shall be centered
precisely at height h, extending by  upwards and
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downwards, smoothing out over a distance . The
blending weight W is 1 for h being an integer
multiple of  such that the final color is given as

Visibility Fading
Contour lines of constant thickness as in Figure 4
come with the disadvantage that a thickness value
working pleasingly well in the foreground leads to
invisible or strongly aliased lines at further distances.
In turn, a thickness value providing good background
appearance looks ugly in the foreground. We thus
relate both the blending weight W as well as the
contour line thickness  to the apparent size of the
contour line on the screen, such to have lines in the
distance being broader, but less prominent, and lines
close to the observer being smaller but crisper.
However, we cannot simply introduce a dependency
of the surface point on the observer’s location
because this would fail in the case of an orthographic
camera projection. Instead, we need to compute a
visibility measure that is related directly to the
apparent size of the contour line on the screen.

color(h) =(1-W)  LUT(h) + W Contour .
Therefore, by using the above formulae, the edges of
the contour lines are smoothened, implementing
antialiasing.

Gradient Compensation
As contour lines are implemented in this approach by
identifying a set of points within the same height
range, we will naturally find more points fitting this
criterion in shallow regions, resulting in a broadening
of the lines depending on the terrain’s slope. The
problem is inherent by design because a contour line
becomes undefined in a completely flat area. While
this broadening of lines is visually displeasing as
compared to the computation of an explicit contour
line, it may also be considered as a depiction of the
contour lines becoming numerically unstable in flat
areas. This would not necessarily be evident from an
explicit contour line. Therefore, this effect cannot be
fully cured. But, it can be compensated to some
extent by taking into account the slope of the terrain
and introducing a dependency of the contour line’s
thickness  on the surface normal vector n (|n|=1) via



 (

)

We proceed as follows: given the normal vector n of
the surface, we can get a vector t tangential to the
contour line by taking the cross product with the ‘up’
vector z=(0,0,1) as t = n × z . The tangential vector t
will always be parallel to the horizontal plane, i.e.
tz=0. However, this expression also applies to a
general underground, such as the curvature of Earth,
by using an arbitrary local ‘up’-vector z. From this
tangential vector we compute a vector s parallel to
the surface but orthogonal to the tangent via s = n ×
t. Now, given a point on the surface P we can
compute the location Q of the upper boundary of our
contour line as Q = P +  s. Both Q and P, given in
world coordinates, are then projected in screen
coordinates my multiplying in 4D with the OpenGL
projection and modelview matrix M, yielding 4D
homogenous screen coordinates sP=M P, sQ=MQ.
3D affine screen coordinates are computed via
dividing by the 4th component: aP=(sPx/ sPw , sPy/ sPw ,
s
Pz/ sPw), aQ=(sQx/ sQw , sQy/ sQw , sQz/ sQw). We are
only interested in the x and y components of these
projected points as they are directly related to the size
of the contour line in pixels. To get the actual number
of pixels we would need to multiply x and y with the
width and height of the viewport in pixels. However,
we want a pixel-resolution independent algorithm
and thus only consider normalized screen
coordinates. We define a visibility factor V as

.

Here, g is an exponent allowing fine-tuning the
‘gradient compensation’. “Mathematically correct”
would be an exponential of 0.5, however in practice
the ability of over-compensation turns out to be
beneficial, as depicted in Figure 3.

√(

(

)

based on some adjustment factor V0 to fine-tune the
visual appearance. The visibility factor will be small
at large distances of the contour lines from the screen
as well as the contour-line being viewed tangentially,
which would result in a visibly small line as well. To
compensate for aliasing effects and enhance distant
lines, we increase the line width via dividing by the

Figure 3 Procedural contour lines in a shallow
wetland area, as-is and using a ‘gradient
compensation’ exponent of 16 to narrow lines.
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visibility factor while at the same time reducing its
blending weight:

eff =  / V

,

Weff = W V

=

[(

( )
⁄

)

]

where

is the LUT indexing value and
is a tunable exponent. Values smaller
than 1 will compress color equipotential lines around
the sea level h=0 and enhance low-elevation details,
as depicted in Figure 1.

.

Using this effective line thickness eff and blending
factor Weff , we achieve visually pleasing crisp lines in
the foreground, fading out into bigger lines
emphasizing coarser structures in the background, as
demonstrated vs. Figure 5.

Figure 4 Contour lines with no distance
dependency, leading to overly thick foreground
lines while distant lines remain hardly visible.

Figure 5 Contour lines with visibility fading,
enhancing details crisper in the foreground as well
as in background.

Non-linear Hypsometric Tints
Classically each entry in the color lookup table
covers the same height range to allow easy
identification of elevation by its color. A nonequidistant mapping in contrast provides the
advantage of allowing emphasizing finer variations
in elevation while covering the same height range.
Whereas, the combination with contour lines still
allows quantitatively precise read-off. One pretty
simple choice of a non-linear mapping of height to
colors is to utilize the arctangent function, as it maps
an infinite range
] of input values to the
range [–π/2, +π/2]. Mapping this range to the interval
[0,1] for indexing a LUT is straightforward. We can
further introduce a power function to parameterize
the mapping of height h for additional adjustment:
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Figure 6 : Linear and non-linear colorization.

Shininess Variations
Modification of the shininess parameter as part
Phong shading allows to view the surface and the
below the sea level of the grid differently.
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Figure 8: Linear and non-linear colorization
without smoothening effect.

Figure 9: Non-Linear colorization with power less
than one and greater than one

Barataria Bay
Barataria Bay is a 120 km long estuary located in the
north-central Gulf of Mexico, just to the west of the
Mississippi River Delta (Figure 10). It is bounded by
the Mississippi River to the east and by a former
channel of the Mississippi River, Bayou Lafourche,
to the west. The estuary is connected to the Gulf of
Mexico through four tidal passes and contains several
large lakes and numerous marshes interconnected by
ponds and channels. The average depth is only about
2 m but there are several deeper channels (e.g., ~ 4 m
deep Barataria Bay Waterway) and tidal inlets (e.g.,
~ 20 m deep Barataria Pass).
Figure 7: Variation of surface reflectivity
(shininess) applied to water bodies within a
shallow wetland area.

3. APPLICATION
Icosahedron
We use an icosahedron as a very simple example of a
triangular mesh to validate aspects of our technique.
Here, the height values range from -1.618 to +1.618.
Taking this range into consideration, a set of contour
lines is shown. Basically, three red thick lines are
shown representing elevation levels of -1, 0, +1.

Figure 10 Barataria Bay estuary: Mississippi river
is at right, New Orleans just above the center.
Here we explore a triangular mesh consisting out of
63190 vertices and 125038 triangle elements,
covering a total area of 3140km2, out of which
2950km2 is open water. The grid resolution ranges
from 18m in the channels to 1600m over wetlands
and open water bodies. This mesh carrying precise
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bathymetric information is the basis for several
numerical hydrodynamic models [Ino08, Das10,
Das11, Das12].

more prominently when compared
conventional 2D cartographic view.

with

a

Figure 13 "Grand Canyon of Barataria Bay" Barataria Bay Waterway.
Optionally, we may also just display the contour lines
on their own by rendering the surface itself
transparent but only the contour lines opaque. This
effect on the Barataria Bay waterway is demonstrated
in Figure 14, resulting in a fine detailed depiction of
contour levels that are automatically adjusting to
view distance.

Figure 11 Barataria Pass
The maximum and minimum elevations are at 8.2m
and -22.4m, respectively. Our contour line algorithm
automatically places contour lines at the most
appropriate power of 10 levels, therefore placing
three thick red lines at levels of 0.0m, -10m and 20m. Thin red lines are placed at 1m levels,
alternating with thin black lines offset by 0.5m. Gray
lines represent elevation levels of 10cm.

Figure 14 Barataria Bay Waterway displaying
procedural contour lines as derived from the
numerical triangular mesh.

Rheinfelden LIDAR Terrain
The “Rheinfelden” data set has been derived from an
airborne light detecting and ranging (LIDAR) laser
scan using a bathymetric green laser system, the
Riegl hydro-graphic laser scanner VQ-820G [Stei10].
This laser system is able to penetrate a water surface
to provide bathymetric data of shallow water
grounds. Here, a river section around a power plant
in Rheinfelden, Germany, was acquired. The scan

Figure 12 Lake Salvador outlet
Important features in this numerical mesh such as
Barataria Pass, Figure 11, or Lake Salvador outlet,
Figure 12, are clearly emphasized when applying our
cartographic 3D rendering. With proper vertical
scaling, Barataria Bay Waterway that carries a large
portion of the water flow in the area is represented
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was
complemented
by
additional
sonar
measurements. We computed a digital terrain model
(DGM) and a digital water model (DWM), resulting
in a mesh consisting of 1880352 triangle elements
with 944521 vertex nodes.

Baltic LIDAR Terrain
Another LIDAR dataset was acquired by the same
airborne laser scan system as used for the
Rheinfelden area. The raw dataset provides a point
cloud of 385 million elements. It was reduced to a
triangular surface representing the ground surface
(DGM) and a second triangular surface representing
the water surface (DWM). The DGM has 1659958
vertices with 3228653 triangle elements and the
DWM 2670748 vertices with 5271291 triangle
elements. Rendering of the DGM results in a frame
rate of 6.3 fps, rendering of both, DGM and DWM,
in 2.9 fps, measured on an Intel-XeonX5650@2.67Ghz(x6) NVIDIA-Quadro5000 system.

The ‘sea level’ of this data set has been set as 266.5m
to correspond with the height of the water surface at
power plant’s location. Figure 15 and Figure 16
provide views along the river using identical
visualization parameters.
For comparison, contour lines were computed using a
CPU marching squares algorithm, a simpler 2D
variant of the 3D marching cubes [Lor87]. For each
elevation meter a contour line was created in the
Rheinfelden dataset, operating on the raw data
representation as a point cloud (1.0m resolution). The
computation time of the serial code was 12.5 seconds
Intel-i7-2670QM@ 2.20GHz. Using parallelization
via OpenMP, 8 threads on 8 CPUS reduced the
computation time to 3.5seconds. In contrast, using an
NVIDIA Quadro3000 on the same system, the
triangular surface with procedural contour lines
renders at 9.0 frames per second (fps) or 0.111
seconds. This results in a speed up of 32.1 in
comparison to the OpenMP parallel CPU code for
visual scene exploration or rendering of contour
plots. If contour lines are required as explicit
geometry for further processing, the shader-based
procedural contour lines cannot replace the CPU
algorithm.

Figure 17: Variation in surface reflectivity. The
coast line is illustrated by the border of the water
surface extracted from the classified point cloud.

Figure 18: Highly sensitive hypsometric tinting
illustrates structures on the ocean ground. The
coast line matches the coast line of Figure 17.
Figure 15 LIDAR-acquired bathymetry of a river
power plant in Rheinfelden.

Figure 19: Procedural contour lines emphasize the
sand dunes on the ocean ground. Sand dunes have
a length of about 50 to 800 meters.

Figure 16 Bathymetry of a river bend at the
Rheinfelden dataset, exposing some canyons.
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Also, eight CPU’s with model name Intel® Xeon®
CPU with memory 32GB was used.

Figure 17 demonstrates the effectiveness of varying
the surface reflectivity to emphasize sea level. It
shows how the coastline, illustrated by the shader
(opaque surface), matches the coast line that was
generated from laser echoes which had been
classified as water surface (transparent surface). This
is, for example, well-illustrated in the harbor region.
Figure 18 provides an alternative view clearly
depicting sub-surface structures on the ocean ground,
such as sand dunes or the excavated harbor entrance.
Figure 19 complements the colorization scheme with
procedural contour lines. This scheme emphasizes
the sand dune structures on the ocean ground.

These measurements merely refer to the performance
of the shader. The triangular surfaces have been
rendered as-is, without dynamic triangle refinement
and level-of-detail. Those mechanisms, common
from terrain rendering in particular when rendering
height data given on a regular grid, are orthogonal to
our shading technique and can be used to
complement the overall performance, but are not part
of our algorithm.

5. SUMMARY
In this article we presented a highly efficient method
to render a height field given on a triangular mesh in
a manner similar to well-known cartographic views,
enhanced by essential or useful features such as line
smoothing, gradient compensation, visibility fading,
non-linear elevation mapping and shininess variation.
The method can be implemented fairly simple on
modern graphics cards to yield real-time renderings
allowing precise quantitative assessment of data
values. The effectiveness of this method has been
demonstrated on a diverse set of geoscientific
datasets from current research projects.

4. PERFORMANCE
We found the impact of including procedural contour
line in addition to usual color-coding of surfaces by
height information to be negligible. For the Barataria
Bay the rendering frame rate was found to be at most
four percent slower when compared to rendering
without contour lines. For the larger Rheinfelden
dataset, the rendering frame rate of the grid was only
0.3 percent slower with contour lines than without.
Table 1 summarizes our measurements. Since the
rendering is view-dependent, the view point and
direction influences the rendering time, so the
compared views from the top, the front and the side.
The values for the rendering frame rate are averaged
from repeated execution of the actual OpenGL
rendering call.
Name
of the
dataset

View

Frame
rate
with
contour
lines

Frame rate
without
contour
lines

Relative
increase
of
rendering
frame
rate

Baratar
ia Bay

Top

341.764

357.782

4.4%

Front

344.94

345.423

0.13%

Side

346.86

359.066

3.3%

Top

17.139

17.1701

0.17%

Front

16.983

17.0394

0.32%

Side

17.149

17.1859

0.215%

Rheinfelden

6. FUTURE WORK
It has been noted [Pat12] that the use of hypsometric
tints may be misleading when representing terrains.
E.g., low areas will always appear ‘lush’ even if they
refer to a desert. Similarly open water above sea level
will look as if it were on a land mass. This problem
may be addressed by using cross-colorization, which
is modifying the colors used in the LUT based on an
additional scalar data field given on the terrain.
Doing such requires a two-dimensional LUT and
faces the challenge of non-repeating color entries to
keep the rendering meaningful. In lieu or
additionally, incorporating blending with RGB
information from aerial photography may be useful
as well. Also, alternative non-linear functions, in
particular mappings based on histograms [Khu12],
may be used to emphasize local details even better.
The visual quality may well be enhanced by adding a
geometry or tessellation shader to insert more
triangles where needed, based on high order
interpolation methods (i.e., dynamic level of detail).
However, from a scientist’s perspective to accurately
identify their data elements, such an enhancement
might not necessarily be desirable. Finally, the
technique presented here is neither limited to
elevation data nor to surfaces. All methods apply as
well to a general scalar field replacing the elevation.
Such may be given on a set of lines or non-planar
surfaces as well, once the gradient of the scalar field
and the base domain is known to allow for gradient
compensation and visibility fading.

Table 1: Rendering time performance of the grid
with contour lines and without contour lines
To calculate the performance, the graphics processor
used was a Quadro FX5600 with memory 1536 MB.
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Figure 1: A sample scene has been rendered using alum-bronze and blue-metallic-paint materials from MERL
database [9]. Left: Image based on the original data. Right: Image based on the reconstructed data using only 5%
of the original (The Peak-to-Signal Ratio is 51.63 dB).

ABSTRACT
Compressive sensing is a technique for efficiently acquiring and reconstructing the data. This technique takes
advantage of sparseness or compressibility of the data, allowing the entire measured data to be recovered from
relatively few measurements. Considering the fact that the BRDF data often can be highly sparse, we propose to
employ the compressive sensing technique for an efficient reconstruction. We demonstrate how to use compressive
sensing technique to facilitate a fast procedure for reconstruction of large BRDF data. We have showed that
the proposed technique can also be used for the data sets having some missing measurements. Using BRDF
measurements of various isotropic materials, we obtained high quality images at very low sampling rates both for
diffuse and glossy materials. Similar results also have been obtained for the specular materials at slightly higher
sampling rates.

Keywords
BRDF reconstruction, compressive sensing.

1

INTRODUCTION

However they generally fail to capture the reflectance
properties of all material types. A natural approach to
tackle this problem is to fit the underlying models to
measured BRDF data. Since small numbers of parameters are involved in these models, only the corresponding estimates need to be stored for reconstruction of
BRDF. Fitting can also be performed on data sets having some missing measurements. Nevertheless, such
fitting procedure leads to some approximation errors
for certain materials and its implementation is difficult
in most cases because of its computational complexity [12].
A general and simple method for approximating the
BRDF would be to use directly the measured BRDF
data which is obtained on a regular grid using some
version of gonioreflectometers. Then the intermediate BRDF values can be estimated by an interpolation.
However, the BRDF data obtained in this way is generally noisy and contains some missing observations due
to some difficulties in measuring BRDF around grazing
angles [14].

Real world materials display different reflection characteristics. Accurate representation of the distribution
of light reflected from the surface of a material has long
been studied in computer graphics. A class of functions
called Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function
(BRDF) defined in terms of incoming and outgoing
light directions is commonly used to describe such reflectance properties.
Various models have been proposed for approximating
the BRDF. It has been shown that some of these models
meet the reciprocity and energy conserving principles.
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A major difficulty of using the BRDF data is its large
size. Even if the raw data were correct and complete, its size would be prohibitively large for an efficient storage and for a rendering application. An alternative approach is to compress the measured BRDF
data using some well-known compression techniques.
These techniques are based on using basis functions
(splines, spherical harmonics, wavelets, and Zernike
polynomials), dimension reduction techniques (Principal Component Analysis, Independent Component
Analysis and Cluster Analysis) and matrix factorization
(Non-negative Matrix Factorization and Tensor Products). Empirical results have shown that these compression based techniques can provide an accurate and
compact representation of BRDF data but do not offer
an efficient importance sampling [8].
Generally, BRDF measuring systems suffer from occlusion problems because of using cameras, projectors, or
even mirrors. In such cases, acquiring BRDFs over a
full hemisphere may not always be possible. In some
other cases measurements taken at certain angles may
be prohibitively noisy and cannot be used for rendering. A possible approach for handling this problem
is to ignore the missing or highly noisy measurements
and fit an analytical model to the remaining part of the
data [12]. Cleary the resulting fitting will not be adequate due to increased degree of the lack-of-fit of the
model.
In this work we propose to employ an interesting technique namely the compressive sensing that can be used
to reconstruct the missing BRDF measurements efficiently. It turns out that the proposed technique also
provides an effective way of compressing the BRDF
data.
The compressive sensing (which is also referred in the
literature as compressed sensing or compressive sampling) has been evolving rapidly [3]. This technique
takes advantage of the sparseness or compressibility of
the data, allowing the entire measured data to be recovered from relatively few measurements using some optimization techniques. It has been shown that compressive sensing can also be used for data sets that contain
some missing measurements [6].
We apply the compressive sensing approach on a large
BRDF data for rendering applications. Based on the
empirical results, we show that compressive sensing
technique can be used effectively for image reconstruction. In Figure 1, we present rendered images based
on measured BRDF data sets with 95% of its elements
removed randomly and reconstructed on the right, and
the original image on the left. This example illustrates
the power of the proposed technique for reconstructing
measured BRDF data using only a small portion of it.
We also demonstrate the effectiveness of compressive
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sensing technique for reconstruction of BRDF data having some missing or noisy measurements.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we
explain briefly the compressive sensing technique. In
Section 3 we present the problems encountered during
BRDF data acquisition. In Section 4 we describe our
reconstruction algorithm and in Section 5 we show experimental results. Section 6 is devoted to conclusions
and discussions.

2

COMPRESSIVE SENSING

Compressive sensing technique, emerging over the past
few years, has attracted considerable attention in digital
signal processing. In this section we summarize compressive sensing technique for completeness. A good
treatment of the topic may be found in [2, 5].
An n-dimensional signal is called sparse if it can be represented as a linear combination of smaller number of
some basis vectors. The key idea behind compressive
sensing technique is that sparse signals can be reconstructed perfectly in terms of smaller number of basis
vectors.
Suppose that discrete time signals are represented by
an n × 1 column vector x. Without loss of generality,
higher dimensional data can also be represented by a
vector by making an appropriate arrangement of the
signal measurements. For example four dimensional
BRDF data with a resolution n = n1 × n2 × n3 × n4
where ni , (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is the resolution of the ith dimension, can be viewed as an n × 1 vector. It is well
known that a vector can be transformed into another
n × 1 vector s. through an n × n orthogonal basis matrix
Ψ as
x = Ψs
(1)
Since Ψ is an orthogonal matrix, this equation can be
solved for s as s = Ψ0 x where Ψ0 is the transpose of
Ψ. If s is known or can be estimated from the sample
data then x can be reconstructed easily from the above
equation. This representation similar to that of principal
components in the sense that the vectors x and s are the
equivalent representations of the signals. In principal
components representation, Ψ is determined adaptively
from the sample data and the first k ≤ n nonzero entries
of s corresponding to significant row vectors in Ψ are
used to recover x.
Compressive sensing technique uses the sparsity property of the signals. If a signal is sparse then some of
the entries of s in Eq. (1) is expected to be zero leading
to a representation with a reduced dimensionality. The
underlying approach provides a non-adaptive technique
where entries of the matrix is fixed and only a small
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portion of the sample data is used for reconstruction of
the vector x.

typically has a photometer and a light source. Often the
underlying system requires huge amount of measurements. For example, when an angular resolution of 1
degree is used, with a uniform sampling then the underlying system would require approximately one and
a half million of measurements. It has been reported
that measurements of reflectance at grazing angles are
difficult to obtain accurately. For example, in evaluating several analytical BRDF models, Ngan et. al. [12]
have ignored the data within an incoming and outgoing angles greater than 80 degrees considering that they
are in general unreliable. In some other cases the optical elements of the system do not allow measurements
at all at certain positions resulting considerable amount
of missing data [11]. Experimental results have shown
that approximately 60-65% of the measurements taken
at the grazing angles and 10-15% of the measurements
in the remaining region contain some reciprocity related
errors [8]. On the other hand, Romerio et. al. [13] have
mentioned about the existence of lens flare artifacts in
BRDF measurements.

Suppose that a signal is k-sparse that is only k entries of
s in Eq. (1) is nonzero. Let y = ϕx where ϕ is an m × n
sampling matrix (m ≤ n) and y is an m × 1 vector. From
Eq. (1) y can be expressed as
y = ϕx = ϕΨs = Θs

(2)

where Θ is an m × n transformation matrix, Ψ and s
are defined as in Eq. (1). Clearly, this system of m simultaneous linear equations with n unknowns cannot be
solved for s as the number of independent linear equations is much less than the number of unknowns. In a
special case when signals are assumed to be k-sparse
then a solution could be possible if the locations of the
nonzero coefficients are known and m ≥ k. A necessary
and sufficient condition is that the transformation matrix should not change the lengths of the k-sparse vectors [1]. It has been shown that this condition is satisfied if the sampling matrix ϕ is chosen to be an identically and independently distributed gaussian matrix.
An interesting result with this Gaussian matrix is that
k-sparse signals of length n can be reconstructed using
only m × 1 vector y where m ≥ ck log(n/k) < n and c
is a small constant random number generated from a
Gaussian distribution.

4

In this work, the compressive sensing technique is applied on isotropic BRDF data which is assumed to have
some missing measurements. For this purpose the three
dimensional data is divided into sub-sample blocks of
size 15 × 15 × 15. Random samples were generated
from these sub-samples at a predefined sampling ratio. Finally, the resulting uniform random samples were
used to reconstruct the underlying blocks employing the
compressive sensing technique. An `1 -norm optimization algorithm proposed by van den Berg and Friedlander [16] was used for estimating the sparse vector s as
defined in Eq. (1).

The reconstruction algorithm for a k-sparse sample of
size n should be able to determine the k nonzero and
(n − k) zero entries in n × 1 vector s. Finding the best
combination out of m nonzero and n − m zero combinations of the entries in s is difficult. However an approximate solution can be obtained by minimizing the
quantity
n

ξ (s) = ∑ |si |

(3)

i=1

with the constraint y = Θs where s = (s1 , s2 , · · · , sn ) is
the sparse coefficient vector [1]. This process is known
as `1 -norm optimization. An interesting result with `1 norm optimization is that it tends to concentrate the energy of the signals onto a few nonzero entries of s as
opposed to the least squares which tends to spread the
energy around. The reconstruction algorithm then consists of the following steps:
i
ii
iii
iv
v

Determine an m × n sampling matrix ϕ
Obtain the m × 1 measurement vector as y = ϕx
Determine an n × n orthogonal basis matrix Ψ
Find the coefficient vector s using `1 -minimization
Reconstruct x using Eq. (1).

3

BRDF DATA WITH MISSING OR
NOISY MEASUREMENTS

As was explained in the preceding section, the compressive sensing technique requires using a sampling
matrix ϕ, and an orthogonal basis matrix which is incoherent with this sampling matrix. A number of sampling methods have been proposed for reconstructing
signal data [3, 4]. Unfortunately, these methods cannot be applied on BRDF data directly unless an appropriate sampling strategy is used for obtaining the
BRDF measurement. It is obvious from Eq. (2) that
when the vector x contains some missing data points,
that is when some of the entries are missing, then the
corresponding dot product between the vector x and the
rows of the Gaussian matrix ϕ cannot be determined.
To overcome this difficulty, we proceed to use a different sampling procedure namely point sampling which
is based on using a permutation matrix instead of a random Gaussian matrix. It is shown that the permutation matrices are coherent with the basis matrices which
produce highly sparse data like the ones that are based

Commonly, BRDF measurements are obtained using a
gonioreflectometer, a computer controlled device which
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Figure 2: Computed Gini’s indices of sparsity coefficients obtained in Fourier domain for BRDF measurements of
30 isotropic materials. Higher index values are found with log transformations.
on wavelets [15]. In our work we created an n × n basis matrix Ψ whose entries are obtained through Fourier
transforms. It is reported that Fourier basis matrices often do not produce sparse coefficients in vector s for
real-world images [15]. However, our empirical results
based on BRDF data have shown that highly sparse coefficients can be obtained with Fourier basis matrices
when they are used with permutation matrices (point
sampling). This property of using Fourier basis matrices is demonstrated in Figure 2. In this figure, Gini’s
indices are obtained and plotted for each material. Similar results based on log transformations of BRDF are
also obtained and shown on the same figure. Higher
values of Gini’s index corresponds to higher sparsity of
the measured data. It is seen that, the Gini’s indices
obtained for this case is found in the range (0.68, 0.85).

the underlying property of BRDF. Our empirical results
have shown that such transformation also increases the
sparsity of the BRDF data. This situation is illustrated
in Figure 3. It is seen in the figure that negative values
cause some artifacts under illumination.

5

To demonstrate the efficiency of the compressive sensing approach, we considered a data set based on various isotropic materials acquired by Matusik et.al. [10]
from MERL MIT database [9]. In this data set 1458000
measurements are provided for each material. We selected 30 isotropic materials to represent various diffuse and reflection properties. `1 -norm estimates of the
coefficient vectors for each material were computed in
Fourier domain. Gini’s index [7] is used as a measure
of sparsity and computed for each case.

The permutation matrix which consists of zeros and
ones are provided by generating these numbers using a
simple random sampling techniqe without replacement.
During the sampling process, if an entry of this matrix
corresponding to a missing value in the vector x is 1
then it is set to 0 and the next available position is set to
1.

It is seen in Figure 2 that in 25 materials out of 30, the
sparsity indices based on log transformation are found
to be higher than those based on the original data.
To investigate the effect of the sampling ratio on the visual quality of the reconstructed images, random samples with ratios 1%, 2.5%, 5%, 10%, 25%, 50% were
generated from six different materials namely darkred-paint, green-fabric, blue-metallic-paint, gold-paint,
fruitwood-241, chrome-steel were chosen. These materials were chosen to reflect the diffuse, glossy and specular properties of reflection. Rendered spheres based
on the original data is shown in the first row of the Figure 4 while the reconstructed images are presented in
the following rows. The insets for each sphere represents the difference image between the corresponding
reconstructed and the original images scaled by 8. The
Peak-to-Signal(PSNR) values are also given for each
reconstructed image.

It is assumed that the BRDF measurements must be
positive [10]. However some data sets contain negative
values as a result of certain sampling errors. We used
log transform of the BRDF measurements to preserve

It is interesting to see that images with a visually acceptable quality could be obtained by sampling only
1% of the measurements for diffuse and glossy mate-

Figure 3: Left: Image based on BRDF measurements.
The presence of lighting artifacts due to negative BRDF
values. Right: Image obtained with log transformation.
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Reference images
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51.22 dB
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52.62 dB

52.01 dB

52.11 dB

48.86 dB

52.51 dB
52.76 dB
52.64 dB
52.02 dB
52.15 dB
48.99 dB
Figure 4: Rendered spheres under global illumination. First two columns: Diffuse materials (dark-red-paint,
green-fabric), Third and fourth columns: Glossy materials (blue-metallic-paint, gold-paint), Last two columns:
Specular materials (fruitwood-241, chrome-steel) [9]. First row: Original images. Second row through seventh
row: Images obtained at 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 25, and 50 percent. Insets indicate the scaled differences between the given
image and the corresponding original image.
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50.65 dB
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51.58 dB

48.90 dB

46.31 dB

51.95 dB
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Figure 5: Reconstructed images using 5% of the BRDF measurements of randomly selected 24 isotropic materials
from MERL data base. Insets indicate the differences between the given image and the corresponding original
image. PSNR values are given for each material.
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rials. In all cases except the first two cases for chromesteel corresponding to 1% and 2.5% sampling ratios,
the PSNR values are above 40 db. These results demonstrate the power of the compressive sensing approach
when dealing with BRDF data having missing measurements. It can also be seen from Figure 5 that compressive sensing approach produces visually acceptable
quality for all material types by sampling only 5% of
the original data.

[5]

[6]

[7]

6

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this work we analyzed the potential use of compressive sensing technique to facilitate a fast procedure
for processing large BRDF data. In image reconstruction, compressive sensing can be more efficient than
traditional sampling when data is sparse. Considering the fact that the BRDF data often can be highly
sparse, it can be reconstructed efficiently using compressive sensing technique. We have demonstrated that
the proposed technique can also be used for the data
sets having some missing or unreliable measurements.
Using BRDF measurements of various isotropic materials, we have shown that high quality images can be reconstructed at very low sampling ratios both for diffuse
and glossy materials. Similar results also have been obtained for the specular materials at slightly higher sampling ratios.

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

It is well known that modeling and representation of
anisotropic data is difficult. More data acquisition is
needed for this case as compared with isotropic materials. We expect that the proposed approach can be
extended to BRDF reconstruction for anisotropic materials.
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ABSTRACT
When creating a real-time character animation (e.g. for video games), fine grain details such as cloth wrinkles
are very often omitted due to the limitation of available resources. However, we believe that they are crucial to
increase realism, hence user immersion. In this paper, we present a perceptual study of dynamic wrinkles on
clothes to show that they indeed have an important impact on realism. The models, animations and textures we
used are game realistic and the wrinkling algorithm is fast enough to be used in a game. We have found that
parameters influencing the perception of dynamic wrinkles include movement type and speed, viewing angle, and
texture colors. Our results should be useful for animators or game designers to help them add wrinkles only where
they are necessary, and activate them only when they have an impact on realism.

Keywords
Perceptual Study, Wrinkles, Character Animation

1

INTRODUCTION

According to game industry professionals [Buc05a],
the overall perception of a virtual character can be
split into three main components: the rendering (how it
looks), the animation (how it moves), and the artificial
intelligence (how it behaves). For a consistent perception of a virtual environment, it is essential that these
three aspects be in harmony.
In real-time animations however, secondary animations
such as wrinkles of skin or cloth, soft tissues dynamics
or muscles are generally omitted because their impact
on realism is unsure for an increased cost in computation time and memory consumption. This yields to a
large difference in quality between the rendering and
the animation.

Figure 1: Two frames of two different videos included
in our experiment: top- without dynamic wrinkles;
bottom- with dynamic wrinkles in the abdominal region. Other parameters such as movement, viewing angle and textures are identical.

Low cost techniques such as [Lar04a, Lar05a, Dec06a,
Ram09a] have been developed to add details to character animations but no study so far has shown their effectiveness. Alternatively, a number of physically based

techniques exist that produce more accurate dynamic
deformations [Jam02a, Cap02b], wrinkles [Wan10a] or
muscles [Lee09a]. However, physically correct does
not mean perceived as realistic, simply because humans
have wrong believes and expectations that are often not
physically correct [Bar96a]. The opposite is also true,
because there are many different but similar motions
that can be generated from roughly the same initial con-
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ditions with unknown variables (for example, an unknown wind gust changing the trajectory of a baseball),
humans will perceive all of them as visually plausible
although a physically based simulation would always
produce the exact same movement. It is thus necessary
to study the impact of secondary animations on realism
by including human perception into the design of efficient algorithms.
In this paper, we propose a study of dynamic wrinkles
on clothes of characters in a game environment. We
first study the impact of dynamic wrinkles on realism
for different movements and viewing angles (section 4).
We then study the influence of texture colors on the perception of dynamic wrinkles and overall realism (section 5). This is done by showing the same videos with
or without dynamic wrinkles in all the possible configurations to participants (see figure 1). We finally expose
a summary of our findings before proposing future directions of study (section 6).

2

both illumination and distance of the character to the
viewer constant. In addition, the camera followed the
character that remained in the center of the screen, so
we had no linear velocity. However, we studied the effect of dynamic wrinkles on animations with different
movement complexities.
[Mcd08a] showed that it is possible to generate a
crowd composed of different characters using a single
3D model by changing the textures used for the clothes,
hair and skin. While it is efficient as it reduces the ability of people to spot clones, we have been wondering
how that would affect the realism and the perception of
wrinkles in such an environment. We have thus studied how the perception of wrinkles is affected when the
texture of clothes and the skin color of a character are
changed.
In [Cou09a], the impact of facial expressive wrinkles
is studied in relationship with emotions. We study the
impact of wrinkles of clothes on realism.

RELATED WORK

Perceptual Studies

Dynamic Wrinkles

Recently, researchers have started to investigate the role
of perception to reduce rendering times where it was not
necessary. To mention only a few, [Cat03a] showed the
use of task maps in a task oriented environment to help
select the areas of interest that should be rendered with
more accuracy. [Sun04a] studied to what level viewers
notice degradations in image quality when the quality
of the rendered image decreases. It has been then discussed [Osu04a] how human perception could be taken
into account to animate deformable objects and humans
in virtual environments.
Early work [Oes00a] on the perceptual study of character animation in virtual environments showed that even
if observers are often unaware of specific details, they
will still perceive an animation with a different level of
realism. We observed the same in our study as participants graded better the videos with dynamic wrinkles
although most of them were not aware of what was different from one animation to another.
More directly related to our work, [Mcd07a] studied the
minimal pose update rate necessary to achieve smooth
perception of movement of characters in a virtual environment. They detect that cycle rate, linear velocity (which is how fast a character moves accross the
screen) and movement complexity influence the perceived smoothness of a movement. In addition, the contrast sensitivity function defines a range of perception
of black/white patterns that depends on the contrast and
spacial frequency of the patterns. There is an optimal
size of such patterns that makes their visual perception
higher [Lue01a].
In our study, to avoid any uncontrolled effect due to the
change of the contrast and spatial frequency, we kept

In the past ten years, a few algorithms have been proposed to add wrinkles to a character animation. They
range from physically based [Kan02a, Wan10a] to geometrically based [Lar04a, Dec06a] techniques. Other
methods to generate wrinkles include bump-mapping
techniques [Ban02a, Wu96a]. As we show, bumpmapping techniques fail to accurately represent wrinkles when viewed from the side as it corresponds to
both, the angle where the wrinkles increase the most
the realism, and the angle when the mesh appears flat.
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Physically based techniques are more accurate but generally require more resources than geometrically based
techniques, which makes them difficult to use in video
games. While we keep the study of visually plausible
versus physically accurate for a later study, we have decided to use the technique of [Lar04a] because the wrinkles generated are fast and simple, and in harmony with
the type of animation and texture we have used.

3

FRAMEWORK

We have conducted 2 experiments for a total of 4 different analyses in order to study the influence of dynamic wrinkles on character animation in a video game
environment (one character in real-time). To this end,
we have used a simple real-time algorithm to add wrinkles [Lar04a] to an animation we have generated under
Autodesk Maya [May13a]. The wrinkles are manually
defined by a wrinkling curve that serves as the profile
of the wrinkles. The wrinkles form perpendicularly to
the profile and are attenuated towards the borders. During animation, the length of the wrinkling curve is kept
constant by forming waves. The mesh vertices are then
displaced according to this profile.
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To be sure no bias was introduced due to contrast, the
background color of each animation was automatically
computed as a grey color, the brightness of which was
computed as the average brightness of the textures. We
also kept constant the scene lighting by using the default ambient OpenGL light that is non-directional.
In order to keep the spatial frequency of the wrinkles
constant, we kept the distance of the character to the
camera constant. In addition, we used a chin-rest as depicted in figure 2 so that the participants also remained
at a constant distance to the screen, and this distance
was the same for all participants.

video sequence, participants were explained the task on
screen and asked a few questions of sex, age and background. They were asked to grade each video from 1 to
7 from not realistic to highly realistic. The participant
was responsible for starting each video when he or she
was sure to be ready to watch it.
For the statistical analyses, we used a repeated measures ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) with three intraparticipants factors, which means that each participant
who took the test saw all of the videos (see Annex for
details).

4

MOVEMENT AND VIEWING ANGLE EXPERIMENT

In the first experiment, the hypotheses were the following:
• dynamic wrinkles enhance the perception of realism
of an animation even if those wrinkles are barely visible;
• this enhancement depends on the type of movement
(fast movements versus slow movements);
• the perception of wrinkles depends on the viewing
angle.
Figure 2: To fix the distance of the user to the screen,
we used a chin-rest for all of our experiments.

4.1

The variables of the experiment were:

Finally, we used the same hardware and software during
each experiment and the conditions of luminosity in the
room were fixed (closed curtains, constant illumination
from the ceiling).
We have studied the perception of wrinkles according
to the following parameters: type of movement, type of
skinning, viewing angle and texture color (see figures 1,
3 and 8). The videos have been generated at 24 f ps
with a MPEG-2 Blu-Ray format to obtain high quality.
30 participants took part in each of the experiments, 20
males and 10 females in the first one, 14 males and 16
females in the second one, aged from 18 to 58. All
of them had a normal vision. They came from various
backgrounds and were more or less familiar with Computer Graphics and video games. They were not told
what the experiment was about and received a chocolate bar for participating. Each experiment took about
5 to 10 minutes, depending on the participant.
In the abdominals animation, wrinkles were added on
the character’s belly (given that the rest of the character was static, no extra wrinkles were needed). In
the walk cycle and kick boxing animations, the wrinkles
were added on the pants, in the knee region, both in the
front and in the back. The wrinkles parameters were the
same for both animations.
The video sequence was randomly chosen for each participant to avoid any learning effect. Before starting the
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Experimental Setup

• the type of movement:
– abdominals, slow movement;
– walk cycle, medium speed movement;
– kick boxing, fast movement.
• the type of skinning (see figure 1):
– without dynamic wrinkles;
– with dynamic wrinkles.
• the position of the camera in relation to the character
(see figure 3):
– front (twice 0 degree);
– diagonal (45 and −45 degrees);
– side (90 and −90 degrees).
Thirty participants took part in the experiment, 20
males and 10 females. The experiment trials were run
on a standard Dell PC under Windows Vista with an
LCD monitor (see figure 2). Input from the user was
recorded on the same computer, the videos were graded
after each viewing.
We have shown 36 videos in total: 3 movements ∗ 2
types of skinning ∗ 6 different viewing angles. All of
the videos lasted 5 seconds.
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Figure 3: Three frames of three different videos included in our experiment with a viewing angle varying
from 0 to 90 degrees.

Figure 5: Mean estimated realism and SEM as a function of the type of skinning (x-axis). Error bars show
the standard error of the mean.

4.2

Interactions

Movement Analysis

A repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the
perceived realism ratings, the within-subjects factors
being the type of movement, the type of skinning and
the position of the camera. There were three main effects: in the type of movement (F(2,118) = 7.17, p <
0.001), in the type of skinning (F(1,59) = 5.617, p <
0.05) and in the viewing angle (F(2,118) = 1.97, p <
0.01). In addition, there was an interaction effect between the type of movement and the type of skinning
(F(2,118) = 4.16, p < 0.018). No more significant effects were found.

In addition, we detected an interaction between the type
of movement and the type of skinning. The abdominals animation with dynamic wrinkles was perceived as
the most realistic one, followed by the walk cycle with
dynamic wrinkles, the walk cycle without the dynamic
wrinkles, the abdominals without the dynamic wrinkles
and the kick boxing animations, with and without wrinkles, with very little difference between both (see figure 6).

Main Effects
The main effect in the type of movement means that the
type of movement influences the perception of realism,
the abdominals animation being perceived as the most
realistic one, followed by the walk cycle and the kick
boxing animation. This can be seen on figure 4.

Figure 6: Mean estimated realism and SEM as a function of the type of movement (x-axis) and the type of
skinning. Error bars show the standard error of the
mean.
The results concerning the abdominals animation show
that on a very simple and slow animation, the dynamic
wrinkles are much more important for realism, as the
difference between both bars is the biggest. Dynamic
wrinkles are less important on fast movements as we
can see for the kick boxing animation, probably because
it is more difficult to perceive the wrinkles.

Figure 4: Mean estimated realism and SEM as a function of the type of movement (x-axis). Error bars show
the standard error of the mean.

Moreover, the bars for the animations with dynamic
wrinkles are always higher than the ones for the animations without wrinkles, which means that whatever the
animation, dynamic wrinkles always increase realism,
although this is better appreciated for slow movements.

The main effect in the type of skinning shows that animations with dynamic wrinkles are much more realistic
than animations without those wrinkles. This can be
seen on figure 5.
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the abdominals animation was the one where dynamic
wrinkles had the highest effect on realism and the only
one where the angle between the wrinkles and the viewing angle was meaningful, we used this animation for
the experiment.

Another interesting observation is that most people who
took the test were not able to tell afterwards what we
had tested. This means that the realism is increased, but
people cannot tell why or what is different.

4.3

Viewpoint Analysis

Our hypothesis was that wrinkles on the white top
would be more visible than wrinkles on the black top,
simply because the contrast would be higher. We verified this hypothesis and also discovered that the overall
contrast with the skin of the character also influences
the perception of realism of the animation.

The position of the character with respect to the camera
had an effect on the perceived realism. As we can see
on figure 7, when the character was seen from the side,
it was perceived as more realistic than when seen from
the front.

As we were studying contrast, to avoid any effect
due to the background color, its color was set to grey,
the brightness of which was computed as the average
brightness of the textures (see figure 8).

Figure 7: Mean estimated realism and SEM as a function of the viewing angle (x-axis). Error bars show the
standard error of the mean.
More surprisingly however, we did not find any
interaction between the viewing angle and the presence/absence of wrinkles. As the viewing angle is
not constant in the kick boxing animation due to the
fact that the character rotates, we first eliminated the
corresponding video samples from the test to make a
second analysis. We found an interaction between the
movement type and the skinning type (F(1,59) = 5.514,
p < 0.05) as in our first analysis but still no interaction
between the skinning type and the viewing angle.

Figure 8: The same character with three different skin
colors. The background color is a grey, the brightness
of which is computed as the average brightness of the
textures.

5.1

• the type of texture:

We then also removed the walk cycle animation samples
for two reasons. Firstly, there are wrinkles in the front
and in the back of the pants, meaning that when the
angle is of 45 degrees with the wrinkles in the front, it
is 135 degrees with the ones in the back. Secondly, the
wrinkles being on a non-uniform texture might create
additional uncontrolled effects.

– bright skin, white top;
– bright skin, black top;
– tanned skin, white top;
– tanned skin, black top;
– dark skin, white top;

We thus did an analysis on the abdominals video samples only but we did not detect any effect (F(2,118) =
0.37, p = 0.0691). As we will see in the second experiment, this was probably due to the fact that because
we removed many samples, the analysis was done on
only 12 ratings which is too little to obtain significant
results.

5

– dark skin, black top.
• the type of skinning:
– without dynamic wrinkles;
– with dynamic wrinkles.
• the position of the camera in relation to the character:

CONTRAST EXPERIMENT

– front (twice 0 degree);

In the second experiment, we wanted to study the effect of texture colors on the perception of realism. As
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Experimental Setup

The variables of the experiment were:

– diagonal (45 and −45 degrees);
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– side (90 and −90 degrees).
Thirty participants took part in the experiment, 14
males and 16 females. The experiment trials were
run on a DELL XPS 1530 laptop PC, using the same
conditions of room illumination and distance to the
screen for all participants. Input from the user was
recorded on the same computer, the videos were graded
after each viewing.
In this experiment, we have shown a total of 72 videos:
6 different textures ∗ 2 types of skinning ∗ 6 different
angles. All of the videos had a duration of 5 seconds.

5.2

Figure 10: Mean estimated realism and SEM as a function of texture (x-axis) and skinning type. Error bars
show the standard error of the mean.

Texture and Angle Analysis

Main Effects
A repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the
perceived realism ratings, the within-subjects factors
being the type of skinning, the texture and the position of the camera. There were main effects in the
type of skinning (F(1,59) = 18.43, p < 0.001), the viewing angle (F(2,118) = 21.88, p < 0.001) and the texture
(F(5,295) = 11.02, p < 0.001). This analysis confirms
the results of the first experiment regarding the influence of the presence of dynamic wrinkles and the viewing angle. It also shows that the texture influences the
perception of realism as characters with white tops are
rated more realistic than the ones with black tops (see
figure 9).

Figure 11: Mean estimated realism and SEM as a function of texture (x-axis) and viewing angle. Error bars
show the standard error of the mean.
The effect is stronger for brighter tops and decreases
for darker ones (see figure 11).
Finally, we also found an interaction effect between
the type of skinning and the viewing angle (F(2,118) =
6.174, p < 0.005). When the angle between the camera
and the wrinkles profile is of 90 degrees (side view), the
difference in perception of realism between the presence or absence of dynamic wrinkles is the highest, followed by an angle of 45 degrees and 0 degrees (front
view). In the last case, there is almost no difference
whether there are dynamic wrinkles or not. The same
result was observed in our second analysis (see figure 16).

Figure 9: Mean estimated realism and SEM as a function of the texture (x-axis). Error bars show the standard
error of the mean.

Those results confirm our hypothesis. Wrinkles increase realism more onto white tops. On the black
tops, there is much less contrast possible, so the wrinkles cannot be properly perceived which makes the animations less realistic. In addition, when wrinkles are
present, the realism increases when the viewing angle
increases.

Interactions
We observed an interaction effect between the texture
and the type of skinning (F(5,295) = 12.105, p < 0.001)
indicating that on the white top, the presence or absence
of dynamic wrinkles makes a huge difference while on
the black top, there is no significant difference (see figure 10).

5.3

We have done a second analysis on the same data by removing the black tops and keeping only the white tops
for the three different skin colors, the presence or absence of wrinkles and the six angles. This corresponds

We detected an interaction effect between the texture
and the viewing angle (F(10,590) = 2.381, p < 0.01).
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to 36 videos in total: 3 different textures ∗ 2 types of
skinning ∗ 6 different angles.

The darker the skin, the higher the contrast with the
white top, the better perception of the presence of wrinkles. We can thus conclude that when dynamic wrinkles
are present and when the contrast between the skin and
the cloth increases, the animation is perceived as more
realistic (see figure 14).

The aim of this analysis was to detect if the texture influences the perception of realism even if the wrinkles
are not on the varying texture. That is why we kept the
white tops only (i.e. when the wrinkles are more visible), but we used 3 different colors of skin. Our initial
hypothesis would be that it would not influence the perception of realism.
Main Effects
As we predicted, the texture itself did not influence
the realism of the animation which means that in the
previous analysis, the difference in perceived realism
was due to the top color, not to the skin color. We
found main effects in the type of skinning (F(1,59) =
36.079, p < 0.001, figure 12) and in the viewing angle
(F(2,118) = 17.859,p < 0.001, figure 13).

Figure 14: Mean estimated realism and SEM as a function of skin color (x-axis) and skinning type. Error bars
show the standard error of the mean.
There was also an interaction effect between the skin
color and the viewing angle as in our first analysis
(F(4,236) = 2.442, p < 0.05, figure 15).

Figure 12: Mean estimated realism and SEM as a function of the type of skinning (x-axis). Error bars show
the standard error of the mean.

Figure 15: Mean estimated realism and SEM as a function of skin color (x-axis) and viewing angle. Error bars
show the standard error of the mean.
Finally, we also found an interaction effect between
the type of skinning and the viewing angle (F(2,118) =
16.17, p < 0.001), which confirms that the second analysis of our first experiment done with only a few samples of the abdominals animation was invalid due to the
small amount of data analyzed.
On figure 16, we can clearly see that when there is no
dynamic wrinkles, the perception of realism is low and
similar for all angles whereas when dynamic wrinkles
are present, the realism increases when the viewing angle increases towards 90 degrees.

Figure 13: Mean estimated realism and SEM as a function of the viewing angle (x-axis). Error bars show the
standard error of the mean.
Interactions

However, it would be interesting to create another
experiment with different slow movements of a
non-rotating character to reinforce our result.

We found an interaction effect between the skin color
and the type of skinning (F(2,118) = 5.547, p < 0.01).
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ment to determine a threshold (ratio wrinkle size / distance) from which is it not necessary to include dynamic wrinkles as those won’t be perceived anyhow.
Finally, we would like to study the effect of wrinkles
generated with different algorithms. In this study, we
have used video game technology for the character with
a simple real-time technique to create the wrinkles. We
would like to study, on the same character, the influence
of dynamic wrinkles on realism, whether the algorithm
is simplistic or more physically correct like in more recent work such as [Wan10a].
Figure 16: Mean estimated realism and SEM as a function of skinning type (x-axis) and viewing angle. Error
bars show the standard error of the mean.

6
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

We have presented a perceptual analysis of the influence of dynamic wrinkles on the realism of a real-time
character animation. We have shown that the presence
of wrinkles always increases the realism of an animation, even if this gain is much lower for fast movements. As a fast movement usually necessitates more
keyframes, a further study could be to determine what
the minimal number of keyframes per second is so that
dynamic wrinkles cannot be perceived anymore.
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ANNEX
ANOVA stands for ANalysis Of VAriance. The analysis is done using a dependent variable (the level of
realism from 1 to 7 in our experiments) and a number of independent variables such as movement type,
skinning type, viewing angle and texture in our experiments. When an experiment is done using 3 independent variables, it will be referred as a three factor
ANOVA.
To display the results, we used the following standard
notation: F is the statistical value and p the significance
level of the results. F is computed as
F(x, y) =

Effect + Error
Error

with x, the degrees of freedom (number of scores in the
sample that are independent and free to vary) between
treatments and y the degrees of freedom of the error.
Hence, if F = 1, there is no effect detected. The higher
the value of F, the more important the effect.
In addition, for the results to be reliable, it is necessary
to compute how much of the value of F is due to an
actual effect compared to the experimental error. This
is obtained by computing p, the probability that F is
observed due to experimental error. For the results to be
significant, p needs to be lower than 0.05 which means
that the results have 95% reliability. The lower the p,
the more reliable the results.
For more information, the reader may consult [Gra08a].
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the use of a topological model to simulate a soft body deformation based on a Mass-Spring
System. We provide a generic framework which can integrate any kind of geometrical meshes (hexahedral or tetrahedral elements), using several numerical integration schemes (Euler semi-implicit or implicit). This framework
naturally allows topological changes in the simulated object during the animation. Our model is based on the 3D
Linear Cell Complex topological model (itself based on a 3D combinatorial map), adding the extra information
required for simulation purposes. Moreover, we present some adaptations performed on this data structure to fit
our simulation requirements, and to allow efficient cutting or piercing in a 3D object.

Keywords
Physically-based simulation; Mass-Spring System; Topological model; Linear Cell Complex; Hexahedral and
tetrahedral elements mesh; Deformation; Topological changes; Cutting; Piercing.

1

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to put forward the benefits of
the use of a topological model for a physical animation based on a Mass-Spring System (denoted MSS).
In this sense, we use the 3D Linear Cell Complex (denoted LCC) as topological model (itself based on a 3D
combinatorial map). We add on the LCC all information necessary for simulation purposes. Furthermore,
we present the adaptations operated on this data structure to facilitate topology changes during the animation,
and specifically to allow cutting or piercing of the simulated 3D object. This process is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Following the increasing demand of realism in computer graphics, physically-based simulation has become
a very active research field over the last decade. This is
particularly apparent in medical simulation, interactive
entertainment, and more generally in all virtual reality applications where animation, interaction or alteration of deformable objects is required in interactive
time. Two perennial challenges in this domain are realtime simulation of object undergoing user’s interaction
like cutting, tearing or fracture, and the adaptive mesh
coarsening and refinement, to better handle interaction
within a simulation scene (for example in collision and
contact zones).

The use of a topological model for a physical animation presents two main interests. (1) It describes all the
cells and all the adjacent and incident relationships between these cells. This is particularly important to associate information to some cells, and to efficiently update this information during the operations. (2) It proposes rigorous operations allowing topological changes
while guaranteeing the validity of the mesh. These two
features make the topological model unavoidable for a
problematic of adaptive mesh refinement.

The use of a topological model naturally provides a
framework to describe objects subdivided into cells
(vertices, edges, faces, volumes) and to modify their
topology by performing the appropriate operations. In
that case, the information required by the simulation
has to be associated with cells. Moreover, an efficient
implementation of this kind of data structure should
minimize the impact on computation time and should
still enable real-time user interactions during the simulation.

In this paper, our main contributions are:
• a fully generic framework for topology-based modeling, not only to describe the relationships between
geometrical elements, but specifically fitted to the
context of physically-based simulation;
• an embedded structure dedicated to storing the
mechanical properties, leading to facilitating all
the topological changes during animation while
preserving the mechanical behavior of the altered
object;
• a stable and robust implementation, as the optimized
structure will minimize the memory usage and at the
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or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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Figure 1: Overview of our method.
same time will permit a simplification of the algorithmic aspects of manipulating elements, i.e. low
cost browsing through all elements, or accessing to
neighbors;
• the detailed formulation of the force differentials
(required for the Euler implicit integration scheme)
in the context of soft body simulation with MSSs.

2

The MSS is an interesting alternative for physical modeling. Indeed, as for the tensor-mass model, it supports
modification of its geometry in a more natural way, that
can be managed locally. Moreover, the principle of
splitting faces, instead of removing elements, will result in more plausible animations. The difficulty is then
to redistribute the mass and physical parameters over
the elements, but none of the past attempts was able to
preserve exactly the same behavior as the original MSS.
Concerning cutting, some process have been proposed
to follow a cutting path either by refining the element
or by moving artfully the vertices [7, 8]. This generally implies complex topological modifications and an
exhaustive knowledge on the incident and adjacency
relationships. For example, an algorithm is proposed
in [9] to guarantee the manifold property of the object after topological changes to avoid ill-structured elements. However, this solution requires to handle substantial number of cases. Hence, in our paper, we show
a cutting method along edges, particularly tailored for
simulation of deformable objects.

RELATED WORK

Topological model. Several topological models have
been featured in recent years, but only a few of the proposed solutions are fully generic. The combinatorial
map is such a solution [1]. It consists of a combinatorial data structure allowing a description of nD objects
subdivided into cells (vertices, edges, faces, volumes)
using only one basic element, called dart, and a set of
pointers between these darts. Thanks to these pointers,
all the incidence and adjacency relationships between
the cells of the subdivision may be easily retrieved.
The main interest of combinatorial maps is: (1) to be
generic i.e. defined in any dimension; (2) to fully describe the incidence and adjacency relationships between cells, which information is useful for algorithmic
aspects; (3) to be possibly customized by adding any
type of information to cells. For all these reasons, these
models and their variants have already proven to be useful and efficient data structures for image representation
and processing [2], or for geometrical modeling [3].

Hybrid model. The use of a topological model to
dynamically handle changes of object during a physical simulation (generally for cutting purposes) is rare
enough to be worthy of note. In 2010, Meseure [10, 11]
have presented in this sense a physical simulation based
on a MSS using generalized maps, a variant of combinatorial maps. In 2011, Darles [12] has also used the
generalized map topological model, this time for simulation based on a model of mass-interaction.

Physical simulation and cutting. In Computer Graphics, significant efforts have been put in proposing efficient methods to model deformable objects, as stated in
the following state of the art [4]. Among them, the Finite Element Method (denoted FEM) is the most common. However, it generally requires expensive precomputation to allow interactive topological changes.
In [5], a cutting method based on a co-rotational implicit FEM [6] is presented to overcome this limitation,
by successively removing, subdividing and adding elements. This avoids the reconstruction of the global
matrix, but may generate ill-conditioned elements that
are prone to produce numerical instabilities.

Full papers proceedings

In the first two papers [10, 11], the mechanical information of the objects discretized into tetrahedra is embedded in the topological model by attaching it to the darts.
Then, a semi-implicit integration scheme is used for the
simulation. But some drawbacks remain in this proposition. Springs are only associated with edges of the
topological model. Thus, this cannot be generalized to
others geometries, as it will be impossible for example,
to add inner diagonal springs in a hexahedron. There is
no direct access to particles and springs. Consequently,
the topological data structure is computationally expen-
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Figure 2: (a) A 3D object composed of two hexahedra (mesh). (b) The corresponding 3D combinatorial map.
(c) We add 3D points linked with 0-cell to obtain a 3D LCC. (d) We associate the structures of Particle and
Spring to obtain our LCC+MSS, a 3D LCC allowing a physical simulation based on a MSS.
sive just to retrieve these elements. Thus, they propose
to set an additional array containing all the elements
plus a pointer through the corresponding dart. This solution improves the speed up of the method, but it leads
to a more complex structure and burdens significantly
updating operations, as these arrays must be recomputed after each topological modification made on the
generalized maps.

In practice, a 3D combinatorial map is an edge-centered
data structure composed of a set of basic elements
called darts, four pointers between these darts noted β0 ,
β1 , β2 and β3 , and some constraints defined on these
pointers to guarantee the topological validity of the described objects.
Fig. 2(a) presents a 3D object composed of 2 3-cells
(volumes), 11 2-cells (faces), 20 1-cells (edges) and
12 points associated with the 12 0-cells (vertices).
Fig. 2(b) shows the 3D combinatorial map describing
this object. Each cell is described by a set of darts.
Indeed, each dart (drawn by oriented segments) of the
3D combinatorial maps belongs to a vertex, an edge, a
face and a volume. Each cube is described by 24 darts.
Given a dart d, β1 (d) gives the next dart belonging to
the same face and volume and β0 (d) gives the previous
one; β2 (d) gives the other dart belonging to the same
edge and volume but not to the same face and β3 (d)
gives the other dart belonging to the same face and
edge but not to the same volume.

The solution introduced in our paper is based on similar
ideas as in [10, 11], overcoming the above-mentioned
limitations thanks to a more generic model (not only
tetrahedra but any type of cells may be taken into
account) allowing fully integrated physical simulation
(currently based on a MSS) with incremental topological changes. Lastly, high level C++ mechanisms
present in C GAL LCC are used. For example, functors
are automatically called when a particle is split,
allowing us to simplify the updating of mechanical
information associated with the topological model.

3

3D LCC FOR MSS

Thanks to these rules, starting from a dart, the different pointers can be used to retrieve all the darts that
describe the same i-cell, ∀i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. Moreover, the
adjacency and incidence relationships between the cells
are entirely given by these pointers.

MSSs have largely been used in animation. It consists
of discretizing the object in a set of particles (also called
masses) connected together by springs. The data structure of our MSS simulation is based on the 3D LCC [13]
from the C GAL Open Source geometric algorithms library [14]. This structure allows a representation of an
orientable 3D object subdivided into cells with linear
geometry.

This basic description (darts, pointers and constraints)
defines a 3D combinatorial map carrying no additional
knowledge. But, some information is generally required to describe the geometry of the objects, their
colors, the area of their faces, etc. Consequently, in
3D combinatorial maps, any type of information may
be associated with any cell. This is done through an
association between all the darts that belong to a same
cell and an attribute containing the information. This
allows a direct access to every attribute of a given dart.

Fig. 2 illustrates the main steps to construct a 3D LCC
for a MSS (denoted LCC+MSS): given the geometrical
input data of the 3D object - Fig. 2(a), we first describe
its topology with a 3D combinatorial map - Fig. 2(b)
which describes cells as well as their incidence and adjacency relationships. Then, we add coordinates of the
points to obtain a 3D LCC - Fig. 2(c) which describes
the geometry of the objects. Finally, we associate the
structure Particle with vertices and Spring with
edges to fit the simulation requirements for a MSS Fig. 2(d).

3D LCC. The 3D LCC uses the mechanism of attributes to associate a 3D point with each vertex of
the combinatorial map (represented by grey dots in
Fig. 2(c)). Thus, the geometry of each edge of a 3D
LCC is a segment whose endpoints are associated with
the two vertices of the edge; the geometry of each face
is obtained from all the segments associated with the
edges describing the boundary of the facet; and so on.

3D combinatorial map. We give here an intuitive presentation of combinatorial maps. The interested reader
may find all the mathematical background in [1, 15].
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Figure 3: A 3D LCC with additional information of a physical model based on a MSS.
From this equation, the acceleration of the particles
may be deduced according to applied forces. A numerical integration scheme is then used to obtain velocity
(according to acceleration) and position (according to
velocity) of the particles.

One strength of the C GAL implementation of the LCC
is to store every attributes in a compact container which
is a set of arrays. Thus, we can directly iterate through
all the attributes associated with a given dimension
without iterating through darts. Moreover, each array
can be processed in parallel, as they are independent.
Lastly, the ability to automatically call a function (defined by the user), when two attributes are merged or
when an attribute is split in two during an operation, is
a powerful mechanism that we use to define our cutting
operation (explained in the following).

In the current version of our framework, 3D objects are
discretized either into hexahedra or tetrahedra. For a
tetrahedral discretization, a particle is associated with
each vertex, and respectively a spring with each edge of
the object. In a same way, for a hexahedral discretization (see example in Fig. 2(d)), a particle is associated
with each vertex, a spring with each edge, but in addition there are 4 internal diagonal springs for each hexahedron (with no corresponding edges, 1-cell).

Another particularly interesting feature is that different
geometrical kernels are provided within C GAL, allowing for example the use of exact or inexact arithmetic,
exact or inexact geometric predicates. Each kernel defines basic types and geometric primitives. FT is the
field number type used as basic type to define each coordinate of points and related measures. Depending on
the kernel, FT could be double or an arbitrary precision number type based on the GMP library [16]. Using
FT, Point_3 describes a 3D point, and Vector_3 a
3D vector. As LCC is templated by a kernel, all our
code is generic and any type of kernel may be chosen
without having to modify anything other than the template argument. This will allow us to easily perform
tests of robustness thanks to exact arithmetic to detect
possible errors coming from roundness problems.

Fig. 3 illustrates with more details the use of a 3D LCC
to describe a MSS containing one hexahedron. It contains 8 particles (numbered from v0 to v7 ), 16 springs
corresponding to the 12 edges and the 4 internal diagonals of the hexahedron.
For each 0-cell, we store the structure Particle corresponding to the information related to the MSS: its
index (used for the Euler implicit integration scheme
explained later), its mass, its acceleration, its velocity,
the sum of the forces applied on this particle, and its direction constraints (to fix the position of a particle along
the different axis). We also store the redundancy of
the considered particle (the number of volumes incident
to the vertex), and the diagonal springs linked to the
considered particle, as an array of pointers to Spring
(only for hexahedral element). Note that the position of
the particle is given by the Point_3 associated to the
corresponding vertex in the 3D LCC.

3D LCC+MSS. To understand our topological model
for a MSS, we first briefly recall here the dynamics of
a MSS. Thus, considering a MSS composed of n 3D
particles, we note M the diagonal mass matrix (of size
3n × 3n), F, V, P respectively the force, velocity and
position vectors of particles (of size 3n). For each particle i, we note mi its mass, Pi (t), Vi (t) its position and
velocity at time t, and Fi (t) the sum of forces it undergoes (spring forces and external forces like gravity
or interaction). For each spring connecting particles i
and j, we note ki j its stiffness constant and li j its initial
length.

For each 1-cell, we store the associated Spring of
the MSS: its initial length, its stiffness and an array of
pointers to its two extremities (i.e. pointers on the two
Particle connected by the considered spring). We
also store information concerning its redundancy (the
number of volumes incident to the edge).

Then, the dynamics of the model are governed by Newton’s law with the following relation at time t for each
particle i:
mi

d2
Pi (t) = Fi (t).
dt 2
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Lastly, we store the global stiffness matrix (used for the
Euler implicit scheme) into the 3D LCC+MSS object
as this matrix is shared by all the volumes of the same
3D LCC.

(1)
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4

TOPOLOGY-BASED SIMULATION

Young modulus E and the Poisson ratio ν (in our examples, we set E = 100 MPa and ν = 0.3). Our calculations are based on the formulations given in [17, 18].
(2) The redundancy is the number of volumes incident
to the edge, which again can be directly computed.
(3) We initialize also the two extremity pointers by using the incidence relationships given by the LCC.

Fig. 1 presents an overview of our method which proposes a topology-based model embedding geometrical
and physical information for an efficient response to
complex simulation cases. Our method is divided in
two parts. (1) A pre-processing part with the construction and the initialization of our model based on the 3D
LCC integrating the input parameters of the object (geometrical data, mechanical parameters). (2) An animation part with the simulation loop including the computation of the forces applied on the particles and the
numerical integration scheme used to update the velocity and position of the particles; and the possibility of
dynamically cutting or piercing our object during the
animation. Moreover, we use either the semi-implicit
or the implicit version of Euler’s integration scheme,
leading to fast and stable simulation.

Lastly, we iterate through all the volumes (3-cells) to
create diagonal springs when necessary. For each hexahedron, we create the four inner diagonal springs, initialize their information, and insert them into the corresponding particles.
Forces computation. The first step of the simulation’s
loop is to compute all the forces applied on the particles, due to springs or external interactions. The force
involved at time t by a spring connecting particles i and
j is defined by:

Initialization. The first step of the topology-based simulation consists of the computation of the mechanical
information, and in the initialization of the attributes
associated with the 3D LCC.

Fi j (t) = Feij (t) + Fvij (t)

• Feij (t) is the elasticity force of this spring defined by:
 e


We start by reading an input file describing the geometrical information of the hexahedral or the tetrahedral
mesh, and we create the corresponding elementary volumes in the 3D LCC. Then, we identify all the faces that
share the same geometry to obtain a connected object.

Fi j (t)
Feji (t)

∑
j|i∈E j

Ui j (t) =

P j (t) − Pi (t)
kP j (t) − Pi (t)k

• Fvij (t) is the viscosity force of this spring (used to
simulate dissipated energy due to frictions) defined
by:
Fvij (t) = γi j [(V j (t) − Vi (t)) · Ui j (t)] Ui j (t)
with the spring’s viscosity coefficient defined
by [19]:
r
mi + m j
γi j = 2
ki j
2

ρ VE j
8

with E j the set of hexahedra of volume VE j containing
the particle i. Identically for a tetrahedral discretization,
we get:
ρ VE j
mi = ∑
4
j|i∈E

To enable this computation with our 3D LCC+MSS
model, we first iterate through all the 0-cell attributes
to reset the particles force to a null vector, and we add
the external forces. In this work we only consider the
gravity by adding mi g to Fi (with g = 9.8 m/s2 ). Then,
we iterate through each spring (both non-diagonal and
diagonal for hexahedral elements). We compute the
force of the considering spring by using equation (2)
and we accumulate the calculated force on the two particles linked to it. All the required information is stored
in the topological model and may be directly accessed
through the attributes (the position, velocity and force
of the particles; the extremities, initial length, redundancy, stiffness of the springs).

j

with E j the set of tetrahedra of volume VE j containing
the particle i. Note that it is also possible to attribute
a specific mass density to each element, in case of heterogeneous material.
Then, we iterate through all the edges (1-cells) of the
LCC to create and initialize the corresponding springs.
(1) The stiffness constant is calculated and attributed
to each spring of the MSS accordingly to the desired
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= ki j di j − li j Ui j (t)
= −Feij (t)

with di j = kP j (t) − Pi (t)k and Ui j (t) the normalized
direction vector defined as:

Next, we iterate through all the particles (0-cells) to initialize the mass, redundancy and index. (1) The index
is initialized at the creation of a new particle. (2) The
redundancy is the number of volumes incident to the
vertex, which can be directly computed using the incidence relations. (3) For the computation of the mass of
each particle, the global mass of the object is properly
distributed over its n particles. Consequently, considering a 3D homogeneous object discretized into hexahedra with a mass density ρ, the mass mi of each particle
i of the MSS is defined by:
mi =

(2)
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Numerical integration schemes. The second step of
the simulation’s loop is to compute the velocity and position of all the particles by using a numerical integration scheme. This enables the update of the geometrical
coordinates of all the 0-cells of the LCC.

with



∂ Feij
li j

T

=
k
(I
−
U
U
)
−
I

ij
ij ij
∂ Pi
di j
v
∂ Fi j

γi j 



=
[Ui j UTij − I]ω + [W Ui j UTij ]T
∂ Pi
di j

The Euler semi-implicit integration method has been
implemented first. After the computation of the acceleration of all the particles (using equation (1)), we get
for a time step h:

2

 d Pi (t + h) = d Pi (t) + h d Pi (t)
dt
dt
dt 2
d

 Pi (t + h)
= Pi (t) + h Pi (t + h)
dt

where I is the identity matrix of size 3 × 3 and W a
diagonal matrix defined by:
W =−

Fig. 4 illustrates the matrix ∂ F/∂ P for a 2D MSS with
6 particles. This matrix is composed of:

But, to obtain a stable simulation, h has to be reduced,
especially when stiffness increases. So, to enable larger
time steps, the Euler implicit scheme has been implemented:

2

 d Pi (t + h) = d Pi (t) + h d Pi (t + h)
dt
dt
dt 2
d

 Pi (t + h)
= Pi (t) + h Pi (t + h)
dt

• non-diagonal elements ∂ F ji /∂ Pi and ∂ Fi j /∂ P j deduced from ∂ Fi j /∂ Pi with:
e/v

∂ Fi j

∆V =

e/v

=−

∂ Pi

∂ F ji

e/v

,

∂ Pi

∂ F ji

e/v

=

∂ Pi

∂ Fi j

∂Pj

• diagonal elements [∂ F/∂ P]i,i with:


This scheme may be reformulated as follows [20]:


∂ F(t))
∂ F(t)
2 ∂ F(t)
M−h
−h
∆V = h F(t)+h2
V(t)
∂ V(t)
∂ P(t)
∂ P(t)
with

Vi j
+ ω × (1, 1, 1)T with ω = Vi j · Ui j
Ui j

d
d
P(t + h) − P(t)
dt
dt

∂F
∂P



=

i,i

∂ Fik
k∈S ∂ Pi

∑

with S the set of particles connected to i.
Note that this global stiffness matrix is filled using the
particle index.

and ∂ F/∂ P, ∂ F/∂ V, the Jacobian matrices (of size
3n × 3n, for n particles) encoding the variation of forces
resulting from position and velocity change at time t.
After computing these matrices, this linear system is
solved using the Conjugate Gradient method to obtain
∆V. Then, the velocity is updated with:

0
0

1

2
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Diagonal elements



∂F
∂P 1,1

Non−diagonal elements

1

∂F
∂P

0

=



3

d
d
P(t + h) = P(t) + ∆V
dt
dt
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∂F
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2D triangular mesh of a MSS

and the position with:
P(t + h) = P(t) + h

d
P(t + h)
dt

Figure 4: Illustration of the Jacobian matrix ∂ F/∂ P for
a 2D MSS composed of 6 particles.

Naturally, the damping coming from the environment
is taken into account when updating the velocity of the
particles. Moreover, we can note that the acceleration is
never really computed according to equation (1) within
the Euler implicit scheme.

Computation of the damping matrix ∂ F/∂ V. The matrix ∂ F/∂ V corresponds to the Rayleigh Damping defined by µ M + λ ∂ F/∂ P, with µ and λ the mass and
stiffness proportional Rayleigh damping coefficients.

Computation of the global stiffness matrix ∂ F/∂ P. To
fill, at time t, the nonzero entries of matrix ∂ F/∂ P, we
compute ∂ Fi j /∂ Pi (matrix of size 3 × 3) only if particles i and j are connected (with i 6= j), with:

5

Amongst all the changes that a 3D object may undergo
during an animation, cutting is one of the most challenging, as it implies deep topological changes, i.e. element removing or splitting. Without an efficient topological model, it may cause difficulties, as generating

∂ Feij ∂ Fvij
∂ Fi j
=
+
∂ Pi
∂ Pi
∂ Pi
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ill-structured and non-manifold mesh when refining elements or moving points to follow the cutting path.
In this section, we demonstrate through this particular
operation that the proposed model is robust and well
adapted, with limited additional computational cost.

possibly duplicated. In both cases, the physical information stored in the attributes has to be updated.
For new particle. If the cutting involves the creation of
a new particle (for example particle v01 in Fig. 5), all the
information is first duplicated from the initial particle
(v1 ). Then we initialize the index of v01 to a new index
(used for the Euler implicit integration) and we update
the mass of v1 and v01 by decrementing their redundancy
(i.e. the number of volumes incident to the particles).
Lastly, we update the list of diagonal springs connected
to v1 and v01 . Indeed, springs associated with the second
volume are still attached to the initial particle v1 , that is
incorrect (see Fig. 6(a)). Thus, we iterate through all the
springs associated with v1 and for each one whose other
extremity belongs to the second volume, we detach it
from v1 and attach it to v01 (see Fig. 6(b)).

Unsewing in 3D LCC. In a 3D LCC, the i-unsew
operation, i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, unglues two i-cells which are
glued along one of their (i − 1)-cells. For that, we unlink βi pointers for all the darts belonging to the shared
(i − 1)-cell. After this operation, the initial shared
(i − 1)-cell is split in two (i − 1)-cells, and respectively
this initial (i −1)-cell will no more be shared by the two
i-cells.
If the unsew operation splits a j-cell c, ∀ j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3},
in two j-cells c1 and c2, and if c is associated with a
j-attribute attr1, then this attribute is duplicated into
attr2, and all the darts belonging to c2 are associated
with this new attribute. Next, a functor is called on the
two attributes allowing the user to update its specific
information.

v1

v1

v2
v4

v’2
v2
v4

v3

v3

(a)
(b)
Figure 6: Modification of springs in the 3D LCC+MSS
after 3-unsewing. (a) The bold segments represent the
springs wrongly attached to particle v1 before updating.
(b) Same springs after updating.
For new spring. If the cutting involves the creation of
a new spring (for example edge (v01 ,v02 ) in Fig. 5), all
the information of the spring associated with the initial edge (here, the edge (v1 ,v2 )) is duplicated on the
new spring created and associated with the new edge.
Then, we update the redundancy of the two springs by
counting the number of volumes incident to each corresponding edge, and we update the two extremities of
the new spring to link the two particles incident to the
new edge.

v2 v’2
v4

(a)

v’1

v’2

v4

v’1

v3

v1

v2

In Fig. 5, an example of 3-unsew operation is presented. We start from the LCC given in Fig. 5(a) made
up of 4 hexahedra. A 3-unsew operation is processed to unglue the dark grey and the white hexahedra. The face separating these two hexahedra (named
(v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 ) in the initial configuration) is split in two
by the 3-unsew operation. We can see in Fig. 5(b)
that this split involves the duplication of the two vertices v1 and v2 , and the duplication of the three edges
(v4 , v1 ), (v1 , v2 ) and (v2 , v3 ). The user defined functor
is called on each pair of duplicated cells, for example on
(v1 , v01 ) for vertices, and ((v4 , v1 ), (v04 , v01 )) for edges. In
this example, note that vertices v3 and v4 are not duplicated during the unsew operation as they are still connected by the two grey hexahedra right below, and consequently the edge (v3 , v4 ) is not duplicated either.
v1

v’1

As a consequence of the creation of new particles, the
cutting of the object involves the re-sizing of the data
structures that store the mechanical information: force,
acceleration (for Euler’s semi-implicit scheme), velocity, position vectors, and the global stiffness matrix (for
Euler’s implicit scheme). Then, the computation of the
forces applied on each particle is performed as usual.

v3

(b)

Figure 5: Example of 3-unsew in a 3D LCC.

6

Object cutting during simulation. During the physical simulation, we use the 3-unsew operation to cut
an object by separating two adjacent volumes. As explained above, this operation duplicates the attributes
where necessary. In our case, particles and springs are
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RESULTS

In this section, we present some results to validate
the behavior of our animation based on a topological
model. We show how our model can simulate deformation of a soft body and how it can be cut or pierced
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during the animation. All our experiments were carried out on an Intel Core i7 processor (2.40 GHz with
4 multi-threaded cores). We set the material properties to E = 100 MPa, ν = 0.3 and ρ = 1,000 kg/m3 to
simulate behaviors similar to soft tissues. All the given
times correspond to one step of the simulation process,
in milliseconds. For all the presented results, only the
gravity force is applied. Moreover, the red spheres in
figures are particles constrained in all directions and the
3-unsewed faces are drawn in red.

0.55 ms by simulation step with the Euler semi-implicit
integration scheme, while we get 0.77 ms by using
the Euler explicit integration scheme in SOFA (with
h = 1 ms). We note that the additional cost due to the
topological structure remains limited, using a similar
integration scheme. This first comparison is very encouraging as it shows that our method is competitive
even in its preliminary form (not fully optimized).
Comparison with another topological model. In [11]
a similar solution has been proposed. With a mesh composed of 1,856 tetrahedra, 2,850 springs and 564 particles, they stated that the simulation step takes 8 ms
on a dual core 2.8GHz processor, using an Euler semiimplicit integration (4th order Runge-Kutta integration
scheme).

Semi-implicit vs. implicit integration scheme. We
simulate a cube modeled by 1 hexahedron with 16
springs and 8 particles, and the same cube modeled
with 5 tetrahedra, 18 springs and 8 particles. Table 1
compares the computation times resulting from the
use of the Euler semi-implicit and implicit integration
schemes (with h = 1 ms). As expected, the implicit
one is slower, but this will be advantageously counterbalanced by more stability, allowing larger time steps.

For comparison purposes, we built a similar beam composed of 1,890 tetrahedra, 2,655 springs and 480 particles. We obtain an average of 0.5 ms by simulation step
when using the Euler semi-implicit integration (with
h = 1 ms). Even if these results do not involve the same
CPU, nor exactly the same mesh, this preliminary comparison is very satisfactory and demonstrates that the
proposed structure is well adapted for simulation applications, leading to minimizing the additional memory
and operative cost induced by the topological model.

Semi-implicit Implicit
Hexahedral mesh
0.009
0.42
Tetrahedral mesh
0.012
0.42
Table 1: Time (in ms) per simulation step.
Scale up. Fig. 7 presents the scale up property of
our simulation by considering a beam with an increasing number of hexahedral elements: 1 cube of 10 cm;
2 × 2 × 2 cubes of 5 cm; 4 × 4 × 4 cubes of 2.5 cm;
8 × 8 × 8 cubes of 1.25 cm; 16 × 16 × 16 cubes of
0.625 cm (simulations made with h = 0.1 ms) and
32 × 32 × 32 cubes of 0.3125 cm (simulation made with
h = 0.01 ms). Results show that the complexity of our
method is linear according to the degree of freedom
(DOF) within our system.

Cutting. As presented above, cutting objects during the
animation is easily supported by the proposed structure.
In the following, the Euler implicit integration scheme
is used for its stability when high deformation is undergone by the 3D object.
Fig. 8, 10 and 11 show examples of interactive deformation and cutting of a beam. The user is provided
with tools permitting him to select the particles belonging to the face to 3-unsew. If necessary, a zone can be
selected by the user, where all the faces including the
selected particles are 3-unsew.

Time per simulation step (ms)

10

In Fig. 9, we present the cutting performed on two bigger meshes representing a frog. This illustrates that our
method can be used for detailed objects.

1

Piercing. Thanks to our cutting method, we can pierce
an object by 3-unsewing all the faces around the volume
to be removed. In Fig. 12, we pierce a beam composed
of 5×3×3 hexahedral elements by 3-unsewing 3 cubes
in the middle of the beam.

0.1

time/DOF

0.01
100

1000
DOF

10000

100000

7

Figure 7: Time (in ms) per simulation step according to
the size of a hexahedral beam (with log-log scale).

In this paper, we have presented the use of the 3D LCC
topological model for a physical simulation based on
a MSS. The mechanical information of the object is
added to the data structure as attributes associated with
i-cells, avoiding the duplication of data and the management of different data structures. Our first experiments
illustrate that our method is competitive, even without
any specific optimization.

Comparison performance with SOFA. We now consider a mesh with 640 hexahedra, 4,954 springs and
891 particles. We compare our simulation times with
the ones obtained using our same MSS implemented
in the Open Source Framework SOFA [21, 22]. With
our topological framework, we obtain an average of
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In the future, we first plan to improve our simulation
time. All the operations used for the simulation can be
easily implemented in parallel, and a version of the simulation on the GPU is under investigation. Moreover,
we work to insert other physical models like tensormass model, finite element method or even a more
evolved mass-spring system. Finally, we want to integrate in our framework the automatic refining and
coarsening of cells during the simulation. Indeed, the
3D LCC provides all the basic topological operations
required for that kind of operation. Consequently, the
next stage will be: how to update the physical information and to define the criteria to decide where these operations must be applied? This improvement will allow
us to overcome the current limitation of cutting only
along the faces of the mesh. Indeed thanks to the subdivision features, we will be able to follow a cutting path
through elements.

Figure 8: 10 faces are 3-unsewed of a beam composed
of 5 × 3 × 3 elements (initial state in top right).

8
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Figure 10: Beam composed of 5 × 3 × 3 elements, progressively cut by a knife (from the Avalon 3D archive).
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Figure 11: Beam composed of 5 × 3 × 3 elements. 1) 3 faces are 3-unsewed. 2) and 3) Two states after the
3-unsewing of 9 faces.
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Figure 12: Beam composed of 5 × 3 × 3 hexahedral elements. 1) Initial deformed state. 2) and 3) Two views of
the same object after piercing by 3-unsewing 14 faces.
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ABSTRACT
Grass rendering is needed for many outdoor scenes, but for real-time applications, rendering each blade of grass as
geometry has been too expensive so far. This is why grass is most often drawn as a texture mapped onto the ground
or grass patches rendered as transparent billboard quads. Recent approaches use geometry for blades that are near
the camera and flat geometry for rendering further away. In this paper, we present a technique which is capable
of rendering whole grass fields in real time as geometry by exploiting the capabilities of the tessellation shader.
Each single blade of grass is rendered as a two-dimensional tessellated quad facing its own random direction. This
enables each blade of grass to be influenced by wind and to interact with its environment. In order to adapt the
grass field to the current scene, special textures are developed which encode on the one hand the density and height
of the grass and on the other hand its look and composition.

Keywords
Rendering, Grass, Blades, Tessellation, Geometry, Wind, Real-time, LoD

1

INTRODUCTION

Grass rendering plays an important role for rendering
outdoor scenes. Especially in virtual reality and computer games, natural scenes should include properly
rendered vegetation. For trees and plants, many solutions already exist, but rendering grass has been a problem for a long time due to the high amount of needed
geometry. This is why most often grass is rendered as
a texture mapped to the ground or as transparent billboard quads. Both approaches have different unwanted
artifacts: grass as a texture does not look good if it is
shown from a small angle since there are no displacements of the ground, while billboards have problems
when they are viewed from above because then they
look very flat.

Figure 1: Screenshot from our system.

2

Early grass rendering methods use only flat textures
mapped onto the ground. A more sophisticated texturebased method was proposed by Shah et al. [6]. It uses
a bidirectional texture function to animate the grass
texture and displacement mapping for silhouettes,
which produces a better look than a simple texture,
but needs more time to render. Until today, almost
every method still uses a texture-based technique for
rendering grass that is far away from the camera. For
grass that is closer to the viewer, different approaches
have been developed: Orthmann et al. [5] present a
grass-rendering technique which uses two billboards
to represent a bunch of grass and which can interact
with its environment. Rendering billboards can be
done very efficiently on the graphics card but looks flat
when viewed from higher angles. Also, billboards lack
visual depth. To get deeper looking grass, Habel et al.
[3] use half-transparent texture slices, which are placed

In this paper, we present a technique which is capable
of rendering whole grass fields in real time completely
as geometry. This can be achieved by using the tessellation shader as a fast geometry enhancement tool
and some level-of-detail approaches, see Figure 1. The
technique also uses special textures like density and terrain maps to pass important information to the tessellation stage.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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on a regular grid, but the visual artifacts for higher
angles still exist. In order to solve this problem, Neyret
[4] refers to existing fur rendering techniques using
3D textures and extends them to render high-detail
geometry for large scenes like grass. This method
allows him to render grass with good quality from
different angles but still looks artificial. Zhao et al.
[8] use the geometry shader to draw bunches of grass
as geometry, but due to performance reasons, the
generated grass field is very sparse.

instancing, we can simply add billboard flowers to the
scene for visual enhancement.
Both methods require an initialization step to set up
the textures (Section 4). We discuss the basic rendering technique in Section 5, and extensions to handle
larger scenes, including instancing, levels of detail and
antialiasing in Section 6.

4

Our technique is based on a grass field which forms the
boundaries of the space where grass is rendered. The
field itself acts as a container for user-specified data like
textures and parameters and is represented as a regular
grid, where each grid cell contains a grass patch. The
size of each grid cell has a significant impact on the
performance, but the optimal size cannot be predefined
in general, since it depends heavily on the overall scene
and application. Each grass patch saves a vertex array
object, which contains all necessary data to draw the
blades of grass that grow on it. In addition, a bounding
box is assigned to the patch to perform view-frustum
culling.

Like in this paper, Wang et al. [7] render a whole
grass field using geometry by drawing a single blade
of grass multiple times. The blade is modeled with
several vertices and a skeleton for the animation, but
complex level-of-detail and culling aproaches have to
be implemented to achieve reasonable framerates for
rather sparse grass fields. Boulanger et al. [1] present a
hybrid technique which uses the techniques mentioned
before as different levels of detail. As geometric representation, they use a single grass patch consisting of
blades of grass which are formed by the trajectories of
particles during a preprocessing step. To get a large
grass field, instanced rendering is used with a random
orientation of the patch for each instance to reduce the
grid artifacts which come with instancing. Grass that is
further away is rendered using a 3D texture-based technique to draw a set of vertical and horizontal texture
slices. For rendering high distances, only one horizontal slice is rendered, which leads to a texture mapped
onto the ground.

3

The visual representation of the rendered grass field can
be adjusted to match a high variety of possible scenes.
It is determined by various textures, explained in Section 4.1, and by several parameters, which are listed below. During the initialization step, both the textures and
parameters are evaluated to generate the input for the
rendering process.
• Density: indicates how many blades of grass are initialized on a 1x1 unit-sized square.

OVERVIEW

In contrast to the methods mentioned before, the proposed technique renders all blades of a dense grass field
completely as smoothly shaped geometry using hardware tessellation. In addition, each blade of grass can
be individually deformed by forces like wind or objects.

• Width: the minimum and maximum width of a
blade.
• Height: the minimum and maximum height of a
blade.

First, we explain a basic technique suitable for smaller
grass fields. The particular point of this technique is
that it stores the geometric data of each blade of grass
individually. This leads to a perfectly random and uniform grass field and has good performance, because
many level-of-detail approaches can be applied to it.
However, since each blade is stored by the application
it does not scale very good for large scenes.

• Bending factor: determines the maximum bending
offset.
• Smoothness factor: specifies the maximum tessellation of a blade.

4.1
4.1.1

We then extend the basic technique using instancing:
only a single grass patch is stored in memory and drawn
multiple times, so that animated grass scenes of practically arbitrary sizes can be rendered in real time. A
common handicap of instancing are the repeating patterns that normally appear, but since each blade is generated inside the shader, its look can be easily influenced by the world-space position, which conceals the
transitions between the patches. In addition, by using
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Special Textures
Density Map

The density map defines the density and the height over
a grass field. Its red channel encodes the density value,
which is directly used by the application to determine
how many blades are generated. The green channel
gives a subsampled version of the grass, which is later
used when a less detailed model is needed. For example, when rendering water reflections, only the geometry near the coast lines need to be rendered. The blue
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and the density value to determine how many blades
have to be generated at this specific area. Then for each
blade a random position is calculated and added to the
high-detail list. If the density map’s green sample value
is also greater than zero, it is added to the low-detail list
too. For each blade, an outline quad is generated with
the following vertices:

Figure 2: a) Shows an example of a density map, b) illustrates how a terrain map can be used (the white pixels are transparent) and c) shows a vegetation map of an
oasis scene.

w
h
p1
p2
p3
p4

channel encodes the blades of grass’ height at each position. If no special height differences are desired, the
blue component can be created by blurring the red channel, which leads to a smoother transition between the
regions where grass is rendered and where it is not. An
example of a density map can be seen in Figure 2a.

4.1.2

The terrain map itself does not change the appearance
of a grass blade, but it determines the texture underneath the grass, which is also very important, since
grass is naturally not perfectly dense and it is seen especially at sparse spots or tracks. Basically, the ground
beneath the grass is organized in tiles just like the grass.
Each tile has its own seamless diffuse texture assigned
and the terrain map works as diffuse texture for the
whole field. How a ground fragment is shaded is then
determined by the alpha value of the terrain map. This
can be seen in Equation 1, where cr is the result color,
ctt the sampled tile texture, ctm the sampled terrain map
and a its alpha value. An example of a terrain map can
be seen in Figure 2b.

4.1.3

(1)

Vegetation Map

5

REAL-TIME GENERATION

The rendering of the grass is done completely by the
graphics card, which has to be able to execute tessellation shaders. If a grass patch is visible inside the
view frustum, all included blades of the desired detail
are drawn. Since each blade of grass is just a twodimensional quad, backface-culling has to be disabled
for full visual appearance.

Creating Geometry

At the end of the initialization step, when all userspecified data has been read, the basic grass geometry
that will serve as input to the rendering pipeline is generated for the high- and the low-detailed version of the
grass field. For this, the density map is sampled and for
each pixel, the world-space area which it refers to is calculated. The area is then multiplied with the red sample
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(2)

Apart from the vertex position, each vertex sends
additional information to the graphics card: twodimensional texture coordinates and the blade’s center
position, with a y-value of zero if it is a lower vertex or
one if it is an upper vertex. Up to now, each blade of
grass differs only in its height and its position. To make
each blade unique, random values have to be generated
and added to the graphics pipeline. For this, each of
the transfered vectors is filled with random values until
they are all four-dimensional, and an additional vector
containing only random values is passed too. In total,
there is one random value for the position and center
position vector, two values for the texture coordinates
and four additional ones, resulting in eight random
values, which will all be needed in the rendering
process.

A vegetation map is used if the grass color depends on
its position inside a scene. If it is enabled, the color of
the grass is determined by the color sampled from the
vegetation map rather than from its diffuse texture. This
can be used to simulate a desert scene with an oasis,
where lush and healthy grass is placed near the water
and dry grass further away. An example of a vegetation
map can be seen in Figure 2c.

4.2

wmin + R · (wmax − wmin )
(hmin + R · (hmax − hmin )) · densityb
pc − [0.5 · w, 0.0, 0.0]
pc + [0.5 · w, 0.0, 0.0]
pc + [0.5 · w, h, 0.0]
pc − [0.5 · w, h, 0.0]

where w is the width and h the height of the blade with
their maxima and minima wmax , wmin , hmax and hmin ,
R is a randomly generated number between zero and
one, densityb is the blue component sampled from the
density map, pc is the blade’s center point and pi is the
ith point of the quad. For higher performance, the height
map can also be baked into the position, to reduce the
texture lookups during the rendering process.

Terrain Map

cr = ctt · (1 − a) + ctm · a

=
=
=
=
=
=

5.1

Grass-Blade Generation

At first, each blade of grass is represented just by a
random sized quad aligned on the x-y-plane, which
is then tessellated into subquads using the tessellation
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level so that every subquad occupies the same amount
of pixels. This is shown in Equation 5, where uy and
ly indicate the y-coordinate of the upper and lower vertices of the quad, hs is the vertical screen resolution and
s is the smoothness parameter.

Figure 3: Illustration of the creation of a single blade of
grass. The first step shows the input quad, the following
steps show the results after the vertex shader, the tessellation control shader, the tessellation evaluation shader
and finally the shaded blade of grass after the fragment
shader.


level = min

Two additional control points are generated in the tessellation control shader to determine the shape of the
blade in the next step. For this, the lower points’ xand z-coordinate together with the upper y-coordinate
can simply be taken, but in order to generate slightly
differently shaped blades of grass, the coordinates are
also varied by two random numbers. The variation
can be seen in Equation 6, where l = (lx , ly , lz ) and
u = (ux , uy , uz ) describe the lower and upper vertex and
Ri are random values. In our application, R1 lies between − 14 and 14 and R2 between 34 and 54 .

shader. The resulting vertices are aligned on two parallel splines, which are formed by the upper and lower
vertices of the input quad and two additional control
points that determine the curvature of a blade. The final shape of the blade is determined by an alpha texture. The following will describe the path of the quad
through each shader stage to become a nicely formed
and shaded blade of grass. The procedure is also illustrated in Figure 3.
During the vertex shader stage, the blade’s orientation is
specified by applying a rotation around the blade’s center position with one of the random values as angle. For
the upper vertices, which are identified by their center
position’s y-value, an offset in x-z-direction is applied
by using two other random numbers R1 , R2 multiplied
by the maximal bending factor b specified for the current grass patch. The calculation of the offset can be
seen in Equation 3.

b · (2R1 − 1)

0
offset = 
b · (2R2 − 1)




lx · R1 + ux · (1 − R1 )
h =  ly · R2 + uy · (1 − R2 ) 
lz · R1 + uz · (1 − R1 )

(3)

In the tessellation control shader, the distance between
the blade and the camera position is computed. Using
this distance together with a specified maximum distance, the tessellation factor is calculated by linearly interpolating the integer values between 0 and the given
smoothness parameter s, which indicates the maximum
tessellation of the blade. The interpolation can be seen
in Equation 4, where d describes the distance to the
camera and dmax the maximum distance.

a = pb + v · (h − pb )
b = h + v · (pt − h)
c(v) = a + v · (b − a)
b−a
~t =
kb − ak

(4)

This value is applied as inner tessellation level and also
as outer tessellation level for the right and left side of
the quad. At and above the maximum distance, the
tessellation level of zero culls a blade completely, and
near the camera, the tessellation level of s subdivides
the quad to s quads along the y-axis. An alternative
approach for determining the tessellation level is to calculate the screen-space size of a blade and setting the
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(6)

In the tessellation evaluation shader, the tessellated
quad is shaped by aligning the vertices along two
parallel quadratic splines. Each spline is defined by
three control points. We use De Casteljau’s algortithm
[2] to compute each desired curve points c(v), with v
being the domain coordinate (equals i/level for the ith
subquad) as parameter. The evaluation of one vertex
on one spline can be seen in Equation 7 and is also
illustrated in Figure 4a, where pb and pt indicate the
bottom and top vertices and h is the additional control
point. By using this recursive approach, the tangent ~t
of a spline can also be found easily.




 
d
level = s · 1 −
dmax


((uy · 0.5 + 0.5) − (ly · 0.5 + 0.5)) · hs
,s
# pixels per quad
(5)

(7)

When both splines are computed, the final position and
tangent can be interpolated using the domain coordinate v as parameter. The bitangent results directly from
the two spline points. After tangent and bitangent are
calculated, the normal can be computed by the cross
product. This can be seen in Equation 8 and is also illustrated in Figure 4b.
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Figure 6: The left image shows an image of foot prints,
the middle illustrates its corresponding force map and
the right shows the rendered grass scene with the force
map applied.

a

v
cl(v)
a)

cr(v)

b)

either be applied through a texture which is computed in
some application-specific way, e.g. by a physical simulation, or it can be calculated using a wind function inside the shader. We implemented a wind function w(p)
that takes the world space position p = (px , py , pz ) and
the current time t as parameter and calculates wind as
two overlapping sine and cosine waves along the x-axis
and a cosine wave along the z-axis. The function can
be seen in Equation 9, where the constants ci determine
the shape of the wind waves together with a small number ε to avoid a division by zero. The result of the wind
function can then be applied directly to the offset of the
quad’s upper vertices in the vertex shader.

pb

Figure 4: a) Illustration of De Casteljau’s algorithm for
calculating a point on a curve with the parameter v. b)
shows how the tangent and bitangent of the blade of
grass can be calculated.

Figure 5: Shows an example of an alpha texture (top)
and a diffuse texture (bottom).

position = cl (v) · (1 − u) + cr (v) · u
cr (v) − cl (v)
bitangent =
kcr (v) − cl (v)ak
~tl · (1 − u) +~tr · u
tangent =
~tl · (1 − u) +~tr · u
tangent × bitangent
normal =
ktangent × bitangentk

w(p) = sin (c1 · a(p)) · cos (c3 · a(p))
a(p) = π · px + t +

(8)

6 HANDLING LARGE SCENES
6.1 Visibility
When dealing with large scenes, not all grass patches
are visible in each frame. So the application has to determine which patches can be seen by a camera frustum,
so that only visible blades of grass are transmitted to the
graphics card. For this we implemented a simple hierarchical rasterization approach, where every two patches

Applying Forces

Until now, the grass is rendered nicely, but it is not animated and does not interact with its environment. In
nature, grass is always in motion, either influenced by
wind or by objects which also leave tracks. Wind can
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|cos (c2 · π · pz )| + ε

In addition to wind, each blade of grass can be influenced individually by external forces. For this, we use
a force map which indicates the direction in which a
blade is pushed at a certain position. In case of simulating tracks, the vectors of areas which have been fully
under pressure by an object point towards the negative
y-direction. At the boundary of an object, the force vectors point away from the object’s center point, which
can be approximated by the normal vector at the boundary. The vectors of the regions around an object also
point away from its center, but with decreasing length.
The size of the surrounding region depends on the impact of the applied force. An example can be seen in
Figure 6. The sampled force-map vector can then be
added to the offset of the quad’s upper vertices.

In the fragment shader, the final shape of the blade is
formed by the masking using the alpha texture. The
diffuse color is then sampled either by the blade’s diffuse texture or by the vegetation texture as has been explained in Section 4.1.3. In order to achieve a better
variance, the components of the sampled color are modified slightly by three random values. Due to shadow
effects, a blade of grass is normally darker near the
ground and lighter at its tip, which can be simulated
by multiplying the color with the vertical texture coordinate, leading to a better looking parallax effect. An
example of an alpha and diffuse texture is shown in Figure 5.

5.2

(9)

π
4
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texture lookups for each vertex of each blade, which is
a certain overhead over the basic technique for smaller
scenes.
Normally, when using instancing on patches, a repeating grid pattern appears over the scene, which is very
disturbing. This effect can be partly hidden by rotating or mirroring the instances, like it is done by
Boulanger et al. [1]. Since in our method, the blades
are generated inside the shaders, the world-space position can be taken directly as variation factor of each
random value R so that no grid pattern is visible without any rotation or mirroring. The influence of the
world-space position on a random value can be described by one of the following Equations 10-12, where
11 as well as 12 can also be calculated using the zcoordinate or in 12, the cosine function can be used
too. In these equations, p = (px , py , pz ) is the world~
space position, dimension
= (dimensionx , dimensiony )
refers to the size of the grass field, c stands for any constant value and the function fract() gives the fractional
part of a number.

Figure 7: Illustration of the visibility test for the hierarchical rasterization approach.

are combined to one bigger patch until the grass field is
represented by only one macro-patch. Then each frame
the macro-patch is tested for visibility with the view
frustum and if it is visible, its subpatches are tested iteratively. Figure 7 shows the visibility test for the hierarchical rasterization approach. The boxes representing
the big patches are tested against the blue frustum and
the green quads indicate the visible grass patches.

6.2

Rnew
Rnew

Instancing

Rnew

As mentioned in Section 3, storing each single blade
of grass in memory has hard limits regarding the maximum scale of a scene. Therefore, we implemented
an instanced rendering technique, which only needs to
store a single patch of grass as geometry data, in order to minimize the memory overhead of the scale of a
scene.

6.3

(10)
(11)
(12)

Level-of-Detail

Drawing each single blade of grass each frame has
some disadvantages: First of all, it leads to a low framerate, and secondly, aliasing artifacts become visible
the more blades of grass are drawn onto the same pixel.
So several level-of-detail approaches have to be implemented to overcome these problems. As mentioned in
Section 4, a highly downsampled version of a grass
patch is generated for additional effects like reflections.
Following this approach, more versions can be calculated at startup, each with fewer blades of grass. Then,
for rendering, the distance to the grass patch determines
the detail which is drawn.

When drawing grass patches by instancing, the basic
grass-rendering method stays the same, but some adaptations have to be done. The grass field still needs to
have a maximum size in order to generate lookup coordinates for the various global textures, but a tiling factor can be applied so that the textures do not need to
scale with the scene if they are seamless. Instead of a
list of patches, the grass field has to create just a single
patch. The appropriate transformation matrices for the
visible patch positions are calculated during the rasterization of visible patches. Then before each draw call,
the transformation matrices have to be transmitted to
the graphics card.

This will then lead to step artifacts when the distance
falls beyond a detail threshold. To achieve smooth transitions, more random blades of grass have to be culled
the higher the distance gets. This takes place in the
tessellation control shader, where the tessellation level
is set to zero for some blades depending on one of
its random values and the ratio between distance and
maximum distance. Since the blades are normally distributed, hardly any artifacts are visible. In addition,
the tessellation level of a blade of grass gets smaller
the further away it is, because at far distances, there is
no difference if the geometry of a blade is just a single
quad.

In the rendering process, only the vertex shader stage
has to be changed. The vertex position has to be transformed by the given transformation matrix, and the density value has to be tested if the blade is visible. In addition, the height map has to be sampled, since it cannot be baked into the position anymore. These changes
lead to an additional transformation and two additional
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R · px
= fract
pz
px
= R·
dimensionx
= R · sin (c · px )
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In order to reduce the maximum amount of blades that
are drawn, each blade that lies beyond a given maximal distance is culled by the tessellation control shader.
This will result in a hard-edged circle of grass around
the camera position. A smoother transition can be
achieved by lowering the height of a blade of grass the
further it is away. For these distance-driven approaches
different distance functions were tested during the research process, and surprisingly a linear function yields
the best results regarding performance and appearance.

6.4

Figure 8: These result images show the effects of the
distance blur and the depth darkening. Image a) is rendered with both effects disabled, b) is blurred without
depth darkening, c) has depth darkening enabled but is
not blurred and d) is rendered with both effects applied.

Antialiasing

Although fewer blades of grass are drawn at higher distances, there are still aliasing and z-fighting artifacts
visible. The reason is that it is impossible to render the
perfect amount of blades for all distances and viewing
directions. Nevertheless, the artifacts can be hidden by
blurring the result image in consideration of the pixel’s
depth value. To maintain real-time performance, we use
a separable 7x7 blur kernel with half-pixel sampling
for a screen resolution of 1200x800. Since OpenGL’s
depth values go from one at the near clipping plane
to zero at the far clipping plane, the depth value can
be taken directly as center weight for the kernel function. The other kernel weights can either be the same
small value, which leads to a simple average filter for
higher distances, or small gradient values, leading to a
Gaussian-like filter. The blur will then be processed in
two separate passes, the first in horizontal and the second in vertical direction. For each pass, five samples
are taken, the first at the pixel’s center and the other at
the border between the neighboring pixel and its neighbor, so that for a 7x7 kernel, only ten texture lookups
are needed.

The application was tested on a Windows 7 64-bit system, with an 8-core Intel i7 processor at 3.8GHz with
16GB of RAM and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 680 with
4GB of graphics memory.
In Table 1, the average frames-per-second together with
the corresponding amount of blades drawn are measured for the three different scenes. It is tested with and
without post-processing effects (the distance blur and
the depth darkening) and with differently scaled grass
fields. Some tests also contain additional geometry besides the grass field, which is stated in the column Add.
drawn.
Scene
Oasis
Oasis
Oasis
Oasis
Meadow
Meadow
Meadow
Meadow
Meadow
Meadow
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance
Instance

Blurring the image can reduce the aliasing artifacts
only to a certain amount, but at farther distances, highfrequency noise can still be seen. So we developed another approach, which applies a penalty to the material of a blade of grass depending on its distance to the
camera. This leads to a smooth darkening towards the
horizon, which not only reduces the aliasing a lot, but
also delivers a good sense of depth of a scene. Together
with the distance blur, the artifacts can be reduced to
a pleasing amount. To illustracte the impact of these
effects, Figure 8 shows different result images.

7

Vis. Blades
136,650
136,650
330,816
330,816
348,370
348,370
348,370
348,370
340,716
340,716
660,000
660,000
824,000
824,000
1,008,000
1,008,000
1,008,000
1,008,000
1,008,000
1,008,000
1,008,000
1,008,000

Scale
160x160
160x160
320x320
320x320
300x300
300x300
300x300
300x300
600x600
600x600
300x300
300x300
600x600
600x600
2,000x2,000
2,000x2,000
4,000x4,000
4,000x4,000
8,000x8,000
8,000x8,000
90,000x90,000
90,000x90,000

PP effects
enabled
disabled
enabled
disabled
enabled
disabled
enabled
disabled
enabled
disabled
enabled
disabled
enabled
disabled
enabled
disabled
enabled
enabled
enabled
enabled
enabled
enabled

Add. drawn
Objects
Objects
Objects
Objects
Flowers
Flowers
Flowers
Flowers
Flowers
Flowers
Flowers
Flowers

Table 1: Test results of three different scenes. Scene
Oasis containing water reflections and a vegetation map
and scene Meadow containing highly detailed objects
are rendered both with the basic technique. Scene Instance is rendered using the instanced rendering approach together with billboard flowers.

RESULTS

For the performance evaluation, three scenes have been
tested: First, a small oasis scene with reflections and
very dense grass around the lake as well as dry and
sparse grass further away. The second scene shows a
meadow with complex objects and with a force map of
huge foot steps applied. The last tested scene shows a
large undulating grass field with flowers and the force
map of the second scene using instanced rendering.
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FPS
75
78
65
68
84
88
83
87
81
85
60
62
56
58
55
57
55
57
55
57
55
57

For the results we tried to position the camera for
worst-case scenarios where most blades of grass are
drawn. The corresponding images can be seen in the
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Figure 9: The rendered image of the Oasis scene.

Figure 11: The rendered image of the Instance scene.

Figure 10: The rendered image of the Meadow scene.

Figure 12: The grass-rendering technique applied to a
wheat field.

Figures 9, 10 and 11. As stated in earlier sections, for
smaller scenes the highly optimized version is superior
to the instanced version, but the big advantage of the
instanced version is that its performance stays constant
with the amount of blades drawn regardless of the size
of the overall scene. The only limitation which the
size of the scene has lies in the memory used for the
grass field’s hierarchical rasterization structure. The
difference in the performance between the basic and
the instanced method can be seen at the 300x300 and
600x600 sized instances. Even when drawing complex
objects, the optimized basic version is clearly faster
than the instanced version. However, the basic version
is not able to render fields greater than 1000x1000,
because then the application’s memory is full.

grass rendered with the proposed technique can be used
in physically correct simulations, since each blade of
grass can be influenced by its environment seperately.
Compared to Boulanger et al. [1], our technique enables each single blade to be animated and influenced
by forces at all distances, since the grass field is completely rendered as geometry. Wang et al. [7] can also
animate each single blade of grass seperately, but due
to the high amount of vertices which have to be stored
for a scene, the grass field can only be sparse in order to
achieve interactive framerates. The difference between
our method and the related works can be seen in Figure
13 and Figure 14.
The mentioned scenes and effects can also be seen in
motion on the accompanying video and a more detailed
view of the grass and flowers can be seen in Figure 15.

A numerical comparison of the performance between
the presented technique and the related papers mentioned in Chapter 2 cannot be done correctly, because
most of the related techniques use static level-of-detail
and image based methods, whereas our method only
uses dynamic level-of-detail and geometry. The main
advantage of the presented algorithm is its flexibility,
so that it is extensible and can easily fit to any possible
scene. This is because in each frame, the blades are procedurally generated inside the shader. With our method,
also grass-like scenes like for example a wheat field can
be rendered, which is shown in Figure 12. In addition,
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

Although rendering dense grass fields completely as geometry seemed to be impossible for a long time, this
paper introduced a quite simple method which is able
to draw large grass scenes in real time using the tessellation shaders as geometry enhancement tool. One of
the main advantages is its flexibility regarding different
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Figure 13: The left image shows a picture of a grass
field with a tornado-like wind taken from [7] and
the right one shows a similar scene rendered with
our method, where the tornado is simulated with a
forcemap.

Figure 14: The left image shows a picture of a football
field taken from [1] and the right one shows a similar
scene rendered with our method.

Figure 15: A more detailed view of the grass and the
flowers.

scenes, since the blades of grass are procedurally generated inside the shader. Following this aspect, many
extensions can be made to the proposed technique. For
example, a life-time model can be implemented, making grass grow over time, or the grass can adapt itself
to its environment, like growing along the shape of objects. Until now the grass can only grow in y-direction,
but it might be simple to give each blade of grass a direction, so that grass can grow on arbitrary locations.
For example, grassy objects or roots of underground
scenes can be rendered using this approach.
In the technique as presented, each blade of grass can
be influenced by forces, but the animation and interaction is just a simple simulation. A physically based
wind and bending model with collision detection, like
in [7], has to be implemented for more realistic looking
scenes.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we compare the time and space complexity of editing operations on two data structures which are suitable for visualizing huge point clouds. The first data structure was introduced by Scheiblauer and Wimmer [SW11]
and uses only the original points from a source data set for building a level-of-detail hierarchy that can be used for
rendering points clouds. The second data structure introduced by Wand et al. [WBB+07] requires additional points
for the level-of-detail hierarchy and therefore needs more memory when stored on disk. Both data structures are
based on an octree hierarchy and allow for deleting and inserting points. Besides analyzing and comparing these
two data structures we also introduce an improvement to the points deleting algorithm for the data structure of
Wand et al. [WBB+07], which thus allows for a more efficient node loading strategy during rendering.

Keywords
viewing algorithms, point clouds, complexity analysis, data structures

1

INTRODUCTION

tion of the point cloud than would be available. Therefore data structures that allow to render, process, and
search within huge point clouds are necessary if an
overview of the whole data set is advantageous, or if
tasks have to be accomplished on the original data set.

Within the last 10 years the generation of huge point
clouds with more than 109 points has become quite
common, due to the fact that distance measurement devices like laser or triangulation scanners have increased
the scanning speed and density of their sampling measurements. The latest generation of laser scanners is
capable of generating point data sets consisting of 109
points or more with a single scan [Rie13, FAR13]. Rendering or processing point clouds of such huge sizes is
still a challenge, as they usually do not fit into the main
memory of normal computer workstations [WBB+07,
SW11]. Even though nowadays 16GB of main memory are not uncommon, it is still not enough to handle
those point clouds, as the data for the point positions
alone consumes 12GB, assuming that every point position consists of three 32bit floating point numbers.

The contributions of this paper are:
• A complexity analysis and comparison of the
Modifiable Nested Octree (MNO) introduced
by Scheiblauer and Wimmer [SW11] and the
octree-based data structure introduced by Wand et
al. [WBB+07].
• An improvement to the points deleting algorithm for
the data structure of Wand et al. [WBB+07], which
thus allows for a more efficient node loading strategy during rendering.

Although it is possible to split point clouds into smaller
parts and work only on these, the general view for the
complete data gets lost when only working with a part
of the complete point cloud. Another possibility would
be to downsample the original data, but then the editing
operations can only be performed on a coarser resolu-

We show that editing and processing operations on the
points stored in these data structures are comparable in
complexity to editing and processing operations on specialized data structures. These operations can be performed on out-of-core managed point clouds efficiently,
if the data is managed properly with a least-recentlyused (LRU) cache [Den68, Sam06].

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

2
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PREVIOUS WORK

There exists a plethora of data structures that can be
used to store and process point data sets. A structured
overview of the most well known variants is given by
Samet [Sam06]. Deciding on which data structure to
use is dependent on the specific use case and task that
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shall be accomplished. Each data structure is designed
for a set of use cases, and one data structure is usually
not the best choice for all tasks. Another distinction
between the variants of the data structures are the implementation complexities of each.

chunks that can be directly used for rendering. Another
requirement is that the data structure has to support a
level-of-detail (LOD) mechanism. Data structures have
been proposed [GM04, PSL05] which comply to these
requirements. They hold the tree access structure in
memory all the time, and only load the visible points
from disk, which is efficient for rendering. Editing operations on these point data structures are inefficient for
different reasons. In [GM04] a uniform sampling density is assumed, and the original point set is subsampled
to get the points for each hierarchy node. Adding new
points, which invalidate the uniform sampling assumption, is not supported. In [PSL05] a global indexing
scheme is applied to the point set which has to be updated if some points were to be removed or added.
Data structures that allow for rendering but also for efficient editing operations on out-of-core managed point
clouds have been proposed [WBB+07, SW11]. We
compare the editing operations of these two data structures, where Wand et al. [WBB+07] use additionally
created points and Scheiblauer and Wimmer [SW11]
use original points for a LOD hierarchy.
Processing data sets out-of-core can be done efficiently
if the editing algorithms load chunks of data into memory before processing them, and only work on these
chunks [Vit08]. Samet [Sam06] mentions that holding
recently accessed chunks in a cache store could further
reduce the number of disk accesses when processing
data. Such cache stores are implemented in all before
mentioned point rendering and editing algorithms.

A simple data structure for ordering and fast searching
of points in 2D is the point quadtree. A quadtree is a
hierarchical data structure where at each node the underlying space is subdivided into 4 subnodes (children)
along axis-parallel lines that go through a given data
point. An octree is analogous to a quadtree, but in 3D.
Exactly one point is stored at each node of the hierarchy. Searching or inserting a point triggers a O(log(N))
complexity search from the root node to the required
node. N is the total number of points inserted. Deleting a point is quite involved, as the hierarchy has to be
maintained also when points from interior nodes have
been deleted, and the simplest method to do this is to
rebuild the data structure from scratch.
While a point quadtree subdivides the data space of
the points, other variants like the point region quadtree
(PR quadtree) subdivide the space the data exists in.
Nodes of the PR quadtree are subdivided at arbitrary
axis-aligned lines, e.g., the ones through the center of
the node, not at lines that go through given data points
as in the ordinary quadtree. Another difference is that
data points are only stored at leaf nodes, while interior
nodes are used for searching the requested point in the
proper node. Complexities for inserting and searching
are dependent on the height of the PR quadtree, which
in turn is dependent on the minimum distance between
2 neighboring points. To alleviate this dependency, a
bucket PR quadtree can be used. In this variant of the
PR quadtree up to m points are allowed in a leaf node.

3

If a data set is too large to fit into main memory, nway trees can be used to access such a data set. A
well known data structure for this use case is the Btree [BM72]. Like the bucket PR quadtree it stores the
data in its leaf nodes and the keys for accessing the data
in its interior nodes. There are two main differences to
a bucket PR tree though, first the number of children
per node is not limited to 4, and second, the leaf nodes
are all at the same tree level. A B-tree has only 3 to 5
levels typically [Bay08], and therefore it is a very efficient data structure for accessing points on slow secondary storage devices, because the number of accesses
to the storage device is kept low. B-trees and its variants
like the B+ tree or the B* tree are also used by file systems, e.g., by NTFS, the Windows file system [Mic03],
to manage file accessess.
Other requirements for a data structure occure when
huge point sets have to be rendered to screen. In this
case the points have to be organized in a way that is
easy to handle for a graphics card, but also efficient
to load from disk. Ideally the points are available in
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MICHAEL WAND OCTREE RECAP

Wand et al. [WBB+07] introduced a multiresolution
hierarchical data structure for rendering and manipulating huge point clouds. It is based on a region octree [Sam06], which is a data structure where the children of a node are congruent boxes regularly subdividing the space of the parent node. In the Michael Wand
Octree (MWO) each interior node has inscribed a grid,
and each cell of the grid can store one point. These
points are used for a LOD representation of the point
cloud. They are additionally created during build up of
the data structure. The original points are stored in the
leaf nodes. An example of a 2D MWO with 3 levels
can be seen in Figure 1.
For our tests we do not use the original implementation
of the point hierarchy in the XGRT system [WBB+09],
but re-implemented it according to [WBB+07] in our
point cloud rendering framework. Selecting points is
done with a Selection Octree [SW11], which is a separate data structure describing a space inside which all
points are selected.

3.1

Inserting points

Listing 1 shows how points are inserted into an MWO.
Leaf nodes can only hold up to a predefined threshold
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Figure 1: A source point cloud represented as MNO (left) and MWO (right). Both point hierarchies use a 2x2 grid
at the interior nodes. The MNO uses the grid also at the leaf nodes, while the MWO uses an array.
mlea f , e.g., 100.000 points. Each interior node holds a
grid, and at each grid cell a point is stored. Furthermore a 64bit integer is maintained to count the points
falling into a grid cell. For the grid we use a resolution of 27 cells on each of the 3 space axis, so in total a
maximum of (27 )3 = 1283 points can be stored at one
interior node. Usually the number of points in an interior node is much lower for the data sets we tested.

foreach leaf node N inside or intersecting SelOctree do
define array of deleted points D
if N is inside SelOctree
put all points into D
else
put only points inside SelOctree into D
if all points of N are in D
delete N from disk
foreach point P in D do
foreach parent node PN up to root node R do
decrease counter of grid cell containing P by 1
root node R−>validate()
end

foreach point P in source point data do // Main loop
root node R−>insert(P)
end
node:: insert (P):
// Method
if node is leaf
insert P into array of points at node
iterate ()
else
insert P into grid
if grid cell GC containing P is empty
store a copy of P in GC
increment counter of GC by 1
appropriate child C−>insert(P)
end

node :: validate () :
// Method
foreach child C that is an inner node do
C−>validate()
sum up points N in direct and indirect leaf node children
if N <= m_leaf
// m_leaf=max num points
pull up all points from leaf nodes to this node
delete empty nodes from disk
convert this node to leaf node
end

Listing 2: Deleting points from an MWO.

node:: iterate () :
// Method
if num points in array > m_leaf // m_leaf=max num points
create grid from points
foreach point P in array do
appropriate child C−>insert(P)
convert this node to inner node
end

Note that there is a subtlety involved when deleting the
points. When inserting new points into the hierarchy,
the representative points in the grid cells are chosen
from the points inserted into a node, e.g., a copy of
the first point that falls into a grid cell. When deleting points it might happen that the representative point
is the copy of a point that has been deleted, therefore
the representative point is not covering the space the
remaining points are actually in. This can lead to problems during rendering when using certain types of hierarchy traversals. See Section 4 how these can be solved.

Listing 1: Inserting points into an MWO.
The points of the nodes are stored in one file per node.
Leaf nodes store only point data, while the interior
nodes store the point data and the counter for each point
in the file.

3.3
3.2

Deleting points

During rendering a depth-first traversal chooses the
nodes that will be rendered in the current frame. For
this the octree is traversed until the screen-projected
size of a node is below a user defined threshold. This
node and all of its siblings (inside the view frustum)
are then chosen for rendering. Note that the screenprojected sizes of the siblings are not considered, as all

Listing 2 shows how points are deleted from an MWO.
The points which are going to be deleted have to be
selected beforehand, which is done using a Selection
Octree [SW11]. All leaf node points inside the Selection Octree are then removed from the MWO, and the
hierarchy is checked for consistency.
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t

the parent node, as its LOD representation still suffices
to appropriately represent the point model in the back
area. This often reduces the number of nodes that have
to be loaded during rendering, as can be seen in the results (Section 8).
The importance driven traversal requires to render
nodes and their children at the same time. Therefore
it is important that the points in the interior nodes
of the octree actually represent the geometry of the
point model, otherwise artifacts as shown in Figure 3
might occur. The center image is rendered with an
importance driven traversal, and the points in the
interior nodes do not represent the actual geometry of
the point model. This can happen if the positions of
the points in the interior nodes are not updated after
deleting points from the leaf nodes. The image on
the right shows no artifacts, and this can be achieved
in two different ways, either by using a depth-first
traversal, or by using an importance driven traversal
and updating the position of the points in the interior
nodes during deleting. The pixel overdraw on screen
due to the additionally rendered parent nodes for the
importance driven traversal is neglectable, as usually
less nodes have to be rendered, and nodes that have all
children available are not rendered.
This means, depending on the effort spent when deleting points, different rendering traversals can (or have
to) be used. Since an important driven traversal is often favorable, after deleting points we are replacing the
points in the interor nodes with points still available in
the leaf nodes. For every grid cell of an interior node
whose representative point is inside the Selection Octree (and the point’s copy in the leaf node has therefore
been deleted), we search for a leaf node in the hierarchy that intersects this grid cell, and take a random point
(that is also inside the grid cell’s bounding box) of this
leaf cell as new representative point. This step can be
done in a separate traversal, after deleting points from
the leaf nodes. The overhead due to this traversal is very
low (see results in Section 8).

Figure 2: Viewfrustum with an interior node of an
MWO and its children. The front of the node has passed
the threshold distance t, and the 2 green children have
to be rendered. The 2 red children need not be rendered.
siblings in the view frustum have to be chosen to completely replace the parent node (see also Section 4). The
loading of the nodes happens asynchronously in a separate thread, so the parent node is still rendered as a
coarser LOD level until the children are available.

4

MICHAEL WAND OCTREE OPTIMIZATION

The MWO uses representative points in the interior
nodes to enable a LOD mechanism for point clouds.
During rendering a depth-first traversal is used for
choosing the nodes to render (see Section 3.3). This
traversal tends to render more nodes than necessary
for the current viewpoint. An example can be seen
in Figure 2. The viewpoint is on the left, the orange
square represents an interior node of the hierarchy, and
the green and red squares represent the interior node’s
children. The threshold distance t is the distance at
which the projected size of the orange node becomes
larger than the allowed threshold (for the threshold we
use the projected side length of the node’s bounding
box). A child is thus rendered as soon as its projected
double size is larger than the threshold (which is the
size of the parent node at the child’s position), and its
projected size is still smaller than the threshold. In
Figure 2 only the front half of the orange node has
passed t, therefore only the 2 frontmost children of
the node fulfill the conditions to be rendered. The
back half of the parent node is still beyond t, so the
2 backmost children need not be rendered, but in a
depth-first traversal all children have to be rendered as
soon as one child is in front of t.

5

The MNO is a data structure designed for fast rendering, inserting, and deleting of points in an out-of-core
setting [SW11]. This is achieved by a hierarchy of grids
which are actually nodes in a region octree [Sam06].
Figure 1 depicts 3 levels of a 2D version of an MNO.
Each level further down the hierarchy refines the point
cloud representation of the upper levels.

Instead of a depth-first traversal an importance driven
traversal can be used. The importance can be based
on different parameters, e.g., the distance to the view
point, or how centered the node is on the screen. The
importance driven traversal stops when no more nodes
can be found which fulfill the conditions to be rendered.
In such a traversal no nodes will be rendered whose
screen-projected size is too small. In Figure 2, only
the 2 frontmost children will be rendered together with
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MODIFIABLE NESTED OCTREE
RECAP

5.1

Inserting points

Listing 3 shows how points are inserted into an MNO.
We use a resolution of 27 cells on each of the 3 space
axis for the grids in the nodes, so up to 1283 points can
be stored at one node.
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Figure 3: From the original point cloud (left image) a spherical volume is deleted. The center image shows the
artifacts that remain when the interior nodes are not updated after deleting points. In the right image the points in
the interior nodes have been updated according to the deleted volume.
Listing 4 shows how points are deleted from an MNO.
The points to be deleted are first selected with a Selection Octree [SW11] (see also Section 3). Points are
deleted from leaf and interior nodes. Afterwards the
hierarchy is checked for consistency.

foreach point P in source point data do // Main loop
root node R−>insert(P)
end
node:: insert (P):
// Method
insert P into grid
if grid cell GC containing P is empty
store P in GC
else
store P in array of points for child C
if num points in array for child C >= m_min
if num points in node without points for C >= m_min
foreach point PC in array for child C do
C−>insert(PC)
delete array for child C
end

5.3

Rendering of an MNO is done with an importance
driven traversal of the hierarchy nodes. Nodes that are
in the center of the viewport and close to the viewpoint
are most important. Nodes are chosen for rendering
until a given maximum number of rendering points is
reached, or until further nodes cannot be considered because their screen-projected size is below a pre-defined
threshold. Nodes required for rendering but not available in memory are then requested to be loaded from
disk. This is done asynchronously, so rendering does
not stop while waiting for the points to be loaded.

Listing 3: Inserting points into an MNO.

5.2

Deleting points

root node R−>delete()
root node R−>validate()
end

6

node:: delete () :
// Method
foreach child C inside or intersecting SelOctree do
C−>delete()
if node is inside SelOctree
delete node from disk
else
if node is leaf
delete points inside SelOctree
else
foreach point P inside SelOctree do
intersect grid cell GC containing P with direct and
indirect child nodes
delete P
if at any child node exists a point PC inside GC
insert PC into GC
end

COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS FOR INCORE PROCESSING

The MNO [SW11] as well as the MWO [WBB+07] are
designed for rendering and accessing large amounts of
point data in short time. Search operations on the other
hand are not as efficient compared to search operations
in specialized data structures. The largest bottleneck is
loading points from disk to memory, which can be alleviated to some degree by using an LRU cache. We
will first analyze the behavior of the data structures assuming infinite memory to exclude the effects of disk
access.

6.1

Building Up Modifiable Nested Octree

In 2D space, building up a Modifiable Nested Quadtree
is similar to building up a point quadtree [FB74], as
both data structures store points in interior nodes as
well as leaf nodes. While the point quadtree subdivides space at given data points, the Modifiable Nested
Quadtree creates a hierarchy of congruent squares and
each hierarchy level subdivides the space at the center
of the previous hierarchy level. A point quadtree stores
at each node exactly one point. The average build up

node:: validate () :
// Method
foreach child C that is an inner node do
C−>validate()
foreach child C do
if num points in C < m_min
insert all points from C into this node
delete C from disk
end

Listing 4: Deleting points from an MNO.
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Build up
Delete
Hierarchy
Time
Space
Leaf Node
Inner Node
MNO
O(N) to O(Nlog(N))
O(N)
O(log(N))
O(log(N))
MWO
O(N) to O(Nlog(N)) O(NC) O(M + log(N)) O(M + log(N))
Table 1: The time and space complexities for building MNO and MWO hierarchies, and for deleting points from
leaf and inner nodes.
Search
Hierarchy
Single Point
Sphere
Cuboid
n
MNO
O(log(N))
O(F + 2 M) O(F + 4n M)
MWO
O(M + log(N)) O(F + 2n M) O(F + 4n M)
Table 2: The time complexities for searching points in MNO and MWO hierarchies.
Build up Time
Delete
Hierarchy
Worst Case
Average
Single Point
Average
MNO
O(CN +CN log(N)) O(kC + N log(N))
O(C +C log(N))
O(kC + N log(N))
MWO
O(CN +CN log(N)) O(kC + N log(N)) O(C + M +C log(N)) O(kC + NM + N log(N))
Table 3: The time complexities for the out-of-core build up and deleting points from MNO and MWO hierarchies.
Search
Hierarchy
Single Point
Sphere
Sphere Avg.
MNO
O(C log(N))
O(CF + 2n (M +C)) O(kC + F + 2n M)
MWO
O(M +C log(N)) O(CF + 2n (M +C)) O(kC + F + 2n M)
Table 4: The time complexities for searching points in MNO and MWO hierarchies.

6.2

time for a point quadtree is proportional to N log4 (N)
where N is the total number of points used for building
the quadtree[FB74].

In 2D space a Michael Wand Quadtree can be compared to a bucket point region quadtree (bucket PR
quadtree) [Sam06]. This is a quadtree where the children of a node subdivide the node’s space into four
congruent squares. The data points are only stored in
leaf nodes, and the interor nodes are used to direct the
traversal of the quadtree. Each leaf node stores up to
mlea f points. The Michael Wand Quadree stores for the
level-of-detail mechanism (see Section 3) additionally
up to minterior points in the interior nodes.

In 3D it becomes a point octree. For a complete point
octree the average build up time becomes roughly
N log8 (N). This estimation can be derived by calculating the total path length (TPL) [WN73] for a
completely filled point octree. The TPL is defined to be
the summed up path length when searching all nodes in
a tree, and starting the search always at the root node.
The path length of a node and one of its direct children
is 1.

In an octree where the points are only stored at
the leaf nodes, the time complexity for build up is
O(N log8 (N)) ⇒ O(N log(N)), according to the total
path length (see also Section 6.1). Using buckets
at interior nodes and leaf nodes the complexity for
building up an MWO changes dependeing on the ratio
mlea f /N. For ratios ≥ 1 the time complexity becomes
O(N), and for ratios approaching 0 the time complexity
approaches O(N log(N)) (see Table 1).

Like a point octree an MNO stores points at interior
nodes as well as leaf nodes. In an MNO though up
to m (e.g., 1283 ) points can be stored at each node.
When using a hash table for storing the points, inserting a point into a node takes constant time on the average [CLRS09]. The possible reduction is therefore
dependent on the ratio m/N. If this ratio is ≥ 1, then
complexity becomes O(N). For ratios approaching 0,
the complexity again approaches O(N log8 (N)), which
is equivalent to O(N log(N)) (see Table 1).

The distribution of the samples in the point cloud determines the fan out of the hierarchy nodes as well as the
fill rate of the grids at the interior nodes. If the point
cloud represents a line, i.e., an object with dimensionality d = 1, the fan out of the interior nodes will be
similar to a binary tree, i.e., each node will have about
2 child nodes. Similar for d = 2 or d = 3 the interior
nodes will have about 4 or 8 children. Assuming a grid
with G cells per axis, then the grid has approximately
Gd cells filled. Note that since the MWO uses point
buckets at the nodes, their fan out will rather represent
the global characteristic of the data set. The granularity

For point clouds from laser scanners the number of
points that are stored at each node is much smaller than
m, since the points are distributed highly nonuniform
in space. Therefore m  N/k, where k is the number of nodes in an MNO. Huge point clouds where
N  N/k show a complexity of roughly O(N log(N)),
while smaller point clouds tend to show a O(N) complexity. The space requirements for storing an MNO
on disk are O(N), since no additional points have to be
saved.
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two-dimensional object and C = 24.97 for a complete
3D volume. This means that for point clouds representing a single 2D area the number of additional points
I points is estimated to be 21% of the number of original
points, while for a point cloud representing a complete
3D volume it is 24 times the number of original points.
For the point clouds we tested with these parameters
the number of additional points was 40% of the original points, suggesting the dimensionality of the data
sets is almost totally 2D.

of the nodes is too big to capture the true dimensionality. For a better estimation of the dimensionality, the
points within the nodes have to be used.
We are not making any assumptions about the point
data, therefore an initial estimate for d, without having previously built MWOs of similar data sets, is very
difficult. Instead we use the average number of points
in the interior nodes, X, of a previously built MWO as
parameter for the approximation of the dimensionality.
With X and G given, then d = logG (X). From this an
estimation for the fan out F can be derived as F = 2d .

6.3

When given the total number of points N in a data
set and having an estimation for F and the related dimensionality d, the space requirements for the interior
nodes of a new MWO of a similar data set can be evaluated using the following 3 equations.

Searching for a single point in one of the two hierarchies means first searching for the node that holds the
point and then searching for the point within this node.
The complexities are listed in Table 2. The search for
a point within an MNO node is of constant complexity O(1), since the points in the nodes are stored inside grids (which are built once with an O(N) complexity). For an MWO the search for a point inside the leaf
node is of O(M), if no search data structure (like a kdtree [Ben75]) for the points in the leaf nodes has been
created.

The total number of leaf nodes L can be estimated by
using F as an approximation to the number of new leaf
nodes that are created when a leaf node has to be split
during build up. The maximum number of leaf nodes is
then bound by
L=

N ∗F
mlea f

(1)

6.3.1

L−1
F −1

(2)

which is the number of interior nodes for any tree with
an average fan out F. By using the dimensionality d
together with G, the number of grid cells on one axis,
the total number of points in the interior nodes I points
can be evaluted by
I points = Inodes ∗ Gd

(3)

The space complexity can be written as O(N C), where
C is a constant depending on the estimated parameters
d and F as well as on the given parameters G and mlea f .
For L  1 the term L − 1 can be replaced by L and
Equation (2) can thus be approximated by L/(F − 1).
With this simplification C can be written as
F ∗ Gd
C = 1+
(F − 1) ∗ mlea f

A range search in an MNO has to take interior nodes as
well as leaf nodes into account. This means all levels
of the MNO contribute to the search algorithm complexity. This results in a performance proportional to
O(F + ∑ni=0 4i ) ⇒ O(F + 4n ). The complexity does
therefore not increase for an MNO.
When using a sphere as the search range, it has to
be discretized for counting the nodes intersecting the
sphere. The number of nodes intersecting a discretized
sphere is the solution to the diophantine inequation
(R − 1/2)2 ≤ x2 + y2 + z2 < (R + 1/2)2 [And94], where
R ∈ N is the radius of the discrete sphere, and x, y, z ∈ Z.
For increasing R it converges to 4πR2 . The worst case
complexity of the range search is found when using

(4)

For example a 2D object with d = 2 and F = 4 has a
value of C = 1 + (4/3) ∗ (G2 /mlea f ).
When using the parameters suggested by [WBB+07],
G = 128 and mlea f = 100.000, then C = 1.218 for a
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Modifiable Nested Octree

A range search in an MNO is similar to the range
search in a PR quadtree, only in 3 dimensions. A
PR quadtree subdivides the space hierarchically into
congruent squares. All points are stored in its leaf
nodes, one point per leaf node. A range search in a PR
quadtree, where the range is a rectangular area limited
by axis aligned lines, has a complexity of O(F + 2n ),
where F is the number of reported points and n is the
maximum depth of the PR quadtree [Sam06]. The 2n
term is derived from the maximum number of nodes
that one line of the rectangle can intersect with. A PR
quadtree in the 3D case becomes a PR octree. Searching all points in a PR octree that are inside an axis
aligned rectangular cuboid is proportional to O(F +4n ),
where 4n accounts for the lateral surfaces of the cuboid
intersecting the octree nodes.

and on the average each of the new leaf nodes will hold
at least mlea f /F points. Having an estimation for L, the
total number of interior nodes Inodes can be estimated
with
Inodes =

Searching
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R = 2n /2. This is the radius of the inscribing sphere
for the axis aligned bounding box of the root node, expressed in number of nodes at depth n. The complexity of this range search is thus proportional to O(F +
∑ni=0 4π22i /22 ) ⇒ O(F + ∑ni=0 22i π) ⇒ O(F + 2n ).

updated. They have to look for a replacement point in
an existing leaf node. With this additional step the total
complexity for deleting a point is O(M + 3 log(N)) ⇒
O(M + log(N)).

After identifying the nodes intersecting with the search
range, all points within the intersecting nodes have to
be tested if they are inside or outside the search range.
This is of linear complexity O(M) per node, where M
is the maximum number of points in a node. In total the
range search complexity for a cuboid inside an MNO is
O(F + 4n M) and for a sphere it is O(F + 2n M).

7

6.3.2

Having only a limited amount of main memory, the
point data can become larger than the available main
memory and an out-of-core management for the data
becomes necessary. This way the points of the hierarchy nodes are streamed from disk during processing.
Accessing the disk has a large overhead compared to
memory access, therefore reducing the number of disk
accesses is important for the efficiency of the out-ofcore data management. In the worst case, e.g., if the
locality of an operation on the point cloud is bad, each
access to a hierarchy node is preceded by a disk access.

Michael Wand Octree

During a range search in an MWO points only have to
be searched for in the leaf nodes, contrary to an MNO,
but since the upper levels of the MNO do not contribute to the search complexity, both hierarchies have
the same complexities (see Table 2).

6.4

One strategy to reduce the number of disk accesses is
to use an LRU cache, which manages nodes according to the time they were last used. If points for a
new node have to be loaded from disk, the points of the
node which has been accessed the longest time ago are
swapped out of memory. Generally, using a memory
caching method can increase performance a lot. The
parameters influencing the efficiency of a LRU cache
are the size of the cache and the access pattern of the
operations to the nodes of the point-cloud hierarchy.

Deleting

Deleting a point from a leaf node means basically
searching for it, and on the average this has a time
complexity of O(log(N)) (see Table 2). In an MWO
points are always deleted from the leaf nodes and the
interor nodes are updated later. In an MNO points are
directly deleted from leaf nodes and interior nodes.

6.4.1

Modifiable Nested Octree

7.1

In a node the search for the grid cell a point falls into
can be done in O(1). When a point is deleted from a leaf
node, the LOD structure remains intact. When a point
is deleted from an interior node, two more steps are required, i.e., finding a replacement point and pulling it
up to the node where the other point has been deleted
from.

7.2

Searching

The complexities for searching are given in Table 4. We
give only the complexities for the spherical search, as
the cuboid search can be derived analogously. In the
average case the parameter kC accounts for loading and
reporting the found points.

Michael Wand Octree

The search for a point in a leaf node is done in linear time O(M), where M = mlea f . After deleting the
point from the leaf node, the interior nodes on the
path from the leaf node to the root node have to update the counters of the grid cells into which the point
falls (O(log(N)) complexity). The total complexity for
deleting a point is O(M + 2 log(N)).

7.3

Deleting

The complexities for deleting are given in Table 3. C accounts for writing the changed nodes to disk. In the average case parameter kC accounts for loading and saving the nodes. The dominating terms are dependent on
the distribution of the deleted points. If only few points
per node are deleted, kC will be the dominating term,
otherwise N log(N) will be dominating.

When using the optimization of Section 4 the points of
the interior nodes inside the Selection Octree have to be
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Building up and Inserting

The complexities for building up a point-cloud hierarchy are given in Table 3. C is a huge constant representing disk access. The term NC accounts for writing
every point to disk, and CN log(N) for loading the necessary nodes. In the average case, when using an LRU
cache, nodes can often be accessed in the cache. Parameter k is the total number of nodes in the hierarchy.
To reduce disk access time a solid state drive (SSD) can
be used.

A replacement point is searched for in a leaf node that
encompasses (or is inside of) the bounds of the node’s
grid cell the other point was deleted from (O(log(N))
complexity). This replacement point is then deleted
from the leaf node and inserted into the node the other
point was deleted from (O(1) complexity). Therefore
the total complexity of deleting a point from an interior
node is O(2 log(N)) ⇒ O(log(N)).

6.4.2

COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS FOR
OUT-OF-CORE PROCESSING
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Figure 4: In the top row the Domitilla model together with some overdraw heat-map visualizations is shown, from
2nd image left to right this are the MNO, the MWO with 30k leaf nodes and priority-based traversal, and the MWO
with 30k leaf nodes and depth first traversal. In the bottom row the Hanghaus and Stephansdom models are shown,
and the MNO is used for heat-map visualization. All traversals use a maximum projected grid cell size of 1 pixel
and are rendered with 1 pixel per point.

8
MNO

[s]

We implemented the MNO and the MWO data structures in our point rendering and editing framework, to
be able to compare both data structures directly. Our
test computer has an Intel Core i7-2600 quad core CPU,
16 GB RAM, two 10.000 rpm hard disks in a RAID 0,
and 4 solid state drives (SSDs) in a RAID 0. All operations with the data structures use an LRU cache of 100
million points. Rendering is done in OpenGL.

MWO 100k leafs

7000

MWO 65k leafs

6000

MWO 30k leafs

5000
4000

3000
2000

1000

For the tests we use 3 point data sets, the Domitilla
catacomb with 1.92 ∗ 109 points (courtesy of the FWF
START project "The Domitilla-Catacomb in Rome."),
the Stephansdom with 460 ∗ 106 points, and the Hanghaus with 14.7 ∗ 106 points. In Figure 4 the data sets
(together with some overdraw heat maps) are shown.
From each data set we build 4 models, one MNO with
minimum 1000 points per node, and 3 MWOs with 30k,
65k, and 100k maximum points per leaf node. The
space requirements for an MWO increase with smaller
leaf node size, e.g., for the Domitilla model the MWO
with 30k leaf nodes is about 2.2 times larger than the
original data. This leads to higher build up times as
can be seen in Figure 5. Build up times for all Hanghaus models are 30 seconds or less. Furthermore we
measured the total number of fragments written to the
800x600 pixels viewport in 21 different settings per
model. For each model we tested a maximum projected grid cell size of 1, 2, and 3 pixels, and the models
were then rendered with screen aligned OpenGL points
of the according size. For each grid cell size we rendered the MNO model and the 3 MWO variants. Each
MWO was rendered once with a priority-based traversal, and once with a depth first traversal. All renderings
were done from one viewpoint per model. The results
are given in Figure 6, and except for the Stephansdom

0
Domitilla, disk

Domitilla, SSD

Stephansdom,
disk

Stephansdom,
SSD

Figure 5: Buildup timings for the Domitilla and
Stephansdom models on disk and on SSD.
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Figure 6: Total number of pixels drawn at different settings for the projected grid cell size.
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Figure 7: Timings for deleting differently sized selections from the Domitilla model.
MWOs rendered with 3 pixels and the Hanghaus 30k
MWO rendered with 2 pixels projected grid size, the
priority-based traversal causes less overdraw. Editing
operations were tested by deleting different sized selections from the largest point cloud, the Domitilla model.
The results in Figure 7 show that the usage of an SSD
and also a smaller selection size do not speed up the
operation for the MNO as for the MWO models. This
is caused by a more expensive pull up operation in the
MNO, which uses nodes in the LRU cache. The time
overhead for updating the interior nodes after deleting
is about 1% for the largest, 4% for the medium, and
about 10% for the smallest selection.

9

CONCLUSION

We have presented a complexity analysis for the MNO
and the MWO, two data structures which can be used
for editing and rendering huge point clouds. The data
structures show similar complexities for build up and
editing operations. The memory requirements and thus
processing times for the MWO are dependent on the
leaf node size, while the memory requirements for the
MNO are the same as for the original data set. The
MNO is better suited for large editing operations, as
less nodes have to be processed. The MWO (especially
with 30k leaf nodes) is better suited for rendering, as
often less points are required to render a point cloud
from a certain viewpoint, resulting in higher frame
rates. We also introduced a lightweight extension to the
points deleting algorithm for the MWO, which allows
to use efficient node selection strategies during rendering, leading to less pixel overdraw.

10
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a segmentation method for sagittal images obtained from Drosophila melanogaster embryos
at early stages of development. The proposed method operates in the spatial domain and uses traditional filters and
segmentation techniques for image processing. However, one common problem encountered after the segmentation
of sagittal images is the merged nuclei. In order to split these nuclei, our approach uses the curvature of the shape
of the merged nuclei to find the regions of division between the nuclei. The proposed method was compared to
other techniques and it achieved better results. In general, the obtained results have shown good performance and
were able to identify individual nuclei, providing an efficient and accurate solution for segmentation of nuclei in
images obtained from the sagittal plane of Drosophila embryos.

Keywords
Image segmentation, Curvature, Nuclei segmentation, Drosophila melanogaster.

1

INTRODUCTION

The segmentation is an important area of study for image analysis and computational vision. The term image
segmentation refers to the partition of an image into a
set of regions that cover it, aiming identifying or extracting regions of interest, in other words, all relevant
semantic content to the application. Regions of interest should be uniform and homogeneous with respect
to some characteristic, such as gray level, color, or texture. The segmentation step is usually considered critical, since, through it is possible to identify, recognize
and classify digital objects. In general, it represents one
of the most important steps, considering that its result
may to determine the success or failure of computerized
analysis procedures [Shap01, Gonz08].

Image segmentation performs a crucial role in bioimage informatics [Peng08, Zhan12]. In some cases, the
complexity or particular characteristics of biological
data hampers the process of segmentation, thus leading to the development of a wide range of segmentation methods addressing specific problems in biological applications. Normally, such methods make use
of prior knowledge for the particular objects of interest
and other possible structures in the image. In this context, we propose a new segmentation method for application to nuclei segmentation from sagittal images
obtained from early Drosophila melanogaster embryos
(e.g., Fig. 1(a-d)). The proposed method is based on
analysis of curvature of the shape of the nuclei and operates in the spatial domain. In this case, aiming to
achieve the desired segmentation it uses the knowledge
about the geometric characteristics of objects contained
in this type of image.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.

The Drosophila melanogaster, commonly known as
the “fruit fly”, is an important model in biological research, particularly in the study of gene expression regulatory networks, spatial expression pattern and cellular differentiation [Crow12, Gilb03]. Recent advances
in molecular biology and microscopy techniques sub-
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stantially increased the amount of images generated for
investigations on Drosophila development, especially
images of gene expression patterns. In order to extract information from these images, several computational methods has been proposed [Pous04, Pan06,
Jans05,Rbel06,Pisa09,Kozl08], followed by an increasing number of databases of images available on Internet
as, for example, Flyex [Pisa09], BDGP [Toma07] and
BDTNP [Fowl08]. A common feature observed in the
images in those databases is that the data (anatomical
or gene expression patterns) are obtained from the surface of the embryo (or 3D in the case of DBTNP). None
of these works deals with images obtained from sagittal
planes passing through the embryo.

techniques deals with 3D data [Huan08, Luen06].
However, the content of both 3D data and surface
images are different from sagittal images.
In addition, to the best of our knowledge, it has not
been proposed any works related to the sagittal image of Drosophila embryos. Few works deal with
computational methods in order to extract relevant information from sagittal images. Houchmandzadeh et
al. [Houc02] used a sliding rectangle of fixed size perpendicular to the edges of the embryo while probing
the average pixel intensity under the rectangle, while
Gregor et al. [Greg07] used the same approach, but a
circular mask were used instead of a rectangle. However, none of these approaches can identify individual
nuclei.

Sagittal images currently gained great interest to
Drosophila community. By allowing the visualization
of cells and tissues, localization of genes and proteins,
as well the visualization of the dynamics of gene
expression in embryos in vivo [Greg07], this type of
image can unveil new gene interactions and new findings about the relationship between anatomy and gene
expression during development. Therefore, the image
segmentation method proposed in this paper refers to
sagittal images of early Drosophila embryos. More
specifically, we are interesting in the identification of
nuclei of the embryos, i.e., to define nuclei masks. This
type of analysis increases the amount of features that
can be extract from the images, as the obtained masks
can be used to characterize several morphological
properties, as well serve of basis to characterize gene
expression patterns. For example, the nuclear mask can
be used to quantify data on gene expression in each
embryo nucleus, or to characterize the amount of gene
products inside the embryo nuclei [Pisa09].

Other works not directly related to Drosophila image could be used for sagittal images, as the works
by Costa et al. [Ferr97], Malpica et al. [Malp97]
and Bala [Bala12].
In this paper we analysed
the results of these three methods, along with the
method of Kosman [Kosm99], in order to compare
to the results of our method. All of these proposals address variations of watershed segmentation
algorithm [Vinc91, Beuc79], which is considered a
powerful technique to isolate and recognize cell nuclei
in biological images [Chen12, Chan12].

3

Image segmentation consists in the extraction and
identification of regions of interest contained in a
image [Gonz08]. In the case of sagittal images of
early Drosophila melanogaster embryo, the regions
of interest are those concerning to the cell nuclei. In
this case, the objective of the segmentation is to obtain
a nuclear mask image, i.e., a binary image where the
pixels with value equal to 1 represent cell nuclei and
the pixels with a value 0 represents the background
of the image [Pisa09]. For each embryo, a binary
nuclear mask must to be constructed. This mask
shows where the individual nuclei of an embryo are
located [Pous04, Pisa03].

In order to obtain the nuclear mask, the proposed
method add a post-processing step on the result of
Ostu segmentation method [Otsu79]. This extra step
is necessary because the result of initial segmentation
results in many blocks of merged nuclei, which should
be separated in order to obtain a correct identification
of the nuclei. For separation of merged nuclei, we
propose an analysis of the curvature of the shape of the
merged blocks. In order to evaluate the efficiency of
the method, it was performed several experiments with
real images, which were collected by using confocal
microscopy. The obtained results show efficiency and
good performance in the identification of cell nuclei
contained in the images processed.

This section describes the proposed segmentation
method to obtain the nuclear mask image. The method
consists of three main steps: pre-processing, image
binarization and a post-processing step to split merged
nuclei.

3.1
2

PREVIOUS WORKS

Pre-processing

Sagittal images from Drosophila embryos were obtained using confocal microscopy. These images
present some degree of noise, which should be
attenuated in order to optimize the results of subsequent operations, such as image binarization. In the
pre-processing stage, a simple spatial filtering can

Most of the works involving Drosophila
embryos refer to the surface of the embryos [Pous04, Jans05, Pisa09, Surk08, Jaeg04] and the
nuclear mask is usually obtained through of technique
proposed by Kosman [Kosm99]. More sophisticate
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be considered for noise removal. In addition, it is
interesting to include some sharpen operations in order
to highlight the edges of the nuclei presented in the
image.
In the images analyzed in this work the noise are located on the extremities of cell nuclei, characterized by
the random occurrence of lightness values significantly
different from pixel values referring to the foreground
of image. Gaussian smoothing was applied in order to
reduce these noise [Gonz08].
With regard to highlighting techniques, two operations
are proposed, the linear intensity transformation and the
morphological highlighting [Solo10, Gonz08]. The linear highlighting was applied in order to emphasize and
improve the appearance of images. It is the simplest
way to modify contrast and the brightness of a image,
where the mapping function is represented by equation
r = ax + b, such that x is the original pixel value and r
is the pixel value after the transformation. The parameter a (angular coefficient) affects jointly the contrast
and brightness of the resulting image and b (linear coefficient) adjusts only the brightness [Solo10]. After
this linear mapping function, it was applied in the images the morphological highlighting [Shih09, Soil99],
expressed by Eq. (1).
I(x, y) = (G(x, y) + That (G)) − Bhat (G),

(1)

where I(x, y) represents the sharpen image, G(x, y) the
smoothed input image and That (G) and Bhat (G) the result of the application of “top-hat” and “bottom-hat”
operators, respectively.
The technique of morphological highlighting (Eq. (1)),
constructed from the combination of the operations
“top-hat” and “bottom-hat” [Shih09], aims to increase
the visual discrimination between foreground and
background of processed images, through addition of
the “top-hat” result to the smoothed image, followed by
the subtraction of “bottom-hat” image. The operations
involved in morphological highlighting include binary
opening and closing. The binary opening consists in
applying in the binary image the operation of erosion
followed by a dilation, while the binary closing consists
of a dilatation followed by an erosion.
The operation “top-hat” detects the peaks (local maxima) of smoothed image G(x, y), and is defined by the
difference between G(x, y) and the prior result of its
morphological opening [Shih09], as defined in Eq. (2).
The symbol SE defines the structuring element, and it
is usually chosen according to the characteristics of the
image.
That (G) = G(x, y) − (G(x, y) ◦ SE).

G(x, y), and is defined by difference between the result
of its morphological closure [Shih09] and the image
G(x, y), as is expressed by Eq. (3).
Bhat (G) = (G(x, y) • SE) − G(x, y).

The application of morphological highlighting emphasizes the pixels belonging to cell nuclei of sagittal images, while it attenuates the intensity values of the pixels between the nuclei.

3.2

Image Binarization

In order to binarize the pre-processed images it was
verified the performance of traditional binarization
techniques existing in the literature, as thresholding,
edge detection and region growing [Gonz08]. It was
verified that, when applied separately, such techniques are insufficient for obtaining a precise nuclear
mask [Huan08]. These techniques were not able to
provide full separation of the nuclei (i.e., they have
many merged nuclei, as illustrated in Fig. 1(e-h)). This
factor is influenced by morphological features (the
nuclei may indeed be merged) and by small variations
of light intensity existing between the nuclei.
After several tests, the Otsu thresholding [Otsu79] was
chosen for image binarization. This is an unsupervised segmentation method which relies on discriminant analysis and searches for an optimal threshold T ∗
which maximizes the variance between classes C0 and
C1 , which, in turn, represent the objects – the nuclei
– and the background image (or vice versa) [Solo10,
Gonz08]. Many approaches for cell nuclei detection
in fluorescence images rely of the Otsu segmentation
method [Xion06b, Quel10, Xion06a, Yan08]. In addition, in order compensate the non-uniformity of the
lightning in some images, the images were subdivided
into rectangles and, for each subimage, the Otsu method
was applied individually. This subdivision considerable
improved the results of the binarization.
However, as illustrated in Fig. 1(e-h), the result of Otsu
binarization also resulted in an image with a significant
presence of two or more nuclei unified. These nuclei
are identified in yellow color in Fig. 1(e-h). So, after
binarization it is necessary an additional step to split
the merged nuclei.

3.3

Splitting merged nuclei using curvature

After the binarization of the image using Otsu method,
there were still several merged nuclei. In order to split
these nuclei, we propose the use of the curvature of the
shape of the merged regions. The curvature quantifies
the variations in the contour of a shape. It is very useful in defining of relevant geometrical properties, such

(2)

On the other hand, the operation “bottom-hat” detects
the valleys (local minima) of the smoothed image
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Figure 1: Original and segmented images. (a-d) Original images, obtained by confocal microscopy at the sagittal
plane of Drosophila melanogaster embryos. (e-h) Results after of Otsu binarization. Merged nuclei are identified
in yellow while rightly detected nuclei are shown in cyan. It can be seen that several nuclei remain unified after
the binarization. The components outside the border of the embryo (e.g. cells inside the embryo) were removed
manually after the binarization. (i-l) Results obtained after the application of the proposed methodology. Note that
the merged nuclei are now separated.
as corners, valleys, concave regions and convex, and
straight lines [Attn54, Levi85].
In digital images, the curvature of an object can be estimated from its parametric contour C(t) (Eq. (4)), i.e.,
the representation in which the object contour is described in terms of a single parameter t, where t =
1, ..., n is the index of the positions of the sequential
pixels (x(t), y(t)) defining the contour of the object and
n is the number of pixels of the contour of the object.

In this work the discrete derivatives necessary for
curvature estimation was obtained using the derivative
property of the Fourier Transform (F) [Cost09].
Let X( f ) and Y ( f ) be the Fourier Transform of the
signals x(t) and y(t) respectively, the first and second
derivatives of these signals are defined by Eqs. 6a-6d.
x0 (t) = F−1 (i2π f X( f )),
00

C(t) = [x(t1 ), y(t1 )], [x(t2 ), y(t2 )], ..., [x(tn ), y(tn )]. (4)

x0 (t)y00 (t) − y0 (t)x00 (t)
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(x0 (t)2 + y0 (t)2 ) 3

.

2

(6a)

x (t) = F (−(2π f ) X( f )),

(6b)

y0 (t) = F−1 (i2π fY ( f )),

(6c)

00

−1

2

y (t) = F (−(2π f ) Y ( f )).

The curvature k for each element of a discrete contour
C(t) can be obtained according to Eq. (5), where x0 (t)
and y0 (t) are the first order derivative with respect to x
and y, and x00 (t) and y00 (t) are the second order derivative in relation to x and y, respectively [Cost09].
k(t) =

−1

(6d)

In the case of discrete functions, the Eqs. 6a-6d
normally generates noisy derivatives.
The solution in this case is to apply a Gaussian filter in the
function by including in the Eqs. 6a-6d the term
G( f , σ ) = exp(−2(σ π f )2 ), a Fourier Transform of
a Gaussian function with zero mean and standard
deviation σ , defined in the frequency space. Thus,

(5)
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x0 (s) = F−1 (i2π f X( f )G( f , σ )),
00

−1

2

(7a)

x (s) = F (−(2π f ) X( f )G( f , σ )),

(7b)

y0 (s) = F−1 (i2π fY ( f )G( f , σ )),

(7c)

00

−1

2

y (s) = F (−(2π f ) Y ( f )G( f , σ )).

(7d)

The estimation of smoothed curvature is calculated for
all connected components with two or more nuclei unified. These components are identified by their size,
been analyzed the components that are larger than a
preestablished value. This value is defined based on
the average size of the nuclei. The main idea in using
the curvature is to find points in the image where we
can trace a straight line separating the merged nuclei.
The same idea was employed in the work of Beletti et
al. [Bele05], which used the curvature in the analysis
of sperm images in order to separate head from the tail.
The process of using the curvature can be better understood by analyzing the illustration in Fig. 2, which
represents a connected component formed by intersection of four nuclei, and shows the respective points of
relative minimum P1 to P6 . These points corresponds to
the relative minima (or local minima) of the curvature
k(t) of the contour C(t). The inset in Fig. 2 depicts the
curvature k(t) and the corresponding relative minima P1
to P6 .

are located on one side of the form, while P4 , P5 and P6
are located on the other side.
The next step is to consider only the points located at
one of the sides of the contour. For each of these points,
−→
the vectors V pi are constructed considering the current
point and all the points on the opposite side. Then,
→
−
the angles θi formed between the normal vector Vn at
−→
the current point with the respect to the vectors V pi are
computed. The smallest θi indicates to which point of
the opposite side the line that splits the nuclei should be
drawn. Consider, for example, the point P1 in Fig. 2.
Then, the angles θi formed between the normal vector
→
−
−−→
Vn at the point P1 with the respect to the vectors V p1 ,
−−→
−−→
−−→ −−→
V p2 and V p3 are computed. The vectors V p1 , V p2 and
−−→
V p3 are formed considering P1 and its opposites points
P6 , P5 and P4 , respectively. For the considered example,
the smallest θi corresponds to the angle formed between
→
−
−−→
Vn and V p1 , hence P6 is identified as the corresponding
point of P1 and a line between these points is drawn in
order to split the nuclei.
300
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The change of sign in the values of curvature k(t) identifies the alternation between a point of relative maximum and a point of relative minimum of the curve. Between two points of relative maximum there is always
a relative minimum, and vice versa. By using this analysis of maximum and minimum is possible to find the
all the relative minima of the contour, and these points
corresponds to the location of where the nuclei should
be separated.
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Figure 2: Illustration of a merged nuclei and the normal
and tangent vector of one relative minimum point of
the contour of the object. Points P1 to P6 are the relative
−−→ −−→
−−→
minima of the contour. The vectors V p1 , V p2 and V p3
are formed considering the point of relative minimum
P1 and its opposite points P6 , P5 and P4 , respectively.
The distances di between P1 and the opposite points are
also shown. Note that the minimum distance cannot
be used as a criteria to find the corresponding opposite
point, as d2 < d1 . In the inset it is depicted the curvature
k(t) of the shape of the object, along with the respective
relative minimum peaks.

After the identification of the points of relative minimum, it is necessary to establish the correspondence
between then in order trace the line which will separate the nuclei. In the proposed method, to select the
pairs candidates to correspondence, the points of relative minimum are separated into two groups, accordingly to which side of the merged nuclei they belong.
In order to define in which side of the merged block the
points are located, the contour was divided into two regions. The two points of the contour which define these
regions corresponds to the two peaks of the curvature
of a oversmoothed version of the contour (i.e., the contour was smoothed by applying a Gaussian filter with
σ = 50). This approach allows to identify the extremities of a merged block and it is translation and rotation
invariant. For example, in Fig. 2, points P1 , P2 and P3
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Vp1
d1=143

150

k(t)

the effect of this filter is smoothing, where it reduces
(or even eliminated) the influence of noise and small
undesired details in the contour of the analyzed shape.

It is worth to note that the minimum distance between
the opposite points could also be thought as a way of
finding correspondence between opposite points. However, we found some examples where the smallest distance does not represent the desired correspondence.
For example, in Fig. 2 the distance between the point
P1 and P5 is lower than the distance between P1 and P6 .
On the other hand, analysis of θ is a safe choice, since
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the criterion of lowest θ precisely defines the opposite
point corresponding to the current point.
Finally, after the correspondence between the relative
minima points are established, a straight line between
then is drawn in the image in order to separate the nuclei, i.e., the pixels under the line segment unifying opposite relative minima are set to zero, separating the nuclei. In this stage, it is possible to obtain the fully separated nuclei. This procedure is applied for all the points
located on the same side of the first analyzed point (i.e.,
the points P2 and P3 in the example of Fig. 2). However, if after this first iteration two or more nuclei remains merged, the procedure can be reapplied in order
to obtain the expected result.

A quantitative analysis was performed based in the
number of detected nuclei. This was initially accomplished by counting this number based on visual inspection of original images. Posteriorly, the number of nuclei identified from the nuclear mask was compared to
the original images. The results are summarized in Table 1, where it can be noted that the proposed method
has, with reference to the number of nuclei, 94,4% of
successfully detected nuclei.

4

Table 1: Results of the application of the proposed
method.

Rightly detected nuclei
Merged nuclei
Absent nuclei
Over-segmentation

EXPERIMENTS

In order to evaluate the proposed methodology,
10 sagittal images from different embryos were
collected. All embryos are at the cleaved cycle
14A [Gilb03]. These images were processed and the
obtained results were compared with other proposed
techniques [Ferr97, Malp97, Kosm99, Bala12].
The parameters used in the pre-processing and image
binarization steps are described as follows: the optimal size of the Gaussian filter usually depends on the
size of the objects in the image. We found that a σ =3
and window size of 5x5 was adequate for subsequent
analysis. The linear mapping function has been applied
considering an angular coefficient equal to 9 and a linear coefficient −35 in the cases which were necessary
to adjust the brightness and contrast of the image. For
the Top-hat and Bot-hat transformations it was used a
disk structuring element with radius 15 and 5, respectively. For the Gaussian smoothing used in curvature
estimation (in the frequency space), a standard deviation equal to 5 was used. The following sections details
the analysis performed.

4.1

Most of the nuclei were properly identified, since
only 3,9% of nuclei have not been properly separated
(Merged nuclei). These were the case for blocks of
merged nuclei without regions of well-defined valleys.
This characteristic prevents the localization of the
points of minimum curvature, therefore the segments
cannot be separated.
A small portion of cell nuclei, about 0,9%, weren’t accurately detected (Absent nuclei). This was the case
for image regions with a very low contrast, where the
Otsu’s algorithm were unable to precisely identify the
nuclei.
The rate of over-segmentation (i.e. individual nuclei
that were split in more than one component) is very
low (0,8%) and shows the efficiency of method in segmenting complex nucleus configurations. It is important to note that most of the errors verified were generated from images with low contrast and/or distinctness.
Such images show nuclei with contours poorly defined
(blurry), in addition to little variation of light intensities between regions of background and foreground
(nuclei). These images are even difficult to perform
manual segmentation of nuclei.

Dataset

The images used in this work were obtained in a Leica TCS SP5 confocal microscopy, at the Inmetro National Institute of Metrology, Quality and Technology. To visualize the Drosophila nuclei, we used the
blue-fluorescent DAPI nucleic acid stain from Invitrogen. Each image has 1024x1024 pixels and 8 bits depth.
Fig. 1(a-d) shows four of the analyzed images.

4.2

In addition, in order to assess the quality of the proposed segmentation method, we compared our results
with the results obtained by techniques proposed by
Costa et al. [Ferr97], Malpica et al. [Malp97], Kosman
[Kosm99] and Bala [Bala12], which are all variations
of watershed segmentation algorithm. The results of
these methods are shown in Fig. 3 and are summarized
in Tab. 2.

Results

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed
method, all 10 collected images were tested. These
images contains about 61 to 183 nuclei, being 1452 in
total.
Among the images collected, Fig. 1(i-l) shows the nuclear masks obtained for four images. In all images analyzed most of the nuclei were properly detected, producing a nuclear mask with a good quality.
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94,4%
3,9%
0,9%
0,8%

The choice to compare this work with the proposal
of Kosman D. [Kosm99] was motivated by its application in the analysis of gene expression patterns of
Drosophila . The method was used in the creation of
FlyEx database [Pisa09], and works with superficial images of Drosophila embryos.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3: Comparative results of the segmentation obtained by different techniques. (a) Original image. (b) Segmentation result obtained by Costa et al. [Ferr97]. (c) Segmentation result obtained by Malpica et al. [Malp97].
(d) Segmentation result obtained by Bala [Bala12]. (e) Segmentation result obtained by Kosman D. [Kosm99]. (f)
Segmentation result obtained by the proposed method.
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Rightly detected nuclei
Merged nuclei
Absent nuclei
Over-segmentation

1-Our method
1371 (94,4%)
56 (3,9%)
13 (0,9%)
12 (0,8%)

2- [Kosm99]
937 (64,5%)
48 (3,3%)
200 (13,8%)
267 (18,4%)

3- [Ferr97]
680 (46,8%)
613 (42,2%)
138 (9,5%)
21 (1,4%)

4- [Malp97]
982 (67,6%)
192 (13,2%)
247 (17,0%)
31 (2,1%)

5- [Bala12]
1043 (71,8%)
122( 8,4%)
263 (18,1%)
24 (1,7%)

Table 2: Comparison of nuclei segmentation for different methods.
The comparison of the method proposed here with the
works of Costa et. al [Ferr97], Malpica et al. [Malp97]
and Bala [Bala12] are justified because they address revisions of Watershed algorithm, a method widely used
to segment globular objects (such as nuclei/cells) in fluorescence images (2D or 3D) [Peng08,Chen12,Chan12,
Du10, Hukk10, Clop10].

The results with the proposed segmentation method
demonstrated that it can segment nuclei from images of
Drosophila embryos with higher efficiency when compared to other methods. The technique proposed also
can be applied to segment similar configurations of cell
nuclei in other kinds of images, such as nuclei/cells
commonly found in fluorescence images, where no satisfactory solution was found yet.

The Costa’s method [Ferr97] (Fig. 3(b)), compared to
methods 2, 4 and 5 (Table 2) showed the lowest rate
of over-segmentation. However, it generated the largest
number of merged nuclei, mainly in regions with weak
borders between the nuclei.

The proposed method is efficient and accurate, and
can be integrated in a database of sagittal images of
Drosophila embryos, contributing to gain new insights
from this biological model.

The Bala’s method [Bala12] (Fig. 3(d)), after our
method, obtained good results in the metric 1 (Rightly
detected nuclei (Table 2)). On the other hand, similarly
to the Malpica’s method [Malp97] (Fig. 3(c)), it showed
large portion of nuclei absent (18,1% - Table 2). These
binarization errors were largely due to variations in
the nuclear signal intensity, specifically, the weak
signal made it difficult the definition of markers for the
Watershed algorithm.

6
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7

The kind of errors mentioned above are, in some extent, caused by the choice of parameter settings. Thus,
a clear difficulty with such algorithms is the effort required to tune them by selecting appropriate parameter
settings to different images.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents Celtic Canvas -- a framework towards computationally generating patterns similar to simple Celtic
artwork. As Celtic patterns are highly structured, a robust model of curvature dynamics is introduced in the paper to allow the
evolution of space curves as a foundation for line drawing and structural anatomy. Cellular automata integrates several
features including -- lines and forms, allocation of space, a solution of crossing states, the occlusion processing, depth cues,
and line weighing. Lattice gas automata assist in generating varying width patterns. Original digitally available artwork
provides shapes and forms as line-art. Our novel contribution is that we are successful in generating examples of knotwork
and zoomorphs (animal designs shapes) that mimic the characteristics of the Celtic art forms. Future research areas are also
identified.
rendering process, (b) portray materials accurately
according to context; (c) understand what to emphasize; (d)
avoid patterns and regularities; (e) follow established rules
of traditional rendering techniques – how the lines are
placed and use visual cues such as line weight and depth
variation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Reconstruction of Celtic design methods could perhaps be
traced to the work of J. Romilly Allen’s [All93] 1903’s
survey which was followed by the studies of George Bain
[Bai51] in 1951. As part of her survey of Celtic interlace in
Northumbria (Northern England, 500-1100), Gwenda
Adcock [Adc74] developed the system now used for
archeological description and analysis. Iain Bain in 1986
[Bai86] transformed many of his father’s construction
techniques into concise procedures or algorithms. Peter
Cromwell [Cro93] followed with his examination of frieze
patterns, and is credited with considering interlace as being
traced by a ray reflected by bounding structure [Fun07].
Paul Gerdes described this generator in detail, first for
Tchokwe and Tamil pictograms [Ger90] and later for Celtic
interlace [Ger99]. A theory of mirror curves emerged in
[Jab95]. Adcock’s research [Adc74] discussed evidence of
templates. While the approach is workable in typography, it
also helped illustrate another of Adcock’s observations, that
a skilled artist is needed to prevent monotonous patterns.
Christians Mercat [Mer97] observed that crossings in Celtic
interlace comprise an encoding (tetravalent, of four
converging cord segments) enabling the specification of
arbitrary interlace in terms of planar graphs. Frank Drewes
[Dre89] demonstrated graph grammars where terminal
symbols are associated with tiles. This resembles the
approach taken in Lindenmayer-Systems [Pru90] as well.
One of the characteristics of the illustrations is to appear
hand drawn. So the following guidance was developed: (a)
reduce artifacts that may be perceived as the result of a

Development in the theory of alternating knots [Bro05,
Chu05] and tangles now extends to classification and
enumeration [Bae07]. Adcock [Adc02] completed a study
of interlaced animal designs (zoomorphs) in Bernician
sculpture and their relationship to work produced by the
monastery at Lindisfarne. One significant difference
between zoomorphs and interlace is that interlace involves
strictly closed curves and animal designs more often
involve open curves. The Isenberg [Ise06] study
recommends experimentation with approaches to line
weight and cuing and line shape as that can convey emotion
[Fre03]. Knotwork, such as work by David LlewellynJones, posted on the web, does not have a zoomorph
implementation. NPR research today includes modeling
for pencil [Mer08] and ink on paper [Chu05], brush and
paint on canvas [Bax04], medieval manuscripts [Bro04]
and collections at Trinity College Dublin [Qui07].
Parametric curves, such as Bezier, Hermite, or B-Splines
[Far97] tend to be less expressive than those drawn by
hand, yet managing continuity is always an important piece
which may affect the artwork. Work by Kurt Fleischer
[Fle97] on self-organizing geometry is relevant for
generating adaptive and curved lattice gas models [Har71],
and can be useful due to the evolution of a trefoil shaped
filament [Mal96] shapes and shape grammars. In this paper,
we focus on providing research on how to computationally
generate knotwork [LAr07] and zoomorphs (animal design
forms). Our research and results are novel and promising in
the sense that we have been successful in capturing some of
the innate aesthetics and simplicity observed in knotwork
and zoomorphs of Celtic Art form. These are shown as
crossing (Figures 2, 4, 12, and 13), design elements (Figure
6-8), and zoomorphs (Figures 9 and 14). These are basic
elements found in Celtic Art, and according to best of our

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission
and/or a fee.
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knowledge, not captured
computational method.

by

any

other

existing

Aidan Meehan [Mee03], it was not apparent that the
preceding knot-work in Figure 1 uses a single cord.
Designs in this study, following the example of George
Bain, are first developed using medial lines with a density
of a one cord per square. As a cord passes through a square,
its departure is designated by a chain code. Chain code
directions on the Moore neighborhood are shown in Figure
2.

2. BACKGROUND

To conform to the style of insular design from the 9th
century, proportions for interlace are found in Adcock
[Adc74; 02]. Alternatively these can also be measured
from lithographs, photography from the manuscript
departments of universities, or measured from digital
photography available on the web. Similar measurements
may be developed for zoomorphs, plant designs, humans,
key patterns, spirals, and so forth.
The key idea in complex systems theory is that local
interactions give rise to organized global behavior. Brushstrokes by an artist are examples of local control creating
global emergence, which is the overall painting. Modeling
of these systems involves simulation over assemblies of
discrete elements such as brush-strokes. Broad surveys
have been done [Fle95]. Organizations include lattice gas
automata (LGA) [Har76]. Other related work are in
[Sim94] but for very different applications.

Figure 2: chain code directions.
Using a varying grid, an automaton, called a lattice gas
automaton, for left reflection is derived by examining part
of the following knot in the following work (Figure 3)
using chain codes:

Differential Geometry
The nib of a pen traces a line on a writing surface. The
point of contact may be thought of as a particle moving
along a space curve in the plane of the writing surface.
From the fundamental theorem of space curves, if curvature
and torsion are differentiable over the arc length and
curvature is everywhere positive, there exists a unit speed
space curve with those properties. The initial unit tangent
and unit normal vectors may be assigned as long as their
dot product is everywhere zero. For a planar space curve,
torsion is everywhere zero. In this special case, the
curvature function may be signed, allowing turns left and
right. The formulation is interesting to us as varying shape
curve can be generated given an initial position X, unit
tangent (T), unit normal (N), and B, and assigned curvature
K(s) and torsion (TO(s)) values which provide the rate of
change of present position of the curve using curve
parameter (s) based on differential equation formulation
described in [Gra98].

Figure 3: (left) Derivation of left mirror (bottom 3 by 4)
moves as (Right) chain codes (3 by 4).
For left reflection assume that mirrors are placed to the left
of the particle path in the lattice gas particle automaton.
Begin with the particle in the lower left corner heading in
chain code direction five (Figure 3). The model describes a
particle that interprets a break as a 45-degree direction
change. Angles are additive. Addition of random moves
can provide more variety as the particle moves, offering
variation of patterns.

Mirror Curve Generator

The motion of the particle simulates the generation of a
mirror curve as chain codes Each mirror curve defines the
intersections of a guide curve with the grid. If the path
traced by the particle is closed in the desire curve,
Thurston’s theorem says that an alternating knot covering
that path exists. A GCA particle tracing the edges of the
major grid, interpreting breaks as mirrors, can use Mercat’s
algorithm to find a coding for the crossings (Figure 4).
Alternatively, the encoding can be determined using a
mobile cellular automaton that traces an image of the

Figure 1: Single knot three cord border.
Part of the fascination of mirror curves in design is that an
outcome may not be immediately obvious. For example,
while placing breaks in a variation on a grid studied by
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solution for each guide curve across the drawing surface to
interpret a composite image of all the guide curves in the
composition.

assumed to be lines parallel to the guide curve, the parallel
line theorem from differential geometry may be used
[Gra98]:
cc || α (α , s, t ) =

sJα ʹ′ ( t )

α ʹ′ ( t )

Tangent velocity of the curve is normalized at t, and scaled
by distance s; J is the two-dimensional Jacobian [Gra98;
Doy08]. The cord is inflated in the direction of the curve’s
normal and then repeated in the opposite direction to create
cords from lines in a cylindrical fashion. The radius of the
cord is used as the scale factor and can vary based on
parameter t as shown above. Parameter t could also be used
for mapping textures in future.
Design Elements as Forms and Sleeves
Figure 4: A path traced by Mercat’s coding algorithm.

Design elements are described as forms and sleeves, as
detailed in [Doy08]. Each is represented by line art for the
shape of a given element around symmetries to be provided
by guide curves which are generated from the given celtic
art piece as explained below. Forms are used primarily for
zoomorphs and plants in the Celtic Art. Sleeves are
specialized forms that provide the shape for cords in the
knotwork. The reason for using line art is to allow a
designer the freedom to draw these shapes as needed
without relying on any particular technology. These line
art can then be inflated to create knotwork supplementing
the computer generated forms. Design elements provide an
efficient mean to provide templates, and can be used as
tiles to create continuous curves if properly used.

From this all of the intersections are identified. Each
intersection, as with Mercat’s algorithm, is used to hold the
identification of guide curves that pass through it and the
reservation of the above or below state for each intersection
of the knot. If, while traversing the image of a guide curve,
the mobile automaton encounters an intersection where the
needed reservation is already taken, the solution fails. In
the case of designs involving only knots, resolution of these
failures may be resolved through a divide and conquer
strategy. However, if the design contains tangles, a
solution may not exist. Where a crossing solution exists, it
is encoded as a function of arc length on each guide curve
in the composition. The coding is adjusted so that state
transitions occur half way between intersections.

A form (input shape) is specified in terms of four files:
anatomy, symmetry, segmentation, and pivots. Figure 5
shows such an arrangement for our implementation.
Anatomy defines what a form looks like (leftmost Figure
5). Symmetry defines a skeleton (left-middle Figure 5).
Segmentation defines where a form can be split and
stretched along symmetry (right-middle Figure 5). Pivots
define where parts of the anatomy may be independently
turned and are left for future study (rightmost Figure 5).

The lattice gas particle path is drawn as a polygon joining
the centers of cell entry and exit points. This automatically
generates results in Glassner’s visualization [Gla99]. Since
the grid is square, the generating sequence for a space
curve covering the path can be assembled by collecting
sequences from a small set of standard curve segments,
indexed by which turn is taken by a particle on exiting a
cell relative to the direction on entry. When the grid is
irregular, a suitable curve for each segment must be
adaptively produced. For example, models for the curve
segment are selected and then, in the worst case, fitted by
evolutionary search on the ranges of their parameters and
the one with the best-fit wins. Our observation is that the
behaviour of the particle with such set interfaces resembles
what an artist may be doing when judging how to draw a
line. In studying the lines of Celtic interlace some of these
shapes are familiar. Their incorporation may also be
important as suggested by a study on the effect of line
shapes on the perception of emotion or style [Fre03].

Figure 5: Celtic Snake anatomy, symmetries, segmentation
and pivots (left to right).
Extraction of lines from the anatomy drawing is supported
by connected region enumeration and a simple set algebra,
so desired lines can be obtained (Figure 6). Extracted lines
are sampled as distance functions along the arc length of
the corresponding symmetry and then coded as part of the
genotype for the shape. To resolve occlusion during
rendering, lines that form the outermost outline of the form

3. INFLATING THE CURVES
Once the lines representing the Celtic-canvas are
satisfactory, closed or open curves represented by cords or
the lines can be inflated. For interlace, a cord must be fitted
to the guide curve. This process is often described as
inflating the cord. If the left and right edges of the cord are
Full papers proceedings
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are marked as exterior. Sleeves are handled similarly and
only have one symmetry. Sleeves are fitted to cover a
portion of the arc length of a guide curve. Examples of
cord sleeves with their specifications are as follows (Figure
7).

Ws =

s ( s1 − s )
s1

⋅ f ( N 0.1 )

, 0 < s < s1

where s1 is the length of the respective walk and s is the
parameter within the walk. This is implemented by
genetically generating piecewise continuous curves whose
positions left and right of zero are randomly varied by the
normal distribution at the rate of the exponential
distribution. The generator joining two points is zero
seeking. These functions are expensive (time consuming) to
generate; so, they are kept short and looped as needed.
This noise process is added to the widths of lines centered
on guide curves:
wnoisy ( s ) = w ( s ) + Ws

The lengths of these noise functions, the amount of their
variation, and the rate at which variations occur are set by
the designer. The above value of w provides variation of
cord width simulating human hand drawing. The depth cue
parameter is implemented as a multiplier, d(s), on the width
function. Again the curvature dynamics system is used to
develop easements in and out of these cues. The combined
effect of depth cue and hand motion variation becomes:

Figure 6: Left Nose ridges extracted from anatomy.

wnoisy & depth ( s ) = d ( s ) ⋅ w ( s ) + Ws

The designer can set an arc length distance from the guide
curve being crossed to start a depth cue, as well, as separate
parameters for the width of above and below states. The
two pass rendering algorithm is implemented. The first
pass draws all lines having the above state. Lines with the
below state are drawn on the second pass. When the image
of an exterior line having the above state is encountered on
the second pass, the state of the lower line is changed to
“occluded.” This state continues until the next exterior line
of the form being passed under is reached. The Sousa
pencil model [Sou03] simulates the abrasion and deposition
of a graphite source when rubbed against paper. We also
implemented an alternate approach for deriving guide
curves as patterns generated from a genetic interpretation of
a Perlin [42] noise process (Figure 8).

Figure 7: Chord sleeve, left, chevron sleeve right turn,
right.
The well structured basic shapes representing genotypes
(code for the line-art) for a composite sleeve are assembled
on request when binding to the guide curve for a knot.
Generative system implementations where genotype or
binary bit pattern representing the eventual shape can be
expanded to present line art (phenotypes) has been also
used in our implementation. An appropriate sleeve (cord,
left or right chevron) is selected for each segment of arc
length of the guide curve, where a segment is the portion of
the guide curve that passes through each cell in the grid.
Artifacts of hand drawn line and rendering
Noise or small random variations in basic line-art code
shape or genotype, are used in our implementation to create
variety of shapes or phenotypes which then can be
represented in line form and inflated as explained earlier.
Some of the issues identified by Isenberg [Ise06] have been
included in this study. Vector noise accounts for variations
in the movement of a designer’s hand when drawing. We
assume that variation in the motion of the hand,
perpendicular to the direction in which a line is being
drawn, varies as an arrival problem. In other words random
variation occurs at some rate, and can be modeled as an
exponential distribution. The scaling term from the
Brownian Bridge is borrowed to assure that the ends of
walks meet as follows:
Full papers proceedings

Figure 8: Cross in circle pattern using Perlin Noise.
A number of exotic problems arise first in attempting to
find these patterns and then extract them for use in
assembling interlace. Although promising, more is needed
to computationally extract zoomorphs and knot-work from
Perlin noise, especially representing the aesthetics and
complexity of Celtic art. More details of this work are in
[Doy08].
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4. IMPLEMENTATION

[Mit09]. Complex forms are simulated using mutation and
variation of genotypes, and rendering them as phenotypes.
Specifically, The forms and guide curves are easily
identified as individuals (genotypes). Their phenotypes
consist of both structural and visual components including
variation of depth and width. Design elements are first
formed by a skeleton of guide curves which are derived
from their symmetries. The chromosome of a composite
sleeve might contain hundreds of sequences, including the
description of each thing to be drawn and it’s binding to a
guide curve. The genotype of a form provides everything
needed to solve and pose its anatomy on the supporting
guide curve(s).

Based on methods from the previous Section, our algorithm
is summarized as follows:
1: Define structures (grids) with breaks on a canvas
2: Define design elements for the grids
3: Arrange and pose elements within the structure
4: Solve alternating crossings for knots and tangles,
ensuring continuity as the curve crosses grid elements
5: Render a result
Multiple grids provide structures for local interactions that
are consistent with neighbors joining two points across grid
elements, thus providing consistency across grid
boundaries. Quadrilateral meshes for structure grids were
based on the templates of Matthias Muller-Hannemann
[Mul97]. Design elements provide the context and include
chain-code shapes (genotypes) or line-art from Celtic art
pieces as guidance curves. Complete Celtic-Canvas system
diagram is shown in Figure 9.

A Celtic-composition in this system presented contains
grids and design elements. It contains a constructor
(ribosome) that builds phenotypes of its elements under the
guidance of the designer. Its phenotype is the rendering of
its design-elements which are results of our
implementations as presented in Figures 1, 5, 8, and 10-14.
The reason that the shapes generated by our
implementation resemble Celtic-art forms is because design
elements used in our system are either guided by CelticArt form or are designed that way.

The system is organized around a set of user interface tools.
Inputs to the system include mattes of the drawing
surfaces(s), under drawings (optional), line drawings of
forms (animals, plants, etc.), and of sleeves.
Morphological analysis is used to provide an initial
interpretation of drawing surfaces. Tools are provided for
defining and editing grids and placing breaks, assisting
with the design of guide curves (lattice gases and freehand
drawing) and applying them to posing forms.

Although our focus has been to computationally generate
Celtic knotwork and zoomorphs, the formulation presented
in Section 2 is also capable of producing three-dimensional
shapes and forms if we use 3D design elements and suitable
phenotypes. In addition, the formulation presented in this
paper can be extended to non-existent new interpretations
of Celtic-Art forms based on 3D Space filling arbitrary
shapes using either solid or hollow three-dimensional cords
and zoomorph as design elements.

Celtic Canvas provides an opportunity to view such an art
form as a complex system using the work of Mitchell

Figure 9: Celtic-Canvas: system diagram.
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The design was not drawn from a single cord, but
rather three. An omitted break revealed a design
using only two cords. A single cord would be Celtic
symbolism for eternity.
A reconstruction with
chevrons and artifacts is in Figure 12. Patterns for
curves with larger radii can be recognized when
curve segment sequences are symbolically coded.
This figure includes curve sweetening by substitution
of larger radii curves.
These beautiful
computationally generating curves using CelticCanvas can be further improved by evolving the
parameters that affect their proportional fit in the
grid.

5. RESULTS
This section describes results of our implementation
using Celtic-Canvas (Figure 10 [Doy08]). They are
presented with examples from the Book of Kells and
the Lindisfarne Gospels [Hen74, Mee94]. The
primary references for comparison with hand-drawn
examples are those developed by Adcock and the
illustrations of Iain Bain. Our review of the literature
found that automatic means for evaluating the quality
of a visual design remains an open question [Ise06].
Our results in Figures 10-14 show major
improvement over existing computational methods
presented in [Gla99, Kap03], and take few minutes as
symmetry, shape, skeletion and pivot points are
defined, as discussed in [Doy08]. Since curvature is
such a natural attribute of space curves, one of our
first attempt was a Celtic spiral. Our reconstruction
(left) uses a progression based on the golden ratio
indicated (right) in Figure 11. The design was
inspired by a triple spiral on folio 34r of the Book of
Kells. It is presented here (left) without artifacts and
in the original (Figure 10).

Figure 12: Lindisfarne Gospels (f. 26) corner with
artifacts
Reptile (snake) based from Lozenge of MS 58 f
34r: A motivator for our research was the lozenge in
cross of the Chi in folio 34r of the Book of Kells,
first studied by George Bain in 1951[Bai51]. An
example of a snake posed on a guide curve designed
by a mirror curve using Celtic Canvas is in Figure 13.

Figure 10: Triple spiral from MS 58 f34r, Board of
Trinity College Dublin (right) with permission.
Lindisframe Knotwork (Bain): Although knotwork
is not part of the lozenge in folio 34r of the Book of
Kells, it is fundamental to most Celtic design. Using
Celtic Canvas, a reconstruction using Celtic Canvas
of a design from the Lindisfarne Gospels (f. 11) [7] is
shown in Figure 11 using with (right) and without
(left) slight artifact. Both are produced with our
implementation.

Figure 13: Posed reptile with artifacts

Figure 11: Lindisfarne (f. 11) reconstruction, left, and
with added artifacts, right.
Lindisframe Knotwork (Adcock)
A more complex example of knotwork is a fragment
from the Lindisfarne Gospels (f. 26) [Adc73, Bai51].
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A significant portion of the design in the lozenge in
folio 34r is devoted to a tangle of creatures. A series
of reptiles were assembled as a test of the solver for
crossings in alternating knots and tangles. An LGA
(Lattice Gas Automata) with a higher degree of
freedom was used to design guide curves to pose
each of the snakes. The result of our implementation
without artifacts is in Figure 14 and shows complex
tangled designs Celtic Canvas can generate, specially
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the visual variation in each resulting snake is
interesting.

Computationally generating and measuring the
aesthetic quality of generated art form [Yev02] and
identifying it to be similar to Celtic-art, and occlusion
shading is another research challenge for the future.
A line of inquiry, which is of interest to us, is the
work by Itti, Dhavale and Pighin [Itt04] and Santella
[San05]. These will be further investigated and are
still open areas of research at this time.
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ABSTRACT
The term haptic refers to the tactile sensation perceived by the user when he is manipulating objects in a Virtual
Environment. These sensations are extremely important in Virtual Reality simulators for training medical and
dental procedures with the goal of increasing the level of motor skills. Many tasks trained, such as teeth and
bones drilling, are held in rigid bodies and require parts of the virtual models to be removed. One way to
manipulate these objects is by using voxel-based models, which divide the object into smaller parts that can be
removed by the haptic device. This paper deals with a new method for haptic rendering with voxel-based rigid
bodies that may be composed of various materials with different densities. The method describes the process for
obtaining and storing the virtual objects. In addition it details the techniques used for collision detection,
calculating the force feedback and removing parts of objects during the drilling process. The paper ends with an
experiment that shows that the method provides stability, supports removal of voxels and different material
densities properly.

Keywords
Virtual Reality; Haptic Rendering; Voxel-based Material Removal
the operator has to remove part of the volume of the
object in order to change its original shape. In the
healthcare area, the process of sculpting may be
applied in systems that seek to train bones scraping
and drilling, and also in dentistry to prepare teeth for
filling or for endodontic treatments. Bones and teeth
are composed of various types of tissues with
different degrees of resistance to perforation. Thus, it
is necessary to use virtual models able to represent
objects made of multiple materials. In general, these
models are made of voxels, even though there are
approaches that use polygonal models. Among the
various methods that perform haptic rendering using
volumetric models, a great part does not deal with
changes in the structure of the object such as voxel
removal by drilling or sculpting, and are used for
exploring the models only.

1. INTRODUCTION
Virtual Reality (VR) has been increasingly used for
training in various areas. One of these fields is health,
which uses simulators to train surgeons or dentists,
with the aim of increasing their motor skills before
they have direct contact with patients. In order to do
this, simulators must provide a high degree of
realism, both visual and tactile.
For simulators to produce tactile sensation, they must
contain haptic devices. These devices reproduce in
the real environment the effects of the interactions
happening in the virtual environment, causing
reactions of the equipment that is being manipulated
by the user. These reactions are called haptic
feedback. The strategy used for calculating the force
feedback is called haptic rendering and seeks to
represent the resistance of the materials that compose
the virtual objects during the interaction of a virtual
instrument, which is being manipulated by the user
with the other virtual objects.

Considering this background, the aim of this research
is to present a method that can be used for sculpting
rigid objects composed of voxels with different
degrees of hardness, so that they can be used to
represent bones and teeth in medical and dentistry
training systems. The method presented in this paper
is able to keep the stability of the haptic device and
represent realistically the force feedback that occurs
during the interaction between the tool manipulated
by the user and the object being sculpted.

One of the tasks that make use of haptic devices is
sculpting rigid virtual objects. During this process,
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission
and/or a fee.
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In addition to this introduction, the paper is divided
into four sections. Section III presents the commonly
adopted strategies for generating force in haptic
devices, and also the basic concepts related to haptic
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rendering and similar research from a bibliographic
review in healthcare articles that mention haptic
devices and voxelized objects. Then, Section IV
describes the method used to perform the experiment,
including the modeling and the representation of the
object to be sculpted and the tool, how collision
detection and haptic rendering are performed, and
finally the removal of voxels from the volume.
Section V describes an experiment used for
evaluating the method proposed in this paper.
Finally, Section VI presents the conclusions obtained
in this study and suggestions for future research.

Methods for collision detection
Bounding boxes are used with geometrically
modeled tools, but when volumetrically modeled
tools are used, collision detection is accomplished
through an occupancy map [12]. In this structure, the
matrices that represent the object and the tool are
superposed, which makes it possible to identify the
voxels with collision.
With tools modeled in a hybrid way, the tool is
wrapped around bounding boxes, and when it
collides with the object’s bounding box, the cutting
part of the tool (drill bit) is transformed into voxels
and superposed to the voxels of the object.

2. STRATEGIES FOR GENERATING
FORCE FEEDBACK IN HAPTIC
INTERFACES

Strategies for calculating force feedback
After the collision detection, it is necessary to
simulate the force vectors resultant from the contact
between the tool and the object being sculpted and
send them to the haptic device to perform the haptic
rendering, in order to make the user exert more or
less force to move, penetrate or break the object. This
simulation uses data intrinsic to the objects in the
virtual environment, such as hardness, texture and
friction coefficients, in addition to vectors related to
the movement performed by the haptic device and
the force exerted by the user. Due to its complexity,
maintaining a suitable refresh rate in this simulation
is the greatest challenge faced by haptic systems. In
order to allow an interaction without vibrations or
abrupt movements for the user, the devices must be
refreshed about 1000 times per second (1 KHz)[4],
which makes it necessary to perform collision
detection and force feedback calculation in less than
1 ms.

For the development of this research, a bibliographic
review was carried out in order to identify the main
strategies for obtaining the objects that compose the
virtual environment, the data structures used for
storing these objects, the methods applied to collision
detection and the strategies adopted for calculating
the force feedback that is sent to the haptic device.
Finally, techniques developed for removing the
object parts are described, all of them applied to
systems related to the healthcare area.

Ways of obtaining the objects
Within the healthcare area, the objects represent parts
of the human body and are obtained basically in 3
ways: tomographic images, magnetic resonance and
simplified geometric models. In the first two cases,
sets of segmented images are used to identify the
different types of tissue and set the values of the
tissue density to the voxels, based on the intensity of
the voxels identified in the segmented images. In the
last case, geometric models are converted into
volumetric objects with density values arbitrarily
defined for each type of material.

In the real word, when there is an interaction with a
rigid object by using a tool, this tool remains in the
surface of the object when the contact occurs. On the
other hand, when a haptic device is used, the Haptic
Interface Point (HIP), which is responsible for telling
the system which point is being manipulated in the
device, can penetrate the virtual object between two
processing cycles, depending on the speed of the
movement performed by the user. In those cases, the
haptic device must apply a force that acts against the
movement performed by the user, making the HIP
return to the surface of the virtual device. The point
that defines the feedback position is called proxy or
god-object [23].

Data storage structures
Both in the area of medicine [5, 10, 13] and in
dentistry [1, 11, 15], most systems make use of threedimensional matrices for storing the object to be
sculpted. This is a common approach, because each
voxel can store the density of the represented tissue
(used for calculating the force feedback in the haptic
device) regardless of the neighbor structures.
Besides, because they are obtained from tomography
and magnetic resonance, the representation through
voxels is more natural.

Determining the correct position of the proxy is a
hard task, and is a decisive issue to make the system
able to keep the stability of the haptic rendering.
During the execution of each haptic rendering loop, it
is necessary to identify the position of the HIP, find
the new position of the proxy and calculate the force
that will be sent to the haptic device.

In addition to the objects to be sculpted, the systems
have virtual tools that are manipulated by the user to
sculpt the object. Such tools may be represented in
polygonal [2, 5, 13], volumetric [9, 22], or hybrid [1,
10, 15] ways.

Figure 1 shows the haptic rendering process. It is
possible to observe that the HIP and the proxy have
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Figure 1 presents the vector (dt) as the vector
between the HIP and the proxy, which must be
multiplied by the stiffness constant of the material
being simulated. In t+1 a new force vector is
calculated by using the new positions of the HIP and
the proxy. This process is repeated after each loop of
the haptic rendering.

the same coordinates while there is no collision with
the object, which can be noticed in t-3, t-2, t-1. In
time t the HIP penetrates the object and the proxy is
kept on its surface. Then, in time t+1, a new position
is calculated for the proxy when the HIP is moved to
a new position inside the object, with the aim of
keeping it on the surface of the object, but following
the HIP movement.

Content removal techniques
The haptic systems may be used to remove parts of
the material that form the objects based on the action
of the tool. Depending on the density properties of
the material and the force with which the operator
uses the haptic device, the removal can be done faster
or slower [12]. In the most common approach, the
voxel density is gradually reduced to zero, when the
voxel is eliminated. In general, rotatory tools with
fixed [22] or variable [19] speed are used.

3. PROPOSED METHOD
Our method for haptic rendering proposed has been
developed with the aim of using volumetric objects
with multiple materials to represent rigid structures
of the human body, such as teeth and bones, in
procedures that involve drilling and scraping with
tools that have a drill bit.

Figure 1–Haptic Rendering (Adapted from [6])

As to polygonal models, the normal vectors of the
planes that compose the object are used to indicate
the position of the proxy [17, 23].

The next sections describe the techniques applied in
this method to represent the objects to be sculpted
and the tools manipulated by the user, the collision
detection process, the algorithm to choose the proxy
position, and the strategies to generate force feedback
and to perform the volume removal.

With regard to volumetric objects, however, these
normal vectors do not exist explicitly. For these
cases, the literature presents two approaches. In the
first one, these normal vectors are calculated from the
coordinates of the voxels in the surface of the object
[18], and then the same techniques described for
Figure 1 are used. Another solution is to apply
methods that determine the new proxy position
directly from the voxels, using the previous proxy
coordinates and the current HIP, as presented by
Vlasov et al. [19], who use a Ray Casting algorithm
between the previous position of the proxy and the
current position of the HIP to calculate the new
position of the proxy, which will be close to the
surface of the object. In this technique, the first step
is to cast a ray from the current position of the proxy
to the HIP, creating a list of voxels that are crossed
by the ray. The closest voxel to the current proxy is
defined as the voxel in which the collision between
the object and the tool occurred. Then, the path of the
ray is travelled with small steps, smaller that the size
of a voxel, until it reaches the voxel of the collision.
After that, the last position visited, before reaching it,
is defined as the new proxy.

Representing the objects to be sculpted
The objects are stored in a volumetric way using a
three-dimensional matrix, in which each entry
represents a voxel. The voxels contain an attribute
that indicates its density, determining the type of
material it is representing. The density aims at
informing the graphic renderer if the voxel is visible
or not, and the haptic renderer about the amount of
material remaining to be removed. When the voxel
has a positive density, it is used in the graphic
rendering and haptic rendering algorithms; when it is
zero, the voxel is ignored.
Another characteristic in voxels concerns their
position in relation to their neighbors. The possible
classes are: external voxel, when it presents null
density; internal voxel, when it has density and has
no external neighbors; and boundary voxel, when it
has a positive density and at least one external
neighbor. The classification of external and internal
voxels is simple, by simply checking its density. For
the classification of boundary voxels, it is necessary
to analyze their 26 neighboring voxels, which is
called 26-neighbor (Figure 2a) of each voxel. If the
voxels in this neighboring are not all of the same type
(internal or external), the voxel is classified as a
boundary one.

After defining the proxy, it is necessary to calculate
the force vector and send it to the haptic device. This
vector is normally calculated with Hooke’s Law
F=kx, where k is a stiffness constant of the material
and x is the vector between the position of proxy and
the HIP [6]. In order to illustrate this calculation,
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represents the drill bit handle and is used for collision
detection only.

With this information, the occupancy map of the
object is obtained, which is illustrated twodimensionally in Figure 2b, indicating the external
(0), internal (2) and boundary (1) voxels.

For the haptic rendering algorithms to work
correctly, the size of the voxels used to represent the
drill bit of the tool must be the same used for the
object to be sculpted. The displacement of the tool in
the virtual environment happens through the
manipulation of the haptic device that controls the
HIP, which works as a pivot of the tool. This pivot is
represented in Figure 3 and Figure 4 by a black
voxel. Based on the pivot, the tool’s voxels will be
superposed in the occupancy map of the object in
order to check the existence of collision and perform
the removal of the object’s voxels. In the example
illustrated in Figure 4a, the drill bit is inside the
object’s occupancy map, but without collision, while
in Figure 4b it is colliding with the boundary. More
details on the process of collision detection will be
presented next.

Figure 2- 26 Neighboring (a) and occupancy map (b)
(Adapted from [12])

Other relevant information about voxels refers to its
coordinates. Two coordinate systems are used, a local
and a global one. In the local system, the coordinates
represent the position of the voxel inside the 3D
matrix, which is used to facilitate the localization of
the voxel’s neighbors. In the global one, the voxel
coordinates are stored inside the coordinate system of
the haptic device, which are used in the haptic
rendering algorithm for collision detection and force
feedback calculation. In order to complete the object
modeling, a bounding box that delimitates the
volume occupied by the object’s voxels is stored.

Representing the tools
The tools are modeled in a hybrid way, with a
geometric model for the body of the tool and a
volumetric model for the part used for drilling the
volume (drill bit). Figure 3 shows some possible drill
bit models, but other models are possible.
Figure 4–Occupancy map with superposed drill bit

Collision detection
Collision detection is carried out by checking if the
drill bit of the tool is touching the border of the
object to be sculpted. The algorithm used for this is
an adaptation of the algorithm proposed by McNeely
et al. [12], which uses an occupancy map to check
the existence of collision.
In the approach proposed in this paper, collision
detection is performed in two stages. In the first one,
we check if the tool’s pivot point is inside the
bounding box of the object. If it is, the tool’s matrix
of voxels is superposed to the object’s voxels, so that
the collision verification is carried out with each
voxel of the tool. The algorithm considers that there
is a collision when a tool’s voxel occupies the same
space of an object’s voxel, with non-null density, that
is, with internal or boundary voxels.

Figure 3–Drill bit models

For the volumetric definition of the drill bits, two
types of voxels are used, one in the cutting part of the
drill bit, which is responsible for removing the
material of the object to be sculpted (represented in
gray in Figure 3), and another one (in red) that
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reached. When it happens, the last visited point is
chosen as the new proxy’s adjusted position.

Figure 5 shows the process of collision detection
during the tool’s movement. In picture (a) the tool’s
pivot is outside the object’s bounding box and the
other voxels of the tool are not considered. In
pictures (b) and (c) the pivot penetrates the object’s
bounding box and the tool’s voxels are superposed to
the object’s voxels without any collision. In picture
(d) there is a collision between the tool’s voxels and
the object’s boundary.

Figure 6 – Determining the voxel that will contain the
proxy

Figure 5–Collision Detection

Choosing the position of the proxy
The method presented in this paper is based on a
technique presented by Vlasov et al. [19], which uses
a Ray Casting algorithm to determine the proxy’s
position. The calculation of the proxy’s position
begins when a collision between the tool and the
bounding box that covers the object being sculpted is
detected. In this moment, the occupancy map is used
to create a list with all the voxels of the object
classified as external and that belong to the 26neighbor of the voxel that contains the proxy. Among
these voxels, the closest voxel to the current position
of the HIP is found, which will be the voxel
containing the new proxy. Figure 6 illustrates the
process of choosing the voxel that will contain the
proxy. In t-1 the current voxel containing the proxy
(in gray) and the external neighbors of this voxel (in
yellow) are presented. In time t the HIP is moved and
we check which of the neighbor voxels is closer to
the HIP, defining it as the voxel that will contain the
proxy.

Figure 7–Adjustment of the proxy’s position

Force Feedback
As it has already been described above, the virtual
tool always follows the proxy and should not
penetrate the bordering or internal voxels of the
object being sculpted. Therefore, it will navigate only
where the occupancy map indicates the existence of
external voxels. The HIP, on the other hand, can
penetrate the object, and its distance in relation to the
proxy is used to indicate the direction and magnitude
of the force the user is exerting on the haptic device.
Depending on the displacement of the HIP, the tool
can slip through the object’s boundary, as long as
there are no obstacles preventing this movement.
Figure 8 illustrates the movement of the HIP and the
proxy, where (a) shows the HIP and the proxy
together, and (b) shows the proxy in the boundary
and the HIP inside the object. When the HIP
penetrates the object, it is possible to calculate the
force vector that will be sent to the haptic device,
which will go in the same direction but in an opposite
way to the vector that connects the proxy and the
HIP. The magnitude of the vector is given by the
distance between the proxy and the HIP.

At first, the position chosen for the proxy is the
center of the closest voxel to the HIP, which can be
observed in Figure 6. However, depending on the
size of this voxel, the displacement to move the HIP
becomes too large and may cause instability in the
system. In order to avoid this, a ray from the center
of this voxel is casted up to the current position of the
HIP. Then this ray is sampled in small points (not
exceeding 0,1mm [21]) and these points (Figure 7)
are visited from the center of the chosen voxel to the
position of the HIP, until a bordering voxel is
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To determine the resulting force ( ) that will be sent
to the haptic device, two vectors are used, as shown
in Equation (1). The  vector represents the
resistance of the material that composes the boundary
of the object in collision, and the  , with lower
intensity, indicates the frictional force occurring
between the voxels of the tool and the boundary of
the object.
  
  


the tool, which makes the force vector point on a
diagonal line.

Volume Removal
The collisions between the tool’s cutting parts and
the object’s surface cause the removal of voxels and
the appearance of holes in the object. Consequently,
the shape of the object changes with the elimination
of some boundary voxels, which turns internal voxels
into boundary ones.

(1)

The method applied in this paper was inspired by the
material removal model proposed by Wang et al.
[20], which uses rotary tools for dental drilling. In
their method, the amount of material to be removed
is calculated based on the tangential velocity of the
tool and its displacement. Besides, the authors point
out that the amount of material removed from the
object will not be greater even if excessive force is
exerted during the drilling process, due to the
physical limit of the haptic device being used.

The resistance vector  ) is calculated with
Equation (2), where, PProxy is the position of the
proxy in the coordinates of the haptic device, PHIP is
the current position of the haptic device’s pointer,
and K is the stiffness constant of the material of the
voxel where the proxy is located.

Figure 8 - Components of the Force Feedback
Calculation


  P



 P  ∗ K

(2)

Besides the distance between the proxy and the HIP,
it is necessary to take into consideration the number
of voxels in collision between the tool and the object.
This generates a frictional force,  , which is
calculated from the average of the distances between
the voxels in collision and the center of the tool.
Equation (3) presents the formula of  , where n is
the amount of the tool’s voxels in collision with the
object, PCenter is the position of the center of the tool
in the device’s coordinates, PCollision (i) is the position
of each collision point in the device’s coordinates,
and KTis the frictional constant of the tool’s material.

F
 

∑
 !  " #$$%# &
'

∗ ()

Figure 9 – Voxels with collision for Force Feedback
Calculation through the friction between the drill bit
and the object’s boundary

In the method presented in this paper, a voxel is
removed when its density reaches zero. The
reduction in voxel density occurs gradually, taking
the force exerted by the user on the haptic device into
consideration and respecting the device’s limit of
force feedback, without using the tangential velocity
of the tool.
In order to quantify the amount of material to be
removed, a wear coefficient (α) is used, which is
calculated with Equation 4. For this calculation it is
necessary to determine the maximum force feedback
value supported by the haptic device (dmax), and the
distance between the proxy and the HIP (∆d),
indicating when the maximum wear of the material
will be achieved. Thus, if the user applies a little

(3)

Figure 9 shows two examples of frictional force
vector calculation. On the left, the contact occurs
with three voxels from the bottom, which makes the
force vector point up wards, while on the right the
collision occurs both at the bottom and on the side of
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force, a small amount of material will be removed,
and if the user applies more force than the limit
supported by the haptic device, only the amount of
material allowed by the system will be removed.
1
α  + 56

6789

se Δd 1 d234

se Δd : d234

(4)

Figure 10 illustrates how the wear coefficient
calculation is done. In the left picture, the HIP is
inside the force limit accepted by the haptic device
(dmax), thusαis calculated. In the picture on the right,
the HIP exceeds the limit, so α assumes the
maximum value allowed and the exceeding force
applied by the user is ignored.

Figure 11–Update boundary

4. Experiment
The method proposed in this paper has been
implemented on the C++ programming language
using Visual Studio 2010, the OpenGL graphic API
and the Chai3d [7] library to control the haptic
device. In order to move the tool, the system uses a
Novint Falcon Controller [8] device, with 3DOF for
tracking and force feedback and 8,9N of force
feedback in each axis. We used an Intel Core i5
3.1Ghz processor desktop computer, with 4GB of
memory and an AMD Radeon HD 7570 video
controller. The system was developed with the use of
two threads, one of them responsible for the haptic
rendering with 1 KHz minimum update, and the other
one responsible for the graphic rendering only, which
works on about 30 Hz. The tasks of tracking and
updating are accomplished inside the haptic renderer,
in addition to tasks of collision detection, force
feedback calculation and voxel removal.

Figure 10 – Demonstration of the calculation of the
multiplication factor for voxel removal.

As to the experiments, we used an object composed
by three materials created from polygonal models
and converted to voxels with a 128x128x128 voxel
resolution, with the software BinVox [3]. Figure 12
shows the stacked block-shaped materials forming a
cube. Each block is 10 mm long and wide and 3.33
mm high, so that the cube formed by the stacking of
these materials measures 10 mm in each edge.
Therefore, each voxel measures 0,078 mm (10 mm /
128 voxels) in each dimension. The density of the
voxels is calculated based on the time required to
move the tool during the process of drilling, as it will
be presented next.

Besides the wear coefficient, a constant representing
the material that constitutes the drill bit is applied,
which may scrape the object with more or less
intensity. The final calculation that will define the
new density of the object’s voxels is performed on
haptics data every 1ms by using Equation (5), where
D is the current density of the voxel, KTool is the
constant that represents the material of the tool’s drill
bit, and αis the wear coefficient. As the graphics
rendering is slower than the device update, the new
data are sent to the graphic renderer at every 25ms.
D´  D  = )> ∗ α

(5)

The tool used in the experiment has a polygonal
model, used by the graphing renderer only, and a
volumetric model, which represents a 0.5mm
spherical drill bit.

When the density of a voxel gets null, the voxel is
eliminated from the haptic and graphic rendering and
the object’s boundary must be redefined. In order to
do this, it is necessary to reclassify the neighbors of
the removed voxel. In this process, the internal
voxels of the 26-neighbor of the removed voxel are
selected and each of them is reclassified. Figure 11,
on the left, shows the collision between the voxels of
the tool and of the object, and on the right, it
demonstrates the boundary after the removal of the
voxels that were in collision.
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We developed two kinds of tests. The first one aimed
to check the stability of the method by measuring the
refresh rate of the device. It also checked whether or
not the force feedback is consistent with the
movement of the tool. In the second test, the purpose
was to verify if the method is able to simulate
materials with different degrees of resistance to
perforation.
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As to the displacement of the tool and the force
feedback, it is possible to see in the graph in Figure
14 that during the navigation task (A) the magnitude
of the displacement is great in all the axes and the
force feedback is null. When the exploration task is
performed (B), the axis with higher force feedback
indicates the existence of collision and, as a result,
less magnitude of the displacement. In this example,
the movement is in the upper part of the object, with
higher force feedback and less movement in the Zaxis, which indicates that the user is trying to
penetrate the object downwards and sliding on the
surface. Finally, in the perforation task (C), the
greater the magnitude of the movement, the higher is
the force feedback in the axis. In other words, the
more the user moves towards a direction, the more
the haptic device works against the movement, with
the goal of keeping the tool in external voxels.

Figure 12 – Screenshot of the models used in the
experiment

To evaluate the refresh rate of the device, data related
to the use of the system were collected every 25ms,
while the user performed the displacement,
exploration
and
perforation
procedures.
Displacement occurs when there is no contact
between the tool and the object being sculpted.
Exploration happens when the tool slips through the
object without altering the density of the voxels.
Perforation occurs when the tool reduces the density
of the voxels and eliminates it. In order to activate
the perforation mode it is necessary to keep pushing a
button on the haptic device.
The graph in Figure 13 shows the data collected for
the refresh rate of the haptic device. It can be noticed
that in the displacement task (A), the refresh rate is
high, as only the collision of the object’s bounding
box with the HIP is detected, and the device is free to
move. In the exploration task, the refresh rate reduces
to about 62 KHz, as the force feedback calculations
and the collision detection with the voxels of the tool
are performed. In the perforation task, the refresh rate
is about 50 KHz, due to the number of voxels of the
tool involved in the force feedback calculation as
well as the data update inside the object’ matrix for
reclassifying the voxels to form the new boundary.

Figure 14 – Displacement of the tool and force feedback

The second test was developed with the goal of
checking the materials’ resistance to perforation. For
that purpose, it is necessary to simulate objects with
different densities. To determine density, the tool’s
displacement velocity is measured in a perforation
task during the displacement of the tool in the Z-axis,
passing it through the three materials, as in the
research by Wang et al. [20] and Arbabtafti et al [2].
For this example, we simulated materials whose
perforation velocities are 1.2mm/s, 0.8mm/s and
0.5mm/s. These values respectively represent the
perforation times of dentin [20], bone [11] and
enamel [20], common materials in dentistry
procedures. Equation (6) was used to calculate
density, where D is the density of the voxel, APS is

Figure 13 – Refresh rate of the haptic device, in 10 KHz
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In addition, the process of drilling and material
removal has been effective in correctly removing the
voxels and reconstructing the object’s boundary in
every removal, adhering to the estimated time for the
voxel removal based on the density of each material.

the amount of volume removal updates performed in
1 second, VPMM is the amount of voxels that fit into
1.0 mm, and RV is the removal velocity in mm/s. As
the size of the voxel is 0.078mm in this example and
the update occurs every 25ms, VPMM = 12.8
voxels/mm and APS=40 updates/s. By applying
Equation (6), the density values associated with each
material were 2.6, 3.9 and 6.24.
D?
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Future research can make use of devices with 6 DOF,
which allow the rotation of the tool, besides including
the tangential velocity control of the tool. Finally, the
method presented in this paper can be applied to
implement a simulator for training professionals in
the area of dentistry with a setup composed by
specific hardware that allows the rotation of the tool
and controls the tangential velocity of the drill bits by
customizing the Novint Falcon Controller haptic
device.

(6)

The graph in Figure 15 presents the results obtained
in this experiment. It is possible to notice that by
using the density values calculated and applying the
maximum allowed force of density reduction, the
displacement of the tool during the perforation
process is coherent with the drilling velocity
calculated.
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ABSTRACT
Automatically planning motion for robots or humans in a virtual environment is a complex task. The navigation
cannot be done directly on the geometric scene. An internal representation of the environment is necessary. However, virtual environments complexity is growing at an important rate, and it is not unusual to work with millions of
triangles and area as large as some square kilometers. In these cases, grid based methods require too much memory, and are too slow for A* algorithms. Polygons based methods are more memory and computation efficient,
but they are difficult to generate and require complex preprocessing of the input mesh to ensure nice topological
properties. In this paper, we propose an hybrid method, which uses 3D voxelization to generate a clean polygon
mesh simple enough to perform fast A* search. Using this approach, we robustly generate Navigation Meshes for
large environments with fine details, described by millions of triangles, without any assumption on the quality of
the input mesh. The input mesh can contains holes, degenerated or intersecting triangles.

Keywords
navigation mesh generation, mesh simplification, path planning

1
1.1

INTRODUCTION

• Graph based methods, commonly referred as
roadmap methods. The navigable environment is
represented by a set of connected paths. They do
not represent the entire environment and can lead to
suboptimal paths. See papers [9] and [14].
• Cell decomposition methods, where the navigable
environment is represented as a set of connected areas. The resulting map is referred as a Navigation
Mesh. They were introduced by Snook [16].
• Potential fields methods, where the navigation is
done according to the gradient of a potential field.

Motivations

Many tasks in computer animation require the computation of free paths. Computing them must be done in a
very short time, as the requirement on the frame rate of
this kind of application is very high.
To achieve such performances, path planning algorithms use internal representations detailed enough to
model the complex virtual worlds, and simple enough
to allow fast path request.
Computing these internal representations from the original meshes is a difficult task, virtual environments frequently being detailed, complex, large, and of various
quality.

Paper [10] reviews of all these methods.
We choose to use Navigation Meshes, a good choice
for applications requiring collision detection on environment boundaries, as well as path planning with arbitrary clearance.

In this paper, we propose a method to efficiently and
robustly compute polygon based maps, usually referred
as Navigation Meshes from any triangles mesh.

1.2

1.2.1

Path planning maps are usually based on two kinds of
internal representations:

Related works

As stated in apper [1], an important work has been done
in the field of free path computation.
Lamarche [10] distinguish three approaches to path
planning:
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• Grid based discretization: the virtual environment is
discretized using voxels.
• Polygon based discretization: the navigable areas
are discretized using polygons.
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In both cases, the discretization is associated with topological information regarding the connections between
adjacent voxels or polygons.
Most of the proposed methods for path planning on
Navigation Meshes are based on the seminal paper [3]
introducing the A∗ algorithm. This method has been
applied with success on both polygonal [10] and voxels
grids [1].
In the case of grid based method, generating the discretization and the topological information is a straightforward process. Some papers [2, 11, 12], propose implementation on GPU. However, for large environments
with fine details, these method requires large amounts
of memory, and became inefficient for path planning.
This approach was introduced by Bandi in [1].

Figure 1: The input mesh has been split in four tiles.
In particular, we address the difficult problem of merging the regions segmented independently on each tile
without introducing intermediate vertices. The proposed algorithms perform this operation robustly, while
using a tiling process allows to perform a significant
part of the computations in parallel as well as allowing
to handle large 3D environments.

Polygons based methods are much more optimal internal representation. They require less memory and allow
faster path finding. They can even be used for dynamic
environments [17].
Many path requests can be done on such representations. Kallmann [7] explores the use of triangulation as
Navigation Meshes. In paper [8] a method is proposed
to compute shortest pathes with arbitrary clearance.

1.4

However, creating Navigation Meshes by hand is a tedious and error prone process, and automatically generate them from any input mesh is a challenging task.

1. No assumption is made on the quality of the input
mesh.
2. All the vertices of the Navigation Mesh are on the
boundary. There is no intermediate vertices, introduced by the generation. This is a strong requirement on the quality of the Navigation Mesh, allowing to use complex navigation algorithms.
3. It handles large input, with area extending on square
kilometers, and containing small details. Scenes can
contain tenth of millions of triangles.
4. It does not required too much memory.
5. It is parallelized to ensure good performances.

Lamarche [10] has proposed a method using prismatic
spatial subdivision, but it implies that all triangles intersections are materialized by edges. This assumption on
the quality of the input mesh requires a potentially time
consuming cleaning step.
Mononen [13] has published an open source implementation of Navigation Mesh generation similar to
our method. He uses voxelization to extract walkable areas, and triangulate them to create the Navigation Mesh. However, this method is not scalable, and
doesn’t handle staircases or very large and detailed environment. He also doesn’t guarantee that all the Navigation Meshes vertices lies on boundaries, which prevents the use of path planning algorithms with arbitrary
clearance.

To guarantee the first requirement, we choose to transform the input mesh in a voxel grid. This transformation can be processed on any input mesh. However, depending on the geometrical scene dimension, and the
voxels size, it can use a large amount of memory.

Finally, Oliva et al. [15] propose a method to automatically generate suboptimal Navigation Meshes, but they
need clean polygons as an input.

To satisfy points 3 and 4, i.e. to support large input and
consume a reasonable amount of memory we propose
to handle the voxelization tile by tile. See Figure 1.
This tile by tile processing also provides good performances on multi core architectures as its parallelisation
is straightforward.

We present a method that can robustly generate such
polygonal maps from any input mesh, with low memory
requirement, and in a matter of seconds. This method
also handles ramps and staircases.

1.3

Contributions

In this paper we introduce new algorithms dedicated to
produce a quality Navigation Mesh using a tiling process.
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Method overview

Our method does not impose any requirement on the
input triangles, and can be applied without any preprocessing. It ensures the following properties:

2
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However, it introduces an important pitfall : point 2
states that we don’t want any vertices to be artificially
introduced in the Navigation Mesh by the method. All
the vertices of the resulting mesh must belong either to
the boundaries or to the obstacles. But the tiling process can add artificial vertices on the tiles boundaries.
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We propose to carefully merge the tiles to avoid this
problem.
This method boils down to six steps :
1. Filtering of the non navigable triangles of the input
mesh
2. Voxelization of the filtered triangles
3. Tile based segmentation
4. Tile based contours extraction
5. Tiles merging region by region
6. Navigation graph building

Figure 2: The vertical spans stored in a 2D grid.

The two first steps are detailed in section 2. The segmentation is described in section 3, while contour extraction is explained in section 4.1 and 4.2. Section 4.3
presents tile merging and section 5 graph building. Finally, results are discussed in Section 6.

2

2.2

VOXELIZATION

Most applications generating Navigation Mesh use as
an input a geometry described by triangles. The quality of this triangulation depends on various factors: the
geometric modeler, the designer, the triangulation process, the storage format, ... As a result, there is no guarantee on the topological properties of the input mesh.
In paper [10], a mesh cleaner is used to ensure these
properties, but that implies the use of external libraries,
and can be computationally intensive. And for very
complex scenes, this cleaning can be intractable.
For these reasons, we design our navigation mesh generation method such that the input mesh doesn’t have to
satisfy any assumption. We don’t perform any preprocessing on the mesh, and just need a list of triangles.

2.1

• zmin zmax : min and max discrete altitude of the voxels span.
• l : a label identifying the associated region. Initially
unset.
Note that zmax , the voxels span upper boundary might
be a potential floor, whereas zmin might be a potential
ceiling. The label l is originally undefined and is set in
section 3, during the segmentation phase.

2.3
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Filtering

2.3.1

Slope filtering

Before applying the tile based voxelization, it is interesting to filter the input to remove triangles than aren’t
navigable. For instance a man in a wheel chair cannot
roll on a plan whose slope exceed 25%.

Tiling process

Instead, as Bandi [1] has proposed we voxelize the input
mesh. However to ensure large input meshes processing, we work tile by tile, as shown in Figure 1. This limits the memory requirement, allows parallelization and
authorizes generation of Navigation Meshes spreading
on square kilometres with centimetric precision.
The tile size in voxels2 can be set arbitrary, depending on the memory available on the computer and the
algorithm implementation. In our applications, we usually choose a square tile of size between 256 × 256 and
1024 × 1024 voxels2 .
Note that splitting the input mesh in tiles creates artificial tiles boundaries that add artificial vertices which
do not lies on real boundaries or obstacles. See Figure 6. This prevents the use of algorithms for planning
with arbitrary clearance described in paper [8], as these
algorithms require that the vertices of the triangulation
belong to the obstacles.
Section 4.3 explains how to efficiently and robustly
merge the tiles to remove these artificial points.

Tiled Voxelization

To further improve the memory use, we don’t use a 3D
grid, but 2.5D grid, as in paper [13]. I.e. we use a 2D
uniform grid in the X-Y plan, and each cell contains a
list of vertical spans. See Figure 2. Each tile has its own
2.5D grid, whose each cell contains a list of spans.
Span have the following attributes:

2.3.2

Tagging non navigable vertical spans

It is also important to tag non navigable vertical spans.
For instance, the first span1 of two consecutive spans
with the same x, y coordinates must be tagged as non
navigable if the distance ∆z = zmin,span2 − zmax,span1 is
less than a robot height.

3

3
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SEGMENTATION

Once the 2.5D voxelization has been performed, we
segment the vertical spans in connected regions. The
vertical spans coordinates x-y are integers as well as
their minimal and maximal zmin,max . This is important
as it eases the segmentation process since we don’t have
to bother with additional epsilon parameters.
This segmentation is done on a per tile basis, and we
choose to perform it slice by slice. This could introduce discontinuities in the regions, depending on the
height of the vertical span, but these discontinuities can
be easily removed as shown in section 5.2.
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Algorithm 1 Region growing based segmentation
Require: S filled with all the vertical spans of the current tile
1: while stack S is not empty do
2:
Pop vertical span v from the stack S
3:
Set a new label lnew to v
4:
Add an empty new list Lv of regions in Zs .
5:
Add v to this new list Lv .
6:
Push v to Zc
7:
while Zc is not empty do
8:
Pop vertical span vi from Zc
9:
call handleNeighbours(vi , Zc , Lv )
10:
end while
11: end while

Figure 3: The green vertical spans are connected. They are
Algorithm 2 Handle vertical span neighbours depending on

neighbours and all have the same zmax . Some of the red vertical spans have green vertical spans as neighbours, but they
don’t have the same zmax , so they are not connected.

3.1

their connexion
1: handleNeighbours(vi , Zc , Lv )
2: for each neighbour cells cn of vi of the 2.5D grid do
3:
for each vertical span vn of cn do
4:
if vn and vi are connected then
5:
Set vn label as lnew
6:
Add vn to list Lv .
7:
Push vn into stack Zc
8:
end if
9:
end for
10: end for

Flood fill

We use a very simple region growing algorithm to perform the segmentation. Mononen [13] uses the watershed based method proposed in paper [4], but we found
this method to introduce over-segmentation in this context.

3.1.1

Connected vertical spans

4 MERGING TILE REGION
4.1 Corner Points Extraction

Before proceeding to the segmentation itself, we must
define the criteria satisfied by two vertical spans to be
considered as connected:

4.1.1

Identifying contour edges

The Figure 4 represents a typical region, with complex
boundaries, holes, and connected holes. Contours connect the vertices stressed by the small spheres. These
vertices can be easily identified by looking at the vertical spans connectivity. Let’s call these vertices corner
points. When looking at this region, two observations
can be made:

1. They must have the same discrete zmax .
2. They must be neighbours, i.e. a connected vertical
span must be one of the eight immediate neighbours
of a vertical span.
These properties are summarized in Figure 3.

Knowing how to decide whether two vertical spans belong to the same zone, we can start the segmentation.
The input of our algorithm is the 2.5D grid of vertical
spans for the current tile. We use a flood fill. The basic idea of region growing algorithm is to start with a
vertical spans, and to check whether his neighbours are
connected. If this is the case, they belong to the same
region and get the same label. The region growing is
then continued using these connected neighbours.

1. If you browse contours rows by rows and columns
by columns, it appears that there is an alternation
in the connection between the corner points. Hence
the first corner point of a row always connect to the
second one ; the second one is never connected to the
third ; the third always connected to the fourth ; ...
This is in fact an application of the Jordan Theorem.
2. However, there is an exception to this rule: vertices
shared by two holes. This is the case for the two red
spheres. Let’s call these vertices slash and antislash
points depending on the holes position. See Figure
4.

We describe this simple algorithm in Algorithm 1 and
2.

4.1.2

Once the algorithm terminates, the list Zs has been filled
with lists of spans that are interconnected according to
our criteria, and we are ready for extracting the contours
of these regions.

The third observation can be easily circumvented by
identifying the slash and antislash and by duplicated
them. Once duplicated, the second observation is always true. See Figure 7.

3.1.2

Segmentation algorithm
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Slash and Antislash Points
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Figure 4: Corner points extraction. The upper red sphere is

Figure 5: The 4 vertices of the vertical span floor are labelled

a slash point, as its surrounding holes form a slash diagonal.
The lower red sphere is an antislash point, as its surrounding
holes form an antislash diagonal.

1,2,4 and 8, whereas the neighbour vertical spans are labelled
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 128. Hence, the neighbour configuration
of a vertical span can be encoded on 8 bits i.e. a unsigned
char.

4.1.3

Corners Points Extraction

Corner points are defined by their connectivity. As
shown in Figure 5, the floor of each vertical span has
4 vertices, and these vertices are corner points if they
are not surrounded by 4 vertical spans belonging to the
same region. We define the neighbour configuration of
a vertical span as the integer nc on 8 bits encoding its
neighbours.
For instance, a vertical span with no neighbours vertical
spans has nc = 0. A vertical span surrounded by vertical
spans has nc = 1+2+4+8+16+32+64+128 = 255.
And a vertical span neighbours of vertical span 8 and 16
has nc = 8 + 16.

Figure 6: Handling tiles boundaries. Green and red spheres
indicate corners point detected using the method above. Red
ones must be removed as they are artificially added by tiling.
Blue ones are added by taking into account neighbour tiles
border vertical spans to ensure continuity.

Knowing this configuration, it is straightforward to
identify the corner points using the following mask:
1.
2.
3.
4.

point 1 is corner if :
point 2 is corner if :
point 4 is corner if :
point 8 is corner if :

However, to merge regions, we need to ensure some
continuity on adjacent tiles boundaries. It is also important to distinguish vertices that are really corner points
from vertices that are artificially labelled corner points
due to the tiling process. See Figure 6.

nc &11 6∈ {11, 8, 2}
nc &22 6∈ {22, 2, 16}
nc &104 6∈ {104, 8, 64}
nc &208 6∈ {208, 16, 64}

Borders corner points can be classified in three categories :

Slash and antislash points can also be detected similarly. These kind of points are corner points, and must
pass the tests above as well as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

1. Real corner points. These are the green spheres of
Figure 6.
2. corner points if adjacent tiles are taken into account.
These are the blue spheres of Figure 6.
3. False corner points that wouldn’t exist without the
tiling. These are the red spheres of Figure 6.

point 1 is a antislash point if : nc &11 = 1
point 2 is slash point if : nc &22 = 4
point 4 is slash point if : nc &104 = 32
point 8 is antislash point if : nc &208 = 128

Hence, to identify corners points, for each region of
a tile, we iterate through all the spans, compute their
neighbour configuration, apply the tests above, and
store them region by region in Lc .

4.1.4

There is nothing special to do with the first class of
points.

Handling vertices on the tile boundaries

The input mesh being processed tiles by tiles, some
navigable regions lying on more than one tile are artificially cut into multiple regions. Regions merging is
then required, and is described in section 4.3.
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For the second and third classes of points, we must apply the method above on tile extended by a band of
one vertical span on each of its four boundaries. Points
of the second class will be detected by this operation,
while points of the third class will be removed. It is then
straightforward to identify these points by comparison
with the corner points of the unextended tile.
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for duplicated points. See Algorithm 4 and Table 1. As
a result we get Nh and Nv that give respectively the horizontal and vertical neighbour of each vertices v ∈ Lc .
Algorithm 4 Build contour graph
Require: rows and cols
1: for each row of rows do
2:
Sort corner points of row in increasing x order.
3: end for
4: for each col of cols do
5:
Sort corner points of col in increasing y order.
6: end for
7: for each row of rows do
8:
for each n − 1 corner points si in row do
9:
if i is even then
10:
Set Nh (si ) = si+1
11:
Set Nh (si+1 ) = si
12:
end if
13:
end for
14: end for
15: for each col of cols do
16:
for each n − 1 corner points si in col do
17:
if i is even then
18:
if si and si+1 are not a slash neither a antislash
points then
19:
Set Nv (si ) = si+1
20:
Set Nv (si+1 ) = si
21:
else
22:
set si neighbour according to Table 1
23:
end if
24:
end if
25:
end for
26: end for

Figure 7: Contour extraction for duplicated corner points.
Blue point is the first duplicate, while red one is the second.
Vertical connection follow the rules of Table 1.

4.2

Contour Extraction

Once we have identified the corner points of the region
extracted during the segmentation, we proceed to the
extraction of the contour. This extraction is done region
by region. Remember that all the vertices in a region
have the same z coordinate.
Our algorithm use two main structures:
• A list rows of corner vertices, stored rows by rows
• A list cols of corner vertices, stored columns by
columns
The idea behind this algorithm is to exploit the fact that
we are using discrete points in conjunction with the
even-odd rule given by the Jordan theorem. We process the vertices row by row, and col by col, and add
them in the rows and cols structures. Special slash and
antislash points are duplicated. See Algorithm 3.

Finally, we connect all the vertices together to get all
the contours of the region, including holes contour, and
we store them in conts. See Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 3 Fill rows and cols lists.
Require: Lc : the list of corner points stored region by region
1: for each region r do
2:
for each corner point s(x, y) in r do
3:
if s(x, y) is a slash or antislash point then
4:
Add s twice to rows[y].
5:
Add s twice to cols[x]
6:
else
7:
Add s to rows[y]
8:
Add s to cols[x]
9:
end if
10:
end for
11: end for

first \ second
normal
slash
antislash

normal
p→ p
p1 → p
p2 → p

slash
p → p2

Algorithm 5 Connect all contours vertices.
Require: Lc , Nv and Nh
Ensure: The list of contours conts
1: while all vertices in Lc have not been connected do
2:
Pick a non connected vertex s in Lc
3:
Create a new empty contour cont, i.e. an empty list of
vertices
4:
Add s into cont.
5:
Let sc be the vertical neighbour of s
6:
while sc 6= s do
7:
Add sc into cont
8:
if Nh (sc ) already belongs to a contour then
9:
Set sc = Nv (sc )
10:
else
11:
Set sc = Nh (sc )
12:
end if
13:
end while
14:
Add cont to conts
15: end while

antislash
p → p1
p1 → p1

p2 → p2

Table 1: Vertical connection between corner point depending on their type : normal, slash, antislash. p1 and p2 stands
respectively for the first and second duplicate of slash or antislash points.

Then, we connect vertices by pair, horizontally, and vertically, using the even-odd rule, with special attention
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4.3

Regions merging

The algorithms used to extract the contours are performed tiles by tiles. This creates two difficulties :
• It artificially splits regions : as shown in Figure 6,
if a navigable region of the input mesh lies on two
or more tiles, it is cut in two or more unconnected
regions.
• It creates artificial points. They augment the complexity of the resulting navigation mesh and preclude the possibility of using path planning with arbitrary clearance.

Figure 8: The triangulation for a unique region originally
spreading on two different tiles.

These difficulties can be circumvented by performing
inter-tiles regions merging.

4.3.1

See Algorithm 6 for a complete overview.
After this step, we have a list of regions defined by their
vertices and their associated contours, and these regions
are completely free from any artifact coming from the
tiling process.

Vertices based merging

To reduce the complexity of the merging by one order
of magnitude, we don’t merge region on a vertical span
basis, but on a border vertices basis. We proceed using an incremental approach. We process the regions of
each tile sequentially.

5

BUILDING THE NAVIGATION
GRAPH
5.1 Triangulation

Algorithm 6 Handle vertical spans neighbours depending
on their connexion

At this step, we have a list of unconnected and independent regions, defined by their contour, and which might
contains holes. In order to display them, and apply our
path planning algorithm, they must be triangulated.

Require: That each tile regions and contours have been computed
1: for each tile t do
2:
for each region r of t do
3:
Get the contour c of r
4:
Get the vertices Lv3 of third class in the contour c
5:
if some regions Lsr of Lr have some points in Lv3 then
6:
Merge the regions in Lsr in a unique region ru
7:
Add the region ru to Lr
8:
else
9:
Add the region r to Lr
10:
end if
11:
end for
12: end for
13: for each region r of Lr do
14:
Remove the useless vertices of the third class
15: end for

This step is quite straightforward. We just have to identify the external contours, which surround the region,
and the internal contours, which surround the potential
holes.

5.1.1

Hence, using the Algorithm 7, we label the contours of
the region so that the contour with label 0 is the external
contour. All the others contours are internal contours
surrounding holes.

First, we store the vertices artificially added by the tilling, those of the third class, in a dedicated array Lv3 .
These vertices will be removed. If there is no such
points, we create a new region, fill it with all the vertices and contour information, and add it to Lr .

5.1.2

Otherwise, we test these vertices, which by construction are shared with other regions, against the vertices
of the region already stored in Lr . Again, if there is no
such region, we create a new region, add all the vertices
and contour information into, and add it to Lr . Otherwise, this gives us the list Lsr of regions whose contours
share these vertices. We merge the regions in Lrs into a
unique region ru and add it to Lr . The regions listed in
Lrs are removed from Lr .
Once all the regions of all the tiles have been processed
this way, we iterate through the resulting regions, and
remove the points of the third category.
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Labelling contours

We sort the edges list Le (r) of each region r such that
the first edge e0 in Le (r) contains the bottom left vertex
of the region contours.

Identifying holes edges

The Algorithm 7 also stores the bottom left vertex vs
for each contour. These vertices are used during the
triangulation as seed to remove triangles inside holes.
Figure 8 shows an example of region triangulation with
holes.

5.1.3

7
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Convex Partitioning

Finally, we use the simple convex partitioning algorithm presented in paper [6] to simplify our mesh by
regrouping triangles into convex polygons. The method
proposed in paper [15] can be used for a more optimal
convex partitioning.
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Algorithm 7 Label contours of region r
Require: Le (r) filled with all the edges of the current region
Fill the stack Se with the edges of Le (r)
Set the current contour label lc = 0
while Se is not empty do
Pop an edge e from the stack Se
Let ae , be be the vertices of e
Set ae and be contour label to lc
Set the bottom left vertices of current contour
Lower (lc ) = ae
8:
Create an empty stack Si
9:
Find the edge ea sharing ae with e
10:
if there is such a ea edge then
11:
Remove ea from Se
12:
Push ea into Si
13:
end if
14:
Find the edge eb sharing be with e
15:
if there is such a eb edge then
16:
Remove eb from Se
17:
Push eb into Si
18:
end if
19:
while Si is not empty do
20:
Pop edge ei from Si
21:
Let aei , bei be the vertices of ei
22:
Set aei and bei contour label to lc
23:
Update Lower (lc ) = ae according to vertices aei , bei
positions
24:
Find the edge eaei sharing aei with ei
25:
if there is such a eaei edge then
26:
Remove eaei from Se
27:
Push eaei into Si
28:
end if
29:
Find the edge ebei sharing bei with ei
30:
if there is such a ebei edge then
31:
Remove ebei from Se
32:
Push ebei into Si
33:
end if
34:
end while
35:
Increment current contour label lc = lc + 1
36: end while
This algorithm is applied to all the regions detected in the
previous step.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

5.2

Figure 9: The blue polygons are the Navigation Mesh generated for this escalator.
Two regions that have been disconnected by the voxelization must have edges in common. The vertices of
these edges have the same x, y discrete coordinates, and
their discrete z coordinate must differ by only 1 voxel
height.
Hence, to reconnect these regions, we simply add a link
in the navigation graph that connects two polygons of
two different regions which have each an edge satisfying the constraint above.

5.2.2

Handling stairs is quite similar to disconnected region
reconnection. See Figure 9. Two regions ra and rb are
identified as connected stairs if there exists two edges
ea ∈ ra and eb ∈ rb such that :
• ∆z < maxclimb
• ||v1ax,y − v1bx,y || < r and ||v2ax,y − v2bx,y || < r
Where v1a and v2a are the two vertices of ea , v1b and
v2b are the two vertices of eb , and ∆z is the difference
between the z coordinates of ea and eb . Note that v1 and
v2 have the same z coordinate when they belongs to the
same region.
A link is added in the navigation graph for each two
polygons whose one of the edges satisfy these requirements.

6 RESULTS
6.1 Settings used

Connection Graph

After the partitioning, our input mesh has been transformed into a list of unconnected regions. To enable
navigation between these regions, we must build a navigation graph linking the regions, to allow navigation
on the whole navigation mesh

Our method uses only three parameters :
• The voxel dimensions: cx , cy , cz
• The maximum height of a step: maxclimb
• The tile size in voxels: nvx

This navigation graph will be used for path planning
using the A* algorithm [3].

5.2.1

To evaluate the robustness of our method, we choose 5
different settings for these parameters. See Table 2.

Reconnect discontinuities due to discretization

Due to the voxelization process, some regions that were
originally connected might have been artificially disconnected depending on the voxel height. These regions must be reconnected.
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Stairs handling

The default set uses sensible parameters, that allow a
good precision while keeping the number of voxels at a
reasonable level.

8
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The setting S2 use small voxels, with exotic dimensions.
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Table 2: The settings used to test the robustness of our
method
Set.
def.
S2
S3
S4
S5

cx
0.05
0.0356
0.0666
0.666
0.05

cy
0.05
0.0356
0.0666
0.666
0.05

cz
0.02
0.02
0.5010
0.587
0.02

maxclimb
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

nv x
256
256
256
256
467

Figure 11: The platform using the default settings. This
is a complex scene on multiple levels, with many details
: pipe, stairs, cranes, ... An example of path found on
multiple level using the stairs is shown by the red line.
The path planning query took 4.836ms.
Table 4: Results for the platform.
Set.
def.
S2
S3
S4
S5

Figure 10: The subway station using the default settings. The navigation mesh is represented in light blue.
An example of path found using the escalator is shown
by the red line. The path planning query took 1.329ms.
Table 3: Results for the subway station
Set.
def.
S2
S3
S4
S5

#polys
12 288
11 550
2342
286
11 188

#voxels
7021 * 804 * 415
9861 * 1129 * 443
5271 * 603 * 17
527 * 60 * 14
8776 * 1005 * 553

#links
18 088
24 358
4 334
650
23 916

6.2.2

Platform

This scene is a complex one, with multiples interconnected levels. There is a lot of details, with many
pipes, stairs, cables, cranes, ... There are also intersecting triangles so the method proposed by Lamarche [10]
would not work on this 3D scene without prior cleaning. Cleaning a complex scene like this one can be tedious and remove important details.

Navigation Mesh generation results

The 5 settings presented above have been tested on various meshes. We choose to present the results for 3
representative meshes. See Figure 10, 11 and 12.

Moreover, in paper [10], the House scene has a complexity similar to this Platform scene, i.e. 120 160 triangles, and they create the navigation mesh in 904.32s.
Our method is about 10 times faster.

A coherent navigation mesh have been generated for
each pair settings/3D scene.

Subway station

The stairs have been detected with the defaults parameters and the settings S2 and S5.

This scene has 568 418 triangles. The results of the
navigation meshes generation are summarized in Table
3.
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time (s)
9.727
12.586
3.339
0.097
15.812

The scene platform has 119 601 triangles. The results
of the navigation meshes generation are summarized in
Table 4.

Finally, the setting S5 just changes the size of the tiles.
This should just change the performances.

The navigation meshes have been generated in a short
time for all settings. The resulting navigation meshes
are very simple, and contain a small number of polygons in comparison with the original 568 418 triangles.

#links
41 864
65 488
18 834
972
59 616

As shown in figure 10, the escalator have been detected
with the defaults parameters and the settings S2 and S5.
The detection of stairs allows to use walking algorithms
like the one described in paper [5], which was impossible in Recast [13].

The setting S4 use big voxels, whose dimension cz is
bigger than the value maxclimb . This setting should create coarser navigation mesh, with less polygons, but in
a shorter time, as less vertical spans are created.

6.2.1

#voxels
800 * 1045 * 2404
1124 * 1468 * 2572
601 * 785 * 96
60 * 78 * 82
1000 * 1307 * 3206

The results are coherent with the parameters. Smaller
voxels leads to more detailed navigation meshes, with
more polygons. Using smaller voxels also increased the
generation time.

time (s)
14.122
26.035
5.314
0.726
19.79

The setting S3 use high voxels with a tight basis, also
with exotic dimensions. Moreover, the voxels dimension cz is bigger than the value maxclimb . This means
that it will be impossible to detect steps.

6.2

#polys
21 331
32 976
9 511
537
30 424

6.2.3

Buildings

The scene building has 1 121 127 triangles. See Table
5 for all results.
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This scene is a not very complex, but is very large. Its
dimensions are about 500 ∗ 500 ∗ 16m3 . This lead to
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Computer Science, chapter 22, pages 230–241. Springer Berlin
/ Heidelberg, Berlin, Heidelberg, 2010.

[8]

Marcelo Kallmann. Shortest paths with arbitrary clearance
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Figure 12: The buildings scenes using the default settings.
It’s a very large scene. The path planning query took 5.581ms.

Table 5: Results for the buildings.
Set.
def.
S2
S3
S4
S5

#polys
117 488
180 173
54 139
2 622
164 577

#voxels
8463 * 10977 * 804
11886 * 15417 * 860
6353 * 8241 * 32
635 * 824 * 27
10579 * 13721 * 1073

#links
235 964
364 132
107 122
4 980
333 554

time (s)
229.854
612.833
63.863
1.591
400.257

a huge number of voxels when using small voxels dimension. Using the default parameters, we manage to
create the navigation mesh in less than 4 minutes. Pure
voxels method like the one detailed in pape [1] can’t
handle scene large as this one with a resolution as low
as 0.05*0.05*0.02 m3 as the number of voxels make it
impossible to compute the path planning in a reasonable
time. The memory requirement, when no tiling is used,
would also prevent the use of the method proposed in
paper [1].

[10] Fabrice Lamarche. Topoplan: a topological path planner for
real time human navigation under floor and ceiling constraints.
Comput. Graph. Forum, pages 649–658, 2009.

Our method successfully creates the navigation meshes
for each settings, and we were able to handle path planning request in less than 5ms.

7

[11] Duoduo Liao. Gpu-accelerated multi-valued solid voxelization by slice functions in real time. In Proceedings of the 24th
Spring Conference on Computer Graphics, SCCG ’08, pages
113–120, New York, NY, USA, 2010. ACM.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have detailed all the necessary steps
to robustly generate Navigation Meshes from any triangles scene. Our method support very large scenes, with
stairs, and uneven terrains. Absolutely no assumption
is made on the quality of the input mesh. The resulting
Navigation Meshes support path planning with arbitrary
clearance. Moreover, the performances are excellent, as
we are about 10 time faster than the method presented
in paper [10].

[12] Ignacio Llamas. Real-time voxelization of triangle meshes on
the gpu. In ACM SIGGRAPH 2007 sketches, SIGGRAPH ’07,
New York, NY, USA, 2007. ACM.
[13] Mikko Mononen. Recast navigation, May 2012.
[14] D. Nieuwenhuisen, A. Kamphuis, and M. H. Overmars. High
quality navigation in computer games. Sci. Comput. Program.,
67(1):91–104, June 2007.
[15] Ramon Oliva and Nuria Pelechano. Automatic generation of
suboptimal navmeshes. In Proceedings of the 4th international
conference on Motion in Games, MIG’11, pages 328–339,
Berlin, Heidelberg, 2011. Springer-Verlag.

We have applied this method with success in various
context: serious gaming, security, virtual human walk,
robot control, or crowd simulation. We plan to further
improve our algorithm by supporting Multi Resolution
Analysis, and by automatically setting the voxels size
depending on the level of details in each tile. We will
also explore hierarchical representation of uneven terrains in order to reduce navigation graph complexity.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present an approach for the acquisition and segmentation of spectral Bidirectional Reflectance
Distribution Function (BRDF) measurements of real-world objects. The acquisition setup is a priori fully calibrated
and provides pixel-synchronous image and depth data of the examined objects. Based on one single viewing
and illumination geometry, we are able to determine spectrally distinct surface regions for objects with abruptly
changing surface materials (painted surface patches) and for objects with gradually changing materials (partially
oxidized iron). For clustering we apply the k-means algorithm and the mean-shift algorithm. The segmented
clusters are used to adapt individual spectral BRDFs (Lambert, Phong, Cook-Torrance) to the obtained cluster
data. Additionally, the elemental abundances of iron and rust on a metal surface are analyzed using spectral
unmixing. The paper presents a detailed discussion of our method and provides critical insight into the obtained
results.

Keywords
multispectral data, segmentation, k-means, mean-shift, BRDF, linear unmixing

1

cidence (ϑi ∈ [−90◦ ... + 90◦ ] ⊂ R). While it is challenging to cluster and/or perform model fits using that
data basis, we will show that it is possible if the underlying models are modified. We are thus able to obtain
correct segmentations for almost the whole object, even
though there is no wide range of illumination and viewing angles available due to the single view single light
configuration.
We compare the application of different clustering approaches (k-means clustering and mean-shift clustering) for the examination of a surface with sharp material changes (color patches), and for a surface with
smooth material changes (iron vs. iron oxide). For the
segmentation, it is physically impossible to cluster the
data based on specular reflections, since these only depend on the color of the incident light and are independent of the surface color as explained in detail by
[Sha85]. The segmentation can thus be performed on
the diffuse part only. We show that it is possible to improve the segmentation results considerably by an empirical modification of the modeled reflectance behavior.
In the subsequent stage we use each cluster to obtain
the parameters of a model-based spectral BRDF1 , and
we compare the performance of the Phong [Pho75] and
Cook-Torrance [CT81] models. Additionally, we show

INTRODUCTION

The amount of light perceived from a point on an arbitrary illuminated object surface depends on the type
and direction of the incident light, the surface geometry, the scene geometry, and, especially, on the object material at any given point. Industrial applications show that it is desirable to develop methods for
the determination of regions with common or distinct
spectral reflectance behavior. The knowledge of local material properties can then be used for e.g. material identification or image based surface reconstruction [HB86, Woo80, HW12]. While successful material
separation has been presented by different researchers
(e.g. [Tom02, NRN03, LKG+ 03]), their data acquisition involved a varying light source position and a varying camera position, which requires an intricate measurement scenario involving a high effort for data acquisition.
In this paper, we present a method for the separation
of material components based on their multispectral reflectance characteristics using a static object, a single
light source position, and a fixed camera position. For
industrial applications, it is desirable to use as few light
and camera positions as possible, since this facilitates
the acquisition process and reduces the required recording time. However, this comes at the cost of the measurements covering only a small range of possible angles of observance (ϑo ∈ [−90◦ ... + 90 ◦ ] ⊂ R) and in-
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that the clustered data can be used to determine the
abundance distribution of – in our case – iron and iron
oxide using linear unmixing without any adjustment of
the underlying BRDF.
1

2

RELATED WORK
2

The problem of separating material from shape and illumination has been examined by some authors previously. However, most of them use some sort of varying
light source position and/or varying viewpoint.
[Tom02] applies multispectral data to the problem of
circuit board element segmentation. Initially, two images are recorded with different illumination directions,
which are used for a very coarse initial segmentation
and measurements that contain specular reflections are
removed. The remaining pixels are clustered based on
a set of empirically defined if-then-else classification
rules, which emerge from a priori knowledge of the
spectral reflectance properties of the circuit board elements. In summary, [Tom02] operate on the diffuse
part only, require different illumination directions, and
rely on a priori knowledge for the clustering process.
[NRN03] present “photometric invariants”, which can
be used for various tasks, including material segmentation. In detail, they aim for a separation of material from lighting and shape based on a scene description with separable BRDFs. The availability of multispectral data (color images) under different illumination conditions then allows for solving for a geometric
invariant by simply computing ratios of matrix determinants. The authors show successful application of their
method to isolated homogeneous objects, homogeneous
objects in complex environments, objects consisting of
different materials, inhomogeneous objects, and objects
with a specular surface. However, the invariants require
changes in illumination, viewpoint, and/or object position between consecutive acquisitions.
[LKG+ 03] acquire geometric and photometric data using different light source positions and viewpoints for a
set of “lumitexels”, which are assembled as a vector of
geometric and photometric measurements. Afterwards,
they fit the Lafortune BRDF model to all lumitexels to
create two BRDF models along with a covariance matrix of the fitting parameters. Based on the error between lumitexels and those two BRDFs, they split the
surface consecutively into two clusters. This procedure
is repeated for the cluster with the greatest deviation of
measured and fitted BRDF until a clear segmentation of
all material components is achieved.

4

5

3

Figure 1: Experimental setup including light source (1), camera (3), 3D scanner (2+3) and interference bandpass filters (4)
for acquisition of the object data (5).

any prior knowledge of the material reflectance. Fig. 1
shows an image of the experimental setup and Fig. 2
gives an overview of our algorithm. Initially, we record

Depth data

Light source positions

Registered HDR
object intensity data

Reflectance standard
intensity data

at 450,500,600,…,800 nm

at 450,500,600,…,800 nm

Measured BRDF
at 450,500,600,…,800 nm

Compensate illumination/
viewpoint influence
S n,m 

R
cos n  i cos m  o

Remove spectral mean

Segmentation
K-means, Mean-Shift
cluster boundaries

BRDF model fit
Phong, Cook-Torrance
BRDF parameter

BRDF estimation

Figure 2: Methodical overview.

3

CONTRIBUTION

We present a novel method for the segmentation of
multispectral data. In contrast to [LKG+ 03] and
[NRN03], we apply a fixed object, light source, and
camera position. Unlike [Tom02], we do not require
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the depth data with a 3D laser pattern projector2 and
acquire image data for N = 8 distinct wavelengths
2

ViALUX zSnapper Vario, 2048 px × 2048 px, lateral resolution ≈ 40 µm
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between 450 and 800 nm) using bandpass interference
filters3 . The light source positions and intensities are
known a priori following the calibration procedure
described by [LHW12]. Additionally, the image data of
a white diffuse reflectance standard4 is recorded, which
is later used to infer the BRDF from the observed
intensity data (Section 4).
Afterwards, compensate the influence of the incident
and viewing directions is compensated, the spectral
mean is removed, and the k-means and/or mean-shift
algorithms are employed for clustering. With the
clustering boundaries available, we are able to obtain
BRDF parameters for each cluster and each multispectral channel within these clusters. Algorithmic details
for these stages are explained in the following section.

4
4.1

explained in the following. This derivation thus aims
for an expression of the observed BRDF values fr . The
measured object intensity can be expressed as
Iob = C ·

ALGORITHMIC DETAILS
Data preparation

Ire (x0 , y0 ) = C ·

I0
· fr,re · cos[ϑi,re (x0 , y0 )]
2 r2
rl,re
c,re

(2)

In contrast to Eq. (1), we can include more prior knowledge here. For the reflectance standard, we can specify
an approximately diffuse reflectance behavior and an a
priori known spectral albedo ρre = 0.99 specified by the
manufacturer. We thus replace the general BRDF fr,re
by a Lambertian reflectance term, i.e. fr,re = ρπre , yielding
Ire (x0 , y0 ) = C ·

I0
ρre
·
· cos[ϑi,re (x0 , y0 )].
2 r2
π
rl,re
c,re

(3)

Dividing Eq. (1) by Eq. (3) then leads to
fr,ob =

2
2
Iob ρre cos ϑi,re (x0 , y0 ) rl,ob rc,ob
· 2 2 ,
·
Ire π
cos ϑi,ob
rl,re rc,re

(4)

which is connected to the reflectance Rob by
fr,ob = Rob ·

1
.
cos(ϑi,ob )

(5)

It is apparent that the relation of measured object intensities with reflectance standard data provides an elegant way for BRDF measurement determination. The
BRDF obtained from Eq. (4) can now be used to segment areas based on their spectral reflectance. Ideally,
the separated areas correspond to areas with the same
material characteristics. Practically, a specular reflection within the surface leads to incorrect segmentation
results. Due to the lack of varying light source or viewpoint position, a precise estimation of these illumination effects can not be achieved. Instead, we modify
the measured reflectance samples Rob (or, respectively,
measured BRDF fr ) such that

BRDF measurement

The main idea for BRDF measurement determination
lies in acquiring multispectral object and reflectance
standard data, which are then related to each other as
3

Thorlabs bandpass intereference filters, center wave length
CWL = [450, 500, 550, 600, 650, 700, 750, 800] nm, full width
at half maximum FWHM = 10 nm
4 SphereOptics Zenith Polymer Diffuse Reflectance Standard
SG3052
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(1)

where the distance from the light source to the object
and the camera to the object are denoted rl,ob and rc,ob ,
respectively. The light source intensity is I0 , the BRDF
is fr,ob . Further influencing quantities like camera gain
or interference filter attenuation are all contained within
the constant C. ϑi,ob denotes the angle of light incidence
on the object surface, i.e. the angle between the local direction l of the incident light and the local normal vector
nob of the surface such that cos ϑi,ob = hl · nob i.
Analogously, the reflectance standard is described by

In order to account for even slight camera shifts during bandpass filter replacements or by the optically active bandpass filters themselves, we conduct an image
registration and subsequent affine transformation step
to account for these distortions. The dynamic range of
the images is increased by using high dynamic range
imaging (HDR), which allows capturing bright specular regions and dark surface regions without reaching
saturation or losing low-contrasted details in the camera noise.
Since the depth data are corrupted by a considerable
amount of noise, we perform a model-based fit to the
acquired data. The models are chosen to simply match
the object shape, i.e. a cylindrical model for the “cup”
dataset and a plate for the “triangle” dataset (see Fig. 3
and Fig. 10). This is achieved by a minimization of
the mean squared distance between the measured data
points and the model surface. A whole description of
that process lies beyond the focus of this paper and is
therefore omitted, a detailed description can be found
e.g. in [LMM98, Ebe08]. Note, that the multispectral
data segmentation algorithm below is not restricted to
the application of these models. The models only account for the partially severe amount of noise present in
our 3D scans. The model fitting step is unnecessary, if
the scanned surface contains only low noise.

4.2

I0
· fr,ob · cos ϑi,ob ,
2 r2
rl,ob
c,ob

Sn,m =

173

Rob
fr
=
,
cosn ϑi cosm ϑo
cosn+1 ϑi cosm ϑo

(6)
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4.4

which has been found to alleviate that effect. The angles ϑi = arccos(hl · ni) and ϑo = arccos(hv · ni) denote
the angles between incident light direction l and observance direction v with the local surface normal n,
respectively. Additionally, we apply a spectral mean
subtraction to Eq. (6) prior to segmentation since this
has been found to improve the segmentation results (see
Section 5) because it stresses the spectral gradient in
comparison to the spectral offset.

4.3

Clustering and BRDF fitting

For clustering similar BRDF measurements, we use the
k-means algorithm [Mar09] and the mean-shift algorithm [CM02] in their classical form, i.e. without functional adaptations. For the mean-shift algorithm, we
apply a disk-shaped kernel that evenly weights the involved measurements [Fin06]. Once the clusters are
obtained, we estimate a Phong [Pho75] and a CookTorrance [CT81] BRDF by nonlinearly fitting the u =
observed to the cor[1...U] ⊂ N observed measurements fr,u
modeled such that
responding model based estimations fr,u

xiron + xrust = BRDF = fr .

P

xiron = airon · riron

(7)
riron =

becomes minimized with respect to the model parameters P. Both BRDF models include a Lambertian term
kd
π to describe (ideal) diffuse reflection. The applied
physically plausible Phong BRDF is
kd
a+2
hr · via ,
+ ks
π
2π | {z }

(8)

rrust =

1 K
∑ rrust,k .
K k=1

(12)

= (rTiron riron )−1 rTiron xiron
= (rTrust rrust )−1 rTrust xrust

(13)
(14)

For this to be physical meaningful, the following two
constraints have to be satisfied:
airon (i) > 0, arust (i) > 0
airon (i) + arust (i) = 1

(15)
(16)

These constraints are added to Eq. (13) and Eq. (14)
[KM02], which are then solved accordingly. Note that
this derivation can be applied to the separation of two
arbitrary materials with known or measured pure material BRDFs rMaterial 1 and rMaterial 2 . In that case, the
BRDF vectors riron and rrust are replaced by the new
BRDF vectors in the derivation above. The linear unmixing approach is also applicable to N ∈ N > 2 material components.

(9)

The amount of reflected light depends of the three
components F, D, and G, which denote the Fresnel
reflection coefficient, the distribution function of the
directions of the microfacets, and the geometrical
attenuation factor, respectively. F improves the model
exactness for grazing incidence angles, D defines
the influence of surface roughness on lobe width,
and G accounts for self shadowing and occlusion.
The parameters of the Cook-Torrance BRDF are the
weights kd and ks , the index of refraction n and the
surface roughness m. Details can be obtained from
[CT81].
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1 K
∑ riron,k ,
K k=1

airon
arust

where a denotes an exponential coefficient for varying
the angular extent of the specular component. The specular characteristics are modeled based on the angle ϑrv
between the direction of mirror reflection r and observation v.
The Cook-Torrance BRDF model consists the following terms:
1
F(n) D(m) · G
+ ks
.
π
π cos ϑi cos ϑo

(11)

This approach corresponds to the concept of imagebased endmember selection [KM02]. To estimate the
actual abundance distribution airon ∈ [0...1] ⊂ R and
arust ∈ [0...1] ⊂ R, we apply the following least-square
transformation of Eq. (11):

cosa ϑrv

fr = kd

xrust = arust · rrust .

The vectors riron and rrust represent reference spectra of
iron and rust, which have been determined by averaging
K ∈ N manually chosen BRDF samples riron,k and rrust,k
with k = 1...K from the image:

u=1

fr =

(10)

These x, in turn, are weighted variants of the spectral
BRDFs of the pure elements (riron and rrust ):

U

observed
modeled 2
P∗ = argmin ∑ ( fr,u
− fr,u
)

Spectral unmixing

Spectral unmixing denotes the decomposition of the
spectrum of a compound material into the spectra of the
known pure materials out of which it consists by estimating the corresponding relative frequencies [KM02].
To estimate a distribution of a compound of two materials (“endmembers”) – in our case: iron and iron oxide
(rust), see Fig. 10(a) – we use a linear unmixing approach [KM02] such that the pixel-wise spectral BRDF
fr = [ fr,1 , ..., fr,N ]T ∈ RN×1 sampled at N distinct wavelengths is supposed to be composed of two components
xiron ∈ RN×1 and xrust ∈ RN×1 according to

5

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The following sections provide a detailed discussion of
the “cup” dataset, which contains sharp boundaries (see
Section 5.1), and of the “triangle” dataset, which exhibits a gradual transition between iron and iron oxide
(see Section 5.2).
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5.1

Object with sharp region boundaries

The first part of this work deals with the segmentation
of a dataset with abruptly changing regions on the surface of a cup as shown in Fig. 3(a). To compare segmentation results quantitatively, we manually created
a reference cluster map, which is shown in Fig. 3(b).
With that being available as a ground truth, the detection rate D is defined to be
tp
· 100%,
(17)
D=
all

(a) k-means detection rate over number of clusters

i.e. the percentage of correctly classified pixels (tp)
within the whole set of classifiable pixels in the image
(all).
3

6

1
4

5

2

3

6

(b) mean-shift detection rate over bandwidth
9

7

5

Figure 4: Comparison of the correct segmentation rate between k-means and mean-shift for abrupt cluster transitions.
Each curve (red, black, blue, green) corresponds to a different
BRDF modification factor S.

10
8
7
5

6

(a) Color regions of the exam- (b) Manually defined reference
ined cup
clusters

Figure 3: Detection rate ground truth

Fig. 4 illustrates the pixel-wise detection rate for kmeans and mean-shift for a varying number of clusters,
bandwidth, and BRDF modification factor Sn,m , as described in Eq. (6). The red curve is equivalent to a direct
BRDF segmentation (spectral mean free) without any
BRDF modification. Both segmentation algorithms, especially mean-shift, benefit from the reflection model
modification.
A detailed image of the best segmentation result yielded
by mean-shift using S1.6,0.5 is shown in Fig. 5. The segmentation error in the lower left part of the cup can be
attributed to slightly overexposed input data originating
from spurious illumination from interreflections with
the experimental environment. The correct separation
of the three reddish regions 4, 5 and 8 (see Fig. 4(a))
is especially challenging, due to the fact that the corresponding spectra are very similar and need to be distinguished based on merely 8 spectral measurements.
Additionally, an oversegmentation of the orange cluster
Â can be observed. A toleration of the oversegmentation leads to a segmentation result with a detection rate
of D ≈ 95% as shown in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d). Note
that the segmentation is correct over nearly the whole
cup, i.e. even regions with steep surface gradients (cup
borders), whose measurements are typically hard to obtain due to rapidly changing incidence and viewing angles, have been segmented correctly.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Segmentation result for S1.6,0.5 . (a) Best meanshift segmentation result without further treatment. (b) Correct detected areas (detection rate: 88.45 %). (c) Best meanshift segmentation result with toleration of the oversegmented
orange cluster. (d) Correct detected areas (detection rate:
94.79 %). Note the oversegmentation of the orange cluster
((a) and (b)), which can be neglected ((c) and (d)). Note that
areas at the border of the cup with steep surface gradients have
been segmented correctly.

The measured BRDF can now be approximated by a
Phong and/or a Cook-Torrance BRDF model for each
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determined segmented cluster. Using the obtained
BRDF parameters allows for a determination of a
BRDF value for every half polar observation angle
ϑo ∈ [−90◦ , ..., 90◦ ] ⊂ R, for each incident light angle
ϑi ∈ [−90◦ , ..., 90◦ ] ⊂ R, and for each pixel belonging
to the cluster. In our case, we analyze a pixel of a
BRDF at 600 nm wavelength, which is located closely
to a specular highlight. This pixel corresponds to cluster À, which is generated by a mean-shift clustering of
S1.42,1 and visualized in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b).
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Figure 7: Phong fit (lobe).
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Figure 8: Phong fit (lobe+spike).

Figure 6: Data point and corresponding clusters. (a) Measured BRDF at a wavelength of 600 nm. Observed point near
measured specular maximum is marked green. (b) Segmented
cluster including observed data point (mean-shift approach
with S1.42,1 ).
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Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the results of BRDF
estimation for the Phong model (single lobe as well
as lobe+spike variant) and the Cook-Torrance model
(lobe+spike). Note that the range of incidence and
viewing angles available for BRDF estimation is narrow but the estimation is robust due to the large number
of pixels involved. The obtained BRDF may become
inaccurate for angles a long way off from the underlying samples used during the parameter estimation stage,
but model usage far off the data basis should be avoided
anyway.
An important observation is that the BRDF decreases
for large absolute viewing angles |ϑo | ≥ 60◦ . This effect has also been observed with other objects and scene
settings. Relating this effect to the varying specular part
of reflection does not seem very realistic due the fact
that this decrease occurs at angles far away from the
ideal specular reflection angle ϑrv = 0◦ . In fact, a nonideal diffuse reflection for grazing viewing angles is a
more plausible explanation. [ON94] introduce a more
detailed and complex diffuse reflectance term, but they
describe an increased reflectance, which is contrary to
our observations. The reflectance in this work better
corresponds with a “diffuse fall-off” described e.g. by
[DRS08]. This effect models decreasing reflectance for
larger angles of observance and is partially taken into
account by [LFTG97].
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Figure 9: Cook-Torrance fit (lobe+spike).

5.2

Object with gradual region boundaries

Initially, we performed a k-means segmentation (see
Fig. 10) of the oxidized iron object without any modifications of the BRDF, i.e. we used S(1,1) . To obtain
a robust segmentation result without the influence of
spurious effects like specular reflections and other illumination inhomogeneities, we have chosen a planar
arrangement of the object with high values of the specular angle ϑrv in order to minimize the occurrence of
specular reflections. However, due to the roughness
of the surface there is an inevitable amount of small
surface parts that reflect light specularly into the camera. These have been taken into account by a k-means
segmentation with 3 clusters, i.e. iron, oxidized iron,
and a “garbage” class that collects outliers. Based on
10 manually chosen reference data points for iron and
rust (as required for the linear unmixing approach described in Section 4.4), an abundance distribution of
both materials can be estimated as shown in Fig. 11(a)
and Fig. 11(b). On the basis of this distribution and an
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very important for e.g. industrial measurement setups.
We have observed some limitation when using raw
measured depth data, which has been found to be
too noisy for correct incidence and viewing angle
determination. This problem has been solved by
using a model-based cylindrical and plane fit for the
respective objects. Using laser range scanners with
higher depth and lateral resolution can overcome that
limitation easily.
The Phong and Cook-Torrance BRDF models were
then fitted to the previously segmented cluster data.
Due to the sparse data input (limited rage of incidence
and viewing directions), some uncertainties in determining a hemispherical BRDF remain, especially
for obliquely viewed surface parts. Additionally, the
obtained BRDF tends to exhibit lower reflectance
values for large observation angles |ϑo | ≥ 60◦ , which
can be explained by a “diffuse fall-off” [DRS08].
This issue requires considerable attention in further
research, since it requires a phenomenological (rather
than empirical) adjustment of the reflectance model.

(a) Probed oxidized iron object. (b) Segmentation with k-means
(3 clusters).

Figure 10: Visual comparison between original and segmented clusters. A third class (“garbage class”) besides iron
and rust has been introduced to collect outliers.

image registration approach that relates the color image Fig. 10(a) with the measurement data Fig. 11(a) and
Fig. 11(b), a mask of the two materials can be generated
as shown in Fig. 11(c) and Fig. 11(d).

7

(a) Generated abundance distri- (b) Generated abundance distribution of iron.
bution of rust.
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Figure 11: Linear unmixing results.

6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have presented an approach for the acquisition
and segmentation of spectral BRDF data. The data
are recorded by relating object intensity data and
reflectance standard data, which then directly provides
BRDF measurements. We used those data to show that
it is possible to obtain accurate segmentation results
and endmember abundance estimates for objects with
rapidly and with gradually changing materials, even
if only a single light source position and a single
viewpoint is available. The object surface with abrupt
region boundaries has been classified with an accuracy of 88.5% (94.8% with some oversegmentation
tolerance). The application of linear spectral unmixing
to the separation of iron from rust for the gradually
changing material has provided a qualitatively realistic
result.
In summary, we thus note that it is possible to determine object regions correctly even if only a single light
source and a single viewpoint are available, which is
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APPENDIX

Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show image data for four exemplary
wavelengths (λ = 450 nm, 550 nm, 650 nm, 750 nm).
Note, that the pixels that correspond to a certain color
/ material have a designated intensity characteristic.
The mean shift and k-means approaches described in
the paper analyze that characteristic and group similar
characteristics. It can be observed that e.g. rust has a
lower 450 nm component than iron (i.e. less blue), but
contains a more intense 650 nm and 750 nm component
(more red). These relations exist over the whole
dataset and thus allow the application of the unmixing
approach.

(a) 450nm

(b) 550nm

(c) 650nm

(d) 750nm

Figure 12: Camera image examples from the “cup” dataset.
All images have been converted to the same reference intensity to facilitate image comparisons.

(a) 450nm

(b) 550nm

(c) 650nm

(d) 750nm

Figure 13: Camera image examples from the “triangle”
dataset. All images have been converted to the same reference intensity to facilitate image comparisons.
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ABSTRACT
We propose a method to synthesize the video of a user-specified band music, in which the performers appear to
play it nicely. Given the music and videos of the band members as inputs, our system synthesizes the resulting
video by semi-automatically cutting and concatenating the videos temporarily so that these synchronize to the
music. To compute the synchronization between music and video, we analyze the timings of the musical notes
of them, which we estimate from the audio signals by applying techniques including short-time Fourier transform
(STFT), image processing, and sound source separation. Our video retrieval technique then uses the estimated
timings of musical notes as the feature vector. To efficiently retrieve a part of the video that matches to a part of
the music, we develop a novel feature matching technique more suitable for our feature vector than dynamic-time
warping (DTW) algorithm. The output of our system is the project file of Adobe After Effects, on which the user
can further refine the result interactively. In our experiment, we recorded videos of performances of playing the
violin, piano, guitar, bass and drums. Each video is recorded independently for each instrument. We demonstrate
that our system helps the non-expert performers who cannot play the music well to synthesize its performance
videos. We also present that, given an arbitrary music as input, our system can synthesize its performance video
by semi-automatically cutting and pasting existing videos.

Keywords
Video Synthesis Music Analysis Multimedia
edit the footage so that it synchronizes with the given
sounds or music. In this paper, we focus on this second
demand, i.e., we develop a system to help the designer,
who creates a musical performance video, to efficiently
synthesize it.
Today, more and more people have become interested
in synthesizing an original video using their favorite
music. Especially, in video-sharing services such as
YouTube, we can find a lot of music videos created by
the professional and amateur designers, which a lot of
people enjoy every day. Note that watching the music
video is the totally different experience from only listening to the music. For example, we can tend to pay
more attention to the sounds of the currently watching
instrument: watching the bass performance allows us to
more easily capture the low-pitched bass sounds. It is
also reported that the movie affects how we, audiences,
feel the rhythm and moods of the music [10].

Figure 1: We want to synthesize the video of our favorite music (a) played by our band members. We have
recorded the performance videos of our band members
(b), but they were not perfect. So, we developed a system (c) that takes the music and the videos as inputs,
and synthesizes the video composite (d) in which all
the members appear to play the music nicely.

1

As related researches, there are several methods that
synthesize videos synchronizing to user-specified music, e.g., the summarization of home videos based on
a user-specified music [4], the creation of the slideshow video of photographs [6], or the dance performance videos using 3D human models [5, 11] or the
2D performance videos [8]. However, since all of these

INTRODUCTION

Synchronization between sound and footage is an important task when producing a high-quality movie. For
this task, the designers must spend a lot of time 1) to
add sound effects or music to a silent footage or 2) to
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Figure 2: The overview of synthesizing a performance video of a single instrument (Guitar, here).
approaches analyze only the tempos and moods of the
input music, we cannot apply these techniques to our
problem: since we want to synthesize a performance
video in which the performer looks like playing the music, we require finer synchronization.
Given a user-specified music and videos of performers,
our method semi-automatically synthesizes the music
video. We usually record the video for each instrument independently and then create the video database.
We then estimate the timings of the musical notes by
analyzing the audio signals of the music and video
database. Using the estimated timings as the feature
vector, our system retrieves the candidates of footages
for each part of the input music. The output is the
project file of Adobe After Effect that has multiple candidates, in which the user can further edit the result.

Figure 3: To synthesize the band performance consisting of multiple instruments, our system selects the adequate part from each solo performance video and concatenate them. Here, we selects red, orange, and green
parts and concatenate them.
The system then computes the part-by-part matching
between the feature vectors of the input music and the
video (Fig. 2-e). Finally, We synthesize the solo performance video by concatenating the videos based on the
matches (Fig. 2-f). After synthesizing solo performance
videos for each instrument, our second part synthesizes
the band performance video by further cutting and concatenating them (Fig. 3).

We asked the two types of performers to join in our
experiments. In the first experiment, we asked amateur performers who can play each instrument well. We
recorded the performances of playing viola, drums, and
bass. In the second experiment, our performers are
novices, i.e., who didn’t know how to play each instrument at first: we then asked them to practice each
instrument for one hour. In each case, we demonstrate that our system can synthesize a reasonable performance video in short editing times.

2

3

In this section, we describe the feature extraction, i.e.,
the process of estimating the timings of musical notes
from the audio signal of a solo performance (Sec. 3.1).
When the audio signal has sounds of multiple instruments, the sound source separation is required, which
separates an audio signal of multiple instruments into
audio signals of each single instrument (Sec. 3.2).

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Our system consists of 2 parts: the first part synthesizes
a solo performance video of a single instrument (Fig. 2),
and the second part synthesizes the band performance
video by mixing all the synthesized solo videos (Fig. 3).
In Fig. 2, The user begins to synthesize a solo performance video by specifying a favorite music (Fig. 2a). If the input music includes multiple instruments,
we first separate it into solo audio signals using sound
source separation technique (Sec. 3.2).

3.1

Here, we show the guitar signal of the input music
(Fig. 2-c), and the video of playing the guitar (Fig. 2d). We then apply our technique of extracting the timings of musical notes (Figs. 2-e and f). In each feature
vector, the peak position corresponds to the estimated
timing of a musical note, and the distance from it to
the next peak corresponds to the duration of the note.
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Figure 4: The extraction of feature vector.
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To extract the feature vector from an audio signal, we
develop a simple technique of onset detection. Our idea
is similar to [1].We extract the feature vector from input
music and video database.
To estimate the timings of the musical notes, our
method begins to compute short time Fourier transform
(STFT) to the audio signal (Fig. 4-a), and obtains
the spectrogram (Fig. 4-b). Since the spectrogram is
usually noisy, we smooth it out but preserve strong
edges that correspond to the beginnings and endings
of each musical note. For this purpose, we apply a
horizontal bilateral filter [14] to obtain the smoothed
spectrogram (Fig. 4-c). We differentiate the smoothed
spectrogram horizontally to extract the beginning
and end of each musical note. We then integrate the
spectrogram vertically to obtain one dimensional (1D)
signal (Fig. 4-d). Finally, we extract the feature vector
by finding local maxima of the 1D signal (Fig. 4-e). We
show the score of this audio signal that the performer
actually played in Fig. 4-f. Note that the peaks match
the timings of the score.

We also use the changes of pitch values as our additional feature vector. To estimate the pitches of an audio signal, we use STRAIGHT [7] to estimate the fundamental frequency (F0). Since we are interested not in
the absolute pitch values but only in the relative changes
of pitch values, we use the differentiation of F0 as our
feature vector. This feature vector helps to synthesize
the reasonable performance video by preventing from
assigning a footage of descending pitch to that part of
ascending pitch.

3.2

Sound Source Separation

The algorithm of feature extraction described above
works well for an audio signal of a single instrument.
However, it is often difficult to prepare the audio track
for each instrument independently. For example, the
drum set that we used to record the drummer’s performance gives us only the mixture of sounds of four
drums, i.e., snare drum, bass drum, cymbals, and hihats. In such a case, we want to separate the audio track
for each instrument. For this purpose, we use the semiautomatic sound source separation technique. Fig. 6
shows an example of the separation of the drum audio
signal.

Figure 6: Sound source separation of drums.
We use the probabilistic latent component analysis
(pLCA) [12], which is developed based on pLSA
algorithm [2]. pLCA is the algorithm for non-negative
matrix factorization that separates a spectrogram S(t, f )
as follows:

Figure 5: The technique to extract the feature vector using multiple bilateral filters with various window sizes.
To extract high quality feature vectors, we must choose
an adequate window size for the bilateral filter. For example, Fig. 5 shows an audio signal of drums, which
starts by the high-frequent drum roll. A large window
produces clean peaks but makes the peaks around the
drum roll disappear. On the other hand, a small window produces the peaks of the drum roll well but also
too many small peaks that are noises. So, we need
to change the window size adaptively through the signal. However, since it was difficult to implement such
a smart adaptive filter, we decided to manually cut the
signal into segments based on the observed frequencies,
and apply the adequate bilateral filter to each of them.
This process increases the user’s burden but is important to create the high quality feature vector.
We also use the sound volume values as our additional
feature vector. We use volume information to detect
whether the instrument is being played or silent: if it
is silent, we don’t assign any footage of the instrument
to that part. Our feature vector of the volume is binary,
i.e., 1 (there is sounds) or 0 (silent).
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S(t, f ) = ∑ Bi (t, f ),

(1)

i

where Bi (t, f ) is non-negative, t represents the time, f
represents the frequency, and N is the number of the
bases. Fig. 7 shows an example of the separation of an
audio signal: the original spectrogram having the violin
and drums sounds is separated into the twelve bases at
first. We then manually classify them into two classes
in this case, i.e., violin class and drums class. For the violin class, the user’s selection is visualized as the green
boxes. We sum these bases to obtain the spectrogram
of the violin. These separated sounds are demonstrated
in the supplementary video.

4

VIDEO RETRIEVAL BY FEATURE
MATCHING

For each part of the input music, we retrieve a footage
so that the feature vector of the part of the input music
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Figure 8: DTW algorithm is not suitable for our case,
where the signal consists of peaks.
Figure 7: Sound source separation by pLCA.
neighboring peaks: here, peaks ‘3’ and ‘C’ can be a
match, because the distance between ‘3’ and ‘1’ and
the distance between ‘C’ and ‘A’ are similar. The same
thing can be said for the match of ‘2’ and ‘B’. In the
third step, we further check the neighboring peaks:
here, peaks ‘4’ and ‘D’ can be a match because the
distances are similar. However, peaks ‘5’ and ‘E’ cannot be a match: the distance between ‘5’ and ‘3’ are
too smaller than the distance between ‘E’ and ‘C’. In
the next step, we further check the neighbors toward
right-hand side, but we don’t check the neighbors toward left-hand side anymore. We continue this process
until the difference of the distances becomes larger than
a threshold parameter, β . We apply this algorithm to
all the possible 1-to-1 matches between the input music
and the video database.

matches to the feature vector of the footage. However,
it is unusual that a pair of feature vectors match exactly,
and if we consider only such exact matches, we cannot
retrieve any footage for most parts of the input music.
So, we consider not only exact matches but also similar matches. Fig. 9 shows some examples: each of red,
green, and blue boxes show the match of feature vectors. The peaks of the same number are matched, but
the timings of them are slightly different. We complement these differences by changing the playback speed
of the footage in the video synthesis process.

4.1

Our Algorithm

As a method for matching the signal while stretching,
dynamic time warping (DTW) is well-known [9]. DTW
works well for computing similarities between smooth,
continuous signals, but does not work for our case, i.e.,
each signal consists of discontinuous peaks. More precisely, DTW works well for our case, only when the
number of peaks is the same between the comparing
signals; however, since the method of feature extraction described above is not always perfect, it often produces noises. Fig. 8 shows an example. Signals A and
B share two peaks of similar magnitudes, but signal A
has a small peak as noise between them. When we compute the warping path of DTW, it becomes as the path
of red circles, i.e., it makes the second peak of signal B
match to the noisy peak. Based on this observation, we
concluded that DTW is not suitable for the comparison
of peaky signals.

Our algorithm solves the weakness of DTW, and inherits the strength of DTW at the same time. The weakness
of DTW is that it is too sensitive to noises as shown in
Fig. 8. However, in our algorithm, we can prevent a
healthy peak from matching to such a small noisy peak
by appropriately specifying the threshold α. On the
other hand, the strength of DTW is that it can take the
temporal stretch into account, which can be achieved by
appropriately specifying the threshold β . Fig. 9-right
shows the three resulting local matches of blue, red,
and green boxes. For example, in the blue match, the
distances of features of the input music are larger than
the distances of features of the video database, which
means that we can fit the video by making the playback
speed slower. In the green match, we make the playback speed faster and the video would fit to the part of
the input music.

To solve the problem, we propose a simple technique
to efficiently retrieve a footage, allowing the temporal
stretching. Our idea is inspired by the RANSAC algorithm [3] used in many computer vision applications,
which efficiently finds the set of matches that are consistently explained by a transformation.

5

Given the input music and a set of videos of playing
each instrument, the methods described above extract
the feature vectors, retrieve an appropriate footage and
assign it to each part of the input music. Each part of the
input music usually has multiple candidates of footages.
Our system saves this result of retrieval and assignment

Fig. 9 shows how our algorithm finds a local match.
The red line of the first step shows 1-to-1 match of
peaks: In this step, we find such a 1-to-1 match by simply comparing the magnitudes of peaks using a threshold parameter, α. In the second step, we check the
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Figure 9: Our algorithm to find local matches.
where labels of li and l j are assigned to the neighboring
frames of p and q. Vp is the data term, and Wp,q is the
smoothness term. Vp (li ) is defined by the Euclidean
distance between the feature vector of the input music at
p frame and the feature vector of the candidate footage
li . Wp,q (i, j) defines the cost of transition from footage
li at p-th frame to footage l j at q-th frame. We can solve
the energy minimization using the graph-cut algorithm
with α-β swap [13].
Figure 10: Masking and lapping the solo performance
videos to synthesize the band performance video.
as the project file of Adobe After Effects: the user can
interactively select the best set of footages from the candidates and render the final movie. The temporal stretch
of each footage is easily achieved by the time remapping function of Adobe After Effects: when generating
the project file, our system automatically specifying the
parameters of this function for each candidate footage.
This editing process is usually as shown in Fig. 3: since
our method assumes that each video is recorded for
each instrument independently, we cannot synthesize a
scene where all the band members appear at the same
time. One idea to synthesize such a scene is to record
each performer also from a fixed camera as shown in
Fig. 10. Each video has just a solo performance, but we
can synthesize all the band members by spatially masking and lapping all the videos into the resulting video.

5.1

Fig. 11 shows an example of the energy minimization.
Here are five candidate footages, A, B, C, D, and E.
Here are nine frames. For the 1st and 2nd frames, candidate A is assigned, because the data term of A, 0.1 is
smaller than the data term of B, 0.2. For the same reason, candidate E is assigned to the 8th and 9th frames.
On the other hand, for the 3rd frame, candidate B who
has smaller value, 0.2, is not assigned, but candidate
C is assigned. This is because, if we assign B here,
it produces a short footage whose duration is just one
frame at the 3rd frame: the resulting video that has
many such short footages looks annoying because of
many scene transitions. We use the smoothness term to
avoid this, i.e., Wp,q is set to a large value for the transition that might cause too short frame. More concretely,
W2,3 (A, B) is set to a large value, here.

Automation of Candidate Selection

Manually selecting the best footage for all the parts of
the input music is often hard work and time-consuming.
To reduce this user’s burden, we develop an automatic
method to support this process. We consider this as the
problem of label assignment for each video frame: each
label corresponds to each candidate footage, i.e., the
number of labels L is the same as the number of candidate footages. We formulate this as Markov Random
Field (MRF) as follows:
argmini E = ∑ Vp (li ) + λ ∑ Wp,q (li , l j ) ,
p
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Figure 11: The energy minimization of MRF automatically selects the reasonable candidates. Here are five
candidates, A, B, C, D, and E, and here are nine frames.

(2)

p,q
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6

RESULTS

6.2

We prepared the input music “untitled” by an amateur
composer for this experiment: this music is played with
the guitar, the bass, the piano, and the drums. We asked
four students from the computer science department to
be the performers: these students have had little experiecne of the instruments. We allowed them to practice each instrument for one hour, and recorded their
performance using two cameras: one camera was handheld and moving, and the other was fixed.

We present that our system can synthesize the video of
performers appearing to play user-specified music. In
the first experiment, we present that our system can synthesize the video of an arbitrary music using the video
database of amateur performers. In the second experiment, we try to synthesize the music video using videos
of performers who cannot play the instruments. Finally,
we perform subjective evaluations to analyze the usability of our system and the quality of the synthesized
videos.

6.1

Experiment 2

The supplementary video has the result. While these
performers were novices and just pretending to playing
the instrument, our system can synthesize the performance video by retrieving footages and assigning them
to the input music. Also, as described above, we synthesized the scenes of all the band members by mixing the solo performance videos recorded from the fixed
camera.

Experiment 1

As the input music, we selected two music. One is “Let
it be” of The Beatles, and the other is “Etupirka” of
Taro Hakase. As for “Let it be” played with a violin,
a bass, and drums, we could prepare the wave files for
each instrument in advance. As for “Etupirka” played
with a violin and drums, since we could prepare only
the original wave file, we applied semi-automatic sound
source separation technique to separate it into the violin
part and the drums part. As for the video database, we
asked the amateur performers of viola, bass, and drums
to play each instrument. We did not specify what they
should play but asked to play the instrument freely, i.e.,
any music randomly. We recorded their performance
for one hour using four cameras at the same time. These
cameras are set at the different viewpoints.

The guitar and bass performers always strike the same
string, and the fingers of the left hand do not move
much. As the result, if the change of the pitch of input music is significant or the audience has knowledge
about the instrument, the unnaturalness of the synthesized video would become noticable.
To synthesize this result, we did not use graph-cut to
synthesize more high-quality video. We further spend
time to edit camera motions digitally. We took 3 hours
to synthesize this band performance video.

The supplementary video has the results. (Please use an
appropriate video player to watch them: in our environment, Windows Media Player did not play our results
with nice synchronization, i.e., there were significant
time shift between the audio and the footages. QuickTime player was much better.) Note that each sound
synchronizes with the movie, especially, drum sounds
do.

6.3

The result of “Etupirka” demonstrates the limitation of
our technique: we can find the scenes where the performer moves but there is no sound (or the performer
does not move but there are sounds). This is caused
by the failure of the sound source separation. Fig. 13
shows the feature vectors in “Let it be” and “Etupirka”.
“Let it be” was actually good, but “Etupirka” is more
noisy. Sound source separation is a difficult problem.
Our manual selection of pLCA bases makes it possible
to obtain relatively reasonable separation results, but
still causes such noises. To synthesize a high quality
music video, if we could prepare the audio track for
each instrument independently, it would be the best.

v3: video of "Etupirka" synthesized using graph-cut

We performed a subjective evaluation of the quality of
the synthesized video. We prepared six types of the
videos:
v1: video of "Let it be" synthesized using graph-cut
v2: video of "Let it be" synthesized without graph-cut

v4: video of "Etupirka" synthesized without graph-cut
v5: video of "untitled" synthesized without graph-cut
v6: video of "untitled" synthesized using After Effects
We asked the 15 students of the computer science department to evaluate “how unnatural each video looks”.
Fig. 15 is the result of this user study, where the score
0 means there is no unnatural scene, and the score 6
means that the video is full of unnatural scenes.
v2 and v4 got smaller scores than v1 and v3. This shows
that the quality of the video produced by automatic candidate selection tends to be lower. However, this result
also demonstrates that the quality of the graph-cut is not
bad. Especially, the score of v4 is comparable to that of

Since these results are synthesized using graph-cut, we
did not spend much time to synthesize the performance
video: we took about 15 minutes to synthesize each of
these videos.
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Figure 12: The frames from the “Let it be” and “Etupirka” videos.
must ask them to practice the instruments hard. This is
the other limitation of our method.
Finally, we measured and compared the time required
to synthesize a short, solo performance video by our
system and After Effects. We asked three test users
who are the students of computer science department
to synthesize a short video. Since all of the test users
were not familiar with video editing, we taught how to
use our system and After Effects to each test user, and
gave 10 minutes to practice it respectively. We then ask
them to synthesize a short video whose duration is several seconds consisting of a single footage. Fig. 16 is
the average time spent to finish the task: our system
took 59±10 seconds, and After Effects took 578±157
seconds.

Figure 13: The example of the feature vectors.
v3. We believe the additional manual edit on the result
produced by the graph-cut would improve the quality.
v1 got the worst score. The score of v2 is not good,
either. The main reason was the drums: in the video of
the drum player, he beats the tom. However, since the
sound source separation between tom and snare drum
was difficult, we treat these sounds as the same. As
the result, the evaluators realized this fact, and they assigned the bad score to this video. In v2, since such
unnatural scenes could be removed manually, the score
is better.

When using After Effects, the user had to check the
long video, retrieve an adequate part of it, and then
manually assigns it the part of the music: when the assignment process, the manual temporal stretching of the
footage is also required. On the other hand, since our
system shows the candidate footages automatically, the
burden of the user is dramatically reduced: all the user
had to do is to check the candidate footages and select
one of them. Also, when using After Effects, the qualities of the resulting videos are different from subject to
subject. Using our system, the qualities are almost the
same.

The interesting fact was that the score is affected by
the evaluator’s experience of each instrument a lot: several evaluators who had experiences to play the guitar
or drums tend to realize the unnaturalness of these instruments in the video. On the other hand, no evaluator
had experience to play the violin, and there was few
comments about the unnaturalness of the violin. In v3
and v4, the violin is the main instrument, and the drums
are simple, which we believe is the reason about why
the score of them are better than v1 and v2.

Through these subjective evaluations and user studies,
we have shown that our system can synthesize music
videos whose qualities are comparable to the videos
manually edited using the existing software. We also
demonstrated that the user’s burden to create the similar quality video is much less than the existing software.
Also, our system is simple and can be used even by a
novice user, after 10 minutes tutorial.

v5 and v6 are for comparison between our system and
standard video editing software. We chose Adobe After Effects as the video editing software. To make v5,
we manually selected the candidate footages on Adobe
After Effects. To make v6, we used only Adobe After
Effects, which was completely manual work: we manually search for an adequate video from the database, and
edit it. For both videos, we did our best to synthesize
as the high quality video as possible. The difference
of these scores is very small, which means the qualities
of the resulting videos are almost the same. This fact
proves that our system can synthesize the video whose
quality is similar to the video synthesized completely
manually. The performers in these videos had almost
no knowledge about how to play each instrument. Most
of the evaluators realized the unnaturalness of the performance, e.g., guitar and bass players’ wrong motions.
It is difficult to synthesize the perfect music video of
these band members: if we want to synthesize it, we
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

In this paper, we proposed a method to synthesize the
video of performers appearing to play user-specified
music. Technically, our method consists of feature extraction, semi-automatic sound source separation, video
retrieval based on local feature mathcing, and automatic
candidate selection by graph-cut algorithm. Through
the experiments, we have shown that our system can
synthesize the music video with the comparable quality but less burden than the standard video editing software.
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Figure 14: The frames from the “untitled” videos.

[3]

[4]

Figure 15: The evaluation of unnaturalness of the six
synthesized videos.

[5]
[6]

[7]

Figure 16: The time required to synthesize a short
video.

[8]

In the future, we want to synthesize more high-quality
video using performance videos of a professional
band: currently, the band members are just amateurs
or novices. We would like to try to synthesize a really
professional music video and investigate how our
system helps such a professional demand. The other
future direction is to extend the method to take the visual information into account: currently, our synthesis
method relies only on the audio information. However,
by analyzing the body motion of the performers, we
expect that we can exploit more semantic information
for the music video synthesis.

[9]

[10]

[11]
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ABSTRACT
Pose uncertainty estimation of calibrated cameras is a common task in the field of computer vision and uses
location uncertainties of image features. For spherical cameras, those uncertainties cannot be optimally described
using conventional latitude-longitude representation. Increasing distortions close to the poles of the spherical
coordinate system prevent a suitable description through Gaussians.
To overcome this limitation, we present a consistent location uncertainty representation for spherical image features: Our approach is based on normal vectors in Cartesian space and applicable to any kind of camera with
convex projection surfaces, such as catadioptric and spherical systems. We compare its performance against
latitude-longitude representation by estimating camera pose uncertainties through first order error propagation
in a weighted least squares pose estimation scenario. Our experiments on synthetic and real data show that the
proposed approach delivers consistent results outperforming conventional latitude-longitude representation.

Keywords
Spherical imaging, feature extraction, uncertainty visualization, camera pose optimization

1

INTRODUCTION

The propagation of image feature uncertainties can augment spherical SfM and SLAM algorithms and improves for example outlier detection or surface fitting
in a subsequent reconstruction process.

Spherical imaging experienced increasing attention in
the recent past: Microsofts Streetside project as well
as Googles Street View project [ADF+ 10] exemplify
the usability of spherical images for large scale applications. The availability of omnidirectional cameras like
SpheronVRs SceneCam [VR], Weiss AGs Civetta [Wei]
or the Ladybug camera from Point Grey Research also
corroborate the interest on spherical imaging.

Since feature uncertainty description in perspective images can be handled based on Gaussian error approximation in the Cartesian coordinate system [BBS07,
ZGS+ 09], this approach is not applicable for spherical
images. A spherical image is hereby considered as a
mapping from a given three-dimensional environment
through the camera center onto a unit sphere. As this
sphere is a two-dimensional manifold, two parameters
are sufficient to identify any point unambiguously.

Since those cameras provide the largest possible field of
view (FOV), their usage avoids problems, known from
perspective imaging: Visual SLAM can be performed
without loosing image features caused by camera rotation in combination with a limited FOV as studied by
Gutierrez et al. [GRMG11]. Furthermore provide omnidirectional cameras due to the extended FOV more
extractable features for spherical Structure from Motion
(SfM) algorithms as proposed by Pagani et al. [PS11]
and Torii et al. [TIO05].

Building on that, spherical cameras typically provide
images in an unwrapped form of the widely used
latitude-longitude representation relying on (θ , φ )-coordinates with 0 ≤ θ ≤ π and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π (Figure 1(b)
and 2(a)).
Problem: Since the description of image feature uncertainties implies the neighborhood of the features, local
distortions as they occur close to the poles of the spherical coordinate system, affect the uncertainty description. A Gaussian distributed uncertainty on a sphere is
therefore not adequately describable by a single Gaussian in (θ , φ )-coordinates (Figure 1(a) and 1(b)). Due
to the discontinuity of the longitude-coordinate at the
poles, location uncertainties spreading over the image
pole cannot be represented at all.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: The Monte-Carlo based transformation from a Gaussian distribution on a sphere (a) to latitude-longitude
representation (b) illustrates, that the resulting distribution cannot be properly described by a Gaussian. We propose
therefore to quantify feature uncertainties through 3D uncertainties attached to normal vectors (c). Compared
to latitude-longitude representation, this approach describes uncertainties consistently throughout the spherical
image.

Contribution: In this work, we introduce an uncertainty representation based on normal vectors (Figure
1(c)) to overcome the previously mentioned limitations.
Our proposed normal vector representation is not only
limited to full spherical images. Spherical or catadioptric cameras producing a locally varying pixel-perangle ratio as examined by Streckel and Koch [SK05]
can be handled by replacing the sphere with ellipsoidal
shapes.

scriptors. For other state of the art descriptors, such as
CARD [AY11], BRISK [LCS11], DAISY [TLF10] or
ORB [RRKB11] the appropriate feature uncertainties
can be deduced under consideration of their particular
manner of feature extraction.
Outline: The extraction of feature uncertainties from
spherical images is described in section 2. The following section 3 outlines the proposed uncertainty description. Section 4 contains a comparison of our method
with the conventional latitude-longitude representation
by performing uncertainty propagation and calculating
camera pose uncertainties for different scenarios. Section 5 summarizes the obtained results. The work is
concluded in section 6. A video introducing the problem statement and the proposed approach is available in
[Kro13].

Related work: In the field of computer vision and
SfM much effort has been put into the deduction of uncertainty propagation techniques within the last years
[CF05, CZZF97, DLLP11, Har98, HZ00], including
approaches like first order error propagation [BBS07]
or sparse grids [JU04]. Even though the listed work
covers exclusively perspective imaging.
The approach taken in this work to avoid given singularities of latitude-longitude representation can to a certain extend be considered to be analogue to the concept
of quaternions: Stuelpnagel shows in [Stu64] that all
three-parameter representations of rotations are highly
nonlinear and possess singularities in their description
in three dimensional space. In order to prevent the occurrence of these singularities, the usage of quaternions
introduces an additional dimension. Our usage of the
normal vector exploits the same principle of introducing an additional third dimension to avoid singularities
in feature uncertainty representation on a sphere.

2

In this section we propose a method to extract feature
uncertainties from spherical images. This was achieved
by decomposing a given spherical image into virtual
perspective images. The positions of the appendant virtual cameras were set to the center of the spherical camera and their viewing directions were uniformly distributed throughout the sphere (Figure 2).
In the next step, features were extracted within the
resulting perspective images and transformed to
latitude-longitude representation of the spherical
coordinate system. The performed calculations are
hereby equivalent to transformations between world
coordinate system and perspective camera coordinate
system as outlined in Hartley et al. [HZ00], assuming
the spherical camera aligned with world coordinates.
The transformation between Cartesian and spherical
coordinates is given in [KK00].

The concept of normal vectors for position representation is furthermore not limited to spherical image feature representation but is also used in different context:
Gade proposes for example a method for global navigation based on normal vectors [Gad10].
In the course of this work location uncertainties of image features are assumed to be Gaussian distributed in
image coordinate system. Zeisl et al. [ZGS+ 09] show
that this assumption is valid for the uncertainty characterization of SIFT [Low04] and SURF [BTVG06] de-
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Within the perspective images, the uncertainty distribution of the extracted features was obtained based on the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: Spherical image (14’000 × 7’000 pixel) of the Mogao cave number 322 in China. A set of 11 spherical
HDR-images was acquired to perform pose uncertainty estimation and 3D reconstruction (a). Illustration of the
decomposition of a spherical image into perspective ones (b). Resulting perspective images, in which the features
are extracted (c). Note, that those cut-outs have to overlap to assure that all image data of the sphere was considered.
method introduced by Zeisl et al. [ZGS+ 09]. The distributions are represented by a 2D covariance matrix such
as

σxx
σ2D =
σyx


σxy
.
σyy




sin(θP ) sin(φP )
nP = sin(θP ) cos(φP ) ,
cos(θP )
whereat the condition knP k = 1 holds.

(1)

Any location uncertainty of the 2D point, such as extracted SIFT-location uncertainty, also has to be transferred from the two-dimensional representation in the
local perspective images to the 3D normal vector representation. The 3D uncertainty of the normal vector is
initialized as




σxx σxy 0
σ2D 02
σn =
= σyx σyy 0 
(3)
0T2 σε
0
0 σε

When describing these uncertainties in latitudelongitude representation of the spherical image, their
essential characteristic of being Gaussian distributed
is lost (Figure 1(b)). Approximating the resulting
distribution by a Gaussian is inaccurate and other
descriptions, such as mixture of Gaussians complicate
further propagation of the obtained uncertainties.
A representation, which allows an appropriate description of the extracted uncertainties as Gaussians will
therefore be presented in the following section.

3

by considering equation 1 for the feature uncertainty
in 2D. This equation adds a third dimension to the uncertainty representation. When it comes to the implementation of this equation, it is necessary to ensure numerical stability by choosing σn to be positive-definite
through setting σn33 = σε > 0. The value of σε was
chosen to

UNCERTAINTY DESCRIPTION

This section introduces the proposed uncertainty representation of spherical images. Instead of representing a
given feature in spherical coordinates through latitudelongitude representation, we propose to use a normal
vector n. This vector, described in the 3D Cartesian
camera coordinate system is characterized by its perpendicular alignment to the spheres surface and its unit
constraint. The previously obtained 2D uncertainties of
the image features as specified in equation 1 can then
be expressed by assigning an appropriate uncertainty to
the normal vector n.

σε  min(λ1 , λ2 ),

(4)

where λ1 and λ2 represent the eigenvalues of σ2D . Figure 3(a) shows a geometrical visualization of σn .
The following calculations outline the correct alignment of the uncertainty distribution σn with the accordant n-vector, splitting up into two consecutive steps.
Firstly, σn is converted to comply with the location of
the image feature on the sphere as illustrated in figure
3(b). Afterwards, the correct orientation of the uncertainty is ensured as shown in figure 3(c).

The requirement of this method is a globally strictly
convex and differentiable shape, the image is represented on. This assures that each point on the shape is
uniquely identifiable by the normal emanating from the
surface at that position. The considered spherical camera as well as other catadioptric camera models meet
this requirement.

The first step is described through the rotation vector
rA , conforming to the constraint
nP = R(rA ) êz .

The position of an image feature P on the sphere,
available in latitude-longitude representation as
(θP , φP )-coordinates, can simply be transformed into
the corresponding normal vector description nP by
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R(·) represents hereby a rotation matrix based on axis
angle by applying the Rodrigues formula [ZF92]. The
vector rA is obtained through
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Uncertainty representation with the proposed normal-vector method: An ellipsoid representing the 1σ
(68% confidence) neighbourhood of the extracted feature uncertainty is by default initialized at the image pole
along the êz -axis (a). Then the uncertainty distribution is aligned with its corresponding location by applying rA
(b). Finally, the rotation rB is applied to ensure the orientation of the originally extracted uncertainties (c).

êz × nP
.
rA = cos (êz · nP )
kêz × nP k
−1

from wcs to ccs. Additionally R and t identify the rotation and translation of wcs against ccs.

(6)

The image points Ms of the spherical image are finally
obtained by projecting all points Mc through the central projection point of the camera, given as tcw , onto
a unit sphere. Based on this step, 2D-3D correspondences between all points Ms in 2D latitude-longitude
representation and Mw in wcs are established.

The geometrical alignment of rA is visualized in figure
3(b) by the dashed line, oriented perpendicular to êz and
1
nP . The term kêz ×n
normalizes the vector êz × nP and
Pk

cos−1 (êz · nP ) assigns the length to the vector, which
corresponds to the rotation angle. Finally, a further rotation with nP as rotation axis is applied trough
rB = cos−1



sgn(nPy ) · nPx
knPx,y k

Our evaluations have been performed on synthetical
and real data. For synthetical evaluations, n 3D points
in wcs as well as the camera model and the image features were generated with Matlab R . For evaluation
with real data, sphercial images of calibrated cameras
were chosen: The camera pose had previously been
calibrared using an SfM-approach for spherical images
and was optimized by minimizing the squared reprojection error between image points and 3D points, projected into the image. Software such as the Sparse
Bundle Adjustment Package provided by Lourakis and
Argyros [LA09] perform this task efficiently. For the
minimization of the reprojection error, the measurement function h was chosen according to Pagani and
Stricker [PS11] as


· nP .

(7)

Based on this rotation, it is assured that location uncertainties of features are oriented in the way they were
extracted from the perspective image (Figure 3(c)). nPx
determines the x-element of the vector nP . nPx,y represents the vector (nPx nPy )> . The term sgn(nPy ) identifies
the correct quadrant for the evaluation of cos−1 (·).

4

APPLICATION: ESTIMATION OF
CAMERA POSE UNCERTAINTY

To evaluate the capability of our approach, we estimated the pose uncertainty of a spherical camera based
on our proposed representation and compared the results against those obtained with latitude-longitude representation. The camera pose uncertainty is calculated based on correspondences between features of the
spherical image and 3D points in the world coordinate
system (wcs). Without loss of generality, we choose
the wcs and the camera coordinate system (ccs) of the
spherical camera to be congruent. This simplifies the
transition of a 3D point Mw in wcs to Mc in ccs given
through
Mc = Rcw Mw + tcw
(8)

sj

∑ h(M

j=1

cj

,M ) =

−1

∑ cos

j=1



(Ms j )T Mc j
kMc j k


,

(9)

which corresponds to the geodesic distance between the
2D-3D correspondences. The point Ms j denotes hereby
the jth image point on the spherical image, represented
as
unit vector,
Mc j identifies the jth 3D point in ccs.
 3D
s
c 
(M j )T M j
represents finally the normalized scalar
c
kM j k
product between Ms j and Mc j .
For the calculation of the pose uncertainties, we assume an optimization to be performed based on equation 9. Since such an optimization does not deliver
perfect agreement of image features and backprojected

to an identity operation Mc = Mw , whereas the superscript [·]cw identifies the direction of transformation
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3D Point
2D Point with uncertainty
Projection from 3D to 2D
Figure 4: Two omnidirectional cameras in identical environments. 3D points are projected into the spherical
images and uncertainties are attached to them. Based on their location on the sphere, their accuracy of description
varies when using latitude-longitude representation, depending on their latitude-longitude position.

3D points for real data, this fact was also considered
in our simulations. Image features where firstly generated through backprojection of 3D points. After applying Gaussian noise to those 3D points, they were once
again backprojected creating deviation between backprojected 3D points and image features.


σt

∂h
∂ tcw
j

≈ ∑

j=1

−1

!>
Pj−1

∂h 
∂ tcw
j

.

(10)

For ∂ h/∂ tcw j we obtain

The uncertainty of the camera pose for simulated and
real data was then obtained by performing a first order
error propagation with respect to the covariance matrices of tcw and Rcw . Without loss of generality, in the
current work evaluations are limited to the translation
covariance of the camera to proof the reliability of the
proposed representations.

1
∂h
=
∂ tcw j
ξj




1 cj  sj > wj
Ms j
M (M ) M
,
−
κj
kMw j k
(11)

with

3/2
w
w
w
(Mx j )2 + (My j )2 + (Mz j )2
(12)

=

κj
and

The derivation of the needed Jacobian matrices from
the measurement function h for performing camera
pose uncertainty estimation is outlined below and
implies the following preconditions: Uncertainties of
all error-prone measurements, such as image points Ms
on the sphere and 3D world points Mw are assumed to
be Gaussian distributed. The subsequent uncertainty
propagation is furthermore restricted to linear propagation methods. It is assumed, that the camera pose was
optimized towards its environment by minimizing the
reprojection error of 2D3D-correspondences between
image points Ms j and world points Mw j , which have
to be transferred to the camera coordinate system (ccs)
by applying equation 8. This optimization step can
reliably be performed by software-packages based
on the Levenberg-Marquardt-algorithm, such as SBA
[LA09]. For quantifying the reprojection error between
the 2D3D correspondences, the geodesic error as
measurement function h is used (Equation 9).

s
ξj =
since

∂ cos−1 (α)
∂α

(Ms j )> Mw j
1−
kMw j k


2
(13)

1
.
1−α 2

= −√

Pj is approximated as

Pj ≈

∂h ∂h
∂ Mw j ∂ Ms j


σMw j
0

0
σMs j



∂h
w
∂M j
∂h
s
∂M j

!
.

(14)
σMw j and σMs j describe the uncertainties of the world
and image points as Gaussians. The matrix ∂ h/∂ Mw j
represents the Jacobian of h with respect to Mw j and
∂ h/∂ Ms j the equivalent with respect to Ms j :
∂h
∂ Mw j

After the optimization step, the uncertainty of the camera pose σ pose is calculated using the retrieved results
as linearization point. Bleser et al. [BBS07] present
those calculations for perspective cameras. Since we
limit our calculations to the translational component of
the pose uncertainty, we obtain for spherical cameras
and n 2D3D-correspondences
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n

=



1
((Ms j )> Mw j ) (Rcw )> Mw j
ξ jκ j
1 (Rcw )> Ms j
ξ j kMw j k

(15)

= −ξ j kMw j k · Mc j

(16)

−

∂h
∂ Ms j
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Based on this, the resulting pose uncertainties of the
spherical cameras were evaluated for the common
latitude-longitude representation as well as for the
normal-vector representation. The results for the
calculated pose uncertainties will be detailed in the
next section.

5

unchanged and complies with the expectation of obtaining constant results.
Our evaluation with real data was based on two
datasets: The first dataset contains a set of 10 images
of the Mogao cave number 322 in China. The second
dataset consists of 183 images taken of a street crossing
in Berlin (Oberwallstraße, Jägerstraße). All images
were taken as high-dynamic range (HDR) images and
have a resolution of 14’000 × 7’000 pixel. Therefore
up to 108’000 image features were extracted in a single
image and considered for the calculation of the camera
pose uncertainty.

EVALUATION AND RESULTS

This section presents results of pose uncertainty estimation for spherical cameras in several scenarios.
Since omnidirectional cameras are able to register image features in arbitrary directions, the calculated pose
uncertainty can be expected to be independent from
the camera orientation Rcw , when considering tcw to be
constant. This is not the case, when choosing latitudelongitude representation for the uncertainty calculation
(Figure 4).

Since the extracted features were distributed uniformly
throughout the whole image, the camera pose uncertainty in conventional latitude-longitude representation
varied less compared to the synthetic scenario. When
using standard low-dynamic range images, a nonuniformal distribution of features throughout the
images is more likely, leading to higher disparities
between the presented approaches. Figure 5(f) shows a
typical result for a spherical image.

The reason for this is illustrated in figure 1(b), exemplifying that a Gaussian distribution on a sphere cannot be adequately described by a Gaussian near the image poles. This leads to the conclusion, that the (θ , φ )representation is not valid to reliably approximate error
distributions with Gaussians.

6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

To highlight this, we reduced the distribution of artificially generated image features in our evaluations
with synthetic data to a very limited solid angle of the
spherical image, emphasizing the influence of changing camera orientation for (θ , φ )-representation. The
parameter σε specified in equation 4 was chosen as
σε = 10−10 · min(λ1 , λ2 ) throughout the evaluations.
This choice of σε is justified by evaluations showing
negligible impact to the results with σε < 10−8 .

A method for uncertainty representation of spherical image features based on normal vectors has
been proposed and compared to the commonly used
latitude-longitude representation.
It was shown,
that this method - in contrast to latitude-longitude
representation - is able to reliably represent image
features throughout the whole sphere, since the used
normal vector concept is not subject to distortions,
discontinuities or nonlinear effects at the image poles.

Figure 5(a-e) visualizes the resulting pose uncertainty
for rotation around the êx -axis and the êz -axis for synthetic data: The evaluation was based on a distribution
of n = 20 3D points Mw . The coordinates of those
points as well as the vector tcw were kept constant in
wcs throughout the evaluation process. Only the orientation of the omnidirectional camera was rotated in
steps of 10◦ by varying Rcw accordingly. With each iteration step, the distance of the points towards the pole
changed.

Basing the pose uncertainty estimation of spherical
cameras on the proposed approach improves its reliability and makes the quality of its results comparable
to perspective estimates, such as [BBS07].
The proposed method is furthermore expected to be robust against up and down-sampling of the images, as
long as a consistent uncertainty extraction of the image features is assured for different scales (e.g. by using scale-invariant SIFT [Low04], SURF [BTVG06] or
ORB [RRKB11] features). A detailed evaluation has to
be considered as future work.

Due to the distortion in latitude-longitude representation, the image feature uncertainties enter differently
into the pose calculations. Results of pose uncertainty
calculation at the image poles differ up to 27% from
the uncertainty obtained at the image equator. Reason
for this disparity is an overestimation of uncertainties at
the poles when using latitude-longitude-representation.
The resulting twofold symmetry of the pose uncertainty is explained by the fact, that the point distribution
passes both poles during the evaluation steps. Throughout the whole evaluation process, the pose uncertainty
calculated based on the normal vector representation is
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Also the use of the proposed uncertainty representation,
e.g. as additional information for surface fitting, methods for uncertainty propagation through subsequent reconstruction algorithms such as sparse reconstruction
and pointcloud generation will be part of future work.
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Figure 5: Subfigure (a) shows a synthetic point distribution M s represented as normal vectors and two exemplarily
evaluated rotation planes, the vectors were rotated in. Point uncertainties in latitude-longitude representation are
visualized, when being located at the equator (b) and at the image poles (c). Subfigure (d) and (e) show the
resulting camera pose uncertainties, expressed through the eigenvalues of the camera pose uncertainty matrices.
These eigenvalues furthermore represent the expansion of the uncertainty ellipsoids of the cameras along the three
principle axis (1st, 2nd, 3rd axis) and were normalized to the first evaluation step. Subfigure (f) finally illustrates
a typical pose uncertainty distribution for a real spherical image with 101778 extracted features. Note that within
the figures (d)-(f) all normal vector graphs (abbrev.: n-vec) overlap in a single plotted line.
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ABSTRACT
The marching cubes algorithm is a popular method for constructing surfaces from SPH data sets. In order to
preserve all of the surface details in high curvature regions and to prevent potential temporal coherence artifacts,
the resolution of the underlying uniform MC grid should be set up sufficiently high. However, this requirement
unnecessarily increases the resolution in relatively flat regions where the surface can be constructed with lower
resolutions without changing the quality. Accordingly, excessive number of triangles are generated, the memory
consumption increases dramatically, and the performance decreases. In this paper, we present a 3-level grid structure which adapts its cells according to the curvature of the fluid surface. In contrast to widely-used octrees, we
propose a simple to construct yet efficient hierarchical uniform grid structure. Mesh blocks from different resolution cells are seamlessly stitched by closing cracks with new triangles which establish only 0.15% to 0.6% of
overall number of triangles in average. Experiments show that in contrast to the single level low resolution uniform grid approach, the presented method reconstructs fine details properly with a comparable performance; while
it produces similar results with less number of triangles, up to four times better memory consumption and up to
60% better performance when compared to the single level high resolution uniform grid approach.

Keywords
particle-based fluids, surface reconstruction, marching cubes, multi-level uniform grids, surface curvature, cracks

1

INTRODUCTION

dynamic scenes since it allows fast rebuilding of the
data structure. To the best of our knowledge, most
of the presented adaptive approaches focus on static
scenes, e.g. medical visualizations or CAD models, and
there are only few researchers who aim to efficiently
rebuild those data structures for dynamic scenes, e.g.
[ZGHG11].

Generating triangle meshes using the marching cubes
algorithm (MC) [LC87] is a common approach for
both static point clouds and dynamic particle data.
However, the chosen grid resolution restricts the
user since surface details are reconstructed properly
only by using high resolution grids at the expense of
performance, memory footprint and storage. This issue
has prompted many researchers to investigate adaptive
mesh refinement techniques, e.g. by using octrees
[WvG92, SFYC96, WKE99, VT01, LY04, JU06,
Man10]. Although being efficient in terms of memory
consumption and storage reduction, the construction
of adaptive structures is not straightforward, and they
lead to cracks in between different resolution cells
which need to be handled carefully. The use of uniform
grids, on the contrary, is motivated by the simplicity
of the structure which is advantageous for especially

Our contribution. In this paper, we present a memory
efficient and performance friendly multi-level uniform
grid structure for Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
(SPH) surface reconstructions which allows for fast rebuild in dynamic scenes.
In our technique, the particle data set is covered by
an axis aligned bounding box (AABB) which is initially subdivided uniformly with coarse (level-1) cells.
These cells are utilized to extract the narrow-band region where the surface is actually defined. Depending
on the surface curvature, coarse surface cells are subdivided by one (level-2) or two more levels (level-3).
This allows for preserving the surface details even on
highly turbulent, high curvature parts by using less triangles, since relatively flat parts are treated as level-2
parts. According to our experiments, the explained data
structure is sufficient for a proper surface reconstruction
of any fluid data set; and the fourth level is not necessary since it does not improve the quality further but

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: The 3-level adaptive grid. (a) The bounding box of the fluid is used to generate the coarse level uniform
grid (level-1). (b) Cells that contain the fluid surface (dashed blue line) are extracted. These surface cells are
shown in blue color. (c) Surface cells with low surface curvature are marked as level-2 (light gray cells) and the
other surface cells are marked as level-3 (dark gray cells). Cells around the isolated pieces are always considered
as level-3. (d) Level-2 cells are subdivided by one more level (straight red lines) while level-3 cells are subdivided
by two more levels (dashed red lines).
reduces the performance significantly. The described
three levels are illustrated in Fig. 1. We close the arisen
cracks eventually by creating new triangles in between
different resolution mesh blocks.

causes additional overhead. In addition, octrees produce many different resolution cells which means that
two leaf cells may differ more than one level. In such
a case, crack handling gets difficult, which is not an issue for our data structure. A similar discussion can be
found in [Bri03] where Bridson proposes an alternative
grid-based method that focuses on the narrow-band region by using only one level of detail.
As mentioned earlier, if levels of two neighboring
cells differ, cracks arise in the corresponding transition faces. There exist different approaches which
address this problem. Using simple crack patching
[SFYC96, VKSM04], points that reside on the high
resolution edge of one cell are projected on the low
resolution edge of the neighboring cell. However,
this technique produces T-vertices which may lead to
visual artifacts during rendering. Filling cracks with
new triangles is another popular method for handling
cracks. Westermann et al. [WKE99] proposed a
method where cracks are fixed by replacing coarse
triangles by fans of triangles. Ju and Udeshi [JU06]
prevented cracks by adding new polygons using a
hybrid method that uses the marching cubes and dual
contouring. It is stated in [JU06] that the mesh size can
get too large by using this approach after newly added
triangles. Later, Lengyel [Len10] presented transition
cells method where new cells are added in between two
different resolution cells for generating new triangles.
The newly generated transition cells have to be checked
for many cases which is a time consuming process.
Although conventional adaptive structures reduce the
storage requirements efficiently, more effective results
can be obtained by incorporating hashing. However,
this is a challenging task and only few approaches have
been proposed so far which address either hashing of
octrees [Sigg06] or hashing of multi-level grids for raytracing, e.g. [CPJ10, LD08]. We also get assistance
from hash maps for keeping our newly generated fine
resolution grid points in each coarse cell (see Sec. 3.2),

Experiments show that when compared to high resolution single level uniform grids, the presented method
produces similar results with up to four times better
memory consumption and up to 60% better computation time. Two different test scenarios are discussed in
Sec. 4, where the computation time and memory consumption data are given for all scenes.

2

RELATED WORK

There exist various approaches that address the visualization of surfaces for fluids or unorganized point data
sets that can also be applied to particle based fluids,
e.g. implicit surface tracking [WH94], explicit surface
tracking [Mul09, BB09], surface splatting [ZPvBG01,
ALD06, vdLGS09], screen space meshes [MSD07],
rendering using raycasting [MSD07, FAW10, GSSP10]
or surface generation using voronoi diagrams [RS09].
Our approach contributes to the field of generating enclosed triangulated fluid surfaces using the marching
cubes approach with an adaptive mesh generation technique.
One way to generate an adaptive mesh is to use octree
structure which was addressed by many researchers,
e.g. [WvG92, SFYC96, WKE99, VT01, LY04, JU06,
Man10]. While being very efficient in terms of memory consumption and storage reduction, the construction of octrees is time consuming. Dynamic update of
octrees, e.g. shrinking or enlarging the grid and updating child cells, in particular can be time consuming, as one can probably end up with total rebuild of
the octree; which makes them less feasible for dynamic
scenes. However, we aim a data structure which allows for a fast total rebuild. Furthermore, random access to octree cells usually take logarithmic time, which
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while we leave our top level coarse grid un-hashed for
a straightforward implementation.

be larger than 2r, with r being the radius of the fluid
particles, i.e. the half of the particles’ equilibrium distance. However, even 2r cell size can be insufficient to
preserve all of the surface details. In such a case, experiments show that the cell size of r preserves all surface
features appropriately. However, using such a small cell
size throughout the whole scene causes a trade-off between the surface quality and the performance-memory
consumption. Besides, it is clear that on relatively flat
regions, the cell size of 2r is already sufficient for obtaining proper results. Therefore, we reconstruct the
fluid surfaces using these two resolutions in different
regions depending on the surface details.
We initialize our surface reconstruction steps by extracting the narrow-band region where the surface is
actually defined. Performing this operation does not require a high resolution grid. We initially create our grid
using the cell size of 4r, extract the narrow-band region
using the coarse cells in this resolution, and subdivide
the found surface cells using the surface curvature information.
We extract the surface cells using the method of Akinci et al. [AIAT12]. We refer the reader to [AIAT12]
for details, however, we briefly outline the steps here.
According to this method, any grid point that is in the
proximity of a surface particle is defined as a surface
point. Therefore, we traverse through all surface particles, define an AABB which spans 4r length in x, y,
z directions around each surface particle and mark all
grid points that reside in this AABB as surface points.
Each surface point is used to mark the corresponding
cell whose lower left corner is initiated in this point as
a surface cell. Different from [AIAT12], we mark the
cells as splash cells instead of surface cells if they are
in the neighborhood of splash particles, i.e. particles
whose number of neighbors are less than a pre-defined
value which is 3 in our test scenes. By doing this, we
are easily able to exclude such cells from the curvature
computation in future steps and gain performance since
they are directly subdivided as level-3 high resolution
cells.
Surface particle extraction is performed in the preprocessing step using the smoothed color field method of
Muller et al. [MCG03]. The same method is also used
to compute particles’ normals which are required for
the curvature computation in the following step (see
Sec. 3.1). After refining the cells, the scalar field is
computed over all grid cells (see Sec. 3.2), the cracks
are handled by adding new triangles and different resolution meshes are stitched seamlessly (see Sec. 3.3).

Memory footprint can be reduced by also applying dynamic tubular grids (DT-grid) [NM04] or run-length
encoding (RLE) [HWB04] schemes, which are rather
challenging to implement in comparison to alternative
grid- and tree-based data structures.
Parallelization of the surface reconstruction algorithm
is another topic which has been gaining attention in recent years. Zhou et al. [ZGHG11] proposed a parallelization technique for octrees which runs entirely on
GPU. Later, Akinci et al. [AIAT12] presented a parallel method which reconstructs the surface of particlebased fluids in the narrow-band region and runs either
on CPU or GPU. Memory footprint is still an open issue
to be improved in this method since it sticks to single
level uniform grids. While being very efficient in terms
of performance, the incorporation of hashing in both
approaches is challenging due to the potential thread
safety issues.
The quality of the reconstructed surface depends not
only on the resolution of the underlying grid but also on
the preferred scalar field computation method. Within
the context of these techniques, Zhu and Bridson
[ZB05] proposed the signed distance field approach
which alleviates former bumpiness issues but suffers
from artifacts in concave regions. Solenthaler et al.
addressed this issue in [SSP07]. In [YT10], Yu and
Turk presented an anisotropic kernel approach which
results in high quality, less bumpy surfaces while being
computationally expensive. Recently, Bhattacharya
et al. [BGB11] proposed a surface reconstruction
technique which is based on a level set method. This
method outputs surface approximations and performs
smoothing steps that finally generate rough surfaces
which causes to lose the details of the input particle
set. With these issues in mind and based on the
comparisons given in [AIAT12] and [AAIT12], we
decided to use the method of Solenthaler et al. [SSP07]
in all of our test scenes.
To the best of our knowledge, the efficient implementation of adaptive structures for particle-based fluids is
limited with the work of Zhou et al. [ZGHG11] which
uses octrees unlike our method. In this paper we present
a method which allows for fast rebuild of the grid and
is suitable for dynamic scenes in terms of both memory
efficiency and performance.

3

SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION USING 3-LEVEL GRIDS

3.1

In this section, we present an adaptive surface reconstruction method for SPH using 3-level uniform grid.
According to our experiments, in order to obtain proper
surface reconstructions, MC grid cell size should not
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According to our criterion, a coarse surface cell can be
subdivided as either level-2 or level-3 which depends
on the surface curvature inside the cell. We approximate the surface curvature using the method described
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(4r)

in [IAAT12]. Hence, we firstly compute the curvature
for each surface particle that resides in this cell with the
help of its neighboring particles as:
κi = ∑ κi j = ∑(1 − n̂i · n̂ j )W(xi j , h)

(2r)
(r)

(1)

j

j

where j stands for the neighboring particles, n̂ is the
normal of any particle and W is the kernel function described as:
(
W(xi j , h) =

1 − xi j /h
0

if xi j ≤ h
else

Figure 2: A 2-dimensional illustration of the cell refinement. The thick black line shows the outline of the
coarse surface cell whose initial coarse point is colored
in black. The gray circles demonstrate level-2 points
and both gray and red circles demonstrate level-3 points
that are added after the cell refinement.

(2)

with xi j = xi − x j .
Finally, the curvature of any surface cell is approximated as:

GridPosl−3 = 4 · vc + offset

where vc is the position of the coarse initial grid point of
the cell in the coarse grid. The 3-dimensional offset =
(a, b, c) vector of any new grid point describes the position of this point in the cell. a, b and c values are
defined within the range of [0,5). Thus, these values
start with 0 and depending on the refinement level, they
increase by 1 or 2 for the high resolution and low resolution cells, respectively (see Fig. 3-(a)). Furthermore,
Xl−3 and XYl−3 are computed as:

!
κcell =

∑

κi /N

(3)

for all i

where i and N represent the surface particles and the
total number of surface particles inside the cell, respectively.
If the curvature is smaller than the predefined threshold,
we mark the cell as low resolution level-2 cell. Otherwise, the cell is marked as high resolution level-3 cell.
In the remainder of the paper, we will call any coarse
surface cell as level-2 or level-3 cell depending on its
refinement level.

3.2

Xl−3
Yl−3
XYl−3

Scalar Field Computation

= 4 · ncx + 1
= 4 · ncy + 1
= Xl−3 ·Yl−3

(5)

with ncx and ncy being the number of cells in x and y
directions in our coarse grid. Finally, the id of a grid
point is computed as:

We initialize the second step of our method with cell
refinement. Therefore, we traverse through all coarse
surface cells. If the cell is marked as a level-2 cell, we
generate 8 new cells in the coarse cell which correspond
to 27 new grid points. A similar approach is followed
for level-3 cells with 64 new cells and 125 new grid
points. A 2-dimensional illustration of this refinement
is shown in Fig. 2.

id = gpx + Xl−3 · gpy + XYl−3 · gpz

(6)

After computing the id of any grid point, we check
whether it is already stored in the hash map. In such
a case, we do not compute the scalar value since this
information is already kept together with the id. Otherwise, we compute the scalar value of the grid point
using the improved signed distance field approach of
Solenthaler et al. [SSP07]. At this step, it is important to identify the particles which contribute to the
scalar value computation of each grid point. Particles
within the influence radius of each coarse grid point
can be easily retrieved by using the method of Akinci
et al. [AIAT12]. However, since the influence region
is changed for the newly added fine points, we check
all the particles that lie also in the influence region of
the final grid point in the cell, i.e. the fine point with
offset(4,4,4), which is shown with yellow color in Fig.
3. The computed scalar value can now be stored in our
hash map with its corresponding id.

At this part of our implementation, we need a data structure to keep our newly generated grid points. This
structure should support easy access to the required
grid point. For this aim, we compute an id for each
grid point and use hash map structure which allows for
easy data access by querying the ids that are the keys
of the hash map. This structure also stores the corresponding scalar values as the data part of each entry.
The id of a grid point is computed using its position
GridPosl−3 = (gpx, gpy, gpz) and number of potential
grid points Xl−3 and XYl−3 in x- and xy-directions,
respectively, in a virtual, high resolution level-3 grid
throughout the whole scene. GridPosl−3 can be written
as:
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a
(Va+Vb)/2

b
Common face

Figure 4: The scalar field continuity is ensured on transition cell faces by sub-sampling the original data.Va
and Vb are the scalar values of grid points a and b, respectively.

Figure 3: (a) The coarse initial grid point with position
vc is illustrated with a black circle. Offset values for
some fine grid points are given in 2-D which is similar
for the 3-D version. (b) The white, large circle shows
the influence region of the coarse initial surface grid
point. However, this region is not sufficient for newly
added fine grid points. The red region which is the influence region of the yellow point in the figure should
also be checked for influencing particles.

3.3

In the beginning of our implementation, we apply standard marching cubes algorithm to all level-2 cells. Subsequently, we visit each level-3 cell and handle them
sub-cell by sub-cell (see Fig. 5-(a)). We keep the face
information of each sub-cell relative to the coarse cell
in which it lies. For instance, the sub-cell which is
shown as the first sub-cell in Fig. 5-(a), shares its near,
left and bottom faces with the coarse cell that hosts it.
Then, we check whether any of these shared faces has
a level-2 cell neighbor using the cell neighborhood information of the coarse cell. As soon as the condition
is met, we determine the edges (see Fig. 5-(b)) which
have a potential surface intersection point on itself that
will be computed by the marching cubes algorithm. It
is sufficient to check the scalar values of the end points
for each edge to determine potential intersections. According to our criterion, if there is an intersection on at
least one of the inner edges (e8...e11), then there exists
a crack at that face (see Fig. 6). Therefore, we keep the
intersected edge information of each sub-cell face.

Triangulation

Triangulation is the most challenging part of our
method, since we need a special treatment for handling
the cracks which arise in between different resolution
cells. As mentioned before, various crack handling
techniques have been proposed in the literature. Many
of these methods, however, are either computationally
expensive, or produce T-vertices which cause visual artifacts, or produce large number of triangles and cause
memory inefficiency. Therefore, we present a method
for an efficient crack closing. We perform this step
gradually by ensuring the scalar field continuity first
and covering the cracks with new triangles afterwards.

3.3.1

Scalar Field Continuity

Once all of the required information is gathered for the
crack handling, we apply marching cubes algorithm to
all eight level-3 fine cells of the sub-cell. Later, we
check each face of our sub-cell to see if there is any
previously marked intersection on inner edges. In this
case, we firstly create a crack array which is necessary to keep the intersected edge ids, and then we perform the following steps: 1) Go through outer edges

The scalar field that is computed over our multi level
grid is not continuous, i.e. the scalar field continuity is
broken on the faces of neighboring different resolution
cells. Therefore, similar to [OR97], we adjust the values of intermediate grid points on such transition cell
faces by sub-sampling the original data (see Fig. 4). So
as to carry out this task in our implementation, we traverse through all level-2 cells and identify the cells that
have a level-3 cell neighbor. If any level-2 cell meets
this condition, we adjust the values in the corresponding face.
Even though this approach alleviates the scalar field discontinuity, cracks can still occur due to the numerical
sampling problems which are generally observed after
the computations around the middle grid point of the
face, e.g. the pink grid point in Fig. 4. Those cracks are
covered with triangles in our method which is explained
in the following section.

8
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8
3

4
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1

Crack Problem

1

e1
e6

10

e2

e

2
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e9
e7

e1

e0

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Eight sub-cells of a level-3 cell are illustrated by red cells. (b) Edges are illustrated with their
ids for the right transition face of sub-cell-6.

At the final step of our method, we close the cracks with
new triangles for a proper visualization.
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Figure 6: Three of the possible configurations for crack
formation. Gray and black colored points have scalar
values that are either less or more than the specified
isovalue, respectively. Blue lines are generated on high
resolution face while red lines are the results of low resolution face. Either one or two cracks can arise (left
and middle) or only one crack can cause two triangles
(right).

Figure 9: The splash scene with up to 500k particles.
The seamlessly stitched mesh is shown on the left;
while blue and green regions on the right image shows
the high and low resolution parts, respectively.
ray, we simply create a new triangle using these points
as triangle corners. If we have four points, then we order the triangles’ corners as c1, c2, c4 and c2, c3, c4
where c1...c4 are the entries of the crack array.

(e0...e7). Push the id of the first found edge which has
an intersection point into the crack array. 2) For the
found outer edge, check neighboring inner (NI), opposing inner (OI) and neighboring outer (NO) edges in its
quarter in order to find a new intersection (see Fig. 7).
Push the id of the found edge into the crack array. 3)
Jump to the neighboring quarter in which the currently
found edge lies and continue to search for a new intersection point by checking neighboring outer, opposing
outer (OO) and neighboring inner edges. Push the id
of the found edge into the crack array. 4) Follow either
step 2 or 3 for any newly found outer or inner intersected edge, respectively.

In order to prevent redundant computations on intersected edges, we follow the technique discussed by Akinci et al. [AIAT12], in which grid points store each
computation information for the corresponding three
edges that leaves this point. This technique aims single
level uniform grids and we pursue a slightly different
approach for our multi level grid. We store the information in separate hash maps for level 2 and level 3 fine
cells whose keys are again the grid point ids, and data
part of each entry is composed of 3 integers that are the
intersection points of corresponding edges. We firstly
finish the triangulation for both level 2 and level 3 fine
cells, and fill their hash maps accordingly. Later, we
check the level 2 side of the transition cell faces to see
if there is any marked intersection on the corresponding edge. For each transition sub-cell face of the level
3 cell, we check the fine edges of level 2 side and use
the information on the associated sub-cell edge. This
method is helpful to store the mesh in an indexed format
(e.g. Wavefront OBJ). These indexes are also used for
an easy retrieval of the corners of the newly generated
triangles that fill cracks. At the end of this step, we obtain a surface mesh which contains seamlessly stitched
two different resolution mesh blocks (see Fig. 8).

Instead of simply traversing the edges of each quadrant in any ordering, we follow the edges in an order
explained above since this method simplifies having a
complete crack array which consists of the intersection
points in an order that is easy to follow for triangle generation. For instance, if we have only 3 points in this ar-

OO
NO
NI

NI
OI

4
NO

In this section, we demonstrate the utility of our approach with two different test scenes. Average per
frame timings, the number of level-2, level-3, patch
triangles and the memory consumption information of
both test scenes can be found in Table 1. The demonstrated surface reconstructions were run single-threaded
on Intel Xeon X5680 CPU with 24GB RAM. For the
fluid simulation, we employed the PCISPH method
[SP09]. For all examples in the paper, we performed
rendering using mental ray [mental].

Figure 7: The illustration of an inner (red line) and an
outer edge (blue line) together with their neighboring
and opposing edges.

In our first experiment, we show a scene with a rotated
plane along which the pouring water scatters (see Fig.
9). The scene was simulated using up to 500k particles.

Figure 8: The fluid surface is shown before (left) and
after (right) crack handling.
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scene
Splash
Sink

#particles
up to 500k
up to 2.5m

ts f
25.5 sec
18

ttri
4.5 sec
2

ttotal
30 sec
20

#tril−2
140k
295k

#tril−3
1.1m
76k

#tri p
4000
587

MEM[GB]
1
1.25

Table 1: Average per frame timings in seconds for each scene. ts f ,ttri and ttotal represent the scalar field computation, triangulation and total timing, respectively. #tril−2 , #tril−3 and #tri p show the number of level 2, level 3 and
patch triangles in order.
method
Uniform low res.
Our method
Uniform high res.

ttotal
7
20
34.5

#tritotal
310k
375k
1.2m

MEM[GB]
1.2
1.25
4

Table 2: The comparison of our method with single
level uniform grid approaches on the sink scene. ttotal ,
#tritotal and MEM[GB] represent average per frame
computation time, number of triangles and memory
consumption, respectively.

lution single level approach is not able to preserve the
details of the pouring water and isolated pieces; and it
creates under-tessellated structures. However, it is sufficient to construct the surface properly in the sink where
the fluid surface is relatively flat. On the contrary, high
resolution single level uniform grid preserves the details properly as can be seen in the right hand side but
this resolution is not necessary for the fluid in the sink.
Fig. 10 shows that our method uses low resolution inside the sink and high resolution for the pouring water.
Finally, we produce a surface which is of similar quality
in comparison to the high resolution single level uniform grid (see Fig. 11-middle). Table 2 and Fig. 12
illustrates the test results which show that even we introduce many steps for setting up the grid structure and
crack handling, our method runs up to 60% faster than
the high resolution single level uniform grid approach
with up to 4 times better memory consumption. When
compared to low resolution single level uniform grid
approach, our approach preserves all of the surface details that yields a proper surface visualization, with an
acceptable performance and memory overhead.

Figure 10: The sink scene with up to 2.5 million particles. Opaque and transparent renderings of the seamlessly stitched mesh are shown in the top row. In the
bottom row, results with two different curvature thresholds: 4 (left) and 3 (right) are shown. Green and blue
regions represent the low and high resolution parts, respectively.
This test scene shows the increase in high resolution
parts and so the computation time (see Table 1) due to
the particle scattering and the dominance of high turbulence regions, see Fig. 9-right.
Our next scenario is the Sink scene which consists of up
to 2.5 million fluid particles (see Fig. 10 and 11). Using
this scene, we firstly experimented with the curvature
threshold. The curvature threshold should be chosen by
taking the nature of the scene into consideration, e.g.,
the scene can be turbulent and dominated by high curvature regions or vice versa. Thus, the preferred threshold should guarantee sufficient resolution everywhere.
In our experiments, we used 1.5 for the splash scene and
3 for the sink scene. Fig. 10 shows the difference between using two different thresholds on the sink scene.
While the value of 3 guarantees a sufficient resolution
on high curvature, turbulent regions, e.g. pouring water
from the tap; the value of 4 cannot provide sufficient
resolution on those parts. Secondly, we compare our
method with low and high resolution single level uniform grid approaches which use the cell size of 2r and
r, respectively. As shown in Fig. 11-left, the low reso-
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When we compare the splash scene and the sink scene,
we see that the computation time and the memory
consumption is nearly the same for both scenes,
even though the sink scene was simulated with larger
number of particles. The reason of this similarity
is that the particles do not spread around the scene
too much in the sink scene in contrast to the splash
scene. Therefore, both the coarse grid resolution and
the number of surface cells in the narrow band region
of the splash scene is slightly larger than the sink
scene. Besides, the splash scene is dominated by high
resolution parts while the sink scene is dominated
by low resolution parts. These points clarify that the
computation time depends not only on the resolution of
the scene but also on the nature of the scene.
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Figure 11: The comparison of the sink scene with single level uniform grid approaches. The low resolution single
level uniform grid (left) neither preserve details nor reconstruct the surface properly as our approach (middle) or
the high resolution single level uniform grids (right) do. On the other hand, we achieve a similar quality that
high resolution single level grids produce with up to four times better memory consumption and up to %60 better
performance.
In the future, we would like to consider using hashing
for also our top level coarse grid so as to prevent unnecessary data storage for unused cells.
Parallel algorithms have been gaining attention in recent years for high performance computing. However,
the incorporation of parallelization in our method is a
challenging task due to potential thread safety issues
that arise in hashing. Another direction for future work
can be addressing these issues and parallelizing our algorithm.
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5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

In this paper, we presented an adaptive surface reconstruction technique for SPH by using a 3-level uniform
grid. The presented grid adapts its cells depending on
the surface curvature, which allows for generating less
triangles in flat regions but preserving all surface details
in curvature regions. Consequently, the number of triangles, memory consumption and the computation time
decrease as we produce similar quality results in comparison to high resolution single level uniform grids.
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ABSTRACT
Testing rendering algorithms is time intensive. New renderings have to be compared to reference renderings
whenever a change is introduced into the render system. To speed up the test process, unit testing can be applied.
However, detecting differences at the pixel level does not provide a sufficient criterion for the tests. For instance, in
the context of games or scientific visualization, we are often faced with random procedurally generated geometry
like e.g. particle systems, waving water, plants or molecules. Therefore, a more sophisticated approach than a
pixelwise comparison is needed. We propose a Smart Image Quality Assessment algorithm (SIQA) based on a
self-organizing map which can handle random scene elements. We compare our method with traditional image
quality assessment methods like Mean Squared Error (MSE), Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural
Similarity Index Maps (SSIM). The proposed method helps to prevent the detection of images being categorized
wrongly as correct or having errors, and ultimately helps saving time and increases productivity in the context of a
test-driven development process for rendering algorithms.

Keywords
image quality, unit testing, computer graphics, self-organizing map

1

INTRODUCTION

software, and a second time with the new version. If the
images generated differ, a software bug or a conceptual error might have sneaked into the rendering system. This manual work is very labor intensive and a
tedious task for a tester, especially when many different test scenes have to be checked with all the different
variants of render settings.

During the last three decades, rendering systems have
grown immensely in complexity: real time rendering
subsystems of 3D gaming engines such as the Unreal
Engine can contain millions of lines of code, while
offline rendering systems such as RenderMan or Autodesk 3ds Max have been in development for almost
thirty years [AGB99]. The increase in complexity of
rendering systems makes it a challenging task to ensure
at the same time a high software quality.

To improve this situation, unit testing can be used instead of manual testing. Unit testing allows to test the
system automatically whenever new code has been introduced into the codebase. Also, a unit test can be executed for instance by a nightly build server to supply
the developers daily with a current quality assessment
report.

To handle the increasing software complexity and to assure the quality of such a rendering system, the system
must be tested. Testing can be done in different ways.
For instance, a quality assurance team can check different outputs of the rendering system and compare them
to old output. For example, a scene can be loaded and
rendered with the same camera settings and same rendering settings twice: once with an early revision of the

This paper is concerned with the automatization of this
testing process, outlines how such an automatic process
can be implemented, develops a method for measuring
the quality of rendered images and traces the path for
managing random output tests for a rendering system.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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The novel contribution of this article is a smart image
quality assessment algorithm (short SIQA) which can
evaluate the quality of an image based on similar reference images. This makes the algorithm unique with respect to existing reference based image quality assessment methods like Mean Square Error measures, Peak
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Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) or Structural Similarity
Index Maps (SSIM) [WBS03].

Modify Code

Our proposed algorithm (SIQA) can be used for black
box testing and does not need any knowledge of the
internal structure of the render system. This gives the
algorithm the typical disadvantages of black box tests,
such as being broad based, but also their advantages of
being very general and flexible to software changes.

2

Analyze Test
Results

Run Test

MOTIVATION

Software bugs can easily be introduced in a render system when changing its code. Often, bugs are not detected immediately. Sometimes, a bug in a subcomponent of a rendering system can affect other parts of the
rendering system. A typical example of such cascading
error behaviour can be seen for instance in the discontinuities in the shadows of Figure 1.

Figure 2: The test procedure
they were discarded after the testing. In TDD, unit tests
are as important as production code [Rob08], and code
quality of the test code becomes as important as the
software itself and gets the same attention and care as
the actual software. Testing makes sense even when not
using a test driven development process.

2.1

The TDD steps illustrated in Figure 2 can be easily automated with the help of a test server (e.g. a nightly
build server). Developers check in code to a repository. The code contains unit tests that can be executed
automatically by a unit test system. The build server
automatically checks out the repository on a dialy basis
and runs all unit test. Finally, it reports the test results
to the developers through a website. This test approach
can be implemented for instance with CDash in combination with CTest, CMake, Visual Studio and Mercurial
as a version control system [Kit13]. An overview of this
test process configuration can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 1: A discontinuity in shadow due a software bug.
The growing complexity of rendering systems called
for changes in the software engineering process: to ensure a high quality of the images, bugs and errors must
be detected early and in a reliable way.
One approach to detect render system bugs early is
Test-Driven Devolpment (TDD) [Bec02]. TDD has become quite popular in software development. In TDD
tests (unit tests) for a software component are developed before new features are implemented. After the
implementation of a new software component, all existing tests are executed to see if one or more of them fail.
Quite often, testing fails and early bug tracking will
help to produce a better implementation, which eventually will pass all tests defined at the beginning. In
the next step of TDD, refactoring is used to eliminate
for example redundancies in the source code. This can
again introduce new bugs which can be detected early
by unit tests.

Developer
CDash

Repository

CMake/CTest
Testserver

Figure 3: An automated test process with CMake,
CTest and CDash
The following pseudo code demonstrates how a unit test
is usually implemented:

A test process for a rendering system consists of three
steps: at first, the code is modified. Subsequently tests
are run. Finally, the test results are analyzed (Figure
2). If a tests fails, the process is restarted. The code is
modified again and eventually it will pass all tests.

TEST(Core, myAddition)
{
int result = Bar::myAddition(3,4);

Using TDD implies a paradigm change in software production: before the introduction of TDD, small ad hoc
test applications were made to test the software, but
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EXPECT_TRUE(result == 7);
}

The method myAddition adds two numbers
and returns the computed result.
The assertion
EXPECT_TRUE(result == 7) validates the computed result. It checks if the addition of the numbers 3
and 4 results in the sum of 7. If so, the unit test passes
without failures, if not, the unit test framework reports
an error.

(a) GeForce GTX 560 Ti

Figure 5: The same unit test rendered on two different
GPUs.

Because images are difficult to compare, in the context
of a rendering system, it is not easy to focus on how to
test or what to test on. A trivial solution to this problem
could be to generate a reference image, render the scene
with the updated software, and compare the reference
and the generated image.

the same program with the same Direct3D 11 render commands and the same driver (GEFORCE R300
DRIVER, 301.42 WHQL) has been executed. This can
be due to non-deterministic behavior or implementation
defined behavior. The DirectX 11 specification allows
some freedom in the concrete driver implementation
which can result in such differences. A reason for the
different render output can be for instance differences
in the texture sampling pipeline across different GPUs.

For each unit test, a correct reference image (valid
screenshot) has to be created. For example, we can create a unit test which checks if tessellation is working.
Another test can check if pixel shaders are working or
if volume rendering works. Figure 4 shows some examples of such reference images.

Draw triangle unit test

(b) GeForce GTX 480

Reflection unit test

Figure 6: Red pixels mark differences between the render output of a GeForce GTX 560 Ti and a GeForce
GTX 480.
Ray casting unit test

Tessellation unit test

A more sophisticated solution to prevent false positives
in the classification has to be found. A pixelwise comparison does not work here. Furthermore, a distinction
between unintentional randomness in the render output as seen above in the tessellation example and intentional randomness in a scene is necessary. Figure
7 shows two examples of intentional randomness in a
scene. The first one is an ivy generator which generates a new ivy structure each time executed. The other
example shows waving water. The differences are highlighted in red (Fig. 7(e) and 7(f)). Although it is possible to record the random parameters to regenerate the
same scene twice, it can be sometimes quite cumbersome. For example, some data might be only GPU accessible and can be difficult to access from the CPU
side. In this case, our technique can help. It is just easier, because it works without knowledge of the internal
code structure as a black box test.

Figure 4: Each picture is a reference image for a specific unit test.
Comparison between the rendered image, the correctness of which is not known, and the reference (a valid
screenshot from the past) is done pixel by pixel. If one
pixel differs, the test fails. This test would work in case
different renderings produce exactly the same output.
Unfortunately, this is almost never the case: even the
same setting, rendered through two different graphic
cards, do not produce the same output. Figure 5 shows
renderings of the same scene on a GeForce GTX 480
and on a GeForce GTX 560 Ti: the output is different,
but it looks the same at a first glance.
Figure 6 highlights in red different pixels in the rendered output through a GeForce GTX 560 Ti and a
GeForce GTX 480. Remarkable here is that both times
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MSE provides an overall measure of how the intensities
of two images differ from each other [WB06].
Another commonly used measure is Peak Signal-toNoise ratio (PSNR), which is based on the LP norm and
is defined as follows:
(a) Ivy Test 1

(b) Ivy Test 2

PSNR(A, B) = 10log10

I2
,
MSE(A, B)

(2)

where I is the maximum allowed pixel intensity (i.e.
255 for an 8-bit grayscale image).

(c) Ocean Test 1 (crop)

PSNR is also often used to evaluate the quality of an
image. A PSNR value is typically in the range of 30 dB
to 40 dB. A higher PSNR value is better than a lower
PSNR value, since a higher value indicates that the signal is closer to the original signal than a signal with a
lower PSNR value [WB06].

(d) Ocean Test 2 (crop)

MSE and PSNR work only in a full-reference setting
and consider an image only on a pixel-by-pixel basis.
A third type of quality measure commonly used in full
reference approaches is structural similarity. In contrast
to MSE and PSNR, structural similarity does not only
consider individual pixels, but also the neighborhood
of a pixel. For instance, a structural similarity index
can be computed by cropping two small image regions
from the reference and subject images and combining
the neighborhood by a weighting function. A simple
structural similarity index can be computed by considering the luminance and the contrast of an image.

(e) Highlighted Differences in (f) Highlighted Differences in
Ivy Test
Ocean Test (crop)

Figure 7: Two examples of intentional randomness

3

RELATED WORK

Quality assessment methods for images can be subdivided into subjective and objective approaches. In subjective assessment, human observers are asked to evaluate the quality of an image, and the results are evaluated statistically. Such methods are slow and expensive,
which makes them not well-suited for their use in software development.

The Structural Similarity Index Map (SSIM) of two image regions x and y can be computed by

SSIM(x, y) =

Objective methods instead try to determine the quality of an image automatically through some measure.
They can be further subdivided into full-reference, noreference and reduced-reference approaches [WB06],
depending on the availability of a reference image,
which is assumed to be error free and of highest quality.
In reduced reference methods, features are extracted
from the reference image and the method only compares this limited set of features with the image the
quality of which has to be evaluated, which we will call
subject image.
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1 N
∑ (ai − bi )2 .
N i=1

(3)

where C1 and C2 are constants which prevent a division
by zero, µx and µy are sample means of x and y respectively and σx2 , σy2 are the sample variances of x and y
[LB09] . Usually, the mean SSIM value is used to evaluate the quality of an image.
In a reduced-reference setting, for example keypoint
matching can be used. The goal is to find a certain
number of interesting points in the reference image and
match these in a similar subject image. For instance, the
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) can be used
here [Low99]. But it is not yet clear how this technique
can be used to assess the quality of an image.

One of the most used full-reference methods is the
Mean Square Error (MSE), which is the square of the L2
distance of the images, and computes the square of the
difference of corresponding pixels in the reference image A and the subject image B. Let A = {a1 , a2 , ..., aN }
and B = {b1 , b2 , ..., bN } be the images, then MSE is calculated by:

MSE(A, B) =

(2µx µy +C1 )(2σxy +C2 )
,
(µx2 + µy2 +C1 )(σx2 + σy2 +C2 )

[Rob12] introduced a no-reference algorithm for detecting global-illumination based rendering artifacts via
a machine learning approach supposedly competitive
with state of the art full-reference algorithms. This algorithm uses "right" and "wrong" image samples. After manual masking of the problematic areas, a classifier is trained with features extracted from these areas.

(1)
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Starting with a pool of features, the most discriminative ones concerning this artifact in consideration are
selected. After the detection, a correction method is
used, removing the artifacts from the image.

4
4.1

us if the corresponding cluster is a cluster which contains only correct or only incorrect images. Ideally, we
pre-classify a set of correct and incorrect images beforehand. A person from the quality assessment team
has then to decide if the image is correct or not. The
SIQA system stores this information and uses it to make
an independent decision for future test images. Furthermore, the SIQA can also compute an estimate of how
likely it is correct. This is done by determining the distance of the test image to the already correct classified
images in the SOM.

SELF ORGANIZING MAPS TO
EVALUATE QUALITY
Overview

Our method is based on a self-organizing map (SOM)
which allows us to classify images as correct or wrong.
The idea of a SOM, also known as Kohonen map has
been introduced in [KT82]. From a high level point
of view, a SOM maps feature vectors of an arbitrary n
dimensional space to a 2D space. The SOM has the
characteristic that feature vectors with similar properties form clusters on the 2D projection of the corresponding SOM.

4.1.1

Self-organizing map

Our implementation of a self-organizing map is represented by a square lattice. Each node in this lattice is
associated with a vector whose dimension equals the
dimension of the feature vector. These are called codebook vectors. At first, the SOM has to be initialized.
We implemented random initialization and linear gradient initialization. The latter means that the codebook
vectors start with 0 in the upper left corner and increase
linearly until the right bottom corner where they reach
1. Afterwards, the training of the SOM may begin. The
amount of training feature vectors has to be known to
compute the decay of the learning rate and the neigbourhood radius. Additionally, they have to be passed
as a set in order to be able to determine the minimum
and maximum value of each feature which in turn are
used to normalize the values so they are inbetween 0
and 1. This is done automatically during the training,
so there is no need for the input to be normalized. The
order in which the training vectors are used can in our
case either be random or round-robin.
Another option would be to leave the ordering of the
items as provided which might result in unpredictable
behaviour.
Training then works as follows: the algorithm iterates
through all the codebook vectors and calculates the Euclidean distance in feature space between the codebook vector and the training item vector. The item is
then projected onto the node with the smallest distance,
which is denoted best matching unit. Codebook vectors
that lie inside the neighbourhood radius are modified
in a way that they get closer to the feature vector of the
projected item. Such radius decreases over time. The
starting radius rstart is calculated as

Figure 8: Projection map of classified items on a SOM
Figure 8 shows this effect: as can be seen in the picture,
different types of items concentrate to different map regions. Images with a green border are correct. Images
with a blue border have incorrect alpha blending issues.
A red border marks images with a wrong depth stencil
test.
The complicated part of the design of the method for
evaluating mistakes in rendering is to find good features
that help to distinguish between correct and incorrect
images.

rstart =

(4)

where w is the width of the square lattice. The current
radius r dependent on the time t is computed as

Self-organizing maps support a non-supervised learning process. However, to get interesting results one has
to pre-classify at least one item. Otherwise, the SOM
can only tell us that an image belongs to a certain cluster, for instance to the cluster of the images marked
with a red border in image 8. However, it cannot tell
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,
2

r = decayFct(rstart ,t, τ),

(5)

while the time constant τ is obtained as
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τ=

4.2

N
,
ln(rstart )

(6)

The self-organizing map approach requires feature vectors for training. A feature vector can be seen as an ndimensional vector, where each component represents
one type of feature. Per image one feature vector is created and each feature is described by a floating point
value. These values have to be greater than zero. During the training process, they will automatically be normalized between 0 and 1. The purpose of the feature
vector is to describe an image as distinct as possible.
In short, a number of features is extracted from each
image and pooled into a vector.

where N is the amount of training items. The decay
function is defined as follows:
b

decayFct(a, b, c) = a · e− c

(7)

An additional variable called the learning rate (l) is
used in the learning process. This variable is inititialized with a user provided value lstart which is between
0 and 1. The learning rate controls how much impact
the learning process has on the codebook vectors. It
decreases over time (t) using the same decay function
l = decayFct(lstart ,t, τ).

The task of the self-organizing map is to distinguish different types of images. Therefore, the features must be
selected in a way that they are as similar as possible for
images of the same kind, and differ as much as possible
when images are different. The approach we followed
was to design potentially effective features at first and
to select those that were actually the most useful afterwards by evaluating them directly on the image set.

(8)

The impact of the learning procedure on the nodes inside the neighbourhood radius also depends on the distance to the best matching unit, and decay is defined
through a Gaussian bell:
gaussFct(δ , σ ) = e

2
− δ 2
2·σ .

4.2.1

(9)

For most calculations, only the brightness information
of the image is being used. Only the average hue and
the color histogram make use of the color information. Hue, saturation and brightness values were calculated according to the transformations of the HSV color
model [Rei08]. Alternatively, also the L*a*b* model
could suit the purpose of providing luminosity values.
The first block contains values that are extracted from
the power spectrum of a 2-dimensional Fourier transform of the image, as shown in Figure 9.

(10)

Here ψ is the codebook vector that is getting trained and
ω the feature vector used for training. The variable δbmu
denotes the distance between the best matching unit and
the node containing ψ. Concerning the time value t, it
has to be noted that t is initialized with 0 before starting the training procedure and is increased by 1 after
each training item. The order of the training items has a
great influence on the quality of the learning. We experimented with random (shuffled) and round-robin order
and could achieve the best result with linear gradient
initialization in combination with round-robin order.
When the training process is finished, the SOM may
be saved as a file, allowing the user to load it again for
classification purposes whenever he needs to, saving the
training (learning) step to the user.
The classification process is very simple: similarly to
the training phase, the best matching unit for an item is
chosen. Then, the average distance to all the training
items is calculated per item group. The item group with
the lowest distance wins and the classification item is
classified as that type.
It is also possible to use another type of cluster analysis.
[Ran71] describes some objective criteria for the evaluation of clustering methods that can also be considered
here. Similar work has also been done in [BGV92].
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Choice of the features

At first, the features chosen were the ones represented
in table 1.

The distance can be calculated as the Euclidean distance using the x,y-coordinates of the nodes. Now with
all of the aforementioned parameters, the actual learning process may take place:
ψ = ψ + gaussFct(δbmu , r) · l · (ω − ψ).

Feature Vector

Figure 9: The extraction of the frequency measures
The values of the low, mid and high areas are getting averaged. These values give an impression on how much
low, mid and high frequency detail can be found in the
luminosity information, which is most important for human perception. The Pixel-value-median is a measure
for the general brightness of the image. Edginess is
calculated as the averaged sum of the differences from
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Feature group
Twodimensional
Fourier
transform
Medium luminosity
Horizontal
and vertical
edginess
Average hue

Darkest and
brightest
areas

Average
gradient
Histogram

Feature values
Steady component
Low frequencies
Medium frequencies
High frequencies
Median of the pixel values
Summed absolute differences in horizontal direction
Summed absolute differences in vertical direction
Average of the HSV hue
value
Darkest pixel x-Coordinate
median
Darkest pixel y-Coordinate
median
Brightest pixel x-Coordinate
median
Brightest pixel y-Coordinate
median
Darkest pixel value
Brightest pixel value
Darkest pixel amount
Brightest pixel amount
Average gradient x-direction
Average gradient y-direction
Average gradient length
Red channel histogram
Green channel histogram
Blue channel histogram
Table 1: The features

The x- and y-gradients are combined into a vector.
Then, all gradient vectors are averaged, while the direction is only taken into consideration, if the gradient
length lies beyond a certain threshold. The direction, as
well as the length of this average vector, is being used as
a feature providing information of the edge distribution
in the image. The color histogram is defined through
the red, green and blue component histogram. Each of
those is generated out of the red, green and blue channels of the image by calculating the relative occurence
frequency of each color value, meaning the percentage
of pixels of this color in the respective channel. The
amount of histogram values is reduced by combining
a certain amount of neighbouring values through averaging. This way, a histogram width of 32 values is
reached. The color histogram can reveal changes in the
color distribution.

4.2.2

As mentioned above, an evaluation of the features was
performed directly on the image set that should be
worked on. The process of this evaluation was implemented in the following way: assuming we have m
groups of images denoted as Gi with one feature vector
v j per image
Gi = {v1 , v2 , v3 , ..., v p },
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f (xi+1 ) − f (xi−1 )
.
2

(12)

and that these feature vectors all contain n features,
 
f1
 f2 
 
 
v j =  f3  ,
 .. 
.
fn

one pixel to the next, once in the horizontal and once
in the vertical direction. Average hue is obtained by
averaging the hue information of all pixels, providing
a value for the prevalent color in the image. Darkest
and brightest pixels denote the pixels with the highest
brightness value and the pixels with lowest brightness
value in the image. There might be one or more pixels of that kind, the exact number is saved in the corresponding features darkest pixel amount and brightest
pixel amount. The median of the x- and y-coordinates
of these pixels is also being used as a feature, indicating the position where the brightest and darkest areas in
the image are concentrated. Darkest and brightest pixel
value denote the exact brightness values of the brightest and darkest pixel. This feature group gives a hint on
how these very distinctive areas are distributed over the
image. The gradient is a 2-dimensional vector that is
based on the gradients in x- and in y-direction. These
gradients are calculated by making use of the difference
quotient

0
fcentral
(xi )0 =

Evaluating Feature Effectiveness

(13)

then the average α and variance σ of the feature k in
group i is given by
α(k, Gi ) =

σ (k, Gi ) =

1
|Gi |

1
|Gi |

p

∑ v j [k]

(14)

j=1

p

∑ (v j [k] − α(k, Gi ))2 .

(15)

j=1

Now the distance between two groups Gh and Gi concerning the feature k can be computed as
δ (k, Gh , Gi ) = |α(k, Gh ) − α(k, Gi )| .

(16)

δ (k, Gh , Gi ) indicates how well the feature k is suited
for distinguishing items of the groups Gh and Gi .
A more complete approach for selecting the best features could be done through principal component analysis. However, this is beyond the scope of this paper.

(11)
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5

RESULTS

There are tasks where conventional methods like MSE
or SSI are completely sufficient for quality assessment.
One is, as turns out, the evaluation of defective images
as shown in Figure 5. The error is small enough to be
able to discriminate correct looking images that only
contain minor errors caused by differences in driver implementation (referred to as false negatives) from actually erroneous images (referred to as correct rejections)
by defining a threshold value for MSE or SSIM. Table 2 shows this: for the false negatives, the SSI value
is always very close to 1, while for the correct rejections the values are lower than 0.8. Hence, it would be
possible to say that all images with an SSI value above
0.99 are supposed to be seen by an observer as being
correct. The same conclusion can be deduced from the
MSE values. They are all below 0.05 for the false negatives and above 3000 for the correct rejections.

(a) Reference

False Negatives
Correct Rejections
MSE
SSI
MSE
SSI
0.0490115
0.999995 18951.6 6.52E-14
0.000315755 1
3248.31 0.748823
0.031875
0.999983 10301.5 1.04E-07
0.00200065
1
10699.3 1.60E-07
0.000706706 1
10301.5 1.04E-07
0.000199653 1
19775.1 0.754946
<0.05
>>0.99
>3000
<0.8
Table 2: MSE and SSI values for images with minor
(false negatives) and major errors (correct rejections)

(b) Depth ordering issue

Figure 10 shows an example of randomly generated
plants. While 10(a) shows a correctly rendered version,
10(b) (referred to as Error-1) and 10(c) (referred to as
Error-2) show two kinds of rendering errors.

(c) Alpha blending issue

The images look different each time they are rendered,
since the plants are based on a stochastic approach.
Mean squared error (MSE) and Structural Similarity
Index (SSI) measures are not suitable here due to the
fact that there is no reference image that can be used
for comparison. To prove this, we classified images
through MSE and SSI. As footage, we used 300 of the
ivy images, 100 for each type. We then compared each
image with 30 images of each group and averaged the
MSE respectively SSI value per group. The image was
then classified as the type that had the lowest average
MSE value or in case of SSI the highest value. The
MSE results can be seen in table 3, and the SSI results
are shown in table 4.

Figure 10: Generic plants
Classified as
Correct Error-1 Error-2
Correct
54
46
0
Error-1
49
51
0
Error-2
79
10
11
Table 4: Classification via SSI
As can be seen, results are not satisfying. In the case of
MSE, no image at all was classified as Error-2 type. The
rest is distributed randomly, only for Error-1 a small
correlation in the case of MSE could be seen. SSI performs even worse, although it classifies 11 images as
Error-2.

Classified as
Correct Error-1 Error-2
Correct
52
48
0
Error-1
12
88
0
Error-2
9
91
0
Table 3: Classification via MSE
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We then trained a self-organizing map with 100 images
of each kind, using linear gradient initialization and
round-robin order. Afterwards, we classified the same
set with the trained SOM. Figure 8 shows the result of
the classification. The red, blue and green frames rep-
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resent the different image types. It turns out that they
are concentrated in three different areas of the SOM and
three distinct clusters can be observed. The classification success in numbers can be seen in table 5.

(1600x1000 pixels). It has to be noted that the feature
extraction was not optimized for performance in any
way and that the code was not multi-threaded.
Width (px)
Duration (s)

Classified as
Correct Error-1 Error-2
Correct
100
0
0
Error-1
0
100
0
Error-2
0
1
99
Table 5: The results of the SOM classification

Items
Duration (s)

3
1%
0%

4
1%
1%

6

512
15.864

8
0.75

16
0.142

32
0.255

64
0.465

128
0.96

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

In this paper we proposed the use of image quality assessment methods for automatically testing rendering
software. The use of automatic quality assessment can
ease the rendering software development process, since
errors in software development can be discovered early
and do not remain undetected until the final version of
the software is released. Depending on the characteristics of the scene to be rendered, traditional assessment
methods such as MSE, PSNR and SSIM measures perform differently. They are quite helpful for small detail differences, but deliver wrong results if procedural or randomized algorithms are used in the rendering
pipeline.

5
0%
0%

Table 7: False positive and false negative rate in correlation to the amount of training items (per set).
For practical purposes, it would only be necessary
to distinguish between correct and incorrect images,
which would further lower the complexity of the
decision. Naturally, the quality of the results depends
on the used images, the selection of the features and the
quality of the SOM implementation. Hence, it would
probably be unrealistic to expect equal good results in
all cases. But the example shows the potential of this
approach.

In the latter case, using Self Organizing Maps can compensate and automatically recognize and categorize errors. After a first training phase, SOMs deliver quite
accurate results and allow to automatically warn if the
image being generated by the software has problems.
Of course, the methods proposed for quality assessment
have still to be expanded and tuned for their application in real, less controlled situations. In other words,
their applicability under real life circumstances has to
be thoroughly tested: standard image sets with a variety of images containing artifacts and rendering errors
of different types have to be developed. The self organizing map should then be trained with a selection

Concerning the performance of the algorithm, it can
be stated that the runtime is linear with respect to the
amount of items used and quadratically with respect
to the width of the lattice (see tables 8 and 9). On a
2.4 GHz dual-core mobile CPU with 8 GB RAM training and classification both took approximately 5.9 ms
per item using a lattice width of 100. Feature extraction takes most time: approximately 600 ms per image
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256
4.068

A possible software production workflow using quality
assessment could look as follows: a number of scenes is
chosen, possibly using all critical parts of the rendering
engine. Two pools of images are created, one with correctly rendered images, and one with images containing artifacts or errors. For each scene, the best features
are selected, a SOM is trained and saved as file. Each
time the code has to be assessed, an amount of images
is rendered for each scene, the corresponding SOM lattice gets loaded and the images are classified. Even if
one might not want to fully rely on automatic evaluation, this can give at least a good hint on whether the
images are correct or not.

The results of the SOM are a big improvement compared to MSE or SSI. Nearly all images were classified correctly, only one Error-2 image was classified as
Error-1. Table 7 shows how the classification success
increases, depending on the amount of items used for
training the map. Here, the set was split 70:30 (classification:training). We then started with one training item
per group and increased the amount gradually. Just five
training images per set were enough to level down the
false negatives and false positives to zero.
2
9%
1%

128
1.006

Table 9: The performance dependent on the amount of
items (training)

PWC MSE
SSI SIQA
False Negatives 100% 48% 46%
0%
Table 6: Comparison of the evaluation methods

1
41%
1%

64
0.291

Table 8: The performance dependent on the width of
the lattice

The amount of false negatives, meaning images that are
correct but have been classified as erroneous, in comparison between the different evaluation methods pixelwise comparison (PWC), Mean Squared Error (MSE),
Structural Similarity Index (SSI) and our Smart Image
Quality Assessment Algorithm (SIQA), is shown in table 6.

Training Item Count
False Positives
False Negatives

32
0.183
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of erroneous images and, of course, with correct images. Then, the classification must take place with images containing errors that did not appear in the images
used for training. Only this way a realistic estimation
of whether this method is really suitable for practical
use is possible. The implementation of the self organizing map still offers great potential for improvements,
considering the ordering of the training items, the initialization of the map prior to training and the training
process itself.
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The selection of the features is a factor with a lot of
potential for improvement. As mentioned before, there
are alternative approaches for the discrimination of the
really useful features with respect to a specific scene,
like principal component analysis.
Also, instead of a SOM, other types of neural networks
could be used and be tested for their suitability in image quality assessment. For instance, multilayered networks in conjunction with the back-propagation algorithm can be considered [Roj96]. There is also a wide
diversity of learning methods like for instance Quickprop and network types like the Hopefield Model which
can also be considered. Furthermore, variants of SSIM
like Multi-scale SSIM, Modified gradient-based SSIM
[LB09] or Complex Wavelet Domain Structural Similarity Map [WB06] [CW12] could be tested.
As a conclusion, this paper is a simple start of a new
theme which is worth exploring, since it bears a lot of
potential to ease hardware and software development
for Computer Graphics.
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ABSTRACT
This paper provides an information theoretic perspective of haptic rendering that aims to formulate the necessary
theoretical foundations to lead to a compact and holistic representation of haptic media. Initially, an information
theoretic view on haptic rendering is presented that enables the development of metrics enabling measuring of haptic information. Following the principles of information theory, two novel haptic information rendering pipelines
are provided. Moreover, several quantities like entropy, mutual information and filters are defined and instantiated
for the case of haptic rendering. Explicit examples of their potential use are analyzed. The paper concludes with
examples and a discussion on how information theory can be used to provide a holistic haptic media representation
scheme that can be used in a variety of application including coding, indexing and rendering of stand-alone haptic
media.

Keywords
Haptic rendering, information theory, haptic coding, indexing.

1

INTRODUCTION

be inevitably added in the media of the future, possibly including digital representations of signals triggering the human senses, that have not been addressed so
far in a systematic way, like touch, olfaction and taste.
While all three senses could provide a significant added
value in the realism and quality of the future media,
research in the haptics domain has progressed significantly to allow for an attempt of systematic and formal
definition, representation, processing and rendering of
the underlying haptic media.

As information and communication technologies become more mature the amount of information generated
and exchanged exceeds every previously imaginable
limit. While this amount of information is expected to
double each year, it is mainly comprised of media information [Chinchor10] including images, videos, sounds,
etc. From a holistic media perspective, their historical evolution clearly demonstrates an increment in the
dimensionality of the underlying media sources. Starting from two-dimensional still images, moving to the
three-dimensional moving picture, further adding one
and two dimensions of mono- and stereo-sound respectively and recently also including the sense of depth in
stereoscopic visual representations, currently available
and widespread media can be considered as six dimensional. Even if more dimensions can be assumed for
different features like color, etc. they are considered as
features of the 6D space.

Figure 1, illustrates the complex issue of media source
and interrelation, from an information source perspective. On the left part the physical environment is the
source of all “direct” media. In particular, light interactions, pressure oscillations and collisions/interaction
are considered as the source of “direct visual”, “direct
audio” and “direct haptic” information respectively. It
is evident that all direct media are correlated, since they
are due to the same source even if they are caused by
different interactions. Moreover, the “media space” is
augmented by auxiliary information that is characterized as “symbolic”. For example “symbolic visual” information includes some forms of visual effects, overlays or even augmented reality renderings; “symbolic
audio” is used to describe audio effects or music, while
term “symbolic haptic” information is used to describe
the synthetic haptic information, including haptic icons
[MacLean08]. It should be emphasized that even if the
symbolic media are not correlated per se, they could exhibit some correlation depending on the particular case.

The aforementioned increment in the dimensionality of
media has been quite remarkable leading to impressive
and immersive media. However, new dimensions will

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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Figure 1: View of haptics as a medium. Left: Physical environment is the source of all “direct” media. Light
interactions, pressure oscillations and collisions/interaction are considered as the source of “direct visual”, “direct
audio” and “direct haptic” information respectively. Auxiliary symbolic media can be added for all communication
channels. “Symbolic visual” information includes some forms of visual effects, “symbolic audio” is used to
describe audio effects or music, while term “symbolic haptic” information is used to describe the synthetic haptic
information, including haptic icons.
The proposed paper makes a first attempt to define a
theoretical framework of haptic media from an information theoretic perspective that could be in turn used as a
mathematical background for several processes including representation, processing, rendering and streaming
transmission of haptic media.

1.1

The simplest haptic rendering approaches focus on the
interaction with the virtual environment using a single
point [Moustakas06], [Moustakas07b], [Kaklanis09],
[Kaklanis10]. Many approaches have been proposed
so far both for polygonal, non-polygonal models, or
even for the artificial generation of surface effects
like stiffness, texture or friction [Moustakas07],
[Moustakas07b],
[Laycock07],
[Kostopoulos07],
[Nikolakis06]. The assumption, however, of a single
interaction point limits the realism of haptic interaction
since it is contradictory to the rendering of more
complex effects like torque. On contrary, multipoint,
or object based haptic rendering approaches use a
particular virtual object to interact with the environment and therefore, besides the position of the object,
its orientation becomes critical for the rendering of
torques [Laycock07], [Nikolakis06].
Apart from
techniques for polygonal and non-polygonal models
[Laycock07], voxel based approaches for haptic
rendering [Petersik01] including volumetric haptic
rendering schemes [Palmerius08] have lately emerged.
Additionally, research has also tackled with partial
success the problem of haptic rendering of dynamic
systems like deformable models and fluids [Barbic09],
[Cirio11].

Related work

Human perception combines information of various
sensors, including visual, aural, haptic, olfactory,
etc., in order to perceive the environment. A very
descriptive analysis on the importance of the sense of
touch is given in [Torre06] through the effects of its
loss that include inability to eat and walk. On contrary
to the audio and vision channels, the haptic media have
not yet been addressed systematically from an information theoretic perspective, leading to non-holistic,
fragmented and problem-targeted research.
Haptics research can be divided into three main categories [Lin08]: Machine Haptics, Human Haptics and
Computer Haptics [Srinivasan97]. Machine Haptics is
related to the design of haptic devices and interfaces,
while Human Haptics is devoted to the study of the human perceptual abilities related to the sense of touch.
Computer Haptics, or alternatively haptic rendering,
studies the artificial generation and rendering of haptic stimuli for the human user. It should be mentioned
that the proposed framework takes into account recent
research on human haptics, while it provides mathematical tools targeting mainly the area of computer haptics.
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From information theoretic perspective, it is worth
mentioning that surprisingly coding and compression
of haptic data has not been researched extensively
so far. Most of the approaches deal with aspects of
haptic data transmission in the context of telepresence
and teleaction systems, focusing mainly on stability
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and latency issues [Hirche05], [Ou02], [Souayed03],
[Kron04]. Differential and entropy coding has been
successfully applied in [Kron04], while other traditional approaches including, DPCM ADPCM,
Huffman coding have been applied to haptic signals
in [Kron04], [Ortega02] and [Hikichi01] respectively.
In [Borst05] predictive coding has been applied for
haptic signals in order to optimize the communication
in teleaction systems with respect to sampling rate,
while in [Hinterseer08], [Kuschel09], [Zadeh08],
[Vittorias09] perceptual coding mechanisms are developed for haptic data streams. The major limitation of
the current approaches is that, since they are targeting
mainly telepresence and teleaction systems, they refer
mainly to representation and coding of single haptic
timeseries that correspond to the force that should exert
a remotely manipulated device.

1.2

ing pipelines. In Section 3 well known information theoretic quantities are introduced and instantiated from a
haptic rendering perspective, while Section 4 presents
how device and perceptual haptic filters could be designed and applied in the context of the proposed framework. Finally, Section 5 discusses potential applications and open problems for future work, while conclusions are drawn in Section 6

2

INFORMATION THEORY AND HAPTIC RENDERING

The typical models of a communication system has
been used as a basis to develop information theory
[Shannon48]. Following a similar methodology, this
section describes how haptic rendering can be seen as
a communication channel and how typical quantities of
information theory can be adopted to more efficiently
describe haptics as a medium.

Motivation and contributions

Figure 2a illustrates a typical communication system;
The source is generating data that are compressed in
the “encoder” and transmitted as a signal through the
communication channel. At the receiver the signal is
decoded and the resulting data is provided to the destination for rendering or processing. It should be emphasized that the diagrams of Figure 2 refer only to source
coding. Even if it is possible to derive correspondences
between channel coding and haptic rendering as well,
this issue remains out of the scope of the present paper.

In general, with the exception of some approaches related to haptic rendering of distance or force fields
[Moustakas07], [Barlit07], one of the biggest limitations of current schemes is that haptic rendering is
considered only as a result of the interaction of a human user with an underlying (usually 3D) environment.
Even if this approach is inspired by the real world,
where the sense of touch is triggered by collisions of
the human body with the environment, it has three significant drawbacks: i) haptic media cannot be defined
as a signal related to a specific physical environment,
ii) Off-line processing of haptic media for optimization,
compression, indexing, etc. becomes impossible, iii)
The requirement for 1kHz update rate, that is considered as the most significant constraining factor imposed
on haptic rendering algorithms [Laycock07], can rarely
be satisfied due to the need for on-line processing of
the entire haptic rendering pipeline as also mentioned
in a high-level theoretical attempt on haptic media using the existing concepts on haptic interaction described
in [Cha09].
The proposed framework aims to provide a new view on
haptic rendering from an information theoretic perspective that will in turn provide the necessary theoretical
foundations to lead to a compact and holistic representation of haptic media. As a result all three aforementioned limitations will be theoretically overcome providing a new potential for the field of haptic rendering.
In particular, the proposed approach does not restrict its
framework on interaction-based rendering, but provides
a holistic approach, that can also accommodate synthetic authored haptic media, where interaction-based
rendering is a special case.

Figure 2c illustrates a general block diagram that is
used in many recently proposed systems for coding and
transmission of haptic information. In particular based
on traditional collision and reaction models, the force
feedback of the interaction of a specific haptic-probe
with the environment is initially estimated. Then the
force is filtered, usually to avoid force dicontinuities,
force effects are added, including texture or friction,
while the final resulting force is mapped onto the specific display capabilities, e.g. resolution, workspace.
Then the resulting time-series is transmitted using traditional coding-decoding approaches and rendered at
the receiver. The major characteristic of this approach,
called so forth “soft HR system”, is the fact that the
force at the transmitter side at each time-step is calculated based on the actions of the end-user at the receiver
side. This issue reduces from the one side the amount
of haptic information to be transmitted but on the other
side, introduces latency issues and places severe limitations when targeting at explicit and stand-alone haptic
media that can be processed and rendered as a single
entity, without the need to know the user actions beforehand.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the links between information theory
and haptic rendering and presents three haptic render-

Towards this target, Figure 2b depicts a general potential “strong HR system” that implies that haptic information is available as a multivariate time-series that
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Figure 2: Haptic rendering from an information theoretic perspective. a) Typical communication system, b) Strong
haptic rendering (HR) system: Haptic media are encoded in a similar manner to Figure 2a. Since force mapping is
performed at the decoder it is device agnostic, c) Soft HR system: Is based on interaction-based haptic rendering;
block “Collision and reaction models” is influenced by the end user actions and haptic information is transmitted
only for the necessary degrees of freedom that are rendered, d) Alternative Soft HR System: Follows the approach
of Figure 2b placing however all haptic rendering processes at the encoder side, thus being device specific.
be used in the subsequent analysis will be described and
adapted for the case of haptic media.

needs to be compressed and transmitted, after applying psychophysics filtering, through a communication
channel. At the decoder the raw data are recovered and
enriched with force effects and mapped for rendering
on a specific display. This scheme has the advantage
that haptic media is actually encoded as a time-varying,
device agnostic vector field that can be used by any kind
of haptic rendering approach. Special effects and force
mapping are added at the receiver side according to potential metadata sent by the transmitter or even based
on the preferences of the receiver.
Similarly, Figure 2d introduces an alternative to Figure 2b and Figure 2c communication system that tries
to capture some interesting properties of both sides.
Actually the main difference between the “Alternative
Soft HR system” and the “Strong HR system” is that it
places the force effects and display filtering and mapping at the transmitter side. This approach still treats
haptic information as a stand-alone entity, while it also
reduces the amount of information to be transmitted
with respect to the “strong HR system”. On the other
side, it is less general since different receivers would
require different streams to be transmitted, which is not
ideal if haptic media would need to be transmitted in a
broadcasting sense.
In the following, the potential use of several information theoretic quantities for the case of haptic media is
described, that can be applied for both the “Strong HR
system” and the “Alternative Soft HR system”.

3

3.1

Entropy is maybe the fundamental measure in information theory. It can be seen either as the uncertainty of
a given random variable or as the theoretical minimum
number of bits that are required to represent the variable.
The entropy of a discrete random variable F that takes
values in an alphabet A and has a probability mass function pF ( f ) is given by
H (F) = − ∑ pF ( f ) log2 pF ( f )

(1)

f ∈A

Let us know consider, without loss of generality, a haptic workspace of 5 × 5 × 5 voxels. For each point in
space in between the voxel centres, tri-linear interpolation is used to render the force if necessary. Moreover
let us also assume that the force that is attributed to each
voxel is quantized and takes values from an alphabet of
size 256. The probability mass function of each voxel
is independent
and identically distributed, so there is

p = 1 28 . Now letting V denote the random variable
for a single voxel and S denote the full workspace, the
total entropy is calculated as follows:
125

125 256

1
1
log2 8 = 1000 (2)
8
2
2
i=1 j=1

H (S) = ∑ H (Vi ) = − ∑ ∑
i=1

MEASURING HAPTIC INFORMATION

The above result is theoretically expected since for each
voxel 1 byte is needed to represent the force value and
there are 125 voxels in the workspace.

In the following the major information theoretic quantities, namely entropy and mutual information, that will
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In information theoretic terms this case can be described through different mappings M. In particular
there is one mapping related to the whole scene Mall
and several LoD mappings MLOD(i) . Obviously Mall and
MLOD(i) are related.

Haptic workspace capacity:
It is reasonable to assume that in most applications the
reference space or virtual space is of different size compared to the haptic workspace. Let us now assume a
mapping M of the haptic information of the actual space
into haptic information of the haptic workspace. The
latter maybe restricted by several parameters including
haptic display limitation on the workspace size, resolution, force exertion amplitude limitations, arithmetics,
etc. Let us know define as Workspace Capacity C(M)
the average amount of information that the specific haptic workspace setting can render. Since the above parameters are usually constant C(M) is the entropy of a
random variable of the specific mapping M. For a specific input haptic space W, following the principle of
the data processing inequality the following equation
holds:

Let us know assume two random variables X and Y that
represent Mall and MLOD(i) respectively, assuming that
the latter act as mappings on the input space Z shared
by both full and LoD representations. Let also H(X,Y )
represents their joint entropy that is defined through
their joint pmf pX,Y (x, y), x ∈ Ax , y ∈ Ay :

H (X,Y ) = −

∑ ∑

pX,Y (x, y) log2 pX,Y (x, y)

(6)

x∈Ax y∈Ay

where the min function encodes the fact the mapping
is passive, i.e. no energy/information can be generated
through the mapping procedure, e.g. in the typically not
usual case where the haptic information space is less
detailed than the haptic workspace itself.

It is interesting to mention that, since entropy is
a measure of uncertainty, the triangle inequality
H (X,Y ) ≤ H (X) + H (Y ) "points out" that having
two correlated views reduces uncertainty with direct
consequences in haptic data coding. Similarly the
inequality of the conditional entropy between two
random variables H (X|Y ) ≤ H (Y ) indicates that the
LoD rendering is heavily influenced by the by the
overall rendering information.

Since the quantity C has the same unit as entropy H, we
can define the following measures:

Similarly mutual information between the two random
variables X and Y is defined as follows:

C (M) = min (C (M (W )) , H (W ))

Workspace Mapping Ratio (W MR) =

C (M)
H (W )

(3)

I (X,Y ) =

(4)

∑ ∑

x∈Ax y∈Ay

pX,Y (x, y) log2

pX,Y (x, y)
pX (x) pY (y)

(7)

or
I (X,Y ) = H (X) + H (Y ) − H (X,Y )

max (H (W ) −C (M) , 0)
Haptic In f . Loss (HIL) =
H (W )
(5)

The mutual information I (X;Y ), that specifies the
amount of information provided by Y about X, is
symmetric and non negative. Mutual information can
be thus very easily used as a high level information
theoretic similarity measure between haptic media.

The above measures are meaningful under the reasonable constraints H (W ) > 0 and C (M) > 0. The WMR
reflects the amount of information that is transferred for
haptic rendering through the haptic workspace, while
the HIL encodes the amount of information that is lost
in the above procedure.

3.2

In particular similarity can be estimated on a region basis e.g. LoD representation, so as to be able to estimate
entropies. There is, however, one important drawback
to mutual information as a way of comparing vector
fields; it fails to take the topology into account since
it is calculated only over vector/force values, and not
voxel positions. This limitation can be however overcome by increasing the dimensionality of the problem
and including geometry information.

Joint Entropy and Mutual Information

The fact that haptic interaction involves in general several computationally intensive procedures like 3D mesh
manipulation leads researchers in the adoption of a
level-of-detail (LoD) haptic rendering scheme. This
means that each object or space partitioning element
can be rendered in different scales. For example a user
might need initially to interact with the complete environment and then zoom in a specific area so as to analyze it in more detail and in higher resolution.
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4

DEVICE AND PERCEPTUAL HAPTIC FILTERS

Haptic media are assumed to be defined within the input haptic space W that refers to a virtual environment
augmented with haptic information. W actually defines
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Property
Workspace
Position resolution
Continuous Force

Phantom Omni
160Wx120Hx70D mm
0.055 mm
0.88 N

Phantom Desktop
160Wx120Hx120D mm
0.023 mm
1.75 N

Table 1: Haptic devices properties: “Workspace corresponds to the size of the volume where the haptic probe can
move, “positional resolution” to the sensing resolution in mms and continuous force to the maximum force that
can be continuously applied on the device.

a mapping of the ℜ3 Euclidean space into the ℜ3 force
field that refers to the force exerted to a point object lying on the specific point in space. It should be emphasized that in the general case the haptic space evolves
over time and therefore the static W representation becomes a timeseries Wt .

coding scheme would transform (e.g. resampling, lowpass filtering, etc.) the initial signal SW into a new one
ST that produces minimal HIL. This transformation can
be formulated as an optimization problem as follows:
t = arg min (HIL (ST ,CD ))
t

Device Haptic Filters: It is apparent that since haptic
media are defined in ℜ3 compared to ℜ2 of the visual
media, their storage complexity becomes in the general
case O(n3 ). However, unfortunately haptic displays
have not evolved similarly to visual displays and therefore the spatial resolution they can provide to the user
is extremely low with respect to the sensing potential
of humans. This is reflected to a very low workspace
mapping ratio (equation 4) that can be rendered using
typical devices. In information theoretic terms we call
this effect as device filter that limits the amount of information that can be perceived. The device filter actually performs a quantization of both the input space
ℜ3 in terms of the device spatial resolution and the ℜ3
output space in terms of the force magnitude that can
be exerted. Considering now without loss of generality,
the case of input space quantization, the device filter
is a workspace mapping CD as defined in Section 3.1,
where the workspace refers to the specific haptic device
workspace characteristics.

where t is the state vector of the transformation of SW
into ST .
Now, for the case of the “hard HR system”, illustrated
in Figure 2b, the transmitter should encode the signal as
is, unless information is available about the supported
haptic devices. In the latter case the transformation
should be applied only for the device of higher resolution and therefore the zero HIL would be valid only
for this specific device
Perceptual Haptic Filters:
Besides device display capacity, the perceptual capabilities of the human with respect to temporal resolution
have specific limitations [Hirche05], [Hinterseer08],
[Kuschel09] that can be used in order to compress
haptic media.
Some approaches presented in the literature focusing
on telepresence and teleaction [Hinterseer08] tackle
the problem of perceptual coding, for the specific case
of point-based interaction, trying to define masking
thresholds of force differences between consecutive
frames beyond which a difference in the force fed back
to the user cannot be perceived.

Now let us consider the case of two specific popular
haptic devices, namely the Sensable Phantom Omni and
Phantom Desktop. Table 1 presents some of their basic
properties of interest in our analysis.

The complexity of this problem for the general case of
haptic media and general multi DoF haptic devices is
very high, since it does not only depend on the temporal relation between two successive force stimuli but
also on the body part that they are applied, the spatial
proximity of concurrent stimuli etc. Since, a detailed
analysis is out of the scope of present paper, without
loss of generality, let us consider the “deadband” approach described in [Hinterseer08].

Now let us emphasize on the position resolution property, where the Phantom Desktop exhibits almost double the resolution of the Omni. Consider now a static
haptic signal SW defined in a space Q ∈ R3 and sampled with a resolution of 0.01mm. Assuming now that
the size of Q is equal to the workspaces of the haptic devices, it becomes evident that the haptic information loss for the case of the Omni HILO will be always
higher or equal to the one of the Desktop HILD . In other
words, when using the Phantom Omni a lower amount
of information is perceived by the end user, since the
device filter of the Omni CO filters out more information with respect to the Desktop filter CD . Therefore,
following the concept of the “alternative soft HR system”, illustrated in Figure 2d, a device dependent en-
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In particular, in [Hinterseer08] a perceptual mechanism
for haptic data compression is proposed based on Weber’s Law and the “Just Noticeable Differences” (JND)
principle. At a glance, for specific timeseries of multidimensional in the general case haptic data, at a specific
time instance the respective haptic sample is trasmitted
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only if it will be perceived by the user, i.e. if it lies
outside the perceptual mask defined by the previously
transmitted samples.

haptic rendering and their potential use in the design of
haptic media filters and challenging applications is outlined. It should be emphasized that the proposed framework aims to highlight a different way on how haptic
rendering could be potentially dealt with, targeting at
haptic media that can be processed, edited, indexed as
a stand alone entity and not only as a result of the interaction between a user and the media space.

This procedure can be seen as a perceptual filter that is
applied on the input data stream modifying its entropy.
Then all quantities described in Section 3 are applicable on the perceptually filtered input. Now the design
problem lies on the definition of a perceptual, multivariate in the general case, filter that takes into account the
potential haptic rendering schemes, in terms of number
of degrees of freedom, perceptual correlation between
them, etc.

5
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APPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSION

The potential applications of an information theoretic
framework of haptic rendering are numerous. First
of all, the proposed representation is general, holistic
and can accommodate interaction-based rendering as a
special case. Moreover, typical multimedia operations
including off-line processing, like haptic editing, optimization and indexing become possible. Additionally, in the previous sections more potential applications were outlined including LoD haptic rendering and
compression, similarity estimation and design of device
and perceptual haptic filters necessary for haptic media coding. Other interesting applications include optimal adaptive workspace partitioning in disjoint subspaces so as to minimize information loss taking into
account the rendering device or even correlation analysis between haptic media and visual media, etc.
However, concerning limitations, it should be emphasized that the dimensionality of haptic perception is in
the best case much higher with respect to visual perception as very well described in [Hayward11] and in
the worst case infinite. Therefore, the transition of
interaction-based rendering to open-loop stand-alone
streaming haptic media, may introduce a significant increment in dimensionality resulting also in vast amount
of haptic information to be transmitted and rendered if
not dealt with explicitly. Typical solutions of the computer graphics research community could be employed,
like space partitioning and culling. However, to the author’s view and as a future research direction, a more
fundamental theoretical treatment of dimensionality reduction is necessary so as to result in a complete and
tractable information theoretic framework of haptic media. Finally, the proposed framework has to prove its
applicability in several applications scenarios, which is
a challenging direction for future work.

6

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper an information theoretic view of haptic
rendering is presented. Following the major principles of audiovisual communications, several information theoretic quantities are instantiated for the case of
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ABSTRACT
Modeling a physically plausible deformation of a flexible object from its naturally planar (curved) state is a fundamental and challenging topic in digital surface processing with applications to computer animation and game
design. We propose a new variational model for detail preserving surface-based deformation of a body based on
total curvature energy. We demonstrate the efficacy of the model with several examples which enhance the realism
of the deformation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

form in Euler’s elastica, curves minimizing the integral
of squared curvature.

The great interest in computer animation and game design has led over time to the development of a large
amount of deformation and editing methodologies for
discrete models [12]. Surface based-deformation methods have been recently widely investigated and represent an emerging alternative both to rigging (i.e., adding
a skeleton to control and animate a mesh) which is
the classical way in the graphics industry to efficiently
design poses and deformation, and caging which uses
control structure like lattices to immerse the object and
propagate the deformation.

Let us denote by M a two-manifold surface, parameterized by a function X : Ω ⊂ R2 → M ⊂ R3 , where Ω
is an open reference domain.
Thin flexible structures are governed by a surface bending energy of the form
∫

E(M ) :=

α + β (H − H0 )2 − γ KdM ,

(1)

the so-called Canham-Helfrich model [14], where H0
denotes the spontaneous curvature which plays an important role in thin-shell. For α = H0 = 0 and β =
1, γ = 2, the Canham-Helfrich model reduces to the total curvature energy

In this paper we propose a new variational surfacebased deformation formulation which improves traditional Laplacian surface editing by using the total curvature as a better aesthetic measure for deformation of
elastic bodies.

∫

ET (M ) :=

The basic idea of the variational design approach is to
measure the quality of a surface in terms of a certain
curvature-based energy. In general, a curvature energy
may be expressed in terms of principal curvatures of a
surface: mean (H = k1 + k2 ), Gaussian (K = k1 k2 ), and
total (k12 + k22 ) curvature. The relationship between curvature and bending energy first appeared in an explicit

M

(H 2 − 2K)dM =

∫
M

(k12 + k22 )dM ,

(2)
which approximates the bending energy of a thin plate
manifold. In (2) the principal curvatures k1 and k2 depend non-linearly on the surface M . Let us call the
surfaces minimizing (1) elastica surfaces because they
generalize the famous Euler’s elastica curves. This energy is invariant under rigid motions and uniform scaling of the surface M , that is, it is invariant under Möbious transformations.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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∫

In (2) the first term (EB (M ) := M H 2 ) represents the
well-known Willmore energy [33], successfully used in
surface fairing and restorations [9].
According to the Gauss-Bonnet Theorem from differential geometry [11], the integral over a disk region
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fcan be expressed as an arclength integral over
M ⊂M
the boundary ∂ M as follows
∫
M

KdM = 2π −

which includes the effect of the total curvature. Linear and nonlinear deformation constraints are described
in section 4. In section 5, the details on the discretization are given, and we present the deformation algorithm based on the iterative alternating strategy. The
effect of the total curvature energy and other examples
are discussed in section 6. Some limits and concluding
remarks are made in section 7.

I
∂M

kg ds,

(3)

where kg is the geodesic curvature of the boundary
curve ∂ M . This implies that the Gaussian curvature of
M depends only on a collar neighborhood of ∂ M : if
we make any modification to M away from the boundary, the total curvature is unchanged (as long as M remains topologically a disk).

2 RELATED WORKS
Deformable curve, surface, and solid models gained
popularity in computer vision and computer graphics
after they were proposed in the mid 1980s by Terzopoulos et al. [30]. Terzopoulos introduced the theory of
continuous (multidimensional) deformable models in a
Lagrangian dynamics setting, based on deformation energies in the form of (controlled-continuity) generalized
splines [31]. Since then, many results have been presented in that direction. Nowadays, most existing shape
deformation approaches can be classified as space deformation and surface deformation according to the
way in which they act on the object to be deformed
[4]. Space deformation techniques modify objects by
deforming their embedded space, while surface-based
methods define the deformation directly on the surface
of the object.

That is, the second term in (2) remains constant on surfaces with fixed boundaries and fixed normals on the
boundary. This is the main reason why the surfacebased deformation strategies proposed so far limit the
deformation model to the Willmore energy.
However, when the deformation acts on some interior
f, then M has
region of a closed compact manifold M
fixed boundaries but changing normals, and for an open
manifold the deformation region can even have free
boundaries and normals. Moreover, a deformation can
easily change even the topology of the surface, thus
changing the Gaussian curvature of it. These observations are the major motivations for the work presented
here.
Therefore, the second term in (2) cannot be neglected
in the energy optimization process, and only including
it in the deformation process will allow us to handle a
wider class of free-form deformations.

All space deformation methods use some form of control structure like a lattice to immerse the object then
every structure deformation is propagated to the object
itself. The robustness and the efficiency of these methods are strongly affected by the control structure complexity even if they are less affected by the complexity or the triangles’ quality of the original surface [27].
In Free-Form Space Deformation points of the object
are expressed as a linear combination of the structure
control points and blended with some different bases
functions: Bézier [23], B-spline [13] [17], T-splines
[27] and many others. The unnaturalness of the deform
through a control structure has led to the development
of the Direct Manipulation FFD [15]: the user directly
moves the object points and the system computes the
control point displacements. The Radial Basis Functions-based approach proposed in [3] is equally innovative, it improves upon FFD and DMFFD due to its
handle point nature and the deformation function physically used.
Nonlinear methods are presented in [28], where an energy functional optimizes the local deformation gradients, and in [6], where the object is voxelized and the
deformation is driven by a nonlinear elastic energy.

Moreover, both the energy ET (M ) and EB (M ) are invariants under all Möbious transformations (in particular, rigid motions and uniform scaling of the surfaces).
In extending the energies from smooth surfaces to the
discrete case (polyhedral surfaces) we will require this
property to remain true.
In this paper we are interested in modeling a physically
plausible deformation of a flexible object from its naturally planar (curved) state to an equilibrium configuration due to external localized forces interactively applied by the user (by imposing geometrical constraints).
As energy of deformation associated with the elastically
deformable object we consider the total curvature functional for the justification given above. This energy
is employed to define the internal elastic force of the
object, expressed as δ E, a first variational derivative
of the potential energy of deformation. To deal effectively with boundaries we introduce appropriate boundary conditions which guarantee, when it is possible, to
satisfy G1 continuity conditions at the boundary of the
domain.

There are a plenty of different surface deformation
methods, well summarized in the detailed survey [7].
The Transformation Propagation linearly propagates
the deformation within a region and the main challenge
is how to define the propagation function (e.g. using

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section
2, some related work on mesh deformation is presented
and in section 3, we discuss some potential energies of
deformations and a new variational deformation model
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geodesic distances [2] or Euclidean distances [22]).
The Shell-Based Deformation techniques minimize two
physically-inspired deformation energies: stretching
and bending [32]. The Multi-scale Deformation [8]
mainly decomposes the object into two frequency
bands: high frequency for details and low frequency
for global shape. Two detail-preserving techniques
have been proposed as surface deformation methods
based on differential coordinates: the Gradient-Based
Deformation [35] and the Laplacian-Based Deformation [26],[18]. The former uses the original surface
gradients as target in the least-squares sense for the
deformed surface, the latter is similar but it uses the
Laplacian operator on vertices.
The linear methodologies can be solved very efficiently
but can lead to counterintuitive results for large-scale
deformations, they have obvious limitations and in
some circumstances they even fail. Nonlinear deformation techniques overcome these limitations, but they
require more complex numerical schemes [4].
Typically, some constraints are added to improve quality results: Pyramid coordinates [24], handle-aware
isoline technique [1], volumetric graph Laplacian [16],
skeleton-based inverse kinematics [25] and shell-based
minimization coupled by a nonlinear elastic energy [5].

A reasonable approximation for elastic thin-shell energy which measures stretching and bending is the following (see [4] for details)
∫
Ω

(4)

where I (I ′ ) and II (II ′ ) represent the first and second
fundamental forms for M (M ′ ), ks and kb weight the
matrix norms and determine resistance to stretching and
bending, respectively. The matrix norms in this function make it highly nonlinear, leading to a difficult nonlinear optimization problem. It is therefore common to
simplify (linearize) this objective function by replacing
the change of the first and second fundamental forms
by the first-order and second-order partial derivatives
of the displacement function d [7].
The (simplified) thin plate energy is given by:
EB (d) =

1
2

∫
Ω

kb (∥duu ∥2 + 2∥duv ∥2 + ∥dvv ∥2 )dudv.
(5)

The stretching or membrane energy is defined by the
functional
EM (d) =

Another important issue is the deformation metaphor
which concerns the manner in which the user defines
the deformation: by handle point deformation the user
moves some “handle” points of the object, by curvebased deformation the user imposes deformation by
sketching curves and by control point deformation the
user manages the object in an indirect way [12].

1
2

∫
Ω

ks (∥du ∥2 + ∥dv ∥2 )dudv.

(6)

Deformations of non-rigid surfaces (so called thinshells) require both energies, while for a deformable
solid only the local stretching within the object is
considered.
In order to keep the parametrization of the surface M as
close to isometric as possible, Ω is typically chosen to
be equal to the initial surface M , such that d : M → R3
is defined on the manifold M itself. As a consequence,
the Laplace operator △ w.r.t. the parametrization X
turns into the Laplace-Beltrami operator △M w.r.t. the
manifold M . Therefore when the parametrization is
isometric,

3 ENERGIES OF DEFORMATION
The deformation of a nonrigid body is a change in shape
or size of an object due to applied forces: pulling or
pushing (compressive) forces, shear, bending or torsion
(twisting). A deformation is termed elastic if the undeformed or reference shape restores itself completely,
upon removal of all external forces, inelastic otherwise.
A pioneer work in modeling inelastic deformations simulating behaviors such as viscoelasticity, plasticity, and
fracture, has been proposed in [30] for use in computer
graphics animation of nonrigid objects. More advanced
physically-based PDE models are considered in [21].

EB (d) ≃

1
2

EM (d) ≃

1
2

and

∫
M

∫
M

kb ∥△M d∥2 dM ,

(7)

ks ∥∇M d∥2 dM .

(8)

The minimization of these functionals, performed efficiently by applying variational calculus, yields to their
Euler-Lagrange equations which are

In this work, we focus on elastic deformations of a
non-rigid model during the deformation phase neglecting the phase responsible for recovering the reference
shape.
Let M be a fixed reference surface, parameterized by
a function X : Ω ⊂ R2 → M ⊂ R3 . A deformation is
a function d that maps M to a certain deformed model
M ′ , by adding to each point X(u, v) ∈ M a displacement vector d(u, v), such that M ′ = X ′ (Ω), X ′ = X + d.
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ks ∥I ′ − I∥2 + kb ∥II ′ − II∥2 dudv,

△2M d = 0,

(9)

−△M d = 0,

(10)

for (7), and
for (8), subject to suitable boundary constraints. We denote by EC the variational deformation proposed in [7]
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where stretching and bending are combined together,
given by
−ks △M d + kb △2M d = 0.
(11)

while in a sketch-based system soft constraints are actually advantageous, since they allow the user to place imprecise locations to hint the desire shape, without specifying it exactly.
Representing the coordinate map X by real-valued
functions (x, y, z), defined on M , the prescribed target
positions C are imposed by the following constraints:
∫
1
(X ′ −C)2 dM .
(14)
2 M

We observe that in surface smoothing similar functionals are applied to X itself instead of their displacements
[10].
Note that the linearization in (7) and (8) causes artifacts
for large deformations, as we will verify in the result
section 6.

Intuitive, detail-preserving constraints can be obtained
by preserving local differential properties under deformation.
Let δ = △M (X), the surface deformation is obtained
by
∫
1
(△M X ′ − δ )2 dM .
(15)
2 M
Eq. (15) forces the new position to resemble its undeformed Laplacian as closely as possible, that is, in
view of the fact that △M X = −Hn, with n outward surface normals, it preserves the local curvatures of the undeformed surface. Laplacian deformation methods are
mainly based on the minimization of (15), see [26],[7].
This deformation constraint tries to preserve the orientation of the normals w.r.t. the global coordinate system, whereas in reality they should rotate with the deformed surface. This technique as well as the gradientbased deformation [35] fail to yield intuitive results for
translational deformations as it clearly shown in section
6, since a translation does not cause a change in surface
gradients, or normal vectors. This translation insensitivity is an inherent limitation of most approaches based
on differential coordinates.
A correct deformation should retain the local surface
features, that is their relative orientation and possibly
their size. Therefore, several variants to the linear
model (15) have been proposed for finding local rotations of the geometric details: some require additional
input of the rotation of the handle, others use implicit
optimizations, and multiresolution approaches estimate
the local transformation from the deformation of the
base surface.
Introducing the local transformations T , which can be
restricted to rotation and isotropic scaling, the differential representations δ of the rest mesh X are transformed into the deformed pose: δb = T δ , The deformed
positions X ′ are then obtained by replacing (15) with
the following nonlinear term
∫
1
(△M X ′ − δ̂ (X ′ ))2 dM .
(16)
2 M

We propose instead to minimize the total curvature energy (2), which leads to the Euler-Lagrange equation
△M H(d) − 2H(d)(H 2 (d) − K(d)) = 0,

(12)

subject to natural boundary conditions. Equation (12)
is a fourth-order partial differential equation, (the term
△M H(X) involves fourth-order surface derivatives)
satisfied for an elastica surface. To be well posed it
requires two independent boundary conditions. By natural boundary conditions we mean that no continuity
conditions are specified at the boundary points, but
the continuity is implied by the "outer" part incident
to the boundary of M . The elastica flow has been
proposed
√ for surface fairing and repairing in [34]. Note
that H 2 − K is the half-difference of the principal
curvatures and also in the discrete setting the property
H 2 − K ≥ 0 has to be guaranteed.
In a modeling application, one can be interested either to a dynamic time dependent simulation, or directly to solve the rest state of the deformation process.
For the former, one typically deals with the associated
geometric flow ∂ M /∂ t = −∇(E(d)) by the steepest
descent method. The latter means solving the EulerLagrange formulation subject to user-defined boundary
constraints, which will be discussed in section 4. This
typically means to fix certain surface regions F ⊂ M ,
and to define displacements for the so-called handle
(target) regions H ⊂ M . In an interactive application
M has to be recomputed by solving the PDE each time
the user manipulates the boundary constraints, for instance by moving the handle region H .
Considering the deformation energy together with linear or nonlinear constraints represented by a generic
Φ(·), the constrained deformation can be formulated by
minX ′ E(X ′ − X) subject to

4

Φ(X ′ ).

(13)

LINEAR AND NONLINEAR DEFORMATION CONSTRAINTS

The term δ̂ (X ′ ) is a nonlinear function because it includes the effects of local rotations, thus (16) leads to
a nonlinear least-squares problem, while (15) leads to a
linear least-squares problem. We impose the nonlinear
constraints on the set M \ (F ∪ H ).

First we consider positional constraints that can be either incorporated as hard or soft constraints. The hard
positional constraints are preferred in classical editing tools where the exact position should be achieved,
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that, in general, the evaluation of ∆M H ∪
at Xi (for Xi
either being an inner, that is Xi ∈ X\(F H ), or an
outer vertex, that is Xi ∈ ∂ M ) involves 2-ring neighbor
vertices of Xi . Some of them may be inner vertices, and
the remaining are outer vertices. The inner vertices are
treated as unknowns in the discretized equations and the
outers are incorporated into the right-hand side.

5 MODEL DISCRETIZATION
We are interested in evaluating the constrained variational problem involving the curvature energy (2) for
discrete surfaces, i.e., triangular meshes M which represent a piecewise-linear approximation of the smooth
surfaces M . Let M be defined by a set T of triangles Ti , i = 1, . . . , Nt , that cover M, and a set X of vertices Xi , i = 1, . . . , Nv , where Xi ∈ R3 is the ith vertex,
Xi = (xi , yi , zi ) ∈ R3 , with associated normal vector ni .

A way to enforce soft positional constraints, is to incorporate them in a penalty formulation of the discrete
energy functional

Let us briefly introduce the key ingredients for the discretization on M of the proposed variational deformation formulation. Since for a smooth surface ∆M =
2Hn, see [11], a discrete approximation of the mean
curvature vector Hi ni associated to the vertex Xi can be
derived using the following discrete form
Hi ni = L(Xi ) =

1
2Ai

∑

wi j (X j − Xi ),

(17)

j∈N(i)

where L represents the discretization of the local
Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆M on M, N(i) is the set of
1-ring neighbor vertices of vertex Xi , Ai is the Voronoi
area surrounding Xi , and the weights wi j are positive
numbers which satisfy the normalization condition
∑ j∈N(i) wi j = 1. Different geometric discretizations of
the Laplacian can be obtained for different choices of
the weights in (17), the most common and used in our
discretization, introduced by Meyer et al. in [19], is
wi j = (cot αi j + cot βi j ),

min
E(X ′ − X) +
′
X

In order to approach the interpolation of the constraints
C, the parameter λ has to be chosen sufficiently large.
However, the condition number of the matrix grows
with λ , then a higher weight can cause numerical problems.
Considering the discretization of (13) with total
curvature energy (2), positional constraints (20) and
detail-preserving constraints (16), and using the
fact that δ̂ (X ′ ) are unknowns in the deformation
process, we propose the following energy functional
minimization to solve the mesh deformation problem:
minX ′ ,δ̂ L (X ′ , δ̂ ),
′
′
L (X , δ̂ ) := E(X − X) + λ21 ∥X ′ −C∥2 + λ22 ∥LX ′ − δ̂ ∥2 .

(18)

(21)
The minimum of (21) can be determined by the alternating minimization procedure, namely, for k = 0, 1, . . .,
we solve successively

The notion of Gaussian curvature extends to such discrete surface M and is supported on the vertices Xi ∈ X.
In fact, to keep the Gauss-Bonnet theorem true, we must
take
M

KdM := ∑ Ki ,

Ki =

i

δ̂ (k+1) = argminδ̂ L (X ′(k) , δ̂ )
X ′(k+1) = argminX ′ L (X ′ , δ̂ (k+1) ).

1
(2π − ∑ θ j ), (19)
Ai
j∈N(i)

0 = ∇X ′ L (X ′ , δ̂ (k+1) ) =
(L2 − 2LG)(X ′ − X) + λ1 (X ′ −C) + λ2 (LT (LX ′ − δ̂ (k+1) )),
(23)
where G = H 2 − K.

Considering that the displacement vector is d = X ′ − X,
then the deformation energy models on the surface represented by the mesh M can be discretized as follows:
Ld = 0
L2 d = 0
ks Ld + kb L2 d = 0
L2 d − 2LGd = 0
G = H2 − K

In matrix-vector form, the solution of (23) for the new
mesh vertices X ′ , is given by solving the overdeter′
LX = LX
mined system
LT LX ′ = LT LX




(L2 √
− 2LG)X
(L2√
− 2LG)
(ks L + kb L2 )X ′ = (ks L + kb L2 )X
 0
X′ = 
 (24)
λ1 C
(L2 − 2LG)X ′ = (L2 − 2LG)X
√λ1 InT
√
T
(k+1)
0
λ2 L L
λ2 L δ̂
where the block A = (L2 − 2LG) represents the internal
energy, In ∈ Rn×n is the identity matrix which requires

Each of these models leads to a generic linear system
AX = b with a sparse Nv × Nv coefficient matrix. Note
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(22)

Since L (X ′ , δ̂ (k+1) ) is continuous differentiable in X ′ ,
the solution X ′(k+1) of the second minimization in (22)
is obtained by imposing

where θi are the incident internal angles at Xi . The
simple formula (19) is a standard for triangular meshes
[29].

EM (10)
EB (9)
EC (11)
ET (12)

(20)

where λ > 0 ∈ Rn is the penalty coefficient, and C is
the vector of prescribed vertex positions.

where αi j and βi j are the two angles opposite to the
edge in the two triangles sharing the edge (X j , Xi ).

∫

λ ′
∥X −C∥2
2
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a resorting of the rows of L, and C ∈ Rn is a vector
of elements ci for each of the n positional constraint.
The system has dimension (Nv + 2n) × Nv and it is full
rank, thus it has a unique solution in the least-squares
sense. The linear system of equation (24) is solved by
the conjugate gradient method where we terminate the
iterations as soon as the norm of the residual is less than
or equal to 10−4 . The use of an iterative solver allows us
to avoid storing the large dimension matrices, the only
requirement is matrix-vector products.

and solve (24) replacing the matrix block A with a reduced matrix An ∈ R(Nv −n)×(Nv −n) as follows. Forcing
n constraints leads to the elimination in A of the n rows
corresponding to the constrained vertices (Xi ∈ F ∪H )
and moving the corresponding columns to the righthand side.
We should remark that the original mesh without the
constrained vertices F and H is a reduced mesh with,
in general, more than one connected components. The
associated connectivity matrix should be a reduced rank
matrix. However, the An matrix is not the connectivity
matrix of such a reduced mesh since the elements of An
are the same of the original connectivity matrix, that is
computed on the entire mesh.

The use of L = DL and K = DK with the area-scaling
matrix Dii = 1/Ai in (24) allows to extend the invariance under rigid transformations and uniform scaling
property of the energy ET to the discrete setting.
To update δb(k+1) , the first minimization in (22) gives

The final deformation algorithm simply iterates two
simple and efficient steps which are respectively
responsible for improving the estimation of the local
transformations, and vertex positions. At each iteration,
fixing X ′ , δb(k+1) are updated by using STEP2, then the
computed approximations for δb(k+1) are used to solve
the linear least-squares problem (24). The algorithm
for nonlinear deformation is here summarized:

δ̂ (k+1) = LX ′(k) . In particular, following [16], at each
step we use the two-phase procedure:

• (STEP 1) For each vertex Xi with N(i) neighbors,
i ):
solve for µ i = (µ1i , µ2i , . . . , µN(i)

∑

µ ij ((X j − Xi ) ⊗ (X j−1 − Xi )) = δi ,

(25)

j∈N(i)

ALGORITHM
Discrete Elastica Nonlinear Deformation (DEND)
INPUT: undeformed vertex set X,
OUTPUT: deformed vertex set X ′
Set X (0) = X, δb(X (0) ) = L(X), k=0
STEP 1: Compute µ i , ∀Xi ∈ X by (25)
Repeat
STEP 2: Compute δb(X ′(k+1) ) by (27) and (28)
Solve the linear LS problem (24)
k=k+1
until ∥X ′(k) − X ′(k−1) ∥ < 1 · 10−3

where δi are the Laplacian coordinates before deformation, and (X j − Xi ) ⊗ (X j−1 − Xi ) is the normal
vector to the triangle Xi , X j , X j−1 on Xi . The overdetermined linear system (25) can be represented in
matrix-vector form as
Ai µ i = δi

(26)

where A has dimension 3 × N(i) and solved by SVD
method.
• (STEP 2) Plug the computed µ ij in
di (X ′ ) =

∑

′
− Xi′ )), (27)
µ ij ((X j′ − Xi′ ) ⊗ (X j−1

6

j∈N(i)

X′

In this section we consider some examples to show
how the proposed DEND algorithm performs to deform
structured and unstructured polygonal meshes. All the
examples have been produced on a standard consumerlevel LINUX PC by using the Meshviz software, a
GUI application for geometric surface processing developed at the University of Bologna, Italy, based on
OpenGL graphics library and C language. The current
version of Meshviz offers interactive tools for experimentation with the proposed deformation algorithm but
it does not provide any tangential remeshing feature.
This would prevent from degenerated meshes which
may adversely affect the deformation performance. A
preprocessing step of mesh optimization can alleviate
this problem [20]. Moreover, the DEND algorithm has
no collision detection which would allow for handling
collision occurring between deformed parts of a deformable body. Collision detection is a complex constraint which increases considerably the complexity of

M′.

with
vertices of the deformed mesh
Since
the µ i are the same before and after deformation,
di (X) = Ti δi for local rotations Ti . Finally the Laplacian coordinates are normalized as follows:
di
δb(Xi ) =
∥δi ∥.
∥di ∥

(28)

This means that we use the Laplacian coordinates of the
previous iterative step as the target direction, while taking the magnitude of the original Laplacian coordinates
as the target magnitude. Since the directions to be preserved are those at the rest position, then STEP1 can be
done as preliminary step, while STEP2 updates the new
Laplacian coordinates at each alternating step k.
In case we want to enforce hard positional constraints,
that is constrained vertices which lie in the exact prescribed location, we set λ1 = 0 in the functional (21),
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the deformation model. The Meshviz editing tools are
easy and intuitive and allow the user to interactively select by mouse regular/irregular regions F that he/she
wants to keep fixed so as the areas H that he/she will
drag (rotating, translating) to a target position; the positions of the remaining vertices X \ (F ∪ H ) will be determined by the DEND algorithm. The computational
time of the entire process to set up a new pose for an object depends mainly on the dimension of the free vertex
set X \ (F ∪ H ) which affects the solution of (24) in
DEND algorithm. Therefore, for medium size objects
like those used for the shown examples the deformations are achieved in real-time, while optimizations of
the linear solver will be needed to obtain real-time deformations of larger meshes.

larger deformations. It is the main disadvantage of
linear elasticity. In Fig.1 all the deformations are obtained in a single step. Nevertheless, our deformation
procedure by using ET with non-linear constraints
(Fig.1(m)-(n)), provides well-shaped and aesthetically
pleasing results. Interactive deformation prevents large
deformations, since each step remain reasonably small.
Fig.2 illustrates two large deformations obtained by
interactively applying 5 steps for a total 300◦ twisting
on the bar model (Fig.2(a)), and 3 steps for a 180◦
bending on the cylinder mesh (Fig.2(b)). The other
considered energies were not been able to produce
similar good results.
Example 2. The example illustrated in Fig.3 shows
how to apply a simple deformation to transform a plane
into a bumpy plane. From an original plane model,
shown in Fig.3 (a), the bumpy plane (2115 vertices)
in Fig.3 (b) is achieved by anchoring the red vertices
and translating the blue vertices. The bumpy plane
is then deformed by bending the two sides of the mesh
using the DEND Algorithm with ET .
Example 3. In this example we show the flexibility
of our variational deformation model implemented with
DEND Algorithm on a range of examples, including
both open and closed surfaces representing elastically
deformable models.
Fig.4 shows the deformations of a thin plate model,
represented by the flag (289 vertices) mesh, whose
rest state is flat. Fig.4 illustrates a few snapshots of a
flag waving simulation, obtained by translating the
right side of the flag mesh and anchoring the left side.
The interactive deformation of a complex hand (1515
vertices) model is illustrated in Fig.5, and a torus
twist (576 vertices) is shown in Fig.6.
A sequence of deformations obtained by the DEND algorithm using ET by free interactive shape-editing steps
is shown in Fig.7 on a free bending of dino (10098
vertices) mesh. When dragging the handle vertices, the
deformed surface should retain the look of the original
surface in a natural way. The smooth regions of the surface should remain smooth, but if the surface contains
some geometric details, as in the dinosaur tail and body,
the shape and orientation of these details should be preserved. As shown from these preliminary examples, the
DEND algorithm allows for a natural detail-preserving
deformation.

We demonstrate that our approach enables to apply
small to large deformations on middle-large detailed
meshes while keeping the shape of the details in their
natural orientation.
Example 1. In this example we compare the surfacebased mesh deformation techniques described in section 3. The DEND Algorithm presented in section 5
has been suitably modified to manage the different energy deformations by changing the block matrix A, and
hard/soft constraints, by setting λ1 = 0 or λ1 = 1, respectively.
The deformations are performed on the original
undeformed bar mesh with 856 vertices (Fig.1(a))
and cylinder mesh with 1088 vertices, illustrated
in Fig.1 (b). Fig.1, first column, shows the results
of 135◦ twist of the bar mesh, and second column
reports the 120◦ bending of the cylinder mesh. In
particular, we apply (21) with the deformation energies
EB (9) (Fig.1(e)-(f)), EC (11) (Fig.1(g)-(h)), and ET
(12) (Fig.1(m)-(n)), with non-linear hard constraints
(λ1 = 0, λ2 = 1). For comparison, we also show in
Fig.1(i)-(l) the deformation obtained by the PRIMO
system [5], courtesy from the author’s web page, which
present different, but still physically plausible shape
deformations. However, the cylinder deformation
presents a more concentrate bending in the middle,
while using ET (12) (Fig.1(n)) we get a uniform
deformation along the shape. In each figure the red
vertices represent the vertices F that are fixed; the
blue vertices are the handle (target) constraints H ;
the green area contains the remaining unconstrained
vertices X \ (F ∪ H ) whose position is computed by
the DEND algorithm. Fig.1(c)-(d) show the resulting
deformations by using the thin plate energy EB defined
in (9) applied together with linear constraints (15)
instead of nonlinear (16). The results clearly show the
weaknesses of the linear deformation approach.

7

In linear theory the behaviour of the deformable model
is physically correct only for small displacements
(about 10% of the mesh size), it is less realistic for
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LIMITS AND CONCLUSIONS

The main requirement for physically based surface deformation is an elastic energy that measures how much
an object has been deformed from its initial configuration. In this paper a new constrained variational
surface-based deformation model is proposed, by exploiting the total curvature as a better aesthetic measure
for deformation of elastic bodies.
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There are a number of crucial requirements on a shape
deformation operation which make it a challenging
problem: (i) the operation should be efficient enough
for interactive work, (ii) it should provide local influence and detail preservation, (iii) the editing operation
should naturally change the shape and simultaneously
respect the structural detail, (iv) elastic bodies should
not self-intersect as they deform.

[8]

The proposed variational model satisfies the requirements (ii) and (iii). The current version of the DEND
algorithm in Meshviz does not allow for great performance, which will require an optimized implementation. Therefore, deformation editing can be achieved in
real-time only for medium size objects like those used
for the shown examples. Moreover, self intersections
can be avoided by surrounding the surface of the object with bounding boxes and using collision dynamics.
This is not yet available in our simple deformation software.

[10]

[9]

[11]
[12]

[13]

Nevertheless, we demonstrated that our deformation
model yields realistic effects, while still maintaining
computational tractability. Many open directions will
be investigated, starting from considering total curvature energies that are minimized by a non-flat rest surface, following the more general energy in (1).

[14]
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135◦ twist

120◦ bend

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(l)

(m)
(n)
Figure 1: Deformation of the bar (left column) and
cylinder (right column) meshes. The deformations
are achieved by anchoring the red vertices and twisting/bending the blue vertices.
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(b)
Figure 2: (a) 300◦ twist of the bar mesh; (b) 180◦ bend
of the cylinder mesh.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Interactive deformation of the hand mesh:
(a) undeformed mesh; (b)-(c)-(d) deformed mesh from
different points of view.

Figure 3: (a) Original plane model; (b) Bumpy
plane achieved by deforming (a) anchoring the red vertices and translating the blue vertices; (c) undeformed
shaded model; (d) deformation by bending the two
sides of the mesh.

Figure 6: A twist of torus mesh.

Figure 4: A sequence of flag deformations by translating the right side and anchoring the left side of the
mesh.
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Figure 7: A sequence of dino deformations by free
interactive shape-editing steps.
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ABSTRACT
Optical parameter assignment via Transfer Functions (TF) is the sole interactive part in medical visualization via
volume rendering. Being an interactive element of the rendering pipeline, TF specification has very important
effects on the quality of volume-rendered medical images. However, TF specification should be supported by
informative search spaces, interactive data exploration tools and intuitive user interfaces. Due to the trade-off
between user control and TF domain complexity, integrating different features into the TF without losing user
interaction is a challenging task since both are needed to fulfill the expectations of a physician. By addressing
this problem, we introduce a semi-automatic method for initial generation of TFs. The proposed method extends
the concept of recently introduced Volume Histogram Stack (VHS), which is a new domain constructed by
aligning the histograms of the image slices of a CT and/or MR series. In this study, the VHS concept is extended
by allowing the user to define an alignment axis using orthogonal multi planar reconstructions via simple, yet
effective, interaction mechanisms. The construction of VHS according to the slices generated specifically for
user defined search space allows the more informative integration of local intensity distribution, and better
spatial positioning of the organ of interest into the TF. For testing, the proposed strategy is applied to kidney
visualization from CT and MRI series. The performance of extended VHS domain is evaluated via intensity
based TF design. Volumetric histogram based manual TF specifications are quantitatively compared to VHS
based manual tweaking of original slices, and to extended-VHS based automatic TF design. The results show
both quantitatively and qualitatively enhanced rendering quality for kidney visualization.

Keywords
Transfer Function Specification, Volume Rendering, Medical Visualization, Kidney.
specification of an appropriate TF is a challenging
problem, where effective initial TF designs should be
generated prior to the optimization part, which is
controlled by the user. Moreover, advanced user
interaction interfaces [Rez06] and data exploration
tools [Sel07] should be provided for fulfilling user
expectations.

INTRODUCTION
Visualization aims to produce clear and informative
pictures of the important structures in a data set.
Depending on the application, this requires
interactive determination of visual parameters such
as opacity and color. In volume rendering technique
[Dre98], combinations of these visual parameters can
be determined during the rendering pipeline. During
the generation of volume rendered images, Transfer
Function (TF) specification is the step where these
adjustments can be done. Therefore, it is crucial and
important to design accurate TFs to produce
meaningful and intelligible 3-D images. However,
TF design is a very difficult task because of the
availability of various possibilities in extensive
search spaces of TFs [Pfi00]. Since this flexibility of
search space cannot be kept in strict bounds,

To overcome the difficulty of initial TF generation
generally a number of predefined TF presets are used
as starting point (so called initial TF design). The
main idea behind this approach is that certain types
of volume data are standardized in the range of data
values and special sub-ranges are assigned to the
same type of structure (thus, predefined TFs are
adjusted due to these ranges). However, volumetric
data usually have varying characteristics even in
different samples of the same application. For
instance, in medical imaging, depending on different
modality settings, injection of a contrast media or
environmental circumstances, the sub-ranges of the
tissues may vary significantly. For these reasons, a
limited number of TF presets cannot be enough to
cover all possible cases and to provide useful initial

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to
redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission
and/or a fee.
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TFs. In order to create a useful initial TF that
provides a good basis prior to optimization, an
automatic sub-range detection method that finds the
intensity range for each structure of interest is
needed. Moreover, it is necessary to integrate the
developed method into the TF design procedure
without losing user control and interaction over the
search space.

orthogonal multi planar reconstructions via simple,
yet effective, interaction mechanisms. The
construction of VHS according to aligning the slices
generated specifically for user defined search space
allows the integration of local intensity distribution,
and spatial positioning of the organ of interest into
the TF. For testing, the proposed strategy is applied
to kidney visualization from CT and MRI series. The
performance of extended VHS domain is evaluated
via intensity based TF design. Volumetric histogram
based manual TF specifications are quantitatively
compared to VHS based manual tweaking of original
slices, and extended VHS based automatic TF design.
The results show both quantitatively and qualitatively
enhanced rendering quality for kidney visualization.
With the help of this expansion, the VHS becomes an
effective new domain as a search space for TF
specification on any kind of 3D data.

TF specification methods can roughly be divided into
two groups as data-centric [Kin98] and image-centric
[Shi98]. In both of them, finding the contours that are
hidden behind another is an important aspect of
useful TF generation [Baj97]. To achieve this goal,
effective use of spatial information is necessary
[Roe05]. In [Roe05], spatial TFs are introduced as
1D or multidimensional TFs, where spatial
information has been used to derive the color,
whereas statistical (and/or spatial information) is
used to set up the opacity. Local properties are used
to increase the performance of topological
approaches. In [Sat00], 3D filters, based on gradient
vector and Hessian matrix, are used to enhance
specific 3D local intensity structures. In [Lun06a],
histogram contents for local neighborhoods are used
to detect and separate tissues with similar intensities.
In [Lun06b], an enhancement that amplifies ranges
corresponding to spatially coherent materials by
using alpha-histograms, which are individually
retrieved by dividing the data set into local regions, is
implemented. These studies show the importance of
local information in solving major problems in TF
generation such as the classification of overlapping
tissues. Recent studies also focus on size [Wes10],
shape, appearance [Saa10] and visibility [Car11] of
anatomical structures for constructing effective TFs.

DATA SETS
The first application is an abdominal CT series taken
at the venous phase for the evaluation of a liver
transplantation donor [Sel07] (Figure 1). Images
were acquired after contrast agent injection at portal
phase using a Philips Secura CT with two detectors
equipped with the spiral CTA option and located in
Dokuz Eylül University Radiology Department. The
second data set is acquired using a 1,5T MRI system
located in the same department. Both scanners
produce 12 bit DICOM images with a resolution of
512 × 512 for CT and 256 x 256 for MR. The data
sets were collected from the Picture Archiving and
Communication System of the same department.

By addressing this problem, we introduce a semiautomatic method for initial generation of TFs. The
proposed method extends the concept of Volume
Histogram Stack (VHS). VHS is recently introduced
in [Sel09] as a new domain which is created by
aligning the histograms of the image slices of a
CT/MR series. Histograms were generated from
orthogonal directions of slice planes, namely, axial,
coronal and sagittal. Thus, VHS can represent the
intensity values of the tissues as well as their spatial
information and local distributions (via lobes in
VHS) which are not available in conventional
volume histograms. The tissues which are at different
slices but with similar gray level distributions can
clearly be distinguished by using this spatial
information. Then, a tissue (a structure of interest)
can effectively be visualized by determining its
corresponding lobe(s) in VHS, which represents that
structure of interest, and by assigning a color-opacity
value to that lobe.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1. a) An original CT image slice (direction
of acquisition), (b) Left kidneys at different slices
(left to right order is from beginning to the end of
the series). Note that, kidney start to occur
smaller, becomes larger and gets smaller again.

In this study, the VHS concept is extended by
allowing user to define an alignment axis using
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smaller objects as slices proceed (Figure 1.b). This
causes a lobe-like histogram distribution for kidneys.
The peaks of the lobes are at the slices in which
kidneys appear biggest in size (Figure 2). This
additional information is available only if the zdimension (orthogonal to the slices) is used as
exploited in the VHS concept.
This provides the advantage of discriminating
kidneys from other organs that are spatially separated
in the direction of acquisition even if the intensity
range of these organs/tissues completely overlap with
kidneys. Traditional volume histograms cannot take
this advantage as they represent cumulative graylevel distribution over all data set. On the other hand,
in practice, kidneys do not get completely separate
lobes. Instead, the lobes have intersecting regions if
kidneys and similar intensity organs are partially
spatially non-separated.

METHODOLOGY
In CT and/or MR data sets, the kidneys may have
different gray value distributions according to
environmental circumstances, injection of a contrast
media, and certain modality parameters. Moreover,
their location, orientation and size may differ due to
patient anatomy (Figure 1). Although, there is a
calibrated intensity scale in CT (i.e. Hounsfield Units
– HU), the above mentioned diversity still exists.
Moreover, volume rendering is not commonly used
for MR data sets since there is no calibrated intensity
scale. In conventional approach, both for CT and MR
data sets, the volume histogram is the main guide to
find the tissues of interest.
On the other hand, these kidneys do not always
correspond to visible peaks as reported in [Lun06a].
The reason behind this is the existence of dominant
peaks which occur due to unified intensity range of
overlapping tissues such as liver and spleen.
Especially in CT, these abdominal organs occur in a
very narrow range of HU values. This overlap
hardens the usage of TFs in the visualization of
kidneys.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)
Figure 2. Left kidney analysis from CT (a) VHS
for cropped axial slices (top view), red rectangle
shows the intensity range of left kidney (b) VHS
for axial slices (rear view).

(c)
Figure 3. (a) Reconstruction strategy inside the
volume, (b) circular area selection from axial, (c)
vertical height selection from sagittal (left kidney)

Through a series of abdominal image slices, kidneys
begin to occur as small objects at first, expand in the
successive slices, and finally disappear by becoming
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To take advantage of spatial knowledge more, VHS
approach has been extended to produce alignments
through x and y-dimensions. For instance, in the
above mentioned case, if the major slicing axis is zdimension, VHS which can be generated using the
histograms calculated for axial images (x-y
dimensions) and aligned through z-dimension to
construct VHS. Moreover, with the help of spatial
extension, VHS can also be generated by using the
histograms of coronal images (y-z dimensions) and
aligning them through x-dimension or the histograms
of sagittal images (x-z dimensions) aligning them
through y-dimension. This enables organ based
selection for the VHS which can be generated based
on the organ to be visualized and independent of
slicing axis without an additional scanning
procedure. With this opportunity, VHS can
distinguish structures which are separated in any of x,
y, and z-dimensions.
In this study, this approach is further extended for
kidney visualization by allowing the user to select a
cylindrical tube using a Multi Planar Reconstruction
(MPR) interface (Figure 3.a). The interaction
mechanism enables user to select a circular Region of
Interest (ROI) first (Figure 3.b), in any one of three
MPR reconstructions (i.e. axial, sagittal, and
coronal). This step determines the center and radius
of the 3-D cylinder. Then, using an MPR image,
which is orthogonal to the MPR image used in the
first step, the height of the cylinder is determined
(Figure 3.c). Finally, based on a defined thickness,
new image slices, all of which have same center
position and size of (2 x radius) x height, are
generated (Figure 4.a). The VHS generated using
these user defined slices by aligning their histograms
exploits more a priori information as providing
kidney specific inter-slice spatial domain knowledge
(Figure 4.b-c). Thus, the information on local
histogram distributions of organ of interest is more
evident (Figure 5-6). The tissues which are at
different slices but with similar gray-level
distributions can clearly be distinguished by using
this spatial information.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 4. (a) Left kidneys at reconstructed slices
(b) VHS for reconstructed slices (top view), red
rectangle shows the intensity range of left kidney
(c) VHS for reconstructed slices (rear view).

The VHS data exploits more a priori information as
saving inter-slice spatial domain knowledge since
each slice histogram is represented separately. It
demonstrates changes in the gray values through the
series of slices, thus includes information on local
histogram distributions of tissues. For example, when
a tissue appears larger in an image, the number of
pixels representing this tissue also increases and vice
versa. The VHS demonstrates these changes much
better than the volume histogram since the data
distribution is shown in a continuous way through the
series. Thus, it can represent the intensity values of
the tissues as well as their spatial information and
local distributions which are not available in
conventional volume histograms.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Axial CT Left Kidney (LK), (a) result of
thresholding 185<T<250, (b) result of postprocessing, (c) difference with reference.
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(a)

(b)

j, n, s, w) are eliminated by selecting largest
connected component (Figure 10. c, g, k, o, t, y).
Accuracy of classifications is compared with
reference data sets, which were manually segmented.
The same procedure is also applied to axial data sets
and results are compared. Considering each pixel is
either assigned to kidney (i.e. Positive - 1) or not
(Negative - 0), the comparisons are made by counting
True Positive (TP), True Negative (TN), False
Positive (FP), and False Negative (FN) instances.
The error measures calculated between classification
results and reference data using above variables are:
1) False Positive Ratio (FPR =100*FP / (TN+TP)),
2) False Negative Ratio (FNR =100*FN / (TP+FN)),
3) Sensitivity, which gives the percentage of positive
labeled instances that were predicted as positive, and
calculated as (SE =100*TP / (TP+FN)),
4) Specificity, which gives the percentage of negative
labeled instances that were predicted as negative and
calculated as (SP =100*TN / (TN+FP)),
5) Positive Predictive Value (i.e. Precision), which
gives the percentage of positive predictions that are
correct and calculated as (PPV =100*TP / (TP+FP)),
6) Negative Predictive Value, which gives the
percentage of negative predictions that are correct
and calculated as (NPV =100*TN / (TN+FN)).
The values of these measures are given in Tables 1-3.

(c)

Figure 6. Reconstructed CT Left Kidney (LK), (a)
result of thresholding 200<T<250, (b) result of
post-processing, (c) difference with reference.

RESULTS
We have tested our algorithm on both MR and CT
data sets. Four data sets (i.e. 2 MR and 2 CT) consist
of axial DICOM slices from abdomen, thus include
both left and right kidneys. First, we obtained the
VHS of both axial and reconstructed images of left
and right kidneys. Then, for both VHS, a threshold
range is determined manually. According to the
indicated threshold range, an intensity based TF is
designed and pixels are classified. A simple postprocessing part has been used which uses “connected
component” analysis. With the help of postprocessing, small misclassifications (Figure 10. b, f,

MR Data set

CT Data set

Organ
LK
RK

Data Type

FPR

FNR

SE

SP

PPV

NPV

Axial

0.17

14.65

85.35

99.72

99.58

89.82

Reconst.

0.23

15.86

84.14

99.70

99.13

93.80

Axial

0.52

13.27

86.73

99.27

97.96

95.05

Reconst.

0.49

12.56

87.44

99.28

98.50

93.76

Axial

10.29

28.03

71.97

91.21

85.15

88.29

Reconst.

2.51

18.98

81.02

96.36

93.69

89.44

Axial

0.08

20.46

79.54

99.89

99.71

91.52

Reconst.

0.53

9.50

90.50

99.06

98.81

92.40

LK

RK

Table 1. Kidneys Results for Axial and Reconstructed CT and MR Data set without post-processing

MR Data set

CT Data set

Organ
LK
RK

Data Type

FPR

FNR

SE

SP

PPV

NPV

Axial

6.63

25.97

74.03

90.47

85.70

81.80

Reconst.

1.57

15.76

84.24

97.92

91.73

93.75

Axial

4.60

13.08

86.92

94.56

85.54

94.89

Reconst.

5.13

11.64

88.36

93.23

88.01

93.74

Axial

13.15

27.81

72.19

87.32

79.83

87.97

Reconst.

14.63

18.96

81.04

81.31

73.89

88.01

Axial

1.55

19.63

80.37

97.85

94.79

91.63

LK

RK

Reconst.

0.74
9.38
90.62
98.71
98.32
92.46
Table 2. Kidneys Results for Axial and Reconstructed CT and MR Data set with post-processing
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. 3D reconstruction of axial image of (a) MR right kidney, (b) CT left kidney.
In Table 1-2, the results of first CT - MR data set
pair are given for axial and reconstructed images.
These data sets differ from the second CT - MR
data set pair in terms of image contrast. In other
words, histogram of first CT-MR data set pair is
narrower than the histogram of second CT-MR data
set pair.
In Table 1, application of proposed algorithm
without post-processing is given, while Table 2
covers results with post-processing.

reconstructed VHS is used. Other measures also
reflect the superior performance of proposed
domain compared to the original domain. Figure 11
shows slice-by-slice results for a set of selected
images for these data sets. Two exemplary 3D
reconstructions are given in Figure 7 (note that nopost processing filters are used to increase
rendering quality to sow FP and FN voxels clearly).

CONCLUSIONS
This study presents a new domain for TF
specification by extending volume histogram
stacks, which are constructed by aligning histogram
of each slice in a medical image series. The
extension is done by using multi planar
reconstructions and a user-friendly interface to
determine a radial reconstruction of the original
data. Although four data sets are used, the intensity
TF based classification using reconstructed VHS is
shown to have higher performance than using VHS
for axial images. Although, these results should be
confirmed by increasing number of applications,
some early conclusions can be made. First, the
shape of kidneys show less variability in size at
reconstructed images compared to axial slices,
which is an important advantage for shape based
approaches. Second, in this study, reconstructed
VHS are created using interpolated images (i.e.
Figure 4.a, 10.e, m, v, 11.f, p, aa). However, using
data without interpolation might increase the
performance.

The results show comparable performance for left
kidney (LK) of axial and reconstructed VHS for CT
data. On the other hand, results for MR data show
improved performance especially when no postprocessing is done. This is an important result since
it shows better data classification on reconstructed
TF domain than axial TF domain.
Considering right kidney (RK) (i.e. 3rd and 4th
rows), the results show that FPR values are
comparable but FNR measures are significantly
better using reconstructed VHS for CT data. The
results for MR data set (i.e. 7th and 8th rows) are.
Similar to the results in CT, error measures show
significantly improved FP and FN rates using
reconstructed VHS domain.
The selection of the orientation and size of radial
reconstruction for VHS is shown in Figure 8. In
Figure 9, VHS for both axial and reconstructed data
and manually determined threshold ranges are
shown. Figure 10 shows slice-by-slice results for a
set of selected images.

An automatic method finding appropriate intensity
range of an organ of interest especially using local
VHS information is a challenging future study.
Also, a user interface, which can use different
geometries for VHS generation, will be developed
for allowing the use of VHS for other organs.

Table 3 shows the results of error measures for
second CT - MR data set pair. For CT data, FNR
rate is significantly reduced for bot LK and RK
using reconstructed VHS domain. Moreover, for
MR data set, both FPR and FNR are lower when
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

Figure 8. Circular area and vertical height selections (a, b) CT RK, (c, d) MR RK, (e, f) MR LK

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 9. Right kidney analysis from CT (a) VHS for axial slices (top view), VHS for reconstructed
slices, (b) top view, (c) side view. Left kidney analysis from MR (d) VHS for axial slices (top view),
VHS for reconstructed slices, (e) top view, (f) side view. Right kidney analysis from MR (g) VHS for
axial slices (top view), VHS for reconstructed slices, (h) top view, (i) side view. (PS: red rectangles show
the intensity ranges of kidneys).
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(a)

(e)

(i)

(b)

(f)

(j)

(c)

(d)

(g)

(h)

(k)

(l)

(m)

(n)

(o)

(r)

(s)

(t)

(v)

(w)

(p)

(u)

(y)

(z)

Figure 10. CT Right Kidney (RK) (a) cropped axial image, (b) result of thresholding 185<T<250, (c)
result of post-processing, (d) difference with reference, (e) reconstructed image, (f) result of
thresholding 185<T<250, (g) result of post-processing, (h) difference with reference. MR Left Kidney
(LK) (i) cropped axial image, (j) result of thresholding 140<T<230, (k) result of post-processing, (l)
difference with reference, (m) reconstructed image, (n) result of thresholding 100<T<150, (o) result of
post-processing, (p) difference with reference, MR Right Kidney (RK) (r) cropped axial image, (s)
result of thresholding 150<T<230, (t) result of post-processing, (u) difference with reference, (v)
reconstructed image, (w) result of thresholding 100<T<180, (y) result of post-processing, (z) difference
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

(m)

(n)

(o)

(r)

(s)

(t)

(u)

(v)

(w)

(x)

(y)

(z)

(aa)

(bb)

(cc)

(dd)

(p)

(e)

(ee)

Figure 11. For all rows of the figure, from left to right, the images show: cropped axial or
reconstructed image, result of post-processing, difference of result with reference, another example of
difference image from the same data set, transparent illustration of FP and FN pixels on the image. The
rows of the figure correspond to (a)-(e) axial CT Right Kidney, (f)-(j) reconstructed CT Right Kidney,
(k)-(0) axial MR Left Kidney, (p)-(u) reconstructed MR Left Kidney, (v)-(z) axial MR Right
Kidney,(aa)-(ee) reconstructed MR Right Kidney (FP pixels are shown in yellow while FN pixels are
shown in red).
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Data Type
FPR
FNR
SE
SP
PPV
NPV
Axial
0.39
22.43
77.57
99.55
98.17
94.47
LK
Reconst.
0.75
4.4
95.6
99.1
96.72
98.73
Axial
0.86
8.13
91.87
98.9
96.7
97.83
RK
Reconst.
2.89
5.62
94.38
97.06
88.54
97.31
Axial
1.05
22.32
77.68
98.99
93.06
96.31
LK
Reconst.
0.18
22.69
77.31
99.77
99.43
89.77
Axial
0.78
10.78
89.22
99.02
96.83
97.51
RK
Reconst.
0.58
10.48
89.52
99.17
98.38
94.81
Table 3. Kidneys Results for Axial and Reconstructed CT and MR Data set with post-processing
MR
Data set

CT
Data set

Organ
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ABSTRACT
Iterative reconstruction algorithms have been recently introduced into X-ray computed tomography imaging. Enabling patient dose reduction by up to 70% without affecting image quality they deserve attention; therefore properties of noise present in iteratively reconstructed data should be examined and compared to the images reconstructed
by conventionally used filtered back projection. Instead of evaluating noise in imaged phantoms or small homogeneous regions of interest in real patient data, a methodology for assessing the noise in full extent of real patient
data and in diverse tissues is presented in this paper. The methodology is based on segmentation of basic tissues,
subtraction of images reconstructed by different algorithms and computation of standard deviation and radial onedimensional noise power spectra. Tissue segmentation naturally introduces errors into estimation of noise power
spectra; therefore, magnitude of segmentation error is examined and is considered to be acceptable for estimation
of noise power spectra in soft tissue and bones. As a result of this study it can be concluded that iDose4 hybrid
iterative reconstruction algorithm effectively reduces noise in multidetector X-ray computed tomography (MDCT)
data. The MDCT noise has naturally different characteristics in diverse tissues; thus it is object dependent and
phantom studies are therefore unable to reflect its whole complexity.

Keywords
X-ray computed tomography, iterative reconstruction, dose reduction, image quality, noise power spectra.

1

INTRODUCTION

reconstruction; for further details see [BKK12] and references therein. Modern iterative reconstructions have
potential to replace the conventionally used filtered
back projection (FBP) algorithm; therefore, properties
of iteratively reconstructed images, especially in terms
of image noise, must be evaluated. Many studies
dealing with problem of noise evaluation in iteratively
reconstructed images have been published recently.
These studies are targeted either to assessment of
images acquired by scanning of artificial phantoms
[MGB` 13] or to evaluation of small regions of interest
in real patient data [MNS` 10]. According to [SS13],
phantom studies cannot affect the whole complexity of
noise in iteratively reconstructed images as the noise
properties are dependent on imaged objects. A similar
disadvantage has the latter approach, where only very
limited portion of data from a specific (in many cases
homogeneous) tissue is evaluated. This contribution
aims to extend these analyses; a methodology for
quantitative noise properties extraction from a whole

Reduction of patient radiation dose introduced by
MDCT is very topical theme nowadays as a number of
examinations and thus overall population radiation exposure are steadily increasing. As a result of increased
effort in this branch, modern iterative reconstruction
methods have been introduced, which enable reduction
of patient dose by up to 70%, declaratively without
affecting image quality. Such a dramatic dose reduction
is enabled by inclusion of photon counting statistics
nad/or models of acquisition process into the iterative

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of
this work for personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit
or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and
the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires
prior specific permission and/or a fee.
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complex volume of iteratively reconstructed real patient data and also from fundamental tissues separately
is thus presented in this paper.

2

ACQUISITION AND RECONSTRUCTION PARAMETERS

Image data processed and analyzed in this study were
acquired by a Philips Briliance 64-channel CT scanner and reconstructed by a prototype of iDose4 reconstructor, which uses hybrid iterative reconstruction to
compute image data from a set of measured projections. A large set of one hundred and thirty real patient data has been acquired during ordinary operation
of a radiological center in the University Hospital Brno
- Children’s Medical Center. The data set is evenly distributed between males and females aged in the range
from one month to eighty years and contains images of
three main body parts (head, abdominal and thoracic).
Each patient was scanned either with a regular dose
according to the standard scanning protocol, or in the
high quality mode (HQ) or with reduced radiation dose.
The rate of the dose reduction was chosen according to
Tab. 1 and was controlled by respective reduction of
tube anode current.
Body part

Reduction

Brain

Thorax

Abdomen

0% red.

0% red.

0% red.

30% red. HQ

30% red.

30% red.

30% red.

70% red.

80% red.

Table 1: Choice of dose reduction while scanning diverse body parts

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

anatomical structures (i.e. the nature of image noise is
different e.g. in bones and in soft tissue). In order to
overcome this problem, segmentation of basic tissues
in acquired data must be done and noise properties
must be evaluated separately in the segmented tissues.
The segmentation is based on our methodology previously published in [WJ12] where distinguishing between fundamental tissues is carried out by thresholding and subsequent classification of insufficiently segmented trabecular bones. In order to make the paper
self-explaining, the methodology of the segmentation
algorithm is briefly presented; however, interested readers are referred to [WJ12] for further details.

TISSUES SEGMENTATION

As already stated, the main disadvantage of many
studies evaluating noise properties of iteratively reconstructed images is in the fact that these approaches can
not provide comprehensive and precise description of
image noise when it is spatially dependent on imaged
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(b)

Figure 1: Examples of binary masks used for elimination of uninteresting structures computed from three
main body parts: (a) slice of original brain data, (b)
mask computed from (a), (c) slice of original thoracic
data, (d) mask computed from (c), (e) slice of original
abdominal data, (f) mask computed from (e).

Acquired raw data were reconstructed once by FBP and
four times by iDose4 , always with two differently adjusted reconstruction parameters. The two parameters
were: ID level, which, according to [Hea], defines percentual strength of iterative reconstruction in reducing
quantum noise, and Multi Resolution option, which can
be activated additionally to any selected ID level. In
this study, ID level was selected to be 30% (ID30), 50%
(ID50) and 70% (ID70) independently on imaged body
part, patient sex, age and dose reduction. Interpretation
of the ID level is as follows: an image acquired with
30% dose reduction and reconstructed by iDose4 with
level ID30 is declared to have equal standard deviation
of noise as the identical image acquired with full dose
and reconstructed using FBP.

3

(a)

Although thresholding is conceptually very simple,
a problem is in proper determination of thresholds
for distinguishing between tissues, especially when
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

Figure 2: Images resulting from segmentation of brain 1a (a) - (c), thoracic 1c (d) - (g) and abdominal 1e (h) - (k)
data: Segments of brain image are (a) paranasal sinuses, (b) soft tissue and (c) bones. Segments of thoracic image
are (d) lungs, (e) adipose tissue, (f) soft tissue, (g) bones. Segments of abdominal image are (h) air in colon, (i)
adipose tissue, (j) soft tissue, (k) bones.
acquired data vary substantially between imaged body
parts and also within the scope of specific body part as
a result of different patient age, sex, body proportions,
pathologies etc. Evaluation of grayscale histogram is
used to solve this problem, as histograms of the body
parts are characterized by several very apparent peaks
(e.g. a typical histogram of thoracic body part contains
four peaks, which are representations of surrounding
air, lung, adipose tissue and soft tissue). By a peak
detection algorithm, one-dimensional linear and median filtering, applied consecutively on histograms,
only significant peaks are detected. Positions and
magnitudes of detected peaks serve as parameters
of initial Gaussian curves, which are then optimally
fitted to the histogram using least-squares method,
and final thresholds for segmentation are subsequently
determined from those optimally fitted curves.
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Due to overlapping of Hounsfield units (HU) of soft tissue and inner parts of bones (trabecular bones), thresholding is unable to distinguish exactly between them.
The imperfect segmentation of bones causes areas of
zeros fully surrounded by ones in binary images representing segmentation of bones, which are extracted
using a boundary tracking algorithm. The extracted areas represent either trabecular bones or soft tissue. Although the Hounsfield units of soft tissue and trabecular bones are partially overlapping, the shapes of their
histograms differ substantially thanks to apparent texture of trabeculae in inner part of bones. In contrast
with soft tissue histograms, the histograms of trabecular bones are more compact and skewed towards higher
Hounsfield units. The shape differences are quantified
by four parameters; entropy, compactness, skewness
and kurtosis, so that each area is described by a feature
vector of those parameters. The final step in segmen-
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ID30 minus FBP; STD = 2.6053 HU

(a)

ID50 minus FBP; STD = 4.6515 HU

(b)

ID70 minus FBP; STD = 7.0887 HU

(c)

ID70MR minus FBP; STD = 6.4525 HU

ID30 minus FBP; STD = 2.6346 HU

(e)

ID50 minus FBP; STD = 4.499 HU

(f)

ID70 minus FBP; STD = 6.6347 HU

(g)

ID70MR minus FBP; STD = 6.0064 HU

ID30 minus FBP; STD = 3.0539 HU

ID50 minus FBP; STD = 5.4065 HU

ID70 minus FBP; STD = 8.2483 HU

ID70MR minus FBP; STD = 7.8385HU

(i)

(j)

(k)

(d)

(h)

(l)

Figure 3: Residual noise images of a head body part: (a) - (d) residual noise images of paranasal sinuses, (e) - (h)
residual noise images of bones, (i) - (l) residual noise images of soft tissue. First column - subtraction of ID30 and
FBP reconstruction, Second column - subtraction of ID50 and FBP reconstruction, third column - subtraction of
ID70 and FBP reconstruction, fourth column - subtraction of ID70MR and FBP reconstruction. The residual noise
images are depicted in absolute value and logarithmic scale for highlighting small differences between them.
tation is the decision, whether extracted areas represent
soft tissue or trabecular bone, based on these vectors
classified by an artificial neural network.

ments of foreground are labeled and size of each segment is computed. Providing that the largest connected
binary segment represents the human body (it is always
true for our data set), other foreground structures are
removed by binary area opening [Soi03]. The last step
is addition of interesting structures from background
(typically sinuses and lungs) to the final binary mask.
With respect to continuity of human body, organs filled
by air must be surrounded by tissue, and the addition
can be performed by filling based on morphological reconstruction [Soi03]. Examples of binary masks used
for elimination of uninteresting structures are depicted
in Fig. 1 together with corresponding slices of original
data. Final segmentations of basic tissues, carried out
on original images depicted in Fig. 1, are presented in
Fig. 2, where binary masks resulting from the segmentation are multiplied with corresponding original data.

The described segmentation algorithm is slightly modified in this paper as only noise parameters inherent to
tissues of human body should be assessed. Acquired
images contain also unimportant structures, such as surrounding air and patient table, which must be removed
prior to applying the described segmentation. Removing of unimportant structures is performed in three simple steps. The first step is thresholding using a threshold determined by Otsu method [Ots79], which optimally distinguish between objects and background. The
background involves surrounding air and low density
tissues such as lung or paranasal sinuses, whereas the
foreground is formed by tissues of human body and the
metallic part of patient table. Connected binary seg-
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11

Standard deviation of residual noise [HU]

Standard deviation of residual noise [HU]
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MR
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Box plots of residual noise standard deviations, computed from whole set of patient data, in dependence
on ID level and imaged tissue. The central red line is a median, blue horizontal edges of box are 25th and 75th
percentiles, dashed lines cover extent of the most extreme points and red crosses indicate outliers.

4

iDose4 ) results in a new random field with a different STD. In [WJO` 12] it is shown that STD of residual noise indicates the relative improvement of noise
standard deviation in an iteratively reconstructed image
with respect to the correcponding image reconstructed
by FBP. Box plots, calculated from the whole set of 40
brain images, showing standard deviations of residual
noise as dependent on ID level and tissue type are depicted in Fig. 4. A rising trend of residual noise STD
in dependence on ID level can be observed, which according to [WJO` 12] indicates lover content of noise
in images reconstructed with higher ID level. Fig. 4
also provides evidence of spatial variance of noise as
the STD is different in diverse tissues.

RESIDUAL NOISE IMAGES AND
NOISE DESCRIPTORS

In order to compare noise properties of images reconstructed by iDose4 with images reconstructed by
FBP, the anatomical structures must be removed and
images of pure noise must be analyzed. Images obtained by FBP and by iDose4 are reconstructed from
a single set of raw data (for a single patient); they are
therefore in perfect spatial coherence and they can be
subtracted without further registration. Providing that
anatomical information is identical in every reconstruction, images of pure noise are obtained by subtraction of data reconstructed using FBP from the iteratively reconstructed data (i.e. data labeled by ID30,
ID50, ID70 and ID70MR). They are called residual
noise images and are subject of further analysis. According to [BCK` 04], head images do not contain any
structures likely to produce streaking artifacts; therefore their residual noise images contain only the statistical noise, which is easier to analyze. Hence, only head
residual noise images will be analyzed in this paper. Binary masks resulting from the proposed segmentation
are multiplied with residual noise images, see Fig. 3, so
that noise properties can be evaluated in diverse tissues
separately.

4.1

4.2

Even though STD is a valuable measure of statistical noise in MDCT images, it provides information
only about average magnitude of image noise; however, its frequency distribution is very important for
human perception. Such information may be obtained
by computation of noise power spectrum (NPS), which
is often used as a quality measure of MDCT imaging systems [BCMG07], [BNCL09]. A direct digital
method for computation of NPS presented in [SCJ02]
and [YKH` 08] and expressed as

Standard deviation

Sp fx , fy q “

The standard deviation (STD) provides fundamental information about the degree of statistical noise in images acquired using MDCT. Interpretation of residual noise STD is rather complicated, when taking into
the account that subtraction of two random fields (i.e.
noise realizations in images reconstructed by FBP and
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Radial 1D noise power spectra

bx by
¨
Lx Ly
D
E
|DFT2D tDpx, yq ´ Dfilt px, yqu|2

(1)

is used. Each slice of a 3D residual noise matrix, which
is considered to be one realization of a stochastic field
(i.e. stochastic image), is denoted as Dpx, yq and must
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Figure 5: One dimensional functions designed for modulation of white noise spectra: (|) simulation of low frequency noise, (|) simulation of mid frequency noise, (|)
simulation of high frequency noise.
be locally zero mean detrended prior to computation of
NPS; hence subtraction of image filtered by a low pass
Gaussian filter Dfilt px, yq is performed. The individual
power spectrum of a noise realization is computed by
squaring absolute value of 2D Fourier transform of the
detrended noise realization. As individual noise power
spectra suffer from large fluctuations between realizations, power spectrum of the stochastic field (i.e. the
process generating random noise) must be computed
as mean value of individual noise power spectra (outlined by h˝i operator). Normalization by sampling periods bx , by and image sizes Ly , Lx in directions x and
y, respectively, must be done to enable comparison of
power spectra of different stochastic fields. 2D NPS
computed according to equation (1) is a comprehensive
descriptor of noise frequency distribution; nevertheless,
it is rather complicated to evaluate or extract some descriptive parameters from it. Providing that 2D NPS
is rotationally symmetric, it can be expressed by radial
(one-dimensional) noise power spectrum without any
loss of information [BNCL09]. The radial 1D noise
power spectrum is computed by angular averaging of
2D noise power spectrum and therefore is a function of
the absolute spatial frequency
b
f “ fx2 ` fy2 .
(2)

Figure 6: Two dimensional modulation functions and
slices from simulated colored noise: Functions for (a)
low, (c) mid and (e) high frequency noise. Examples of
simulated (b) low, (d) mid and (f) high frequency noise.
ization of 2D NPS must therefore be reformulated and
equation (1) is changed to
Sp fx , fy q “

(3)

where the normalization term LB correspond to total
count of pixels contributing to computation of 2D NPS.
LB can be computed as sum of pixels of the corresponding binary segmentation mask B.
LB “

Ly
Lx ÿ
ÿ

Bpx, yq

(4)

x“1 y“1

As stated before, multiplying binary masks resulting
from segmentation with residual noise images is necessary; however it inevitably introduces error to estimation of NPS. According to convolutional property of
Fourier transform (equation (5) [Jan06]), multiplication
of two signals in the original domain corresponds to
convolution of their spectra in the spectral domain.

Equation (1) assumes that the noise matrix Dpx, yq is
fully filled with measured noise; however, this premise
is not fulfilled in case of segmented residual noise images, since they contain many zero pixels not contributing to computation of 2D NPS, see Fig. 3. Normal-
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bx by
¨
L
DˇB
(ˇ E
ˇDFT2D Dpx, yq ´ D f ilt px, yq ˇ2 ,

FT t f px, yqgpx, yqu “
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1
Fp fx , fy q˙ Gp fx , fy q
4π 2

(5)
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(a)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 7: Two dimensional NPS computed from simulated high frequency noise multiplied with various binary
segmentation masks of: (a) paranasal sinuses, (b) bones, (c) soft tissue and (d) full noise matrix.
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Figure 8: One dimensional NPS computed from (a) low, (b) mid and (c) high frequency noise multiplied with
various binary segmentation masks of: (|) paranasal sinuses, (|) bones, (|) soft tissue and (|) full noise matrix.
The NPS of residual noise estimated by equation (3) is
therefore a convolution of the sought noise power spectrum and the spectrum of a weighting binary mask, and
this causes errors in estimation of 2D- and consequently
of radial 1D noise power spectrum. Magnitude of the
error must be evaluated prior to computation of 1D NPS
of a real patient data.

tion 6 applied slice by slice. Finally, the required 3D
colored noise matrix NCol is obtained,
NCol “ IDFT2D tDFT2D tNW hite u ¨ MOD2D u.

In Fig. 6, the 2D modulation functions can be seen together with slices taken from simulated colored noise
matrices.

4.2.2
4.2.1

Simulation of MDCT noise

Segmentation error of radial 1D NPS

The simulated noise matrices have their noise power
spectra defined by the modulation functions and thus
the segmentation error of 1D NPS estimation can be
evaluated. Data acquired from head body part are segmented (data reconstructed by ID70 are used as they
contain the lowest portion of noise) and the three resulting binary masks (representing paranasal sinuses,
bones and soft tissue) are multiplied with each of the
three matrices containing low, mid and high frequency
noise. Nine weighted noise matrices are together with
three full noise matrices subjects of 2D- and 1D NPS
computation according to equation (3). Examples of
estimated 2D NPS can be seen in Fig. 7, while Fig. 8
shows 1D NPS computed from each binary mask and
from low, mid and high frequency noise matrices.

To be able to compute errors of 1D NPS estimation
caused by segmentation, three simulated matrices sized
512 ˆ 512 ˆ 512 voxels filled with zero-mean white
noise and standard deviation 10 are generated. The statistical noise inherent to MDCT images is not typically
white [BCMG07]; therefore the generated model noise
need to be colored (its spectral envelope must be modulated). One dimensional modulation functions based
on cubic Bézier curves, see Fig.5, are designed to simulate low, mid and high frequency noise and subsequently rotationally extended to two dimensional functions MOD2D . Coloring of the 3D white noise matrix
is undertaken in frequency domain according to equa-
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Mid

High

3.5

Mean

Std

Mean

Std

Mean

Std

Bone

2.8

2.9

3.0

2.0

3.7

2.8

Sinuses

5.2

5.4

5.8

3.7

7.0

5.1

Soft

0.8

0.81

0.82

0.51

1.0

0.72

Percentual segmentation error [%]

Low

Table 2: Mean value and standard deviations of percentage segmentation errors.
The errors of 1D NPS estimation introduced by segmentation of tissues are computed as absolute value of
differences between the estimated 1D NPS using a binary segmentation mask and the 1D NPS of full noise
matrix. The errors are computed for the whole 40 patients data set and the resulting mean values and standard deviations of the errors are summarized in table 2.
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Relative radial spatial frequency f/fNyq [−]
(a)

18

4.2.3

Percentual segmentation error [%]

The dependences of the segmentation errors on absolute
spatial frequency are visualized by box plots in Fig.9,
the visualization of error computed on the high frequency noise is chosen as the worst case according to
table 2. The mean values and standard deviations of the
errors are varying with the absolute spatial frequency.
Comparing plots in Fig. 9 with the blue plot in Fig. 5,
reveals that they are obviously dependent on shape of
the estimated 1D NPS.

1D NPS of real patient data

Finally, noise power spectra of residual noise matrices
in their 2D- and radial 1D forms can be computed according to equation (3) and thanks to mentioned segmentation algorithm, in each of the fundamental tissues separately. Examples of 2D NPS computed from
residual noise images (FBP minus ID70) are depicted in
Fig. 10 while examples of 1D NPS computed from diverse residual noise images and diverse tissues (i.e. the
set of images depicted in Fig. 3) can be seen in Fig. 11.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

A methodology for computation of radial 1D noise
power spectra separately in diverse tissues of iteratively
reconstructed CT image data is presented in this paper.
Thanks to fully automatic segmentation algorithm and
subtraction of images reconstructed by different algorithms, pure noise images representing noise inherent to
fundamental tissues (called residual noise images) are
obtained. Analyzing standard deviations of the residual
noise images one can conclude that iterative reconstruction with higher ID level produces images with lower
content of statistical noise compared to the one with
lower ID level. A further deeper statistical analysis is
needed to relate the improvement in suppression of image noise introduced by the iterative reconstruction to
the chosen dose reduction, patient weight etc.
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Figure 9: Box plots of errors in 1D NPS estimation introduced by segmentation of: (a) soft tissue, (b) bones,
(c) paranasal sinuses.
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Figure 10: 2D NPS of real patient data representing frequency characteristic of noise inherent to: (a) soft tissue,
(b) bones and (c) paranasal sinuses.
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Figure 11: 1D NPS o real patient data representing frequency characteristic of noise inherent to: (a) soft tissue,
(b) bones and (c) paranasal sinuses. Each plot shows four 1D NPS curves computed from diverse residual nose
images: (|) FBP minus ID30, (|) FBP minus ID50, (|) FBP minus ID70 and (|) FBP minus ID70MR.
The second parameter extracted from residual noise
images is radial 1D NPS. The classical equation for
1D NPS estimation is modified to fit the character of
masked residual noise images as they contain many
zero elements. Estimation of 1D NPS is burdened by errors as multiplying of a noise matrix with a binary segmentation mask in the original domain results in convolution of the noise spectrum with spectrum of the segmentation mask. Errors introduced by segmentation are
evaluated, and if has been found that the mean value and
standard deviation of errors depend on the segmented
body part as well as on the frequency content of image noise, and so on the shape of estimated noise power
spectra, see box plots in Fig. 9. The examined data exhibit acceptable 1D NPS estimation error in case of soft
tissue (mean value of the error is under 1%) and bones
(mean value of the error is under 4%). Mean value of
the error of 1D NPS estimation inherent to paranasal
sinuses is under 7%, and according to Fig. 9, the error
can be higher even than 25%; therefore the estimation
of 1D NPS inherent to paranasal sinuses produces inacceptable results.
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This type of error is well known from 1D signal processing, where shortening of theoretically infinite signal (by a rectangular temporal window) causes a decrease in frequency resolution in the spectral domain
as the spectrum of weighting function (sinc function) is
convoluted with each discrete frequency. This effect is
often referred to as spectral leakage and may be suppressed either by prolonging the weighting window or
using a window with better spectral properties. Binary
masks for segmenting a soft tissue have the biggest spatial extent, which explains their lowest segmentation error. As a binary weighting mask can be considered a 2D
function of variable shape with steep boarders, reduction of a segmentation error can be done by replacing
the binary mask by a spatially variable two dimensional
windowing function with better spectral properties (i.e.
Hann or Hamming weighted) in our future work. A possibility for reducing the segmentation error is in careful
exploration of outliers in box plots presented in Fig. 9,
and in finding, which features of binary masks cause
such large segmentation errors. Segmentation errors in
form of small misclassified regions can represent one of
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the possible reasons and its influence will be explored
in our future work.

spectra and noise equivalent quanta. Physics in medicine
and biology, 52(14):4027–46, 2007.

As can be seen from Fig. 10, the 2D NPS of soft tissue exhibit evident rotational asymmetry in the limited
range of absolute spatial frequencies. Rotationally symmetric 2D NPS is a basic assumption to proper calculation of radial 1D NPS, hence sources of the asymmetry
should be found and eliminated.
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Comparing the 1D NPS depicted in Fig. 11 mutually,
it can be concluded that the iDose4 generally preserves
shape of the 1D NPS regardless of the used ID level.
An exception can be seen in case of reconstruction with
enabled Multi Resolution option, which exhibits a different shape of 1D NPS at low frequencies and a very
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